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Propositions for thesis presented by Wang Yihuan

1. Local people demonstrate a capacity to transform the kinds of discontinuities
brought by projects of external intervention into productive continuities that nurture
existing patterns of organisation and livelihood practices, (thesis)
2. Discussion of 'development discourse' inevitably becomes part of the formation of
current or emerging development policy and discourse, (general)
3. China remains 'a country of etiquette', where trust, reputation, reciprocity and other
social norms play a more important role than other elements in decision-making.
This needs to be understood when designing development programmes, (general)
4. The SARS epidemic has, on the one hand, generated negative impacts on China's
economic growth. However, on the other hand, it has also accelerated institutional
reform and facilitated good governance in China, (social)
5. Existing individual and group interests and divisions influence interpretations and
meanings and preclude genuine participation by all, no matter how transparent one
may try to be. In this sense projects can neither be fully participatory nor predictably
sustainable, (thesis)
6. Many poverty alleviation practices do not genuinely improve poor peoples'
livelihoods. Instead they serve to sustain the employment security of development
practitioners and the operational capacity of their organisations, (social)
7. One aspect of adopting participatory philosophy and practice in its present form is
that it remains piecemeal and therefore does not dovetail well with formal institution
building, which needs long-term commitments and the full backing of a state
programme, (general)
8. It is better not to strategise, because new strategies will emerge to deal with the
implications of previous ones, (general)
Thesis defence 30 September, 2003.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

My research concerns the dynamic processes of differential strategies and responses to
participatory intervention. These processes are socially constructed processes; that is,
they are the outcome of interactions between various actors (here I refer mainly to
members of the project implementing agency, township government officials, village
committee leaders and local farmers) involved in a specific participatory project. As
researcher and simultaneously one of the project coordinators from the project
implementing agency, I found myself in a privileged position for observing and
experiencing the interactions that took place between project implementing agency
personnel and other actors. These interactions entailed discussions, negotiations, and
even conflicts that emerged during the course of the intervention process. I was therefore
able to take this rare opportunity of reflecting on the interests, and sometimes hidden
interests of development researchers/practitioners with the purpose of obtaining insights
into the social construction of their strategies and, on the other hand, of closely observing
and sensing the actions, interests and concerns of the other actors embedded in the
intervention. My research does not, however, limit itself strictly to strategies, but rather to
the broad set of responses, including actors' day-to-day actions, short-term reactive
behavior - or tactics - as well as long-term planning so long as these responses
characterize the nature of people's arrangements in regard to production and livelihoods.
Background and Theme of the Research
Although China has made overall progress in development in the last two decades, the
country is still confronted with the serious problem and pressures of eradicating poverty
in rural areas, especially in the remoter mountain areas where the development pace has
been slow. In an attempt to combat this, various poverty alleviation projects and
programs have been introduced into these areas. The approaches used have over time
improved from being characterized by strong top-down interventions applied to
particular regions or production sectors, to the targeting of specific development
measures directly to rural communities and rural households, and, more recently, to the
use of 'participatory' approaches within a series of so-called poverty alleviation projects.
The participatory approach has often been regarded as a panacea by development
researchers and practitioners for all kinds of community-based development projects. It is
argued that by using such an approach, farmers' interests are likely to be reflected
maximally in the project. Thus it is taken for granted that farmers would fully accept and
definitely benefit from such projects. It is also assumed that no conflicts, or at least fewer
conflicts, will be generated so long as the main groups involved in the project have agreed
to adopt this participatory approach. However, my previous and on-going experiences
with participatory development projects suggest that, even when using such an approach,
the interests of the implementation agency, local government officials and farmers often
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diverge from each other. Although the implementation agency might be committed to the
promotion of participation in poverty alleviation projects, local government is likely to
prioritize those activities (not necessarily 'participatory' or focussed on the poorer sectors)
aimed at economic development for its area, and farmers may have their own concerns
and considerations associated with the pursuit of long-term household strategies. In other
words, farmers do not always follow instructions 'from above'; they have their own
'projects' to realize, even in those projects introduced by authoritative bodies from
outside.
Within such a situation, project implementation agency, local officials, and farmers face a
dilemma. On the one hand, they are attempting to realize their own 'projects' with their
own collective or individual interests and concerns, and on the other, they have to meet
the needs and requirements of other groups - other actors in the arena of the project The
different actors do not always follow the same approach in coping with this potentially
conflicting situation, but they have usually developed various adaptive ways to acquire,
based on their own values, the highest benefit from project activities while coping with
the requirements or intentions of the other actors. These various adaptive ways can be
viewed as different responses or strategies which are demonstrated in the ordering of
social relations with other people, arrangements of labor division within and among die
households, capital investment in different development activities, and in marketing
organization, etc. The existence of such different and complex responses and strategies
aroused my interest to analyze why people make different responses to the same external
interventions within similar socioeconomic, political and institutional contexts.
My research concerns a poverty alleviation project implemented within the national
poverty-eradicating framework entitled 'Participatory Community Development Project
in Pocang Township, Yixian County, Hebei Province, China'. The project period was for
two years from November 2000 to October 2002. The project's overall objective was to
reduce poverty and to develop sustainable communities through mobilizing the rural
population to participate in the process of local resource utilization planning and
management, institutional capacity building and household-based development activities.
The actors in the research are the project implementing agency-CIAD, the local township
government village committee members and farmers.
I argue in my research that such adaptive responses and strategies emerge on the basis of
actors' previous practice and the existing body of knowledge embedded in their social
relations both within the household domains and within the wider social environment of
the community and beyond. They are characterized and continuously shaped by
interactions taking place in the following domains, i.e. between local people and the
project implementing agencies, inter-household; intra-households, and also between local
people and various external socioeconomic, institutional factors. In other words,
responses and strategies, and their realization, are not static matters, but constituent of a
dynamic social process. The responses and strategies can therefore, to a great extent be
regarded simultaneously both as the outcomes and causes of various conflicts,
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negotiations and compromises generated among the various actors involved.
The central theme of the research is therefore to make an in-depth analysis of how the
particular responses or strategies of the different actors' are socially developed and
realized. In order to do so, I examine how project information is introduced to the farmers
by the implementing agencies, and couple with the special contents of the project being
implemented. Secondly, I look at how local people interpret, perceive and assess
information introduced by the implementing agencies with reference to their existing
practice and social environment, a process fraught with dynamic interactions. Thirdly, I
illustrate how and in what ways the results of these interactions are realized in day-to-day
actions, in this research viewed as responses and strategies.
In addition, my research pays particular attention to a comparison of the various
responses and strategies and to identifying their similarities and differences and,
importantly, to ascertaining the rationale behind these similarities and differences in
relation to different types of households.
Apart from the above areas, my research also looks at the discursive field of planned
intervention and its arena of action, which is intrinsic to participatory intervention.
Research relevance
The research concerns actors', and in particular, farmers' strategies. When an
intervention is introduced, some farmers will basically follow the instructions; others
may adopt alternatives for coping with the instructions. No matter what strategy people
adopt, they are continuously searching for their own identities and creating space for
themselves in their society in order to realize their strategies. They bear in mind the
surrounding socioeconomic and cultural elements of their environment especially the
existing power relations with outside parties and take note of the feedback emanating
from their social networks. In this way the concept of strategy is linked 'not only to
questions of choice and power but also to patterns of interaction' (Elster 1983:13). Thus,
the research not only documents the strategies themselves that people have taken, but also
looks at strategies at a more practical level, i.e., how people realize their strategies or how
strategies are realized in day-to-day actions and attitudes.
In addition to this practical relevance, I argue that this research is relevant from the
theoretical point of view. In current development studies, many research contributions are
on how a participatory approach can be introduced into development practice.
Participation has become a panacea for development purposes. Under the notion of
participation, it is assumed that all the interests and foci of the various groups involved
are easily expressed and agreed upon. However, conflicts and differences among groups,
that represent different interests, have not been sufficiently recognized and reviewed. My
research therefore mainly answers the following research questions:
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How are similar or different responses and strategies taken by various actors in their
day-to-day actions and attitudes developed and socially realized in the participatory
project? How did the three main actors - the implementing agency CIAD, the local
Township government, and local village committee members - respond to the
participatory project and what were their strategies. Finally how did different farmers
respond to the participatory project and how were their strategies formed and socially
developed?
Implications of the Research in China
Over the last 15 years, studies on rural issues in China, especially those related to planned
intervention, have grown considerably. However, studies that have focused upon the
issue of government policy intervention, have been to a great extent macro-economic in
nature, adopting a rather abstract understanding of the rural household and actors.
Limited efforts have been devoted to studies on this issue at a micro level, although rural
households have acted as independent units for decision making on resource management
since the land reform of 1978. Sociological studies should, therefore, de-concentrate on
the macro, and instead focus more on micro level analyses of individuals (such as farmers)
and household units, which, of course, manifest or reflect the macro-level interventions
embedded in grass-roots events. The trend to date means that current studies are still far
away from an in-depth understanding of the actual consequences of participatory
intervention in China. This research, then, provides a micro-level study from a
sociological perspective and aims to address closely the implications and impact of
planned intervention.
Although since the 1980s there has been a growing awareness among international policy
analysts of the diverse ways in which individuals and their households organize
themselves individually and collectively in the face of intervention by government (Long,
1989), in China a mechanical linear model of the project implementing process by
researchers and development practitioners still prevails. They assume that the actors
should implement project measures as expected and if this is not the case, the project
should be terminated. This research, therefore, should provide a basis for sensitizing the
intervening agencies: (1) To rethink ways of implementing a particular project at local
level, which may not have generated the kinds of consequences that were intended; (2) To
recognize the importance of discontinuities of social interest, cultural interpretations, and
knowledge and power among the individuals or groups concerned (Long, 1984); (3) To
take into account the agency of various actors and not to perceive rural farmers, by
definition, as passive recipients of intervention, since farmers will develop their own
ways or strategies for coping with outside forces; and (4) To take into account that
planned intervention will be shaped and reshaped through the process of interaction
between government officials and farmers or between farmers themselves.
The proposed study is, at the same time, a methodological exploration of applying an
actor-perspective developed from African and Latin American cases to analyze
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systematically the Chinese case on participatory intervention, taking into account its
unique political, social and economic context. In this way, the research contributes to the
development of more adequate concepts of planned intervention and its impacts in China
through the adoption of an actor-oriented approach.
Structure of the Thesis
This introduction has presented a broad overview of the contents of this study. It has
introduced the background and theme of the research, and its relevance and implications
in the Chinese context. Chapter 2 that follows provides a theoretical background to the
research by starting with an overview of sociological contributions to participation,
intervention and strategy. This is followed by an illustration of the theoretical and
conceptual framework applied in the research. Chapter 3 offers a background overview of
the intervention and sketches out the processes of intervention by emphasizing the
implementing agency's multiple social realities. These realities and actions indeed
permeate all the cases in the remaining chapters of the thesis. This chapter therefore
furnishes readers with a dynamic picture of the social and spatial arena of a
community-based participatory project, in which the key actors are identified. It
emphasizes how much room the implementing agency can create for the imposition of its
own definition of the problems to be solved, the nature of the development agency, and its
philosophy and rationale for certain activities etc. It also shows how the 'model of
change' is transferred but also modified and rethought during the process of intervention.
The social responses and strategies of the various actors are elaborated in detail in
subsequent chapters. Chapter 4 presents to the reader the profile of the project area, thus
giving the necessary contexts for understanding the nature and implications of the
differential responses of various actors. Chapter 5 moves to the empirical cases, exploring
the social reshaping of the intervention through four event-centered case studies, focusing
on the different interpretations and understandings of the different social actors involved
in the intervention. Chapters 6 and 7 shed light on the social processes associated with the
responses and strategies developed by the main actors identified in Chapter 3. They show
how local leaders and villagers skillfully impose their own interpretations and interests on
the other actors, including the intervening research practitioners. Here several
actor-centered case studies are presented. Chapter 6 emphasizes the strategies of local
leaders, namely local township officials and village committee members through the
discussion of two cases. The first explores the interactions between insiders and outsiders
by elaborating the township leader's role as intermediary for the intervention, while the
second gives more attention to the interactions among the insiders themselves. It does this
by identifying the power struggle between the village leader and other contenders, and
through documenting the village leader's experiences with the intervention. Chapter 7
examines the differential responses or strategies of farmers, focusing on how their
strategies relate to the differential performance of village leaders. Chapter 8 highlights
and discusses the main conclusions of the research, especially in regard to the issue of
strategies, the elements that shape these and the negotiated participatory development
process.

CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY
As the central theme of my research is to make an in-depth analysis of how the
particular responses and strategies of different actors' are socially developed and
realised in participatory intervention, I will begin here with a review of the associated
notions of development intervention and participation. This is followed by a discussion
of the languages of development and participation and the key concept of strategy,
which provide the background to the mapping out of the theoretical and conceptual
framework adopted for the analysis and discussions of the results of the empirical field
research. The chapter concludes with a brief account of the set of research
methodologies utilised.
Review of development intervention
Development intervention can be viewed as a conscious attempt to change a present
situation in line with certain pre-established goals. This consists of institutional forms of
intervention involving the setting up of development projects or co-ordinated programs,
and less direct forms of intervention such as the use of price and taxation mechanisms
or other fiscal and legal measures. The type of 'intervention' that my research addresses
is more related to institutional and project based forms, although the historical review
also touches on less direct forms of intervention.
Theoretical discussions of development intervention began in the 1960s onwards, while
its practice can be traced back to earlier in the twentieth century when development
planning was first exercised as a major instrument for national policies in some
European countries, marked by the formulation and implementation of the Five Year
Plan. The idea of national planning then became the practice in many countries in both
the West and the Third World. This tendency continued until the 1960s when most
colonial countries achieved their political independence. In the 1970s, industriaUsation
and the modernisation approach became the key dimensions that marked the
transformation from traditional or pre-modern society into the types of technology
associated with forms of social organisation that characterise the advanced,
economically prosperous and politically relatively stable nations of the West
(paraphrasing Moore 1963, in Long 1977). This type of economic development
advocated structural differentiation in society, the modernisation of technology,
industrialisation, urbanisation and the commercialisation of agriculture. By the late
1970s/earlyl980s, 'the scope of development planning had gradually extended to
include more than just the economic aspects of planning' (Conyers and Hills 1984: 48).
The debate now extended to cover the objectives of development planning, the type of
benefits and costs entailed, the techniques of intervention as well as the type of planning
experts employed.
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Thus the practice of intervention has generated discussions or debates that have been
ongoing for several decades. A first type of discussion concerned the paradigms of
development. Friedmann and Weaver (1979) and Robertson (1984) indicate that the
belief in regional development planning from the 1920s onwards had gone full circle
from a principle of territorial to functional integration and recently back again to
territorial integration. The principle of territorial integration was prevalent from 1925
till 1935 in the form of Utopian planning, cultural regionalism and the attempts to attain
a 'biosynthesis' and a new culture. From 1935 to 1950 mere was a type of practical
idealism as illustrated, for example, by the Comprehensive River Basin Development
practised in the United States and extended to other countries. From the 1950s onwards
until 1975, the principle of functional integration predominated. This took the form of
spatial systems planning as attempted in the newly industrialising countries, as well as
in the backward regions of the industrially advanced countries. From 1975 on°wards
territorial integration was once again the prevailing doctrine in the form of what
Friedmann and Weaver have named 'agro-politan development' (1979: 8). Obviously,
these discussions of the paradigms of development remained at a macro level and in
general were interventionist, lacked concern for grass-roots practice and took for
granted or certainly did not question the fact that local people were regarded as passive
beneficiaries and recipients of the intervention.
Another type of discussion of development intervention lies in methodological debates
concerning the differences between 'top-down' and 'bottom-up' development. In
general, we can say that the top-down approach dominated for about three decades,
while, from about the beginning of the 1980s, the bottom-up approach has drawn more
and more attention from various development agencies and government organisations.
Stohr (1981: 48) argues, however, that 'there are also many examples in previous
periods under changing cultural and political conditions, where development has been
dominated from below intermittent with periods of development from above'.
Nevertheless, looked at historically, it is clear that the focus or target of intervention has
been moved from the broad macro level of country or region as a whole to the
development of communities and people as its final goal.
The third type of discussion on development intervention is reflected in a different
conceptualisation of it developed in Norman Long's work on planned intervention.
According to Long, the dominant theoretical paradigms of planned intervention in the
1960s and 1970s 'espoused a rather mechanical model of the relationship between
policy, implementation and outcomes' (Long 2001: 31). He indicates that a tendency in
many studies is to 'conceptualise the process as essentially linear in nature, implying
some kind of step-by-step progression from policy formulation to implementation to
outcomes, after which one could make an ex post evaluation to establish how far the
original objectives had been achieved' (Long and van der Ploeg, 1989: 227). Long
regards this separation of 'policy', 'implementation' and 'outcomes' as 'a gross oversimplification of a much more complicated set of processes which involves the
reinterpretation or transformation of policy during the implementation process itself,
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such that there is in fact no straight line from policy to outcomes. Also, outcomes may
result from factors not directly linked to the implementation of a particular development
program' (ibid.). Moreover, issues of policy implementation should not be restricted to
the case of top-down, planned interventions by governments, development agencies and
private institutions, since local groups actively formulate and pursue their own
'development projects' - sometimes within and sometimes outside of the framework of
the externally initiated project that often clash with the interests of central authority
(Long 1984b: 177, van der Ploeg 1987). This latter could sometimes be described as
'counter-development' (Arce and Long 2000). In fact Long has sufficiently
incorporated the concept of 'multiple social realities' and the notion of 'projects within
a project' into his argument so as to correct the over-simplified description of
intervention processes and thus to address the much more complicated set of processes
entailed.
During the 1980s, a number of policy analysts, anthropologists and sociologists began
to recognise the deficiencies of the above-described paradigms of planned intervention
and policy analysis that sought new ways of conceptualising policy formulation and
implementation (Grindle 1980, Clay and Schaffer 1984). These analysts argued that
implementation should be viewed as a transactional process involving negotiation over
goals and means between parties with conflicting or diverging interests, and not simply
as the execution of a particular policy (Warwick 1982). Batley (1983), Robertson
(1984), Schaffer and Lamb (1976), Lipsky (1980), Handelman and Letyton (1978),
Rees (1978) have focused either on the dynamics of administrative action in policy
implementation or on the cultural perceptions and social management strategies of
agents and clients (Long and van der Ploeg 1989, Long 2001).
According to Long, the new directions coincided with a growing awareness of the
diverse ways in which individuals and their households organise themselves
individually and collectively in the face of planned intervention by government and
other bodies. The strategies they devise and the types of interaction that evolve between
them and the intervening parties shape the nature and outcomes of such intervention
(Long 1984, Long and Long 1992, de Vries 1992,1997, Arce 1993). A central problem
for analysis is to 'understand the processes by which interventions enter the life worlds
of the individuals and groups affected and thus come to form part of the resources and
constraints of the social strategies they develop. In this way, so-called external factors
become 'internalised' and come to mean different things to different interest groups or
to the different individual actors involved, whether they be implementers, clients or
bystanders' (Long 2001: 31). I would also argue that it is in this way that the
discontinuities involved in project introduction and implementation become continuities,
that is, they become incorporated into the flow of everyday life, thus demonstrating that
intervention is 'an ongoing, socially-constructed and negotiated process' (Long 2001:
31). This conceptualisation recognises the significance of social meanings, and the role
of human agency associated with planned intervention processes, and is the guiding
paradigm of my research for looking at intervention processes. Intervention implies a
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kind of conscious attempt to make changes in the current situation in order to attain
certain development goals, and is often based on the simple idea of transferring
resources from the 'outside' to the 'inside'. These resources include introducing
financial, technical, human, and material resources, even new concepts and approaches,
images and meanings into the community that originate from the donor agency and/or
project implementing agency. These transfers do not occur as people might expect,
simply flowing 'naturally' in a linear way to the community and having consequences
for local people. In fact they get digested, become internalised, are partly adopted,
partly rejected, and transformed in relation to existing social and economic factors, and
the resource endowments and interactions of the actors involved.
Instead of viewing interventions as falling within certain pre-defined 'time' and 'space'
regimes, Long and van der Ploeg (1989) argue that interventions are always part of a
complex and uneven chain or flow of events located within the broader framework of
the activities of the state and/or international bodies, and the actions of different interest
groups operative in civil society. Moreover, the outcomes of intervention are influenced
by and linked to previous interventions that will, in like manner, have consequences for
future interventions. Long and van der Ploeg also criticise the image of intervention as a
transfer of 'cargo', that is to say, the idea that projects consist of a flow of goods and
benefits ('handouts') like the western goods depicted in the cargo cults of New Guinea.
For Long, however, intervention involves 'multiple realities' made up of differing
cultural perceptions and social interests, and constituted by the-ongoing social and
political struggles that take place between the various social actors involved (Long 1988,
2001).
1

Long's arguments are all relevant to my research since they concern intervention that is
located within a broader national poverty alleviation programme. For the people
involved this was not their first experience of such projects. All, in various ways, had
had previous experience with this kind of outside intervention. However the different
actors involved have different interests and are likely to have acquired different
perceptions of the process due to their different social and cultural backgrounds. Thus
they may not always be in conformity with each other concerning approaches and
measures, and these questions the notion of a common image of the significance of the
cargo brought by intervention.
Long's deconstruction of linear and cyclical models of planned intervention is
congruent with his advancement of an actor-oriented approach. I will return later to
discuss this theoretical approach, but first we need to examine the issue of
'participation', which lies at the heart of the present study.

1

Sought-after goods that arrived by air or boat from unknown Western destinations. They were
associated with the belief that the bringers had some sort of esoteric knowledge that enabled them to
acquire them.
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Participation and participatory development
My research explores how the actors involved in a Chinese participatory project
develop their strategies and responses to it. Understanding the concept of participation
and the experiences of participatory development in China becomes critical to
developing an in-depth interpretation of the sphere and development background in
which the actors are embedded, and under which the strategies and responses form and
develop.
The notion of

participation

The concept of 'participation' has been widely used by a variety of development
researchers and practitioners for various reasons. It has become a kind of fashion or
discourse whereby development practice, especially where it involves development
projects, has to include the concept either as a means or end of the project, at least in its
written form. However, the interpretation of participation or the application of it varies
among practitioners and researchers, either because users or promoters of the concept
understand it differently or because their interests and objectives diverge.
Reviewing the existing literature on participation, one becomes aware that there are
many differing definitions and usages of the term. The term 'participation' per se does
not have special meanings in the development sense, but it has been endowed with
certain meanings in particular contexts. For instance, it can be used or associated with
other terms to indicate the central actor of the participation, such as the participation of
the public, citizens, women or children, etc. Or it can be associated with certain
domains, which suggests the field to which the concept is applied, such as participation
in community development, social forestry, livestock or more generally natural resource
management, production, as well as a host of different types of development projects or
programmes. Thirdly, it can also be used in a spatial sense to reflect the location where
the approach is to be promoted: participation in the rural community or participation in
urban neighbourhoods. These three ways of using the term are not entirely separate.
They can be reordered and combined with each other, such as women's participation in
social forestry development and participation in natural resource management in the
rural community. Definitions therefore vary with the different usage of the term:
Public participation refers to the direct involvement of the public in decision-making
through a series of formal and informal mechanisms (Sewell and Coppock 1977).
Participation is 'before-the-act involvement in the choices and efforts producing
benefits' (Uphoff and Esman, in de Valk and Wekwete 1990). Citizen participation is
the redistribution of power that enables the have-nots, presently excluded from the
political and economic process, to be deliberately included in the future (Cahn and
Passett 1971). Participation will be defined as the voluntary and democratic
involvement of people in decision-making with regard to setting goals, formulating
policies, planning, implementing and evaluating economic and social development
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programs, contributing to development efforts, and sharing the benefits (M. Poppe, in
Jenssen 1992). Participation leads to the following benefits: a greater commitment and
ability to implement decisions and strategies, more innovation, a larger portfolio of
ideas, encouragement of initiative and responsibility (Spencer 1989). People's
participation may be defined as the process by which the rural poor are able to organise
themselves and their own organisations are able to identify their own needs and share in
the design, implementation and evaluation of the participatory action. Such action is
self-generated, based on their access to production resources and services other than
their labour and the continued security of that access. It is also based on initial
assistance and support to stimulate and sustain the development action programs
(Oakley, Peter et al. 1991). Oakley and Marsden (1984) reviewed a whole range of
interpretations of participation in development projects and presented them as a
continuum to illustrate the direct relationship between interpretation and development
analysis. In a more limited way, the following four statements summarise this range of
interpretations, (i) Participation is considered a voluntary contribution by the people in
one or another of the public programs supposed to contribute to national development,
but the people are not expected to take part in shaping the program or criticising its
contents (Economic Commission for Latin America 1973). (ii) With regard to rural
development, participation includes people's involvement in the decision-making
process, in implementing programs, their sharing in the benefits of development
programs and their involvement in efforts to evaluate such programs (Cohen and
Uphoff 1977). (iii) Participation is concerned with the organised efforts to increase
control over resources and regulative institutions in given social situations on the part of
groups and moments of those hitherto excluded from such control (Pearse and Stiefel
1979). (iv) Community participation is an active process by which beneficiary or client
groups influence the direction and execution of a development project with a view to
enhancing their well being in terms of income, personal growth, self-reliance or other
values they cherish (Paul 1987).
Obviously, the above-mentioned definitions not only contain the answer to 'what
participation is', but also suggest the answer to 'what participation is for'. Participation
is defined in any context by different ideologies or meanings depending upon the kind
of organisation, and its 'purpose'. 'What participation is for' can basically be
summarised in two categories:
- As a means: to accomplish the aims of a project more efficiently, effectively or
cheaply (Nelson and Wright 1995)
- As an end: to enable 'the community or group to set up a process to control its own
development' (Nelson and Wright 1995)
'Participatory intervention' in the project that constitutes the focus of my research
meant that how local people would have decision-making rights in the whole project
cycle (further illustrated in Chapter Three - the section on the project concept). In
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reality, the term as an end is used only in a limited way, although development agencies
are using it the double sense of means and ends.
But no matter which way one uses the term participation, its central core is to empower
local people, or weak groups such as the poor in a community. Development research
and practice have proved that the extent of participation in reality is more limited to the
first meaning, i.e. to the means, since using it as an end involves more changes in the
power relationships between members of a community and agency institutions or the
State. To what extent participation has been used as a means also varies according to the
organisation and the context. The following section thus illustrates how the concept has
been promoted or how participatory development has proceeded since the concept was
first used or at least introduced into development practice and research, particularly in a
Chinese context.
Participatory

development

in a Chinese context

The idea of participation resulted from rethinking conventional development practice
and the experiences of international aid in developing countries after World War II (Liu
1998). It is estimated that from the 1920s to the 1990s, international multilateral and
bilateral aid to developing countries has amounted to 300 billion US dollars (Liu 1998).
Yet despite this, by the early 1990s, the gap in wealth levels between North and South
was still increasing, which led development practitioners and researchers to re-examine
the philosophy of intervention, its design, the underlying logic of project operation, and
existing institutional constraints on implementing agencies and co-operating partners.
One of the conclusions reached was that the work of the agencies at the design,
implementation and ongoing management levels was too top down and prescriptive. It
was realised that 'recipient' populations were capable of analysing their own situations
and that indeed they should do so and therefore more involved in the whole process of
development intervention. Development intervention should therefore take on more of a
facilitating role wherein villagers or weak group could take a share, innovate and
analyse their own knowledge and situations and make their own action plans. This
meant that development projects should become more open and transparent, and
development options and decision-making rights needed to be geared towards
empowering target groups. It was also agreed that national and regional development
interventions should encourage and advocate mass popular participation. 'Stakeholders'
needed to be self-organised and share various responsibilities in order to aim at
'common' development objectives. The donors, planners, executive bodies and
beneficiaries should establish effective, equal and mutually beneficial partnerships.
Based on this reasoning, the concept of participation that was introduced in the 1960s
gradually became more the accepted guideline for development practice.
While stressing the continued importance of outside support, development professionals
came to the conclusion that local inhabitants are able to analyse and solve their own
problems. The development process was thus envisaged of one of enhancing local
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people's self-development and self-organising capacities, by which or during which
they could share responsibilities and commitment to common objectives. Moreover,
people's active participation in their own development more clearly was seen as a basic
right - the right to development This idea of participatory development was thus one
grounded on the principles of establishing partnerships, encouraging communityspecific development options, respecting indigenous knowledge and farmers' skills and
acknowledging them as masters of their own development. Emphasis was placed and
not merely on the results (Liu 1998). The core of participatory development is to
underscore people's own development. Local people are viewed not as passive
development objects, but the holders and guardians of the development process. Only
when local people's development is enhanced in the process of change, can such
development be considered sustainable.
The concept of participation was thus developed and improved in practice in East-South
Asian and African countries during the 1970s and 1980s. Since the 1980 participatory
development has been widely promoted and applied in various contexts - not only
among NGOs but also within the development discourse of multilateral organisations
such as the World Bank - and has become a favourable topic of much development
research.
In Chinese history, the idea or at least some elements of 'participation' have appeared in
both ancient and modern times. Confucius said that 'among three people walking
together, at least one of them must be my teacher'. In the 1920s, Mao Zedong
promoted the philosophy of 'social survey'. He propounded the idea of 'coming from
the masses and going back to the masses', and that 'the ideas of human beings come
from practice'. His message was mainly aimed at calling for the intellectuals to be
together with local people and to learn from them instead of staying alone in the library
with their books. However, the sense of participation as intrinsic to contemporary
development did not become part of Chinese debates until the 1980s when it appeared
in Chinese translations of publications of the international development organisations,
such as FAO and UNDP. In 1989, it was CIAD, the Centre for Integrated Agricultural
Development the organisation for which I work that first gave Chinese definitions to
terms like 'participation' and 'target group' in its translation of a German book entitled
Regional Rural Development (GTZ 1989). In the same year, CIAD started to apply a
participatory approach in farming systems research in Hebei Province. Since the 1990s,
the Ford Foundation has supported several research projects that have used the approach
in practice in the Yunnan, Guizhou and Sichuan Provinces. These works can be
regarded as the earliest explicit use of participatory methods and development practice
in China. In the early 1990s, Robert Chambers held ateamingcourse on participation in
Yunnan Province, which was a remarkable event in terms of the further development of
2
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Confucius was a great philosopher in China around 2,500 years ago.
Mao Zedong was one of the founders of the Chinese Communist Party and Chairman of the party from
1934 to 1976.
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the participatory approach in China. Most of the professionals who are now engaged in
research on participation in China took part in that training course. CIAD, the Yunnan
Geographical Research Institute and the West-South Forestry University have been the
most active in promoting and practising the participatory approach in China through
contributing technical inputs into various international development interventions. The
first time that CIAD applied participatory project planning was in Yanqing County of
Beijing, during which I was one of the responsible personnel. Since then, poverty
reduction in China has become an important national goal and international concern.
Those international organisations and NGOs involved have largely adopted a
participatory approach in their interventions, particularly in poor areas of China, such as
Xinjiang Autonomous Region, Guizhou and Sichuan Provinces, and so on. These
organisations believe that the success of poverty reduction measures are dependent on
whether the poverty reduction process can be started from the grassroots, and whether
local people can be organised to actively participate in its reduction.
Reviewing more than ten years of experience with participatory development in China,
one can identify the following fields in which the participatory approach has been used:
Natural resource management; rural socio-economic appraisal; community development
and management; development planning; social forestry; watershed management;
micro-loan management and rural health. The main approach used for promoting
participation entails distributing publications, holding workshops or seminars, training,
and applying the participatory approach in the whole project cycle, such as in the
planning, project monitoring and evaluation stages and facilitating the setting up of
farmers' organisations. Obviously, practice in participatory development is still far from
being institutionalised, and is as yet limited to adopting participation as a method
simply for improving project effectiveness and efficiency.
Issues concerning participatory

development

in China

Although the participatory approach is now widely practised in China as elsewhere in
the world, in reality, the concept of participation as used in the international
development literature is often misused or even abused in practice. On the other hand, it
is true to say that development researchers and practitioners in China have met
difficulties in promoting the approach. I here present the main issues and obstacles in
participatory development research and practice in China:
Misuse of the concept
In many cases in China, participation has been and is used as a synonym for 'presence'
by many officials, as the term is still new for them, and their understanding of it is
limited to the dictionary definition of the word, not its development sense. For instance,
a development practitioner is very often faced with being told by local officials that the
project has been participatory because local leaders organised farmers and women to
join meetings and contribute their labour to the project. In this case, officials only
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understand participation in terms of being present in certain activities and in terms of
labour mobilisation but miss its important and comprehensive connotation. In fact, such
attendance at meetings and collective labour do not necessarily mean that local people
are empowered, or that their capacity is being built, or that they can make decisions
concerning the resources they hold.
Influence of the Cultural Revolution
During the Cultural Revolution in China (1966-1976), scientific technologies were
damaged, the role of professionals and experts was rejected and the reputation and
respect of intellectuals denigrated. When the concept of participation was introduced
into China, some did not favour the idea, especially the older generation, which
inevitably associated it at first with experiences of the period when professionals were
challenged. In fact, both the goal and adoption of participatory approaches and the
practice are very different from the way it was practised during the Cultural Revolution,
when the beating down of intellectuals and personal attacks for mistakes were common.
The participatory approach calls for the setting up of new forms of partnership between
outsiders and insiders, not simply the denial of the role of experts and technology.
Influence of the 'top-down' approach
Top-down approaches have been practised for decades in all fields in China.
Development has been undertaken within a top-down structure and centralised
institutional set up. Leaders of the various sectors, have mostly made the decisions;
under this top-down structure of how institutions of education, research and
development operate and function. In addition, the history of feudalistic relations in
which hierarchical ideology dominated the society has also had a negative influence on
promoting the participatory approach.
Lack of innovation and adaptation of participatory methods and tools
Participatory methods and tools have mostly simply been transferred without
modification from the international to the Chinese arena. China has fifty-six recognised
ethnic nationalities, and is a country diversified in its natural and socio-economic
aspects. However, in adopting the participatory approach, there has been little
innovation or adaptation to local conditions. Therefore, people do not always accept the
approach as they regard the tools and methods either as too simple to reveal the
complexities of local situations or they are just not used to the tools and the ways the
approach is promoted, which may rub against existing customs or habits.
In summary, one can say that there is still a long way to go in terms of promoting the
philosophy of empowerment, sharing of benefits, good governance, and capacity
building of local people in China. However, my research is not intended to explore the
ways in which researchers or practitioners should facilitate the advocating and
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promoting of the participatory approach. Instead, with the said theoretical and historical
background of participation, along with the empirical materials from the field, I probe
how various actors involved in the participatory intervention interpret the concept of
participation, how they deconstruct the approach, unpack the project, and negotiate with
each other, and finally how they develop their own strategies to realise their own
'projects'.
The significance of this deconstruction and appropriation process forms a major strand
that links the chapters that follow. In order to achieve mis I have found it necessary to
examine in detail the struggles that take place between the range of actors involved over
the meanings, practices and benefits of development intervention. Conceptually this
requires a discussion of two related elements intrinsic to the dynamics of intervention,
in this case relating to a participatory project. These are first, what we might call the
discursive field of planned development and its arenas of action, which embraces both
the conceptual apparatus of policies and the language of implementation. Second, it
requires a focus on the behavioural dimensions which concern the ways in which the
various actors respond and strategize, consciously or otherwise, to the vicissitudes of
the intervention process, which always bring with it both benefits and costs. In practice
of course it is impossible to separate the discursive from the strategic or organisational
practice.
The Languages of Development and Participation
According to Arce and Long (2000), 'one trend to emerge in development studies was
the emphasis placed on the production and reproduction of development discourse'
(Arce and Long 2000: 24). Long defines discourse as 'the sets of meanings, metaphors,
representations, images, narratives and statements that advance a particular version of
'the truth' about specific objects, persons and events' (Long 2001: 242). While
language is used for expressing and communicating thoughts and feelings, in my
research, the word 'language' is more important man the word 'discourse' since the
latter is a more abstract idea relating to broad normative or ideological frameworks,
whereas when actors put forward certain arguments or express certain views of the
world, they may draw upon several discourses. This brings the research down to a more
practical level of implementation and response, and to what we might call 'development
speak'.
The language used here is about how to win arguments, develop ways of talking about
poverty reduction or economic growth, and so forth. Some of these languages of
development are tied up with the notion of modernity or with western notions about
how to achieve the 'good society'. The discourse has changed over the past sixty years,
marked by changing perceptions of the priorities of the development agenda and the
roles of state and non-state actors. From the 1940s to the 1970s, discourse changed as
we moved from a stress on technology and technological issues to questions of equity
and the distribution of benefits and to the design of policies for redistributing wealth.
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The language of development was characterised by defining development first as a
strategy or method to economic recovery; second, as emphasising the role of the state in
development; and third, as related to development aid and to the promotion of trade and
a market demand in the recipient countries by donor countries. One result was the
education of professionals and academics and political leaders, so as to contain the
influence of adverse projects from different countries with different ideologies etc.
(John Samuel 2001). The language changed with the stress on transformation
approaches, and in the 1970s, the change was marked by the reduced role of the State in
development.
Then we have a language that developed around a critique of - the rise of the
dependency school - how development produced underdevelopment. And later some
policies were designed to tackle the problems of the uneven and unequal spread of
benefits, for example, from land reform and so forth. Out of all these complexities a
new language emerged that emphasised the necessity for local people to participate.
This generated ideas about how to reach people, and how to encourage people's
participation in development projects. It gradually acquired acceptability. In the same
period, environmental issues and the role of women in development formed the core of
such an alternative language to development. This early language of marginalisation
and the more recent notion of the importance of stakeholder, ownership arose at the
point when structural adjustment as promoted by World Bank and IMF loomed large.
Then, in the 1980s and early 1990s, the main stream language of development and aid
functioned to facilitate the decentralisation of the State. It was argued that a strong state
could deliver but not when it was controlled by a ruling class with entrenched interests,
or with a powerful bureaucracy wishing to assert and protect its own political space.
Hence, the sustainability of development was thrown into question. On the other hand,
the patriarchal and patronising character of the language of development was exposed
by the emergence of women's movements in different parts of the world. This led to an
emphasis on the idea of participation and empowerment being at the core of
development language. This provided the foundation for the emergence of a language of
development encompassing good governance, participation, citizen action, privatepublic partnerships and corporate social responsibilities. This was quickly taken up by
the international community (John Samuel 2001).
Of all the words of development speak, the notion of 'participation' has become the
most catchy buzz word, particularly after 1998 when the President of the World Bank
informed the world in his annual speech that 'Participation matters - not only as a
means of improving development effectiveness, as we know from our recent studies but as the key to long-term sustainability and leverage.' Under this concept of
'participation', many other dimensions and processes fall: 'involvement in decision
making stage of the project', 'empowerment', 'transparency', 'participation in the
whole cycle of the project', 'making contributions to development process',
'commitment and ability of local actors', 'mobility and responsibility', ' attention to
indigenous knowledge', 'local's rights over resource use and control', 'capacity
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biulding', 'benefit sharing', 'self-organisation and autonomy', 'redistribution of rights
and democracy', 'institutionalisation of participation' and so forth...
Nevertheless, a number of strident criticisms of participation models remain (see
Bastian and Bastian 1996, Mosse 1994; Nelson and Wright 1995; and UED 1995).
Cookie and Kothari have summarised two types of critique - 'those on the technical
limitations of the approach... [that] stress the need for a re-examination of the
methodological tools used' and 'those that pay more attention to the theoretical,
political and conceptual limitations of participation' (Cooke and Kothari 2002: 5).
Besides these reviews, some development professionals and practitioners have recently
made more fundamental criticisms of the discourse of participation, asserting that it
entails three sets of 'tyranny': - First, 'the tyranny of decision-making and control',
meaning that participatory facilitators override existing legitimate decision-making
processes; second, 'the tyranny of the group', whereby group dynamics lead to
participatory decisions that reinforce the interests of the already powerful; and third,
'the tyranny of method', which means that participatory methods have 'driven out
others which have advantages participation cannot provide' (Cooke and Kothari 2002:
7). Furthermore, the populist language of participation has also been challenged - such
as 'attention to local knowledge', 'participatory decision making' and 'empowerment'.
In other words, it has been emphasised 'how methodologically parochial the
participatory development discourse is' (Cooke and Kothari 2002: 8)
These critical standpoints are, of course, very relevant to my own study since part of it
concerns how the major actors of the implementing agency for the participatory project
press home their points by strategically manipulating official participatory language in
the decision-making process and by strengthening through group work the already
powerful members of the community.
Returning to consider the significance of the languages of development and
participation, one realises that certain groups are able to use a mixture of such languages
in accordance with what they consider to be the most appropriate or influential ways of
winning support for their views and for pushing them through. In other words,
development rhetoric and thinking can also operate as a language of representation and
control (Arce 2000). Arce provides a range of empirical evidence to illustrate the ways
in which this takes place. Hence he elaborates how authoritative statements by
international developmental organisations represent societies and their development
priorities, and then deploy 'linguistic representations of development to construct a
meaningful discourse in which experts can identify and isolate a quantifiable number of
development issues' (Arce 2000: 34). Morj importantly, he also points to the
significance of locally situated language and representations articulated by local farmers
for negotiating specific political and cultural issues. Obviously, Arce's work is relevant
for my research in so far as it can be applied to the strategies and responses of various
actors in a participatory project, in which people deconstruct or unpack the project,
negotiate with each other and develop strategies in order to pursue their own 'projects'.
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All this implies language games and struggles over particular understandings: that is,
how they win arguments, attribute different meanings to and have different expectations
of the project as well as different interpretations of the concept of 'participation'; and
how they develop such language games by drawing upon or processing both official and
local languages for realising their conscious goals and modes of strategic practice.
The notion of strategy
Although my research is not limited strictly to 'strategic' processes, but to a set of
responses, including day-to-day actions, short-term reactive behaviour or tactics, and
longer term planning etc., it is still, I believe, worthwhile to re-examine the notion of
strategy - a concept which has often proven controversial in sociology.
There exists a rich historical hterature on the topic of 'strategy' and household strategy'.
Reviewing the hterature, one becomes aware of the fact that sociologists had touched
upon the importance of the term before any systematic studies of the topic had been
made. One such sociologist was Erving Goffman (1970), whose sociology revealed the
strategies used in everyday social life of which the actor may not be entirely conscious.
Wallace makes the same point and states that this early work of Goffman 'raises the
possibility that a strategy may actually be unconscious as well as conscious' (1993: 97).
As a subject for systematic sociological study, 'strategy' was originally imported from
the studies of the urban poor in the Third Word. The terms 'survival strategies' and
'coping strategies' were used to show how poor people's struggles to survive under
poverty could be logical and resourceful (Redclift 1986). Later, the idea of 'survival
strategies' and 'coping strategies' was also extended to show how farm families
responded and adjusted to disturbances occurring in the 1980s when droughts and
floods exacerbated the wide-ranging financial crisis in agriculture in North America.
The terms were used to describe the ways in which farmer households shared their most
intimate activities, and found their 'strongest social/emotional support' for coping with
the harsh realities of survival in the Third World (Household Strategies 1991: VT£[).
That is to say that sociological studies on rural farm strategies came to the fore when the
world was confronted with problems of economic depression, food crisis and massive
hunger, etc. The various studies were mostly undertaken using traditional social
research methods such as questionnaire surveys, household interviews, historical
narratives etc., and were normally conducted after the events occurred, meaning that the
social researchers were not directly involved in actual experiences during the course of
the occurrence of the events. These studies are therefore more or less a form of
secondary data analysis, the results of which are presented in study papers that fall into
the following patterns.
(1) Research on coping and survival strategies that focus on a narrative description of
farmers' countermeasures for coping with external problems, where the strategies
are retrospectively summarised by researchers who had not entered the life-worlds
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of farmers to understand how they had struggled and developed their so-called
coping strategies (see Schroeder and Watts 1991).
(2) Research that maps out the kinds of strategies or adjustments made in the
organisation of labour and resources such as engaging in wage labour, 'receiving
help from relatives', "buying in grain', used by rural farmers to cope with increasing
food shortages and to offset the effects of low crop production. The kinds of
impacts or consequences that these different strategies have for farmers are
accordingly described (see Campbell, Zinyama and Matiza 1991).
(3) A third type of study focuses on how food deficits are incorporated into broader
agricultural development patterns and farm strategies. Here labour allocation and
migration processes are often determined or influenced by institutional policies and
their legacy, as well as by household economic status and demographic
characteristics. Although these factors are analysed as variables, the degree to
which they affect the allocation of labour to different activities and migration is still
at a fairly descriptive stage (see Mazur 1991).
(4) A fourth set of studies focus on farm strategies as solutions for survival, such as
increasing or stabilising net income; restracturing liabilities; and restracturing
assets (Brake and Boebije 1985), and others such as off-farm work, part-time
farming, renting or selling land, increasing sales, lowering costs, reducing debt,
reducing expenditures etc. (see Schulman and Cotten 1991). Obviously regarding
strategies as solutions is over simplistic.
These four categories of study suggest that coping or survival strategies are all primarily
oriented toward group survival' or toward 'coping' with external forces. The studies
neglect the fact that strategies are generally motivated by events in the ongoing daily
life and production activities of farmers, no matter whether are they confronted with
external crises or not. There is also in some of this research a belief in an inherent logic
and rationality embedded in the manifestation of farmer's strategies. On the basis of this
premise, studies on strategy are widely extended to all households in their farm
management and operation. The focus is on the understanding of farm management and
operation in terms of how farmers effectively and efficiently utilise their resources
(physical, human, financial, information etc.) in order to attain maximum farm profits
and economic expansion, and to develop competitive advantages. In other words,
farmers normally will seek to make strategic decisions using this kind of economic
rationality. This type of study has been extended by Pahl (1982) to look at household'
work strategies in general and not just farm strategies, in which strategies are seen as a
convenient summary of ten of more or less interlinked sets of practices', again
concerning mostly economic behaviour based on calculative rationality in terms of costbenefits (Wallace 1993). This type of approach dominates studies on household strategy,
which helps researchers to explore the way in which households organise their work
both inside and outside the 'formal' economy (Wallace 1993). However, this type of
study over-emphasises the rationality of strategies and focuses too much on the
economic.
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Besides the dominance of these kinds of study, there are attempts by sociologists who,
while acknowledging rationality as the premise of decision-making, more importantly,
at the same time allow for the possibility of sub-conscious or unplanned actions of
strategies. Anderson, Bechhofer, and Kendrick (1994) take into account 'some degree of
consciousness' and analyse household behaviour as based on 'more or less rational
principles which actors can articulate and describe: [that is] higher order constructs
which form general prescriptions for actions leading towards desired medium or longterm goals' (1994: 65). It is evident that such an approach is broader in its scope,
meaning that farmer strategies not only refer to the decisions made on economic or
farm/production business operations, but also includes farmers' actions in wider
livelihood aspects such as social relations, family reproduction and so on. However, the
limitation of the notion of 'strategy' is that it is understood as the consciously planned
guidance of farmer actions that they are able to verbally describe. In fact, only some
farmers have clear pre-set guidance for their actions. In contrast, many farmers would
delay making decisions until the action has already been initiated, which is what Ortiz
(1973) calls 'deferring of decision'. In 1991, Clay and Schwarzweller argued that 'most
patterned behaviour of households is not preceded by formalised decision-making.
Consequently, 'household strategies', is regarded in its broader sense as a general rubric
or umbrella concept that refers to both deliberate action relative to goals as well as to
normatively guided 'unplanned' responses by the household group and its members
relative to changing circumstances both internal and external to the household group'
(1991: 6). Furthermore, as I mentioned above, Goffman's sociology depends upon social
actors adopting strategies of which they are not themselves entirely conscious (1970).
As Wallace puts it (1993: 97, 'This raises the possibility that a strategy may actually be
unconscious (unintended) as well as conscious (intended)'. Such an approach to a great
extent reveals the reality of farmers practice, as well as the complexity of rural society
wherein farmer's make both 'programmed decisions' as well as 'deferred decisions'
(Ortiz 1973).
All the mentioned studies emerged under the specific historical background of meeting
the need to understand the responses of people in local contexts to macro-level changes
in the economy or environment. Obviously, all the existing studies have been devoted to
the contents of 'strategy' itself, i.e., what strategies individual farmers or farm
households have adopted, rather than to the processes of how the strategies were
developed. Earlier, in 1989, Crow brought to the surface the issue of the dynamic nature
of strategy. He acknowledged that social interaction as a strategy process had its origins
in Game Theory. However, he views this as a weakness to the theory due to the
difficulties in analysing the strategies. He suggests: people's actions frequently respond
to a situation that is developing rather than static, but, 'to the extent that this is the case,
these actions will be all the more difficult to predict and interpret. The more negotiation
that is involved in the development of strategies, the harder the task of their analysis
becomes' (1989: 14). Obviously, Crow is pessimistic about the theory being able to
further uncover the dynamic process involved due to its inability to tackle the
sophisticated logic of interaction. As stated in the research theme, farmer strategy
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processes are characterised and continuously shaped by interactions taking place in four
domains i.e. those involving local people and project implementing staff, inter- and
intra-household affairs, and also the relations between local people and various external
socio-economic and institutional actors. Some researchers, in particular feminist
researchers, have illustrated in detail the interactions (Wong 1984) within the household
in their studies of household strategies. This is further demonstrated by Clay and
Schwarzweller's work, where they indicate various differential needs, goals and
interests of different household members on the basis of age, gender, employment status,
income level and other attributes, and draw attention to the unequal distribution of
power and influence. Similarly, Beneria and Roldan (1987) and Kandiyoti (1988) have
described such 'intra-household relationships dynamically in terms of a continuous and
changing process of negotiations, contracts, renegotiations, and exchange within a
broader political economic context. Such analysis represents a significant departure
from the stasis in past studies (Woolf 1991). However, the research does not consider
or at least not very explicitly interpret interpersonal relations (or networks) outside the
household in which the household is embedded.
Reviewing the existing hterature on the topic of strategy, one finds therefore that there
is a lack of attention devoted to exploring the process of strategy. Furthermore, the
discussions on rational/irrational strategy' and 'conscious/unconscious strategy' have
revealed the ambiguous process by which actors' strategies are developed or realised. In
order to demythologise the complexity of actors' behaviour and to advance the research
on household strategy, more attention has to be given to the dynamic social processes
involved. The previous studies could serve as a starting point that may enable one to
understand farmer strategy in terms of various actions in different ways. Meanwhile,
there is other sociological research that might also be relevant to a further exploration of
strategy processes.
Since strategizing can be viewed as a sum of complex ongoing processes of decisionmaking, anthropological contributions on agricultural decision-making are relevant to
the study of strategies. Several of these researchers have analysed a range of variables
affecting the decision-making process but differ on the extent to which their analyses
reflect the actual mental processes of the farmer (see Chibnik, Cancian, Gladwin and
Ortiz, in Bartlett 1980). The researchers criticise the methods and tools drawn from
economics. But as Ortiz points out, psychological, cultural and institutional variables
should not be taken into account in order to 'rationalise the poor performance of
mathematical models', but rather be 'introduced at the relevant point in the formal
description.' However, for Ruminating decision-making processes, they either carry out
their analyses without attempting to link them it to the farmer's cognition by revealing
some relationships between variables that farmers themselves do not perceive or they
impose on farmers an 'elimination' approach which over-emphasises the rationality
behind decisions. Gladwin and Murtaugh's work (1980) on exploring the cognitive
process by proposing that decision making takes place in two modes: the 'attentive' and
the 'pre-attentive' is indeed in line with the above mentioned discussions on
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unconscious strategies. Hence strategies can be viewed as entailing a sum of
information processing both within and outside the decision-maker's ordinary attention
and awareness.
Compared to the above-mentioned studies on agricultural decision-making, Long's
decision-making approach to the study of entrepreneurship is perhaps more relevant to
the study of this strategizing process. The approach 'analyses the process by which
entrepreneurs and others make, or are constrained to make, certain decisions relating,
for example, to the mobilisation of resources and to questions concerning investment
and market strategy' (Long 1977: 106). Entrepreneurship only aims 'ultimately at
economic expansion' (Long 1977: 128), thus, the approach is not entirely empirically
grounded in broader social research. However, Long's discussion of using a decisionmaking approach to study entrepreneurship, nevertheless still offers help in
understanding how farmer's develop their enterprise-like strategies in response to
intervention aiming at differential goals, which can be possibly extended to the
understanding of other types of farmer strategies.
Therefore, although there have been various definitions and discussions of 'strategy' in
the existing hterature, by farmer strategy (and by extension the strategies pursued by
other actors in this research) I incline to the more open notion such as the one defined
by Clay and Schwarzweller that takes strategy as an 'umbrella concept' instead of a
strict definition. The definition in my research allows discussions on the long-term
planned and unplanned responses formed by actors involved in the project in relation to
the changing situations both internal and external to individuals and/or the collective.
Secondly, my research does not stop at the contents of 'strategy' itself, but examines the
social-dynamics of these strategies, particularly how actors develop ways to solve
problems and deal with everyday situations and dilemmas. The problematic situations
looked at basically arise due to the introduction of the intervention of a participatory
development project.
Theoretical and conceptual orientation
This section deals with a theoretical approach - actor-oriented analysis - and with
certain concepts on the basis of which the results of the field research are discussed.
One of the major concepts used in the research, the concept of interface, is introduced to
show that the various interactions taking place among farmers, local officials and
project implementing agencies shape the formation of particular actor strategies. A
related concept is that of social networks, since in the course of developing strategies,
networks have an influence in shaping actors' responses, attitude and behaviours in
respect to production, consumption, marketing and many other activities.
The research, then, builds upon an actor-oriented approach in order to realise a sound
understanding of the processes of strategizing in response to participatory intervention
in China. This approach starts with the notion that although certain social changes result
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from the impact of outside forces, it is theoretically unsatisfactory to base one's analysis
on the idea of external determination. 'All forms of external intervention necessarily
enter the existing life-worlds of the individuals and social groups affected, and are
mediated and transformed by these same actors and structures. It is therefore important
to adopt a more dynamic approach to the understanding of social change, which
recognises the interplay and mutual determination of external and internal factors and
relationships' (Long 1984). Strategy processes are indeed processes by which external
factors - wider socio-economic and cultural variables and government planned
intervention, including poverty alleviation project - enter the existing life-worlds of
social actors - implementing agents, local officials and farmers - and pass through
internal factors, that is the social attributes and worlds of the actors themselves. Thus
strategy processes are developed through the interactions within and between these
external and internal factors and the interplay between farmers and other actors.
An actor-oriented approach emphasises the importance of taking full account of human
agency', which attributes to the social actor the capacity to process social experiences
and devise ways - strategies of coping with life (Long 1989: 223). Social actors are
knowledgeable and capable (Long 1992 citing Guldens). Agency is composed of social
relations and can only become effective through them. Farmers, in my research, show
the capacity to process their existing social experience, to generate or manipulate their
networks of social relations and to channel specific items (such as claims, orders, goods,
instruments and information) through certain 'nodal points' of interaction (Clegg 1989).
Adopting an actor-oriented approach to the study of the process by which actors arrive
at strategies or strategize, overtly or implicitly, rationally or otherwise, consciously or
not, enables one to focus on the dynamic interactions between actors. In other words,
strategic processes are ongoing and dynamic processes of social construction. Therefore,
my research, based as it is on carefully documenting various types of strategies in
response to participatory intervention, looks at the way in which a poverty alleviation
participatory project is introduced by implementing agencies to local people with all the
interpretations and practices entailed. During the introduction of the process into the
locality, I analyse how various actors involved, perceived, assessed and interpreted the
package with reference to their existing practices and social environment, a process
fraught with dynamic interactions. Their interpretations and perceptions are examined in
the context of their everyday lives.
As I mentioned earlier, the concept of social interface, defined as 'a critical point of
intersection or linkage between different social systems, fields or levels of social order
where structural discontinuities, based upon differences of normative value and social
interest, are most likely to be found' (Long 1989: 2), is especially relevant to my
research). The concept of interface implies some kind of face-to-face encounter between
individuals or units representing different interests and backed by different resources.
Interface studies then are indispensable to an analysis of the discontinuities in social life.
Such discontinuities are characterised by discrepancies in values, interests, knowledge
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and power (Long 1989). Interface typically occurs at points where different, and often
conflicting, life-worlds or social fields intersect. More concretely, they characterise
social situations wherein the interactions between actors become oriented around the
problem of devising ways of "bridging', accommodating to, or struggling against each
other's social and cognitive worlds. Although the word 'interface' tends to convey the
image of some kind of two-sided articulation or confrontation, interface situations are
much more complex and multiple in nature (Long 2001). My research then looks at how
various actors' strategies and responses to participatory intervention are socially
developed. The process of participatory intervention involves: (1) Introducing the
concept of participation to local people since such an approach to intervention is new to
them and different from more conventional intervention approaches; (2) Discussing
project measures with local people and setting a management system for the project.
Obviously both dimensions inevitably involve interactions - discussions, persuasion,
enrolment, negotiations, compromises, and even conflicts between project implementers,
local officials and local farmers during the course of intervention. The concept of
interface is therefore useful for analysing the critical points of interaction, i.e. the
negotiations, struggles and accommodations that take place between the various actors
involved in the intervention process.
I also mentioned above the centrality of social networks. According to Mitchell,
network analysis constitutes an alternative way of interpreting social action to
stractural-functional approaches (Mitchell 1969). His use of the word not only evokes
an image of the interconnections of social relationships but goes on to specify the
properties of these interconnections, which provides a way of interpreting social action
and organisation (Granovetter 1973) for an updated version of the idea of network seen
in relation to processes of social embeddedness). Network studies concentrate on
'characterising the linkages existing between a specified set of individuals, and the
network is described in terms of various morphological properties and interactional
criteria' (Long 1977). Long's early 1968 work in Zambia provides and example of how
social network resources, based in this case upon church membership and restructured
kinship relations proved more critical than material or economic resources to the
success of a group of Jehovah's Witnesses, who were thus able to develop more stable
strategies for organising their farm inputs. Similarly, the development of a farm
household strategy for various aims or objectives in my research is largely affected by
the household members' network to provide access to essential resources, valuable
information and other support in terms of the organisation of labour and resources.
Methodology
This theoretical approach has important consequences for research methodology. An
actor-oriented perspective gives priority ' (a) to identifying the problems and concepts
as presented by particular actors, with a view to isolating similarities or differences in
social interpretation and cultural values or styles, and (b) to learning something about
the types and contents of important social relationships and activity fields that involve
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these individuals' (Long 1989: 247). The introduction of a development project into a
community will necessarily give rise to issues of interpretations and values, since an
intervention is often accompanied by a transfer of language, images, goods and funds.
The intervention provider and receiver and their sub-groups or other actors will have
their own interpretations and values, either similar among some actors involved, or
quite different. These interpretations and values, plus actors' existing social
relationships and activities will affect their responses or strategies during the course of
the intervention. Therefore, in order to obtain insights into strategy processes, the
researcher has to enter actors' life-worlds in order to listen, to see, to sense and to
understand the rationality and sometimes even the 'un-rationality' underpinning their
responses and strategies. In other words, studying strategy processes demands an indepth ethnographic approach, which enables one to arrive at a better understanding of
the dynamic socially constructed process of farmer's differential responses to planned
intervention.
For closely observing and making further sense of all this, I chose for my research area,
four villages in Hebei Province where I have been working for several years on a
participatory poverty alleviation project. For this work I performed the dual role of
development practitioner and researcher. In other words, I was not only an observer, but
also a participant. Therefore, inevitably I was not always able to be a neutral and
objective outsider in the interactions that took place in respect to the project. On the
other hand, the fact that I was involved in the project as one of the implementing
personnel, meant that the first step in the research process, that of getting to know the
community in general and estabhshing my own network, was easier for me than starting
somewhere new. This embedding in fact enabled me,, as I mentioned in the introduction,
through self reflection, to expose more than would have otherwise been possible, the
predicaments and reactions of a development researcher/practitioner, while also
observing closely the reactions of others and in doing so to provide a fuller insight into
social strategy processes.
Although I was very familiar with the community, a baseline survey was still necessary
for profiling the socio-economic settings of the villages and the farm households.
Participatory rural appraisal methods were extensively applied for constructing
community and household profiles. In addition the analysis of a number of individual
case studies (of farmers and the other actors), together with situational analysis provides
a way to study the particular dynamics of ongoing social processes. A chief advantage
of case studies is that 'they provide the opportunity to highlight and analyse the
processes by which social actors actually manage their everyday social worlds and
attempt to resolve certain problematic situations' (Long 1989: 248). The empirical part
of my research basically contains two types of case studies: actor-centred cases and
event-centred cases. Actor-centred case studies are made of a number of crucial actors
involved in the project, mainly for the purposes of exploring how certain categories of
actors socially develop their strategies. This type of case study normally entails the
description of life histories and the study of careers, combined with looking at social
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networks, which are helpful for understanding how actor deal with their daily working
environment and relations with other relevant actors. Actor-centred case studies are
mainly used for exploring the different strategy processes of the different actors
involved in the intervention, as well as for focusing on how farmer's interpret, perceive
and assess the project, and for illustrating how the results of the interactions are realised
in every-day situations. Event-centred case studies refer to data linked or surrounding
particular events that occur in the community or other arenas. This provides an ongoing
illustration and analysis of focused gatherings and or interconnected actions. This type
of study allows a multi-dimensional view of interpretations, social and cultural values
and interactions among the various actors during particular events happening in the
intervention arena. This type of study is particularly useful when exploring how project
implementing agencies introduce projects and their contents to farmers and the ways in
which these are reworked in the interactions or events taking place.
Both kinds of case studies serve to explore how projects are shaped and transformed, in
the process of implementation as a result of the negotiations between intervening parties,
local officials and farmers. Although I have made a distinction between two types of
case studies in my research, in fact, they were not strictly separated during the course of
the research. In fact they were applied in a mixed way and interwoven with other
methods such as interviewing individuals, engaging in conversation and participant
observation. In a word, it is difficult to keep to pre-set models. In this way there was a
need to improvise in the course of the research in order to take on board new or
unexpected dimensions or interpretations.

CHAPTER 3
THE PROJECT ARENA

This chapter furnishes readers with a full picture of the social and spatial arena of the
community-based project, where actors confront each other, mobilize social relations and
deploy social and cultural means to attain specific ends. It shows how much room the
implementing agency can create for the imposition of its own definition of the problem to
be solved, the nature of the development agency, the philosophy and rationale for certain
activities etc. On the other hand, the chapter presents not only how the 'model of change'
is transferred but also how it is modified and rethought in the process of intervention, and
likewise, how local leaders and villagers can impose their own interpretations and
interests in pursuit of their own specific interests and so on. For achieving these, I trace
the project chronologically, from the point of view of the project-implementing agency,
through its first phases involving the formulation the project proposal and die selection of
the project area, to its introduction to the local population and the planning of its activities.
For the important implementation phase of the project, the chapter gives three tables
showing how the implementing agency, its counterpart the Township Government, and
one of the project villages, Sanggang Village that represents implementation at the local
level, were all involved in organizing and operating the project. The tables are static,
while the contents are dynamic in nature, which is further illustrated by the case studies
presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. During the elaboration of the intervention process, I
focus on the allocation of resources, the different responses of key actors, and the
dynamics of the community.
More than development - multiple factors for incubating a project
When a community is considered 'less-developed', it is usual to attribute this to the
scarcity or misuse of resources such as land, water, technology or finance. It is then
reasoned that what is needed is the transfer of certain government and development
agency resources from outside to improve the social and economic situation. This often
takes place through the design and implementation of a development project, which, it is
assumed, is designed for 'development' purposes. However, once an organization - and
of course there must be an organization - is designated to execute such a development
program, dimensions other than development come into play in its incubation.
As an implementing agency, CIAD (Center for Integrated Agricultural Development)
also referred to as CORD (College of Rural Development) for which I work, functions as
an organization that designs projects, applies for funding and support to carry them out
and undertakes projects to help poor communities. CIAD was the earliest agency to be
engaged in this type of development research and practice in China, and it is committed to
methods of participatory development. Although administered by China Agricultural
University, it is distinguished from other colleges or faculties within the university in
terms of its reputation in the field of development and its broad international network
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with aid agencies. CIAD is known to most of the internationally funded development
agencies working in China, as well as to NGOs, government agencies and local farmer
groups, for its effective involvement in all kinds of development projects through
technical consultation inputs and the English proficiency of its staff. All CIAD
professional staff members have been trained overseas, which is unique for Chinese
Universities and would be considered special for most organizations in China.
There are, of course, many other reasons for applying for a project man those of simply
helping local communities. Thus when CIAD proposes a participatory project, many
motives interweave to shape the orientation of the project, the selection of the project area
and the organization of the project. Participation, as an effective intervention approach,
was introduced and adopted by CIAD staff in the early 1990s. The adoption of the
participatory approach is mostly manifest as short-term technical inputs in the projects,
with methods such as Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) in baseline surveys,
participatory monitoring and evaluation in projects and so forth. In most cases, the idea of
participation was used more as a means - using PRA tools - rather than an end or
philosophy in projects, until CIAD initiated the EZE (Evangelishe Zentralstelle Fuer
Entwicklungshilfe E.V., a German NGO) project in Yanqing County of Beijing in 1995.
The EZE project was the first project where CIAD served as an independent executive
agency, in where it had full control over financial and management matters. It was also
the first time for a CIAD team to exercise participation at the planning stage of a
community development project, where project measures were decided jointly by local
farmers and other actors. Participation at other stages of the project remained implicit.
The lessons gained from this EZE project in terms of participatory planning and
institution building still need to be improved and tested in other places.
In addition, CIAD has well realized the effectiveness and usefulness of adopting
participatory approaches in development projects in terms of achieving project objectives
and gaining financial support from international agencies and a reputation among other
development organizations. In the views of many development professionals and
practitioners, the participatory approach has become the symbol of a new development
paradigm, and as a result, those organizations adopting the approach are regarded as
standing at the frontier of development research and practice, or as not being left behind
by other development organizations.
Additionally, in the universities of China, the number of research projects and the amount
of financial support a college attracts act as criteria to measure the research capacity of
the organization. Moreover, this capacity will determine the number of students the
college can recruit, and the quota of senior professional titles the college can claim. In
addition, the promotion of college teachers is also related to the number of research
projects they have conducted. Therefore, projects with a research orientation are much
favored by CIAD and its individual staff members, since they can be registered with the
Science and Research Department in the University, bringing about the above-mentioned
benefits.
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Furthermore, Ye Jingzhong, the deputy director of CIAD and I were planning to select an
appropriate sample area for our Ph.D. research in a rural village near to Beijing. We well
knew that local people would be much more cooperative if at the same time as doing
research we could provide some sort of financial support for them. Therefore, looking for
financial backing for a rural community project, also suitable for our research purposes,
became our main concern. With the expansion of CIAD, the staff was becoming
responsible for more and more students each semester. Seeking practical placements then
became an urgent task so that could become familiar with rural areas and the farmers, and
be to development practice and PRA methods. In addition, our intention to edit a textbook
on community development planning for our undergraduate students required close
contacts with a rural area and the cooperation of its inhabitants.
Finally - the last and the least important reason - is the economic motive for CIAD to
apply for such projects. In short, projects are applied for that could be regarded as 'our
projects', which we could manipulate for these many needs. For these reasons, CIAD
began to apply to EZE for a second community development project in 1999, in which it
planned to fully execute a participatory approach.
Summarizing, we can say that it was this multiplicity of factors rather than just
'development' at a higher level that launched this local-level community project. Hence
the pursuit of personal and organizational goals coincided with the need for the
improvement of livelihoods and living conditions of the rural community in question.
These various interwoven interests then led to the completion of the project proposal and
eventually to the realization of a participatory intervention project.
Applying for a project with a strong commitment to 'participation' of course also
dovetailed with the 'belief' of international aid organizations, their executive agencies
and the various personnel involved, that local people certainly benefit from such projects,
and so they welcomed the proposal from CIAD. This CIAD initiative was the first of its
kind to be successfully approved by EZE. In this manner, our participatory project geared
to 'helping poor people' reinforced the idea of the value of development intervention and
acquired the status of a 'myth' (Bailey, 1976) underpinned by certain values, meanings,
ideas, plans and stratagems, and constituting 'an oversimplified representation of a more
complex reality'.
How the area became the project area
This section presents an account of how the project area was identified, and how the
implementing agency's previous knowledge shaped present practices and concerns, and
influenced observations and understanding.
All experienced staff in CIAD are alert to the risk of choosing the wrong place with the
wrong people, because this leads to trouble during project implementation. In addition, a
completely new place where the implementers have no previous contacts takes time for
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implementers to establish networks and build mutual trust with local people. Thus based
on previous experience and existing knowledge, the deputy director of CIAD, Ye
Jingzhong, took the decision to select a province where we already had a network of
contacts, namely, Hebei Province.
Previous contact in Hebei

Province

As rural development practitioners and researchers, we were very familiar with Hebei
Province for its large agricultural population - 81% of the total population. From 1992, a
series of Sino-German Afforestation Projects were launched in 15 provinces of China,
including Hebei Province. For each project, activities were spread over selected rural
villages and townships in about four counties. All these Sino-German Afforestation
Projects show distinct and common features in terms of their procedures, design,
planning and implementation. All the projects have twin objectives of natural resources
conservation in forested resource - poor areas of rural China, coupled with the concern
for poverty alleviation. In addition to the technical requirements of forestry, the projects
aimed to promote participation in forestry development, including subsidy payments to a
widely underemployed and poor rural population, which largely lives below the official
poverty line. One would expect that the active and participatory involvement of the
affected population in community-based afforestation planning and forest management at
individual, group or village levels (interactive participation) would meet with local
wishes and avoid conflicts over use of the land for other purposes. Therefore, although
the projects were all on forestry development, they had a very strong socio-economic
focus. These projects have resulted in improving the ecological environment, helping the
farmers to eradicate poverty, and encouraging them to participate in the reform and
development of forestry. Among the project areas, Hebei Province was regarded as a pilot
zone where participatory planning was exercised as a consequence of the intensive
involvement and efforts of an Indian expert in community participation. Therefore, KfW
(German Development Bank), the donor agency, paid great attention to the impact on the
local people of the participatory approach used at the planning stage, which resulted in a
mid-term evaluation focusing on the socio-economic aspects in the Hebei project area. It
was the mid-term evaluation that provided me with an opportunity to visit the project
county for the first time. This first experience served as part of the trust-building process
between my institute and local people, and generated impacts during the course of the
intervention. This experience will be further discussed in a later section.
Identification of the project

county

Mr. Ye was in charge of the administration coordination office of the Sino-German
Afforestation Project for technical inputs provided by the German consultancy agency
from which the team leader came for the evaluation mission. Ye established close
contacts and a network with officials in forestry bureaus at provincial county levels. As I
mentioned above, bearing in mind the need to choose an area for the application of the
community-based development project from EZE, which was to be combined with PhD
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research, it was decided to chose one of the four afforestation counties where Ye had built
a broad and solid network and had close contacts with the director of the Hebei provincial
Sino-German Afforestation project office in the Hebei provincial forestry department.
Yixian was finally chosen as the project county. The reasons for its selection were that the
director of the afforestation project office did not think that staff in Tangxian (the first
possible choice) were 'very good', meaning they were not very cooperative, which did
not bode well for future cooperation. A second possibility, Laishui County, adjacent to the
Fangshan District of Beijing Municipahty, where tourism is relatively developed, was not
considered to be an appropriate site for a poverty alleviation project. A third possibility,
Laiyuan County, is a rather remote and highly mountainous area, and therefore less
convenient for access. Thus the fourth area, Yixian, seemed the most suitable place with
its diversified natural resource setting. It was also poor and therefore suitable for
promoting community development. It was also scenically beautiful and within easy
reach and yet not too close to the city (Beijing Municipahty) which would not be
appropriate for examining issues of rural development. This field site could be reached by
car within about three to four hours. For these reasons it seemed ideal for our research.
Identification of the project

township

Having identified the project County, the next step was to identify a project township.
Accompanied by the director of the Provincial Afforestation Project Office, Ye first
visited Yixian County by making direct contact with people in the Yixian Forestry Bureau.
The immediate contacts there were the director and two deputy directors of the bureau.
AsYe has elaborated in his own thesis, Processes of Enlightenment, the project Township
was chosen in the following way.
An agro-ecological and socio-economic zoning exercise was conducted with local
officials. This exercise was to cluster different geographical zones with similar patterns in
terms of natural conditions, agricultural, forestry and animal husbandry productions, and
socio-economic aspects such as population, labor force, migration and per capita income
etc. From this exercise, Yixian County can be simply divided into three agro-ecological
and socio-economic zones, i.e. the eastern part of the plains area, the western part of the
mountainous area, and the middle part of plains and mountain. The eastern part is
dominated by an agricultural economy with higher crop production and higher per capita
income. However, forestry and animal husbandry have very little share. The western part
has relatively less land for agricultural cropping, but a larger proportion of forestry and
animal husbandry. Farmer's per capita income is relatively low. The middle part is in
between the eastern and the western parts in terms of production. Mr. Ye did not intend to
choose a rural community in the eastern plains area, because experience shows less
cultural dynamics there. Thus, he asked local officials to recommend a township in the
middle and western parts for a field reconnaissance. The two townships proposed were
Liujing Township in the middle and Pocang Township in the. Mr. Ye, Mr. Tian, and the
county forestry officials held discussions with the township personnel and visited one
village in each township following the discussions. Later, Mr. Ye discovered that one of
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the deputy directors had been the director of Pocang Township Government before
moving to the County Forestry Bureau.
After careful comparison, Ye decided on Pocang Township for the project. The reasons
were: First, The leaders in Pocang seemed more dynamic than those in Liujing Township,
where leaders were much more interested in getting material and financial support than in
discussing any conceptual approaches relating to rural development. Second, Pocang is
more diversified geographically than Liujing. Third, it is farther away from the county
capital, which is therefore relatively more urban oriented, and much affected by the
nearby Qing Dynasty Tombs' tourist industry.
Ye did not visit all villages in Pocang for a final selection of the research villages.
However, he did indicate that the preference was to have one or two adjacent villages with
homogenous characteristics that could be considered 'a rural community'. The village(s)
should represent the average in terms of village economy and farmer's per capita income.
It was agreed that the township would discuss the matter again and would give him their
answer later. Ye was to organize a team to come back to the township after the Chinese
Spring Festival, about ten days later.
In summary then, Ye's principal concern for selecting a project area to a large extent was
based on sound existing relationships with local people. In other words, it was based on
an already established network in which a degree of trust had been built. The strategy
indeed embraced Ye's and CIAD's belief that social capital would be more useful and
helpful than any other elements in the successful implementation of the project.
My previous experience in the project area
Understanding

participation

As I said earlier, the afforestation project in Hebei Province was a pilot project for the
promotion of participatory planning. It started in 1996 and was to end in 2001. The
mid-term evaluation was arranged in June of 1998. The evaluation team was composed of
an international expert on project management and two CIAD staff members, myself and
a male colleague. The team leader - an international project management expert - came
from a German Consultancy Agency, which has close cooperation with CIAD over
afforestation in China. I therefore carried out one month's socio-economic study as the
only woman expert in the evaluation team. During that month study, we devoted most of
our time to 16 villages in the four counties. We adopted Participatory Rural Appraisal
tools, such as male and female group discussions, key informant interviews, mapping,
riiagrarnming, and ranking etc. to identify the extent to which the concept of participation
had been integrated into the project and the impact it had generated on the communities.
We had previously formulated three key elements to participation to measure the level of
participation of the project counties. The key elements we defined were as follows:
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Table 3.1 Key elements of participation

in Sino-German

Afforestation

Project

Informational Elements

Institutional Elements

Technical Elements

Inform farmers on the
following information: t h e
objectives, contents and
requirements of the project,
time and rate of labor
subsidies, options to choose
from for afforestation and
forest m a n a g e m e n t . . .

Issuing contracts prior to site
preparation and planting

Discussion with farmers
about where to grow the trees,
selection of tree species, h o w
many to grow, t h e w a y to
m a n a g e them, the annual
plan...

These elements were defined and developed on the basis of our previous knowledge,
experiences and interpretations of participation, combined with the context of the
afforestation project. This partly frames my subsequent ideas, practice and research on
participation.
By these three criteria, and based on the field survey results, the project evaluation team
assesses Yixian to be a community which had exercised less participation, which was
rooted in my mind and occasionally flashed through it when I again entered the county for
the EZE project.
My impression ofNandugang

Village - one of the later defined project

villages

Among the 16 survey villages selected in the mid-term evaluation mission was one
village selected for the EZE project - Nandugang Village, in Yixian County. I still
remember the meeting with the women's group, which I facilitated, in the village party
secretary's house (Liu Zhenkun's house), where we held several more meetings during
the EZE project. In the mid-term evaluation meeting, I learned that labor subsidies in
Nandugang had not been completely disbursed to farmers according to the requirements
of the project. While I did not expose this in front of the village leaders, it was mentioned
on several occasions when we afterwards visited Nandugang and stayed in Liu Zhenkun's
house for the EZE project. Liu Zhenkun showed his sincere appreciation one day when
my two colleagues and I chatted with him sitting on the large heated platform bed at his
home. He said, 'Ms. Wang is so kind that she did not expose the facts. We knew that we
had done something wrong, but Ms. Wang did not speak about it. She is really kind.' Trust
in me, as an outsider, was thus easily built by accident when I first met him on the
afforestation project, which formed a cornerstone for our subsequent harmonious
relations in the EZE project.
The 'Tlemuzhen' knot - My first encounter with local officials
Here, I present the trust building process, mainly initiated by us, the implementing agency,
at the beginning of the project. Trust and respect were to play an important role in its
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successful completion. This is related to how the nature of social relationships are
interwoven with gifts, favors and the attribution of respect and status, which is strong in
China and reflected in the practices of Guanxi and Mianzi mentioned below.
About two weeks after the Spring Festival in 1999, Mr. Zhao from the County Forestry
Bureau, the Pocang Township Party Secretary, and the four village party secretaries of the
selected villages, came to visit CIAD. It was they who proposed visiting our university
before we went to visit them. Mr. Ye had promised this during his last visit to Yixian.
Their visit signified the intention of local people to build relations with CIAD, our rural
development college administrated by the Agricultural University in the Capital Beijing.
This was important to people from rural areas, who admire people from Beijing, and it
also provided an 'official' excuse for them to visit the capital. They had been longing to
do this and in this way their costs could legitimately be reimbursed by their organizations.
Ye was not able to be present at the meeting that day although he was the right person to
host mem, as he was the only one who had met the principle people of the group and he
was also deputy director of CIAD. So instead, I was asked by Ye to host them. This was
important since I was the one going to be involved with them in the proposed EZE project
and I intended to do my PhD research there. In fact I made sure that they enjoyed
themselves and received hospitality. They seemed disappointed when they realized Mr.
Ye would not be available for the meeting. I gave his apologies and explained why he was
unable to attend and told them what I intended to show them during their stay. I first
brought them to visit the campus of the University, the libraries and the building of CIAD.
I then asked another colleague to give an introduction to CIAD to them. As he clearly
knew that Ye had initiated the potential project and as is common in such a matters in any
organization in China, he regarded the project as Ye's project. As a result, he was not
really committed to the project and therefore showed little interest in the people from the
project area. His introduction was not as detailed as I expected. To compensate them for
the absence of Ye and the less than enthusiastic welcome from my colleague, after
communicating with Ye by telephone, I brought them to the Tiemuzhen Restaurant to
have lunch, which is a good and relatively expensive restaurant, where we rarely bring
guests who are not considered important to CIAD.
Tiemuzhen Restaurant is a big one-floor restaurant run by a joint venture company of
Taiwan and Mainland China. The restaurant has been well decorated in mixed western
and traditional Chinese style. Tiemuzhen is the name of the first Mongolian emperor of
the Yuan Dynasty. The architecture is designed in indigenous Mongol style, i.e. a round
house furnished with a spire. Entering the restaurant, one sees a huge drawing of the
figure of Tiemuzhen on a folding screen. On the left hand of the picture there is a table on
which a golden sculpture of a Chinese Buddha sits, in front of which there is a box that
believers can drop money into. The setting of tables and other decorations are in western
style. The restaurant was broadcasting light music when we entered. Apparently, the local
people were shocked by the way the restaurant was decorated. The style was new to them,
the like of which they had never seen before. Self-service again was new to most of the
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group, which made them feel a bit ill at ease. They did not know where they should start
and what orders they should follow for taking food. With great attention I led them to take
the food they wanted and explained where the food they wanted could be found. I was
careful to avoid making them feel uncomfortable or awkward.
Sitting around the table eating, the director of the County Forestry Bureau was more
active and talkative than the rest. The others, the township leader and the village party
secretaries kept silent at the beginning, only becoming more active after they had fetched
the second round of food. They exchanged information about the types of food they were
fond of and the places they had taken the food from. They asked me about the price and I
told them it cost 68 Yuan for one person (about U$8). They exclaimed 'oh, it's too
expensive, if you drink much at the beginning, then you can't eat enough afterwards to
match the money Ms. Wang is paying for it...' and '...We have a restaurant in our
township. The money for two persons here would give the whole group a big meal there.'
Their words reflected their shock on the one hand at the gap in living standards between
Beijing and their area, and on the other their acknowledgement of the attention we had
paid them. In China, it is a common knowledge that the price of the meal paid by the host
implies the extent of the attention the host has paid to the guests or to the business they are
going to do. The joy and pleasure clearly shown on their faces could confirm this idea.
Most of the time in Tiemuzhen was spent on commenting on the food and the restaurant.
We rarely mentioned the project or the research we were going to do in their area. It is a
typical Chinese way that something important can be dealt with without even mentioning
one word about the business during the meal. The host and the guests know each other's
purpose without touching upon the topic, hiding their mind while showing it on faces.
Only when the meal was coming to the end, was the core purpose of their visit to Beijing
mentioned through the proposing of a toast by Mr. Zhao, Director of the County Bureau.
Representing the others of the group, he said:
'On behalf of the Pocang Township Secretary, Village Secretaries of Sanggang,
Nandugang, Yuangang, and Baoshi, on behalf of all the villagers of Yixian, I
would like to propose a toast to thank you very much for your hospitality and
hosting us. We also hope you will pass our regards and thanks to Mr. Ye. We
hope we will have successful cooperation in the future and we will always
welcome you, Mr. Ye and your students in Yixian. We will always welcome
you no matter whether you are with or without a project...'
Mr. Zhao's words indeed reflected their desire to have a project in their area from which
they would benefit. At the sametimethey also expressed their doubts about introducing a
foreign aided project, and about our ability to bring them financial and technical support.
It is a reflection of their general suspicions of research/education agencies. This was later
confirmed by Mr. Liu Zhenkun, the Party secretary of Nandugang when we visited the
EZE project and chatted with him one day. He told us:
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'When we met Ms. Wang in Beijing, we were impressed by her hospitality and
her politeness. We appreciated her very much for her having hosted us a big
meal. More importantly, she treated us very well. It's not easy for a lady from
Capital Beijing to do so. It's very rare. But I was wondering what people a
University could bring to us. They are just teachers, not government leaders.
They are just interested in research. I was suspicious then.. .But anyway, they
treated us very well...'
Actually it was my second meeting with Liu as I had met him once before during the
mid-term evaluation of the Sino-German Afforestation Project. But I did not remember
that until he reminded me of this during the EZE project. Like Mr. Liu, the restaurant and
the hospitality shown them had impressed the whole group and they often mentioned it on
subsequent visits during the EZE project, especially at the beginning. Some villagers who
had not been to Beijing with the group even knew the name of the restaurant and
mentioned it to us. Obviously, the officials who came to Beijing are proud of the
experiences they had there and will not forget it in their lives. 'Tiemuzhen', for the
villagers, is no longer merely the name of a restaurant, but a symbolic occurrence,
standing for a way of urban life that is different from their own. It is outside the world
they know, and represents broader relationships, hospitality received from outsiders, trust
built with outsiders and appreciation shown by outsiders. This was also reflected in their
value for networks and knowledge, as they often said 'the more places you have been, the
more people you have known, the more knowledge you have gained'. More importantly,
the appreciation and trust given to us from the experience in Beijing further contributed to
the later harmonious relations between CIAD and our local partners in the project area.
Planning the future - Formulation of the project proposal
Identification of Project

Villages

The project township had been selected more by CIAD than local officials, while the
identification of project villages had been out of CIAD's control. In March 1999, two
months after the meeting in Beijing, as planned, a project team composed of four CIAD
staff members, including myself, came to Pocang Township to plan the small
development project and formulate the project proposal to submit to EZE. The township
party secretary recommended the four admmistrative villages whose party secretaries had
come to Beijing after the Spring Festival as the potential project villages. The reasons he
had chosen four villages instead of Ye's idea of one or two villages, were that although all
nine villages were interested in being involved, these four villages were alike in terms of
economic status in Pocang, and three of them, Yuangang, Nandugang and Sanggang were
adjacent to each other and very homogenous at village level. They were thus indeed more
like one rural community with several dispersed settlements. I was suddenly aware that
the Township leaders had already made the selection of the project villages before they
came to Beijing, and that these four village leaders had accompanied them in order to
build a relationship with their potential partner. On such a stage, it was hard for us to
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refuse any of the four villages as we had already met and found ourselves in harmony
with each other. We had to accept their choice. Intentionally or otherwise, local people
had for the first time 'enrolled' the implementing agency into their project.
This enrollment indeed resulted from two reasons: First, from the discrepancy in
understanding between the implementing agency and local officials on the method for the
selection of project villages. The implementing agency wished to run a fully participatory
project and this meant using this method for all procedures, including the selection of
target villages, which ought to have been made therefore by township zoning and
discussed by us with local township leaders together. However, for the township leaders,
their previous experiences had been of top-down approaches where they had had the right
to make such decisions themselves without consulting anyone else. They therefore
selected four villages before they came to Beijing. Second, the common notion of Miami
for 'face' in English) led the local township leaders to insist on these four villages as the
project target and it led, for the same reason, to the implementing agency giving up their
idea of reselecting the target villages in a participatory manner. Mianzi is an important
concept in Chinese philosophy and is a central element of social communication. It refers
to the way in which one should show respect to others and in so doing protect one's own
reputation and status. That is, one must on all accounts avoid causing people to lose face
since this may seriously damage or undermine existing social relations. Hence sensitivity
to social norms is more important and useful for the intervener than strict obedience to
project operating rules and rationale. A mutual acceptance of this cultural 'imperative' by
implementing agency personnel and local officials thus made it possible for the latter to
enroll the interveners. Thus project language and strict participatory procedures had to
yield to the social and cultural implications of Mianzi.
This issue of Mianzi (a person's standing or face) is closely related to another central
Chinese concept Guanxi, which is loosely translated as connections, i.e. 'proximate social
relations' involving 'a system of gifts and favors in which obligations and indebtedness
are manufactured, and there is no time limit on repayment' (Gold, Guthrie and Wank
2002: 7, paraphrasing Yang 1994: 1-2). Understanding the nature of these concepts in
relation to how interpersonal networks and relations function is critical for interpreting
the encounters and strategies shown in the experiences, events and data collected during
fieldwork. These and certain other related concepts, such as ganqing (sentiment), renqing
(human feelings), huhui (reciprocity) and xinren (trust), provide a rich cultural repertoire
that underpins the strategic struggles that take place not only at village level but also
between villagers and interveners. Recent debates among scholars on China have
focussed on the discussion of how far Guanxi and Mianzi and other values associated
with interpersonal relations have been reshaped by the changes brought by the 'opening
up' of Chinese economic and social life (ibid 2002).
Thus, although the township leaders had given us a reasonable explanation for their
choice of villages, previous experiences of development projects and the above
considerations led me to think of the other reasons behind the explanations. For example,
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the selection of project villages would have been influenced by the relationship between
those villages and higher authorities, the Township, who would normally make the
decisions about who can and who cannot participate in projects. My thinking was partly
confirmed on my second visit to Pocang Township two years later, after the project had
been approved by the German sponsor, EZE. The then deputy township leader told us:
'...Compared to the other five villages, the leaders of these four villages are
more cooperative. We [i.e. they, and my emphasis] will not really have to
worry about their work if the project is in these villages. In addition, they are
not far away from the township government, which is convenient for us to
check on the project'
Obviously, the village leaders' previous performance, especially performance in terms of
their attitude towards the township government or more accurately, their relations with
township leaders was crucial to their being selected as the project area. Secondly,
concerns of the location sometimes largely turn upon the township leaders' concerns
about whether it is 'convenient for them to go'. Actually, these two concerns are not only
the township leader's concerns and interests, but had also been those of CIAD when we
had selected the project county and township, specifically, they are just the concerns and
interests of those who will be directly involved in the events. Therefore, although Robert
Chambers has criticized the bias in traditional top-down development activities, and the
practice of development researchers and practitioners for engaging in what he calls 'the
development tourism' in his book Rural Development - Putting the Last First (1993),
individual or organizational interests in having convenient access to an area and its
suitability for carrying out practice or research rather than focusing on the 'real' target
group, can never be completely discounted, even in participatory development Thus we
have to acknowledge that Chambers is a little naïve in believing that all these social and
cultural elements and the social relations they imply can be avoided. Furthermore, social
relations with 'higher authorities' are often a priority concern of practitioners and
researchers or intermediate agencies when they make decisions relating to resource
allocation. The target population itself will be stratified into several layers for the purpose
of project resource distribution and therefore involved in the 'choice', meaning choosing
and being chosen and having access to the resources or decision-making on résource
allocation. All the experiences, practices, encounters, negotiations and 'struggles' that
follow confirm again and again the importance of social relations in the process of
choosing and being chosen. The project process is a process of choice fraught with
decision-makings about resource allocation. All decisions made about resource allocation
are deeply embedded in the interests, values and purposes of the decision-rnakers at
different levels. In such a case, the implementing agency, the 'intervention resource
owner', in some ways does not always play an important role in influencing the allocation
of resources.
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Identifying obstacles and solutions

Like other development agencies, the philosophy we hold for commumty development
projects lies in a belief that local situations are somehow inappropriate socially or
economically, and hence need redesigning or reconstructing. The difference between
CIAD and most other agencies in China is reflected in the way that CIAD puts more
emphasis on learning about local knowledge and practice in order to design more
appropriate and 'sustainable' technological packages and modes of organization.
Therefore, the steps we followed for subsequent practice were first to get to know the
community. More specifically, to get to know and help local people recognize what
resources they possessed. Second, to identify with local people the obstacles to the
development of their community. Third, to identify the means to remove those obstacles
by making use of local resources with local people. Fourth, to identify the 'target'
population. Fifth, to put forward the means to solve the problems identified, and sixth, to
monitor and evaluate the project together with local people. For the purpose of
formulating the proposal, the activities undertaken by CIAD in the communities were
limited to the first three steps. We therefore adopted the following PRA tools to achieve
the above-mentioned goals.
Table 3.2 PRA tools for formulating

the project

Purposes

To get to know the
Community through local people

Tools

Key informant interviews with
Community leaders - village party
secretary, village director and
village accountant;
Group discussions with male and
female community members;
Village resource mapping; Village
Transect; diagram of historical
Changes of the village; Seasonal
Calendar; Structure of Household
Income Sources and expenditure;
Farmer's Daily Activity Diagram
by Gender and Season; Farmer's
Daily Routine.

proposal

To identify
obstacles to
development of
the community
with local people
Key informant
interview; Group
discussions with
male and female
community
members: Problem
Tree analysis;
Ranking.

To identify
means to remove
the obstacles
with local
people
Key informant
interview; group
discussion with
male and female
community
members:
ranking, scoring.

The procedures followed in each of the villages were to first hold meetings with village
committee members to introduce our mission and outline what we wanted to do and the
approach we would take. We also asked mem to find male and female farmers for the
group discussions. Normally after such an introduction, one of the village leaders would
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stand up and inform farmers either by loudspeaker or by going to their homes. After
mapping the resources, our team would split into four groups to carry out the tasks. I was
mainly engaged in female group discussions for identifying the main constraints to
development of the village and thinking of solutions. The typical way village leaders
introduced us to the group was:
'We are very glad to have Ms. Wang and her colleagues here today. They are
from Beijing, from China Agricultural University .. .They are going to collect
some basic information about our village. They are also going to help us to see
how our village could be developed. You just say what you have in your mind
and answer what she asks...'
Our previous experiences taught us to be very modest in talking about the potential
project before it had been officially approved. Otherwise, if it were not approved, farmers
would naturally doubt the abilities of both the individuals and the organization. This
doubt would reduce their trust in our institute, and us, and this would undermine further
cooperation with our institute. This can sometimes presents a paradox, i.e. if we do not
mention the project, local people will not be cooperative in the starting phase as they can
see no benefit to them. Therefore, we were normally very careful to introduce the purpose
of our meeting to avoid them holding too many hopes from the project while keeping
their interest and confidence on us. The strategic way we put forward mis idea was first to
make hints to local people about our close relationship with many international donor
agencies and what we had done for other areas through their support. Then we told them
that we would do some surveys in the villages and report to the donors and try to get
further support from them. In such a case, as interveners we achieved our purpose in a
way by selecting our words and thereby playing language games.
Whenever we introduced and asked them to find out the main constraints to the
development of their villages, farmers would become excited and the atmosphere would
warm up. They did not always follow our way to first discuss the obstacles to
development of the community, but rather put forward their own individual interests and
needs. For instance, some women would immediately respond: 'I have been longing to
run a small business for a long time, can you give me some support to do that? 'I am
raising some chickens in my yard. I still want to raise some rabbits...', etc.
In such a case, we had to again explain the philosophy of the project and asked them to
think about the constraints by considering the community as a whole, and not merely to
focus on income generating activities based on the individual household. Actually, as
members of the implementing agency, although we tried our best to bring our language
closer to the local ways of talking, thus making it easier to be understood, we still clung to
standard participatory project procedures and discourse, using such notions of
'identifying constraints', and 'community development' and so on. Though we tried to
use local words instead of the language of development practice (e.g. 'village' instead of
'community'), when we talked to farmers, our thinking, understanding and development
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practice continued to be framed by 'development speak'. As project receivers, farmers
also used local strategic discourse when pursuing their own interests (e.g., when framing
the identification of project activities etc.), but at the sametimethey were flexible enough
to conform with the development practitioners' and donors' discourses whenever this
seemed to be advantageous.
Whose decisions?
Identifying solutions to remove obstacles involved many interactions and negotiations.
At the problem finding stage, farmers defined water shortage and poor transportation as
the most serious constraints to their development Correspondingly, water resource
development and road construction were raised as the solution to these problems.
However, from our rich experiences with foreign-aided agencies, we well knew that EZE
would not favor too much of infrastructural components. Moreover, the total budget
would not be enough to include water resource development and transportation
simultaneously. We thus dissuaded farmers from pursuing infrastructural development
activities. I told farmers:
'...The current tendency does not encourage too much infrastructure
development. Previously, so much money has been invested in infrastructure
in various projects without the poor farmers necessarily benefiting from it
directly like thericherfarmers. So this time we will let the money be used for
you, for your households directly. You will see that you really benefit from it.
Furthermore, the budget we made is not enough to have too many
infrastructure development activities. Even if we put it in our proposal; we are
afraid that the sponsors will take it out. Therefore, we suggest that we take it
out of the list ourselves, ok?'
Our words were convincing and the farmers agreed with our suggestion. This strategic
discourse was geared to framing the identification of activities so that they confirmed the
practitioners development discourse and of course also that of donors. Here, we
development practitioners again play an important role in steering farmer towards
'acceptable' projects and arguments.
We then erased transportation improvement from the paper hung on the wall on which the
proposals were written. Some of these had been raised by farmers directly, some were
raised following reminders and hints. Digging wells, building a water tower and a dam
were widely proposed for water resource development. Lack of knowledge about
technology was ranked as the second obstacle to development. Training was therefore
proposed as another solution.
As an implementing agency with a 'belief in participation', we listened to the farmers, but
we did not accept all of their proposals. Instead we filtered them so that they fell in line
with the preferences of the donor agency, preferences regarded as in keeping with general
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development tendencies. As recipients, the local farmers also compromised to some
extent and accepted our ideas since in mis manner they could still look forward to support
for their other development priorities.
As researchers and practitioners, we were gender sensitive enough to remind farmers that
we would train some women technicians in the project. I especially promoted this idea in
the women's group:
'1 am sure that the existing technicians are all male farmers in your village and
you have never heard any cases of female farmers in other villages either. But
have you ever thought that women can be very good technicians as well?
Research and our experiences have shown that women are more responsible
than men in many cases. Think of it, in your village and in your household,
who feeds the pigs everyday?'
'Women!' my group members responded, animatedly. A smile came to the women's faces,
seemingly they were becoming interested in my words.
'Yes, it's women who feed the pigs, chicks, and work in the field as well.
Women equally participate in all kind farming activities like the men. To some
extent, women have more affection than men for livestock. In addition, many
men work temporarily outside the village, they do not do much on the farm.
Why don't we train our own women agricultural technicians to help our
own? .. .Is mere any one of you who is interested in being a woman technician
and getting trained in the project in the future?'
'Yes, I am.' A girl around 20 years old replied immediately. Her answer pleased us a great
deal since it was the reply we had wanted. However, not every woman consented to this
idea. Some of them showed their disagreement on their faces though not in words. Finally,
one even pointed to the girl and said 'How come! She is still single and will get married
one day and leave us. She will live in another village and then cannot still work for us.'
We were a bit disappointed about the farmer's words. But she was right. The Chinese
marriage system in rural areas is that when a woman gets married, she will normally leave
her parents' village and move to the husband's village and live there with him or together
with his parents. She may only visit her parents during traditional festivals. Therefore this
marriage system, or this cultural factor made the 'standard' participatory procedures
more complicated. But none the less we insisted on asking if there was anyone who was
married and interested in working for other villagers. The women participants then
recommended the former director of women's affairs to attend the training. She nodded
her head and said: 'All right. As they have suggested me to be the woman technician, I
will do i t ' We were relieved as their responses finally matched what we wanted and
hoped. Training one woman to be a technician in each village then became one of the
project activities written on the paper.
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Obviously, the above story shows how, during the course of a project,
facilitators/development practitioners inevitably guide and shape or even impose their
own agendas, partly reflecting their ideological perceptions on development and partly
the pragmatics of intervening and winning over donors.
We then told farmers there was still some budget for individual households and explained
the purpose of this budget. 'First, it has to be used for development activities, but not for
consumption; second, it is for poor households not the rich. Thirdly, women farmers were
to be given top priority if they applied for the funds.' We already had the idea to use this
money as a revolving fund because of knowledge of its effectiveness gained from other
projects, but we did not want to impose our idea on the farmers or have it come from our
mouths at the very beginning. We tried strictly to apply participatory procedures and not
tell them to do anything, simply facilitate their thinking and activities. We then attempted
to get them to propose this and set the rules to limit their thinking to fit our needs. In fact,
I realized that the way we did was through a subtle manipulation of language. It became
especially clear afterwards, when I wrote this story for the thesis. The procedures and
methodologies, as Cees Leeuwis (2003) argues, fall into the same trap as 'top-down'
approaches by assuming implicitly that change is something that can be planned. I said to
farmers:
'Our principle in conducting the project is to try and involve as many people
as possible in the community in the project. The opportunity is precious, so we
should let as many as we can benefit rather than just a few households. So
what can we do for this purpose?'
Farmers thought hard and raised some proposals, all of which were still limited to a small
group. We then suggested an answer:
'We tried a way in another village in Yanqing County, a suburb of Beijing. We
adopted a revolving fund to help poor farmers. A revolving fund means that
after a certain period of using the money, you have to pay it back and give it to
other households. In this way, more people can be involved in the project and
benefit from this limited amount of money. The precondition of the
households to get the money is that the households must be poor.'
Farmers liked the idea at first but then expressed doubts.
'What can we do if some of them don't pay the money back? Poor households
usually either have disabled or ill members or their members are very lazy.
Even if you give money to them, they will not use it for production activities
but to pay off debts, or use it for medicines, and some of them may even use
the money to buy liquor to drink. Then you can never ask for the money back,
and the money will not be then revolved in the future.'
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We have to admit that farmers were making good practical points here, as they put
themselves in the position of thinking about what might happen should this method of
helping the poor materialize. Although it seemed we had won them over to this method,
they still had some objections or queries.
Their words sounded reasonable and we told the farmers they might be right, but that the
purpose of the project was not to enlarge discrepancies among households. We could not
let the rich become richer and the poor, poorer. At least we had to give the funds to those
who were relatively poor in the village. As interveners, we here again took the position to
explain or to train local people in the concept of participation, as they had very few ideas
about how to narrow the gaps between certain households. After several bouts of
argument, we finally reached agreement about the criteria for households to receive
revolving funds. These discussions took place in Sanggang village. After identifying the
way to help individual farmers, we told the other villages the general framework and
principles of the project and asked them to discuss among themselves the criteria for
selecting households who might receive revolving funds. Nandugang village worked out
their own criteria. The criteria of Nandugang and Sanggang were similar, while the
consequences were different. That households had to be relatively poor was set as the top
priority in Sanggang, while it was put second in Nandugang. They gave priority to
'households that have development potential'. For local people, implementing and
completing the project successfully was more important than realizing the objectives of
the project itself. We felt unable to completely impose on farmers our own idea to help the
real poor in the village. We did not completely ignore the issue of guarding against
widening the gap between certain households, but we had to give in to farmers to some
extent. There was always a compromise, a balance that had to be reached between our
own and their interests. Even so, later we realized that people had been more flexible
before the project than they were when it was approved. We were confronted with many
difficulties later, which are further elaborated in Chapter 5. We must conclude here that it
was not only the resource owner, CLAD, that had the capacity to handle the dual aspects
of resources as indicated previously in the chapter, but also local people had the ability to
manage the resources, here, in particular, their own human resource. Although mis
resource is not in short supply and one might assume that we could have tried again then
elsewhere, we were not in a position to ignore it. We had devoted so much time and
» finance in this area, that we could not easily change the place or target group to restart the
project. Therefore, we did not do much to combat local people's wishes but compromised
in several aspects.
Who was involved in the decision-making?
A participatory project requires people at grass-roots level to be involved in the whole
project cycle, and we therefore that at each step of the cycle agreements was reached
through meetings and discussions with villagers. We normally asked village leaders to
call farmers to come, at least 20 for each meeting. The criteria for choosing these farmers
were: (1) they had to represent poor, middle-level and rich farmers in the community; (2)
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the numbers of male and female farmers had to be about the same. Some of the
discussions were held with the women and men's groups separately.
However, in many cases, some of the participants attending meetings were not exactly the
'right' people to be there. 'Right' people here is of course from the development
practitioner's point of view those from different status groups of the village since we
intended to understand the views of different group within the villages. However
whenever we raised our requirements, village leaders always agreed, but they did not
always keep their promise. From discussions with farmers in the meetings and interviews
with farmers' individually we learned that some of the participants in the meetings met
our requirements, some did not. Sometimes, they were village leaders' relatives, former
leaders or had been invited because they were active or talkative, or just because they
happened be seen by the leader in the street when the meeting was going to start.
Obviously, there was space here for village leaders to select whoever they wished.
Another difficulty we met was ensuring that the same participants were present in all
kinds of meetings. For example, certain farmers would come the first time and some of
them would not attend the second meeting for various reasons, such as going to the
market or getting ill or looking after their children. Instead, some new farmers would join
the meetings. This inconsistency made the discussions difficult to carry on, as the
participatory procedure has its logic to follow on. In some cases, those ones came to all
the meetings were only there because they had very close relationships with the village
leaders, and they attended so many meetings only to show them their support. The
Chinese term 'pengchang underlines this very phenomenon. Of course I should not deny
that there were those who were really interested in the meetings. But this difficulty
illustrates how in the diversified life of rural people there are always contingencies that
make the linear project procedures difficult to completely realize, though participatory
procedures were already seen as different from those of a top-down approach. As an
experienced development agency, CLAD has its mechanism for ensuring mat their efforts
reach 'the poor'. For instance, we could go to the poor villager households directly by
simply looking at the appearance and materials of their houses, which is one of the
indicators of economic status in rural China. Or we could ask villagers to rank wealth as a
way of then selecting the poorest. However, this mechanism had its limitations, as
whenever we used it, local officials would be very uneasy and unhappy about it, even
though we explained the working procedures to them in advance. As mentioned, we were
trying to build long-term relationships of cooperation with local people in the area, and
therefore did not wish to annoy local officials at the outset. We aimed to establish a
pleasant atmosphere for both sides, and we therefore sometimes had to sacrifice the
philosophy we held regarding participation. Indeed one has to accept that this is the
nature and the paradox of participation. We had to be gratified that our project was
distinguished from traditional top-down approaches in many aspects, such as making
decisions together with farmers, making information available and so on. In other words,
in some cases, the pursuit of high level participation has to yield to other factors, such as
long-term relationships with local actors for further successful completion of projects and
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for other purposes.
Restructured obstacles and solutions
In the discussions about solutions, farmers were more concerned about water issues and
village enterprise development that might provide employment opportunities. However,
as the project initiators and 'so-called' development experts, we tried to steer the 'wheel'
of development in what we thought was the right direction, meaning leading farmers to
think about ways of enhancing their capacities, providing revolving funds to poor
households, estabhshing libraries, providing training or organizing farmers' associations,
not their enterprises. Whenever farmers spoke about solutions that were in line with our
thinking according to the hints we gave them, we appeared relaxed and in agreement.
Otherwise, if their idea were far from ours, we would give reasons that made them
understand that their proposals were unrealistic. During the process, CIAD's efforts to
transfer the meaning of development and participation was reflected in the introduction
and explanations of the concepts of 'development', 'participation', current community
development tendencies and sponsor's preferences, which led local people to consent to
our ideas and accept the 'goods' the project might offer them. People, especially at the
time of seeking support for the project, were more cooperative than after it was formally
approved.
After discussions and inevitably leading their direction from experience gained in the
project in Yanqing County, our understanding of the obstacles of the community and the
solutions to remove them were structured as follows:
1. Water shortage is the main constraint to development in the four villages due to low
annual rainfall, lack of water reserves in the sandy soil and poor water management. All
the villages have springs, which are tapped by farmers for irrigating wheat fields. In most
cases, these works are very elementary and fragile. Farmers are faced with a significant
annual investment of labor to maintain, repair and secure this irrigation water for wheat
and maize production. Their water problems directly resulted in low production of crops
and difficulties in obtaining drinking water. Thus support for digging wells, constructing
a check-dam, building water towers and regulating water resource management were
regarded as the top priority in the project area.
2. Farmers in the proposed project area had lived in poor social and economic conditions
for a long time. They lacked self-developing financial and human resource capacities.
Local government provided insufficient extension services although a comprehensive
system exists. However, the technicians either lacked funds for traveling or had very
limited funds for training and extension. Average yields of wheat and maize, the leading
crops grown on irrigated land, reached only 200 and 350 kg respectively. Animal disease
was a severe problem, which was easy to see in the villages during the survey. Therefore,
enhancing farmer's capacity, in particular training, was necessary in all the villages.
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3. The poor group of farmers in the villages primarily depended on farming. They lacked
any financial capacity to develop their households. On the other hand, they had been used
to the central economic planning mechanism and as a result, had not adapted to the new
market-driven economic system and practice. Farmers could not get important market
information on time, which made them hesitate to take risks. They did not have sufficient
knowledge of how to articulate their agricultural production with the market, in particular,
when, where and how to best market their products. In addition, because of male
migration, the women assumed farming activities, especially livestock production.
Therefore, the provision of a revolving fund, especially for women and market
articulation was needed in the proposed area.
4. From CIAD's point of view, farmers' social organizations pertaining to particular
project activities were still implicit but had important social, economic and even political
implications. An in-depth analysis of such organization in the context of project
interventions was needed.
5. CLAD had been responsible for coordinating local technical assistance to the five-year
Sino-German Afforestation Project launched in Yixian County since 1996 and had built
good relations with one of the stakeholders, the Forestry Bureau of Yixian County.
During the project's implementation they had shown great interest in CIAD's
participatory approach. They had helped CLAD to initiate the EZE project at the
application stage and were expected to be further involved in the future coordination of
the project. Indeed CLAD expected that the proposed EZE project would be integrated
into the existing Afforestation project. Therefore, some basic communication equipment
such as a fax machine and a coordination fee were proposed for the department.
The project

profile

This section gives the purposes of funding - the rationale for the whole set of activities
and budget. It also spells out the philosophy and orientation of CLAD. Based on the
obstacles and solutions debated and agreed, and combing the total budget that we
predicted we could get from the donor agency, the CLAD team formulated the following
project components and budget.
Table 3.3 EZE Project components and budget
No.

Project Components

1
1.1
1.2

Program
Project Planning and Follow u p
Training of Participants,
Capacity Building
Water Resource Systems

1.3

1998

Budget
( R M B Yuan)
4RMBYuan= 1 D M
608,000
208,000
160,000

Budget
(in German Marks)

128,000

32,000

152,000
52,000
40,000
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1.4
2
3
Total

Incentives for the Development
Programs of Local Farmers
Research (including
Coordination and Reporting)
Reserve

112,000

28,000

96,000

24,000

56,000
760,000

14,000
190,000

1.1 'Project Planning and Follow Up' refers to all activities in relation to the formulation
of the project plan of operation, formulation of the project's yearly plan, project
monitoring and evaluation, and short-term technical support to the project.
1.2 'Training of Participants, Capacity Building' mainly includes establishing libraries
in the four villages with a budget of Yuan 4,000 for each, and various kinds of
teaming for farmers, technicians and local officials. The training targets were evenly
distributed between the four villages.
1.3 'Water Resource Systems' included the construction of a water-blocking check dam
in Sanggang, with a budget of Yuan 56,000, the construction of a water tower in
Yuangang, Nandugang and Baoshi admimstrative villages with a budget of Yuan
12,000 for each, and construction of one well in Yuangang, Nandugang, and Baoshi
with a budget of Yuan 12,000, for each.
1.4 'Incentives for the Development Programs of Local Farmers' was designed to
provide revolving funds for the economic development of poor households' in the
four villages. The budget was supposed to be evenly distributed among them.
2
3

'Research' was purely for carrying out the proposed research activities.
'Reserve' was primarily meant to cover any expenditure exceeding the budgeted
amount for an item due to price increases or under calculation if no corresponding
savings were possible on other items. In addition, the way the funds under item 1.3
and 1.4 were distributed in the four villages was changed and more funds were
applied for from other source to add to the water resource systems' item, after the
project was approved.

The overall objectives were defined to reduce poverty and contribute to sustainable
develop of the communities through mobilizing the population to participate in the
process of local resource use planning and management, institution and capacity building
and household-based development activities. The target group in general would be all
3,231 people in the four villages. Only the poor households, however, were to be involved
in household-based activities.
The CLAD team spent several further days with farmers to work out indicators that might
measure future success and to judge whether the expected results had been achieved.
These break down into eight items:
(1) To promote rural population's participation in the whole project cycle must show that:
- 70-90% farmer participants in project planning workshops.
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-

Part of the documentation during implementation to be done by farmers.
8 farmer producer groups formed during the project.

(2) To understand and analyze in detail the mechanisms behind farmers' project planning
and social organization in relation to water resource management.
- A research paper to be worked out addressing this.
(3) To increase the yield of crops by improving the irrigation system.
- 50-100% increase in crop yields.
- 3 wells constructed in the area.
- 3 water storage towers constructed.
- One water-check dam built.
(4) To reduce women's burden in collection of drinking water.
- Some 0.5-1 hour less spent collecting drinking water.
(5) To enhance farmers' knowledge and to disseminate appropriate technologies in the
project area.
- 8 farmer technicians including at least 4 women farmers trained and working for their
own villages.
- 40 local officials trained in the participatory approach.
- 80 farmer representatives trained in agricultural technology in the four villages.
- Furnished rooms for farmers' meetings in each of the four villages
(6) To increase farmers' income in two years through integrated development activities.
- 20-30% increase of farmer per capita income with the revolving fund.
- 50-80 women farmers to receive rm^o-finance and for small enterprises in the area.
- 20-30 farmer households to receive revolving funds in material terms for animal
raising in the area.
(7) To enhance the social and economic role of women in community development.
- Women to achieve more decision-making rights in family and community.
- The proportion of women's income of total household income to be higher than
before.
(8) To provide field experience of a bottom-up approach in community based poverty
alleviation and rural development.
- A video tape regarding the project process to be produced.
These expected results and indicators were worked out on the basis of the community's
present status and from our previous experiences in a similar project. In retrospect they
were obviously oversimplified since many unexpected results were generated from the
project directly and indirectly. The indicators were primarily to function as a way of
measuring the success of project goals and to evaluate its efficiency and effectiveness.
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Project Concepts and

Approaches

At the time of formulating the proposal, CLAD worked with the following project
concepts and approaches:
Participation
Top-down approaches have dominated poverty alleviation and development projects and
it is now generally acknowledged that they have hampered the progress and course of
development. In this project, socio-economic issues were to be fully incorporated into the
project cycle in order to attain the sustainabiHty of the project and the popular
participation of farmers, local technicians and officials needed to be maximally
encouraged. Farmers were to be involved in the entire project cycle, in the process of
project identification, planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation. In addition,
it was also very important to have farmers' participation in the targeting process, since
they knew income levels amongst them very well and their sensitivity to the unique
community internal self monitoring mechanisms (social norms), meant that the targeting
could be more appropriate when done with their participation. In addition, since women
are key actors in poverty alleviation and development activities their participation in and
contribution to the project was particularly important, expected and appreciated. The
project intended to empower women farmers through their active participation in
management and decision-making, such as by providing micro-credit to women only.
Furthermore, economic and political support from local government is always crucial to
the successful implementation of the project. Local officials' ideas need to be sufficiently
considered. The proposed project components would also have fit in with the general
framework for regional development. Participation then required that we make every
effort to get local people to make decisions by themselves during the project even when
they did not always accept the idea completely.
Community-based development
Communities like the four project villages are comprehensive social, economic and
political units, which have their own specificity, in other words their own specific
problems, potentials and development opportunities. In like manner, poverty reduction
programs should therefore also be community specific.
Revolving funds
Provision of revolving funds is a poverty alleviation measure taken in rural areas in many
developing countries. It can broaden the number of project beneficiaries and makes
maximum use of limited outside supported funds. The idea came from our previous
experience in Yanqing Project. The project wished to provide certain funds to selected
poor households to initiate development activities, which they would repay after one year
so that the money could be used for the next group of poor households. The funds were
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designed as a major component of help for poor farmers to become engaged in
market-oriented production. However, practice indicated that social relations with local
village leaders often became more crucial than economic status when targets households
were identified, despite the emphasis that had been given to the criteria for selecting
'poor' farm households.
Institutional and capacity building
Institutional arrangements have proven critical to the success of development projects in
all cases. Estabhsbing farmers' groups or associations had been a fashionable approach in
many projects. However, groups designed by the project managers at the beginning of a
project usually did not function as well as expected during the implementation phase.
They would be restructured or reshaped and in some cases even disappear during the
project. Lessons from the previous project indicated that farmers groups could be better
formed during the process of the project according to the needs of farmers and the
specific project activity. But this needed advice and support from outside and so another
important approach of this project was to promote local institutional building, that is
capacity building through the training in self-help for both male and female farmers. This
local institution building was to be focused on the enhancement of the farmer's capacity
for self-organizing, and in resource and finance management. However, the practice of it
was not as ideal as we expected in the project in terms of structure and personnel
arrangements of the organizations, although we tried our best to put across and convince
farmers of the value of self-help farmers groups in a variety of ways.
The above concepts are obviously packages, or images and meanings that the
project-implementing agency tried to transfer or endow to local people through the
intervention. However, these packages were unpacked and interpreted differently by local
people and applied and reshaped by them selectively in subsequent happenings. These
will be elaborated further in later chapters.
The proposal was submitted to EZE in Germany for financial support. Due to the
successful experience by CLAD of the previous EZE-funded rural development project in
Yanqing County of Beijing Municipahty, this project was quickly approved for
implementation. The implementation period was for two years from 2000 to 2002. The
design as laid out in 1999 by the CLAD team in cooperation with local people, together
with the approaches and concepts held by the team, were reshaped after the project was
officially approved.
Introducing the project to the local actors
The section that follows concerns activities that happened after the project was officially
approved. The CLAD team entered the community again in Year 2000 after a two year
interval in order to begin the plan of operation and further implementation of the project.
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Discussing and convincing

Previous experience has made us very careful how we enter a community. Local people
can easily lose their trust in outsiders if they think they are unlikely to keep the promises
made, or even if they have not been made but have been interpreted mat way from
outsiders' words and actions. For instance, one farmer told us that he and other villagers
would never believe the officials from a government bureau of his county after they came
to his village and held meetings on several occasions but finally nothing came of them.
This indicated that from his and fellow villagers' understanding and previous experiences,
officials coming and holding meetings per se contains certain meanings, such as help for
the village one day. Therefore, when the officials did not live up to their understandings
and expectation, they were very disappointed and this sowed the seeds of their distrust in
officials. We were aware of this, we normally do not readily enter a community unless we
have certain confidence that we can offer some sort support in the future.
From our knowledge of working with the EZE and from the oral agreement already
reached with them, we were 90% confident that they would approve the project proposal.
We therefore entered the Township through people from the Trxian County Forestry
Bureau with whom we had worked on the Sino-German Afforestation Program since
1996. Normally officials from agencies at County level have say in township level
government. Their words to some extent imply instructions to township leaders. Thus an
entry with them introduction their introduction of CLAD and the experience and roles that
CLAD had had in the Sino-German Afforestation Project in China, convinced Township
leaders that we were capable and experienced enough in international projects and more
importantly, that we were different from other normal university teachers, and could
therefore deliver financial and technical support to them. Likewise, Township leaders
further introduced us to leaders at the level of the Admimstrative Village, who in turn
brought us to the villagers. In other words, we did not overlook local officials although we
were going to conduct a participatory project, in most cases, that mainly targeted local
farmers. On the contrary, we made use of the power of people from local bureaucratic
organizations to help us be more convincing to local farmers, which built good bases for
further promoting the participatory approach of the project. In other words, ironically, the
strategy we have adopted was to make use of the power from top-down to promote a
bottom-up approach.
Nevertheless, we were very careful about our words on entering the community.
Introducing the project to local people is a reiterative process that takes place before and
during the project. Before the project was approved, at the orientation stage, we did not
tell farmers the project was a certainty as we were not one hundred percent sure of it
ourselves. However, neither could we simply omit to mention the project, since we knew
that local officials and farmers would lose interest in attending the meetings if they could
see no possibility of support. Instead, we emphasized our previous experiences with EZE,
implying that since we had successfully applied for a foreign-aided project for another
place, we would be able to get one funded also for them. We carefully kept the balance of
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disclosing some information of the project while simultaneously showing some
uncertainty of its approval. By adopting such a strategy we received full cooperation from
local people, and on the other hand we avoided taking a passive stance and being blamed
by local people if the project was not approved.
Introducing 'participation'

to township

leaders

In the year 2000, two years after the orientation mission, and when the project had been
officially approved, we entered the project township again. Following participatory
project procedures, we now needed to make a plan of operation as the first step. Before
the planning of operation, we could not overlook the crucial step of introducing the
concept of participation to people at different levels to ensure their further support when
we should arrive at the implementation stage of the project. For introducing the concept
of participation we adopted different strategies when dealing with local officials and
farmers. For the township leaders, we introduced it through emphasizing the benefits they
could get from applying a participatory approach in their own projects. After explaining
the concept and basic elements and methods, we made use of our existing knowledge and
experiences with township leaders in Yanqing Project to convince township leaders in
Pocang of the profit and advantage of adopting such an approach. We told them the
following:
'...We have tried the participation approach in Yanqing Project. Before we
went there, just like other officials, they knew nothing about Participation.
They even disliked it very much at the very beginning because participation
always means decentralization of their power. To be frank, you township
leaders will not benefit much directly in economic terms as you do from other
projects. But you can benefit in the long run. For instance, the township leader
in Yanqing, Mr. Sun, was a deputy leader when we met him. He realized the
benefit of the approach gradually as the project went on. He found it was very
effective and efficient to adopt such an approach in the project, especially after
the project started. He found it was much easier to mobilize farmers to
implement the project than in top-down projects as what the farmers should do
in the project was decided by them during the planning stage instead of being
decided by officials from the top. ... As their project was very successful,
during which many foreign experts visited them, it drew a lot of attention from
the county government and from Yanqing County Science and Technology
Commission, which gave the township government an award. Because they
adopted a participatory approach, Mr. Sun and a farmer representative from
the project were invited to Beijing and Nanjing to participate in several
international conferences and even made presentations in the conferences to
introduce their project to the participants. You know they had never taken a
plane before. But this time, they not only took a plane, but also stayed in a
five-star hotel. Mr. Sun even got promoted to be Township Party Secretary
after the project finished...'
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We immediately promised township leaders that we would also invite them to Beijing to
attend an international conference on participation very soon. We realized our promise
soon after the project started. They came to Beijing to attend the meeting and we paid all
the expenses for them from the conference budget. We did this because, on the one hand,
we wanted them to learn something from the conference about the trends in development,
which might help them to understand and accept the idea of participation. This we
thought would serve their role in the project, and make project implementation smoother.
On the other hand, and more importantly, we wanted to show them the role of CLAD
among development agencies in China. We were one of the organizers of the conference
and played an important role there, giving a key speech in the first plenary session and
they could see that all the participants were trying to meet and talk to us. In other words,
we hoped this would show them that CLAD people were not ordinary university teachers,
and that we had a special role and a degree of influence and power in the field of
development. We also hoped that the visit would convince them that they would benefit
from their relations with us and that it was not bad for them to follow or listen to us.
They were obviously very happy about the ideas although they still did not have a full
picture of the participatory approach. From previous experiences, we did not explain too
much about the approach at the outset, but instead, preferred to let them come to an
understanding during the project's conduct, because we were sure some of them would be
with us throughout the whole process. We believe that learning by doing is an effective
way of understanding participation.
By these means we successfully made use of meeting the individual interests of local
officials to enable them to hold a positive attitude towards 'participation'. Experience had
taught us that there is little possibility to get local officials to fully accept 'participation'
in a short time span. Thus the only goal we wanted to achieve at this stage was for them
not to block our work with farmers. We would be satisfied so long as they were
cooperative in our later work.
Different interpretations

and resource

allocation

According to participatory project procedures, the first step after a project proposal has
been approved is to make a plan of project operation with the target group, during which
the project components will be broken down into activities with corresponding time and
financial arrangements. During the mission to prepare the project proposal, we had
obtained only draft ideas of what activities might be taken up in each project village. As
two years had passed since that exercise and we were now into applying the project, we
thought some basic information of the four villages might have changed. We therefore
needed to reconfirm the distribution of project resources among the four project villages.
Considering the fact that the project components and budget for each of them had been
approved by the donor agency, we had to limit the distribution of the resources among the
four villages, though not necessarily among the components and budget for each
component.
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Mr. Ye and I decided to make use of this need to look again at the situation of the villages
and the need to prepare a plan of operation to do a more comprehensive community study
for the purposes of the lecture we were going to give to our undergraduate students the
next semester. It was convenient to combine the two missions and our first intention was
to find a village as a sample village for this community study. For this reason we told the
township leaders that we would like to stay in one of the project villages and spend more
time there than in the other three villages. We did not tell them of our hidden agenda
behind this request. The township deputy party secretary then arranged for us to stay in
the home of Mr. Xu, the party secretary of Sanggang Village. At the time, however, we
did not know or expect that where we stayed, or that spending more time in one village
than another, would cause suspicions among local leaders and farmers or that its
interpretation would have consequences in the area for us. But this was the case and its
details are further elaborated in Chapter 5.
After we had reviewed baseline information about the villages using PRA tools, we did a
wealth ranking exercise and discussed the constraints and potentials in each of the four
villages. Then on the third day after our arrival in Pocang we began our community
planning study in Sanggang village. We first examined the village environment, again
using the PRA community transverse technique. Then we planned future activities with
the village farmers. We left the step of 'planning actions' (setting out a timetable for plans
and discussing how they would be carried out) completely to farmers, letting them make
the plan of operation in accordance with the project requirements. We spent days doing
the community study, which reconfirmed the relevance of the project activities outlined
during our first mission to propose a project. There were no significant differences from
the original plan we had made the previous year for the project application.
We then spent half a day in each of the other three villages to confirm and plan for project
activities there. When we had earlier discussed possible project activities, we had planned
for the training of womentechnicians.However, the organizational aspects of realizing
this activity were more complicated than those involved in short-term teaming.
Short-termteamingonly required an agronomist or a 'pilot farmer' to come to the village,
which was much simpler than arranging for longer training outside the village, and since
no one in the village raised the issue again, we left the activity out of the plan of operation.
We have to admit that our belief in participation and gender equity had to give way to
personal interests in some cases. We had to be practical, even if we were from a
development agency famous for its effective promotion of participation. 100%
participation is only an ideal, its realization is confined to or dependent upon the limits
and scope that every 'stakeholder' can accept.
Inevitably, staying in Sanggang finally made us closer to Sanggang than to other villages,
although our intentions had been to be neutral to all four villages. As we were staying
there we naturally chatted with the leader and his wife everyday, and they showed us great
hospitality. As a consequence, when the township leader proposed that more money be
put into the water system in Sanggang than in other villages, it was hard for us to refuse.
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The budget for each project component remained, however the distribution of the budget
under each subject heading among the villages was relatively flexible. All the village
leaders preferred the development of infrastructure to household development activities
as I illustrate further in Chapter 5. Therefore, allocating a bigger proportion of the budget
for infrastructure to Sanggang was interpreted by local leaders as reflecting a particular
attitude towards Sanggang. Actually, even before decisions were made about the
distribution of the budget, the fact that we were staying in Sanggang Village and spent
more time there than in other villages was viewed by local people as a sign of our
preference, or we could say a sign of the township leaders' preference, since we had been
brought to Sanggang village by them. This later allocation of funds was the reinforcement
of their views that we were closer to Sanggang, no matter what our intentions were. In
other words, in local people's eyes, the project was not equally budgeted between the four
villages and there were thus priorities within the project.
Introducing the concept of participation

to village leaders and

villagers

Following the normal way of working in rural areas, we got to village leaders through
township leaders. We did not take the traditional baseline survey method of using
questionnaires but instead adopted PRA methods to collect information with all kinds of
tools and materials we brought with us. Village leaders were very much impressed by the
methods we used, that were so different from their previous experiences, simple,
interesting and effective. In other words, we did not really explain much about the idea of
participation but demonstrated the methods from the very beginning of our encounter
with local leaders.
For local farmers, we tried various ways to get over the philosophy of participation. First,
we made presentations and held discussions with them. We tried to convince them of its
benefits by demonstrating the differences between the traditional and participatory
approaches. We explained how in the traditional project they were usually told what to do
and always followed instructions from above; but with this approach they would have a
say in the project and would make their own decisions. We explained elements of
participation such as decision-making by local people, benefit sharing, respect to each
other, gender sensitivity, helping the fragile group, etc. Indeed, we hoped that our
behavior and attitudes towards them were already an indication of how a participatory
project should work.
In addition to this, we took a strategy to broaden our reach of publicizing the project and
the concept by showing movies in the four villages. We asked the township counterpart to
organize the shows, but before showing the movie, we explained the objectives, contents
and idea of participation to farmers. We made use of every opportunity and created
opportunities to promote the concept and the project during the whole project cycle.
Third, we made ourselves, as outsiders, easy for them to access and we showed genuine
respect for them. Whenever we held meetings and before we started discussion, we
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normally distributed cigarettes to male farmers and candies to women and their children.
The brand of the cigarettes we bought for them were a bit better than the cigarettes local
farmers normally smoked. We showed our appreciations for their cooperation, but on the
other hand this could have implied to subconsciously that we outsiders were superior to
them. They were obviously pleased by the cigarettes and candies we offered and the
atmosphere in the meeting room would usually become animated and easy when the
small gifts to the participants were passed round.
Forth, we tried to enable farmers to find their own potentials by themselves. We started
the first meeting by getting participants to introduce themselves, which was new to
farmers as they had been used to listening to the speakers and never got the chance to
present themselves to others. They were very lively when they did this self-introduction.
They were even more active and excited when they found they were given the
opportunity to analyze their community and make their own plans for it.
Ln summary, the above story mainly displays the process at the beginning of the
intervention from the implementation agency's angle. But these interests, values and
concerns, such as trying to fulfill the task according to the requirements of the sponsors to
meet their interests in promoting small scale development activities, and targeting the
project directly to farmer households, are not only those of an implementation agency.
They are, at the same time, in the eyes of development researchers also regarded as a
sound development approach representing the current tendency of development. The
interests, values and concerns are therefore also those of development researchers. They
are likewise the interest of the college as well, taking the project area as a practical place
and sending students to do research in the village. But importantly, what the CLAD team
has done, to a large extent, is to follow the interests of the CLAD members directly
involved in the project in many aspects, such as selection of the project area, when they
will go to the village and which households they will interview. Furthermore, it was not
only these above-mentioned multiple interests themselves that made the CLAD team form
their strategies, but also the interactions of these interests with other actors, such as
township leaders, village leaders and farmers that generated strategies during the course
of the project. These interactions will be further explored in chapters six and seven.
The most recent encounter with local officials
More than three years had passed when I met the project people again, just a few days
before I left for Wageningen University to formulate the first draft of this Ph.D. thesis in
November 2001. There is a capacity building component in the EZE project under which
training and library establishment is designed. The study tour of local officials to Beijing
was one of these training activities. The group I had hosted before proposed a second trip
to Beijing. However, Ye and I were extremely busy then, and Ye had hinted to them that it
was better not to come in November but after our trip to Holland. Nevertheless, they were
so eager to come that the Township Director phoned Ye three times to justify their trip.
One reason was that it was the right time for them to come before the New Year. The four
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village leaders strongly asked him to pass on their desire to visit CLAD to acknowledge
what the CLAD team had done for them in the past several years. The Chinese New Year
and Spring Festival are important moments and important opportunities for people to
greet each other by visits and giving presents. In particular it is a chance for people with
relatively low positions and social status to pursue and establish social relations with
people of higher position and social status. This type of protocol, the pursuing of the
better relationships, can happen between individuals, between individuals and
organizations, and between organizations, and so on.
A second reason for them to come was ostensibly that they were hoping to visit some
institutes whose mandates related to rural development activities in their area, with whom
they could establish relations. The third reason, which was verbally articulated by the
township leader was that they all wanted to visit Beijing again, particularly the three
township leaders who had not been on the last occasion. This reason was further
confirmed by their behavior during the trip.
Finally, Ye and I approved their proposal. They planned to stay in Beijing for two days,
and in accordance with their request to visit several relevant institutes, Ye contacted
people from the Research Academy of Chinese Medicinal Plants, the College of Forestry
and the China Agricultural Academy. Ye made a busy program in which we would bring
them to visit all these institutes, and we also arranged a lecture from the Science Division
of the China Agricultural University to introduce trends in current agricultural
technologies. They arrived at noon, and this lecture started at 2pm. At about 4:00, when
the lecture was over, I took them to visit the Academy of Chinese Medicinal Plant
Research. They enjoyed the visit. The contact person, Mr.Yao, showed us the Medicinal
plants they were growing in the field as experiments. The field was obviously poorly
managed. There was no name board in front of each variety of herbs, some plots were
arranged in a disordered way and some stood idle. The local officials exchanged
comments with me and among themselves.'.. .Most of the varieties here can be found in
our township. Ours are growing better and managed better than these here...' and so on.
Then Mr. Yao gave a briefing in his office of the activities they were involved in with
farmers in Northern China. The academy provides seedlings such as ginseng and digitalis,
and technologies to farmers. Farmers grow and sell the plants themselves. Then, Mr. Yao
indicated the possibilities for both sides to cooperate in the future in this way. Before we
left the academy, the Township Party Secretary Mr. Zhang asked for the contact address
of Mr.Yao, and expressed their desire to cooperate the academy.
On the way back to CLAD, the group was silent. I knew they would not say anything
negative about the academy in front of me, as CLAD had arranged this visit. In order to get
their real comments about the academy, I deliberately initiated the topic about the poor
management practiced. My words immediately aroused their feedback. They criticized
the poor management of the field experiments, and commented on the short office hours
kept. Academy staff usually left their offices at 4:30 p.m., when the normal time in other
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organizations is 6 p.m. For them the short office offers meant they had not much work to
do, and meant therefore that without much business they would not earn much money. In
addition, they thought their way of cooperating with farmers, especially their promotion
of ginseng was not appropriate for all farmers, as ginseng needs more cash inputs than
other plants and this is a big risk for poor farmers. They again indicated most of the
varieties they had seen there could be easily found in their area. Other comments
indicated they had sharp views and knowledge of management issues on state-owned
research institutes, on the resource endowments they possessed, on'the way for small
farmers to develop, and on the importance of networks. Obviously, the farmers were
disputing scientific expertise through a critique of their research practice. They were also
aware of by which means they could maximally use outside resources. Zhang concluded:
'Anyway, the visit is very helpful, at least it can broaden our views and can provide us an
opportunity to establish relations with institutes in Beijing, which is important and useful
for us in the future...'
Just before we got to CLAD, Mr. Zhang asked 'Ms. Wang, do you know how Mr. Ye has
arranged our program tomorrow?' I was a bit surprised since they had been informed of
the schedule before they came. But then I was suddenly aware that they might not really
like the schedule. 'Oh, Ms. Wang, actually we hope the schedule can be a bit more open,
because our village leaders have not been to Tiananmen Square before. We need some
time to visit Tiananmen Square, ... maybe we can have one day open, tomorrow...' I
immediately understood their intentions and responded: 'we had arranged for you to visit
other institutes, but yes, you are right, you should have some time for site seeing. I will
discuss this with Mr. Ye. Don't worry about that.' I wanted them to know that we had
given a great deal of attention to their coming but at the same time to show my
understandings of their interests. After going back to CLAD, Mr. Ye brought them round
the building to show how much progress CLAD had made. He was very surprised when I
told him secretly about their intentions towards the schedule because they had put so
much stress on the phone about their desire to visit those other institutes. Otherwise he
would not have arranged the meetings for them, which had taken him hours to do. He
asked the local group to confirm their intentions, and finally took their proposal to leave
the next day open. They visited Tiananmen Square and Wangfujing Shopping Center by
taking CLAD's vehicle.
The evening before they left, we again invited them to eat at the Tiemuzhen Restaurant.
The village leaders were much more active than that they had been the first time. They
showed the township leaders who had not been there before where to get the food they
wanted and warned them not to take too much food at one time, otherwise they would be
fined for leaving food when they left. We thus chatted, made jokes, drank liquor and
proposed toasts to each other, with warm words of appreciation of each other's
cooperation and support. The harmonious atmosphere resulted from the successful
cooperation we had over three years and the expectations both sides held for the future.
Both sides believed that we would continue to cooperate in the longer term. First, for
CLAD, the two-year EZE project was still ongoing. We still needed their cooperation on
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the project. Secondly, Ye and I and some of our other colleagues still needed to come to
the area for research purposes; Third, we wanted Yixian to be a place for student
internships, which needed local people to facilitate food, accommodation and interviews.
For officials, their first wish coincided with ours, that is, to smoothly carry out the project
Second, they were still expecting an application to be made for a subsequent project as
we had promised. In fact the village party secretary of Baoshi, had expected financial
support from us or via us for reconstructing the primary school in his village. He had
discussed the issue with us when we had visited the project there. He had even asked the
township leader to mention this again during the visit. Thirdly, a long-term relationship
with China Agricultural University will definitely benefit them no matter what kind of
benefit this will be and their experiences with us in the previous contact had made them
also mink this was the case.
It is obvious from the description of the restaurant event that important social contacts are
made through dinner engagements in Chinese culture. Cooperation agreements and
commitments are normally reached informally in such engagements. During dinner,
proposing toasts (JingJiu) is usually the best chance for the host or the guests to affirm
their business intentions towards the other. After the dinner begins, the host would
normally first include all the guests in the toast. Then he will toast the most important
guest after some food has been taken. JingJiu will take place once in while during the
meal and all guests will be covered including reciprocal toasts to the host and his
associates. The one who proposes a toast normally stands up first with his cup of liquor.
Then he will complement with pleasant words what the other has done for him and the
last sentence might be wishes for their cooperation in one particular area. The atmosphere
in the dinner is very much associated with the relationship between the host and the
guests. Even where agreements have already been tacitly reached, making use of such
timely informal opportunities can still be a very fruitful way of 'oiling the wheels'. The
signature in the office or meeting room the next day might then be only a technical
formality.
Local leaders' performance in the latest meeting with us suggested that they had
strategically and successfully enrolled us, the implementing agency, into their 'projects'
by making use of the resources the project provided and even the resources beyond the
project for their own purposes. They had made use of the project funds, the institutional
settings the project opened up for them, the trust we had build with on them, the intentions
we held to cooperate with them and the compromises we had to make to realize our main
purposes. In fact during the three years since we met each us, they have made every effort
to maximize the resources the project brought them, directly or indirectly, by cooperating
with us, helping us, compromising us and at the sametime,negotiating with us, imposing
on us, 'struggling' with us, and playing tricks on us, individually or collectively. They
have also cooperated, negotiated and struggled among themselves: township with village
leaders, village leaders with farmer households, farmer households and individuals with
each other, individuals with collectives and so on. Similarly, we, the implementing
agency have cooperated, imposed and compromised with local people to realize our
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'projects' during this period.
Interface Encounters and Compromises
Faced with the allocation and use of resources, actors develop strategies in accordance
with their social and economic background, knowledge, experiences, social networks,
economic and technical capacities, interests and values and so on. These strategies are
composed of a set of actions formed on the above factors and interactions among the
actors. Such actions are ongoing and changing and have formed the project
configurations that are visible to everyone no matter what the actors' original intentions
about the project were. The following three tables present the main actions/activities that
had been taken by the three major actors - CLAD, the township leaders and village
committee - since the beginning to the middle of the project, i.e. by the end of 2001. The
actions presented are more collective than individual, because of the difficulties in
generalizing about individual actions and fitting them into tables. The negotiation and
social process of collective and individual actions is further elaborated in the case studies
in the next Chapter. Table 3.4 shows what CLAD has done for the project, while Table 3.5
and Table 3.6 indicate how the township leaders and village committee mobilize and
organize local farmers in implementing the project. Sanggang Village represents the
village committee actions.
Table 3.4 CIAD team's main actions/activities
2001

Tune
Feb. 1999

in the project from pre-project

to the end of

Main Actions/Activities
Visited Liu Jing and Pocang Townships to select a project area through
meetings and PRA activities
Feb. 1999
Project people met and hosted for lunch in Beijing
Mar. 1999
Project proposal formulated using PRA
Mar. 1999-Nov. Waiting for donor agency approval
2000
Nov. 2000
Project approved by EZE
Jan. and Feb. 2001 Spring festival and winter holiday of the University
Mar. 13,2001
Met township leaders and introduced project to them
Mar. 14, a.m.
Visit to four villages to resume impressions
Community development planning combined with project
Mar. 14-16
Considerations. Results achieved: Community profile; Community
constraints; Community potentials; Community development plan;
Finalization of project activities based on the original proposal; Plan of
operation for the project.
Finalized project activities based on those in the original proposal
March 17, a.m.
formulated two years before in the three villages by splitting CIAD team
into three groups and holding meetings in each village.
Met with township leaders, people from County Forestry Bureau and the
March 17, p.m.
four village leaders;
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Mar. 29-30

April 10-12

Introduced project to the participants (foreign-aid agency, contents of the
project, concept of the project, financial management);
Discussed allocation of funds for water resource systems a m o n g the four
villages
Invited township leaders to attend Beijing Conference on Participation;
Discussed with them the financial arrangements for water resource system
component. Mr. Tian promised further support with some funds from
Provincial Afforestation D e p a r t m e n t
Discussed regulations for project management b y holding group
discussions with farmer representatives and village leaders;
T h e framework of village organization of project is defined:
Steering group
(CIAD team and township leaders)

Village Committee
Farmer representatives

Water resource
system management
group

April
May
T h e end of M a y

Middle of J u n e
June 20-22

July 5
Middle of July
September 13-17
Beginning of Nov.
Middle of Nov.

Revolving funds
group

Library
management
group

Lent 40,000 Yuan to the township government
Transferred funds for water component to the township
Checked project progress b y interviewing, meetings and group discussion;
Sent five simple cameras to p r o j e c t one for township g o v e r n m e n t one for
each of the four villages.
Sent project progress and financial reports to E Z E
Finalized m a n a g e m e n t regulations concerning revolving funds and library
management by group discussions with village leaders and farmer
representatives
Transferred funds for part of the training and household development
activities to the township
Checked project; Showed movies in the four villages to further publicize
the project; Collected data for research
Approved Study tour organized b y the township government to Xingtai
County
Checked project and collected data for research (Stayed in Nandugang)
Recorded project progress in the project area
Collected data for research
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Nov.

Sent Project Progress Report N o . 2 and financial report to E Z E .
Received study tour group from Pocang to Beijing

Table 3.5 Township leaders' idea of their main actions/activities
pre-project to the end of2001
Tune
February 1999
February 1999
February 1999
March 1999

in the project

from

M a i n Actions/Activities
Received CLAD team for selecting project area, introduced Pocang to
CLAD
Held meetings a m o n g the township leaders to identify project villages
Visited CLAD in Beijing and m e t with CLAD team
Received CLAD team and introduced them to the four villages and
coordinated food, accommodation and meetings with the four villages for
formulating project proposal
Held meeting a m o n g the three township leaders to discuss h o w to receive
CLAD team
Received the CLAD team, discussed possibility of having the project
focused in Sanggang village; Arrange accommodation in Sanggang village
1

Mar. 1 1 , 2 0 0 1
Mar. 13 2001
Mar. 14, a.m.

Accompanied CLAD team to the four villages to resume the basic
situations of the villages

Mar. 1 4 - 1 6

Attended the whole process of community development planning in
Sanggang
Attended group discussions in one village to confirm the project activities
Attended meeting in the township government meeting r o o m

Mar. 17, a.m.
Mar. 17, p.m.
Mar. 17-27

Held several meetings to discuss funds allocation for water resource
systems among the four villages

Mar. 28-30

Participated in Conference on Participation in Beijing and asked for help
from CLAD team on the funds allocation.

T h e beginning of
April
Middle of April
Middle of April

Initiated the construction work in Sanggang and Baoshi Villages as pilots
for the four villages.
Received CLAD team and checked the project
Coordinated people from County Water Conservation Bureau to m a k e
design for the check-dam in Sanggang

T h e end of April

Asked cash from CLAD to help Sanggang and Baoshi to continue the
construction
Received the funds for water resource systems and disbursed 5 0 % of the
funds to the villages.
Received CLAD team and checked the project
Initiated discussion in the four villages to discuss rules for revolving funds
management, and library establishment;
Allocated funds for decorating the library and purchasing books;
Received CLAD team and checked the project

M a y 23
T h e end of M a y
T h e end of M a y

June

The time gap between this activity and the next was because township leaders received no further
information from CIAD as the project was in the process of being approved by the donor agency.
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July
September
November

Received the revolving funds transferred from CLAD and disbursed the
funds to Sanggang, Yuangang and Nandugang but not Baoshi due to the
conflicts in Baoshi Village Committee.
Organized study tour to Xingtai County of Hebei Province for the
township leaders and leaders of the 9 villages of Pocang
Organized study tour to Beijing for the township leaders and leaders of the
4 project villages

Table 3.6 Sanggang Village Leaders' idea on their main actions/activities
from pre-project to the end of2001

Time
February, 1999
February, 1999
March, 2001
Beginning
April, 2001

2

of the project

Main actions/activities
Received CLAD team for selecting project area
Visited CLAD
Finalized project components and discussed issues about check dam
construction
of Held workshop on revolving funds:
1. To discuss what development projects fanner households can have;
2. To discuss how to distribute revolving funds and identify target group;
3. To identify the scale of the revolving funds for each household - 500
Yuan
Grouped the villagers:
1. wealthy households (not to receive revolving funds because they do not
need them);
2. better-off households
3. middle level households
4. poor households
5. the poorest households (not to receive the funds as they do not have
working capability)
Discussed management regulations of check-dam:
1. how to maintain
2. no water fee
3. maintenance fee to be collected from each village group;
4. form monitoring group to check the work.
2

The time gap between this activity and the next was because the village leaders were given no further
information about the project from township leaders because the project was in the process of being
approved by the donor agency.
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Middle of April, Identified leading group for check-dam construction by raised hand
2001
voting:
1. head of fund-use group: Zhao Qingguo; deputies: Xu Runzao, Ms.Long
Fengmei
2. head of construction supervision group: Xu Changquan; Deputy of the
group: Zhao Qingguo
Group members: Wang Jinsuot Ms. Hao Guoying, Ms. Jia Hezhen, Xu
Zhenli.
3. head of M&E group: Xu Changquan; Deputy: Xu Xinquan; Member:
Xu Zhiyong;
Participants: Village committee, Village party branch, Party member
representatives, Villager representatives, Some of the township leaders
Identified labor for check-dam construction: using compulsory labors
Invited two water conservation engineers to design the check dam and
provide guidance to water check-dam construction such as the depth of the
dam, the rate of water and cement, the density of steel bars, etc.
Selected location to build the check-dam, designing
Started construction: digging the furrow, binding the steel bar, laying
bricks and pouring cement.. .etc.
The last ten days Publicized the project by loudspeaker, meetings, discussions, voted by
raising hands:
of April
1. To introduce the revolving funds component to villagers
2. To ask farmers who want development projects to apply for funds
3. To introduce the library component to farmers;
Village committee, village party branch, villager representatives are
involved in the process.
Discussed regulations re management of library: l.to identify its location:
one room in the primary school in the center of the village, populated place
and clean;
2. All the books, including magazines subscribed by the village committee
and purchased books on science, technology and law should be stored in
the library;
3. Borrowing days: 5 , 15 and 25 of each month;
4. The length oftimefor keeping books: books on technology: 20 days,
magazines: 10 days
Forming the library management group:
Group leader: Zhao Lavishing; Deputy: Xu Xinquang; Member: Cai
Chunhua (female)
Identified evaluation methods:
1. To welcome villagers supervision and consult with villagers about their
suggestions and comments;
2. To evaluate the work of the management group and the quality of the
library every half year;
3. To encourage the management group or replace members when
necessary.
April 19

th

th

th
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Forming revolving funds management group:
Group leader: Zhao Laisheng; Deputy: Xu Runzao; Members: Xu
Jianxun, Li Hui
The end of
Asked farmers to apply for revolving funds:
April
1. To indicate how much they wanted;
2. To indicate what development activities they were going to do;
3. To indicate views on revolving funds.
The beginning
Hiring labor:
of May
1. To give up using compulsory labor (numbers not enough);
2. To hire labor
Discussed regulations re management of revolving funds based on the
June 8 and 9
draft made by Wang Jinsuo, Deputy Township Party Secretary.
Completing construction work:
June 10
1. To hire stone expert to do some work requiring skills
2. To maintain the dam
The end of June Received the lO.OOOYuan revolving funds from the township
Disbursing revolving funds:
June 29 and 30
1. To sign the revolving funds contract
2. To disburse the revolving funds
Supervising the use of revolving funds:
1. To check the use of revolving funds
2. To check that activities undertaken by farmers were those for which they
had applied
The middle of Bought book cabinet at 1000 Yuan; Mr. Xu Changquan, the village party
September
secretary was responsible for this activity.
•

The above three tables present a multi-dimensional picture of project activities from the
views of project implementing agency, local township officials and local village leaders.
The activities are primarily actions directly associated with the project. Indirect actions
taken have not been presented.
Table 3.4 presents the steps the CLAD team experienced before and during the project,
which were full of efforts to transfer meanings to the local people. Earlier descriptions
showed how the CLAD team tried to transfer sound procedures, the contents of
development and the philosophy of participation by 1. Introducing the community
development project through the standard procedures of community development
planning promoted by development researchers and practitioners and 2. Introducing and
explaining the meanings of sound development by making use of the advantages that
CLAD has, as a project implementing agency, to allocate project resources.
As an implementing agency, CLAD put more emphasis on 'doing' a project and research,
while CIAD's counterparts, the township leaders, as implementers and prolocutors of the
project target population (see Table 3.5), put their efforts into ensuring the smooth
running of the project by checking and initiating project activities, introducing support
from outside (such as introducing the County Water Conservation Bureau to help design
the water check dam in Sanggang Village), and drafting management rules for project
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activities. At the sametimethey pursued additional support by putting pressure on CLAD
to hasten the transfer of funds to the local level (elaborated further in Chapter 5). They
also appropriated project resources by various means to serve their own purposes. In
order to avoid jealousy from the non-project villages towards project villages and to
consolidate the stability of the nine villages administrated by the township, they
organized a study tour for the nine village leaders by using the project resources of the
four villages. They achieved their purpose of visiting Beijing by gaining the trust of the
implementing agency and combining project with non-project activities by using project
funds. In addition, they tried to obtain the rights to dispose of project funds as much as
possible by keeping the capacity building component of the funds for their effective
organization of training, the study tour and the library establishment.
Table 3.6 shows the actions taken by the project villages as a whole. They have apparently,
followed the framework set by CLAD and the township government in terms of planning,
management and implementation. However, examining their actions in detail, one learns
that all the actions were reinterpreted and altered to some extent by the village leaders.
For instance, the four villages basically established management groups according to the
structure suggested by CLAD team. However, the idea of farmer associations for each
project component promoted by CLAD was not really realized. For each small group, one
or two village leaders were arranged, then one or two farmer representatives. During
group discussions in which CLAD required farmer representatives to participate, the
representatives that eventually attended were found to be relatives or farmers who had
very close relations to the village committee members. The way decisions were made in
such group discussions was like the scenario in the short story Golden Trumpet by Mark
Twain. In the story, the people could only vote on important decisions by blowing a
golden trumpet, while only the rich in the community had the means to buy a golden
trumpet. Thus as a result, the rich made all community decisions. In this Yixian case,
although the project was labeled as a participatory project and local farmers participation
in the decision making stage was emphasized, not only the mainstream farmers, but also
the marginalized farmers should be present in the meetings. However, the reality is not as
ideal as the interveners expect. Some of the procedures are culturally limited and leave
some room for the local leaders to crate space for themselves and to present the values,
interests and meanings of their group but not those of other groups. Despite this, the
project was implemented differently from the traditional top-down project. Instructions
about the project's terms and activities were not just given but were discussed with local
groups, and this is already a big step towards the 'perfect' or 'ideal' participatory project.
What is presented in the three tables is still the static status of the project in different time
periods, while in reality it was fraught with the dynamics of imposition and compromise
among the various actors involved. The CLAD team, representing the implementing
agency and the donor also, imposed concepts, components and activities of the project - a
'sound development image' - to local officials and farmers in the interests of the
organization and individuals involved in the project. But CLAD had to compromise with
local officials and farmers to ensure their major interests and objectives were realized,
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when their ideas were not completely accept or were refused. Local officials imposed
their interests on farmers and at the same time compromised with local farmers, as they
also wanted their purposes to be met Farmers imposed on local officials and
implementing agencies and at the same time compromised in their desire to get support
from the others. Such impositions and concessions gave a many-sided dynamic to the
project. In this case, township and village leaders, particularly township officials in this
Chapter, become interface managers as they linked the villagers to the interveners. This
interface situation will be further elaborated in Chapter 5 and 6. No matter what happened
or what was done, the three parties met some where in some ways, i.e. the practice, the
existing configurations of the project. What they arranged and what was arranged are
interfaces where the three parties meet which is basically presented in Table 3.6, the
actions taken by the project village as a whole.
Ln summary, this chapter has identified the crucial actors involved in the project that
forms the core of this thesis - the implementing agency, the local township officials,
village leaders and local farmers. It has introduced the social processes involved in
carrying out the research and highhghts the discursive negotiations, terms of reference,
the definition of terms, practical strategic elements, and some of the important vernacular
concepts denoting key elements of Chinese social practice. These social processes were at
the heart of and made it possible to set-up the arena of the project and its operation. They
represent processes that reflect the trajectories of actors' previous experiences and
knowledge that shape their contemporary interactions with each other. More importantly,
the chapter introduces the strategic discourse and preferred practices of the implementing
agencies - the interveners - as they negotiate with and convince villagers and their
leaders to engage in a participatory project. All these social processes lead to differing
social constructions of the project, which ultimately necessitates the making of
accommodations between the key actors whose different life-worlds reflect the social
discontinuities that emerge at the interface encounters of the project.
However, the chapter only touches upon the results and factors involved in this process.
The dynamics of the process itself will be further explored in Chapter 5,6 and 7, through
an examination of how different actors develop their strategies to cope with conflict
situations and how they process the project in the struggle to attain their own respective
aims.

CHAPTER 4

1

PROJECT AREA AND COMMUNITY PROFILE
This chapter provides the reader with a full picture of the project area and thus furnishes
the necessary background and contexts for demythologizing the nature and implications
of the different responses of the various actors towards the intervention, that is explored
further in the next three chapters.
Hierarchical administrative structure
The admimstrative hierarchy in China has six levels - State, Province (or Autonomous
Region)/Municipahty, Prefecture/Mumcipahty, County, Township, and Village. China
covers a total area of 9.6 million square kilometers or 25 percent of Asia and 6.5 percent
of the world continental area. It is the third largest country in the world. At present,
China has 23 Provinces, 5 Autonomous Regions, and 4 Municipalities under the direct
control of Central Government, and it has two Special Admimstrative Regions. It has
about 2,100 Counties, 20,312 Townships and some 80,000 Administrative Villages.
As indicated in the earlier chapters, Hebei Province is geographically connected to
Beijing, and has economically developed relatively slowly of the 23 provinces. Ln
addition, 81% of its total population is agricultural. For these two reasons it has become
the place where my university and I have the most contacts from previous rural
development research and practice. Hebei Province is located in North China bordered
by the Bohai Sea to the east, Taihang Mountains to the west, the Yellow River to the
south and the Mongolian plateau to the north. Its total area comprises 18,7,693 km and
embraces the Municipalities of Beijing and Tianjin in its territory. The province has a
population of 66 million and consists of 11 provincially administered municipalities
under which are 176 counties. The capital city of Hebei Province, Shijiazhuang, is about
300km from Beijing. (See Map 4.1)
2

Yixian County, the focus for my work, is located in the north of Hebei Province, and
administered by Baoding Municipahty. It has 28 townships and 469 administrative
villages. The total population is about 540,000, of whom 520,000 are a rural agricultural
population. It is a typical agriculture-dominated county with a land area of about 3.8
million mu (lha=15mu), of which 2.4 million are for forestry use. The average per
capita income is around 1,200 Yuan (1U$ = 8.3 Yuan). The major crops are wheat,
maize, sweet potato, millet and soybean. The main economic activities are agriculture,
forestry, ariimal husbandry, some small-scale mine development and tourism, etc. The

The social-economic data of the project area given in this chapter are partly shared with Mr. Ye
Jingzhong in his Ph.D. thesis Processes of Enlightenment: Farmers' initiatives in rural areas in China,
of which some are taken from the wall charts found in each administrative village committee office.
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county capital is about 100km from Beijing and 210km from the provincial capital,
Shijiazhuang. (See Map 4.1)
Map 4.1

Map ofP.R.

China

This research was carried out in four selected commumties/villages (Sanggang,
Nandugang, Yuangang and Baoshi) of Pocang Township, located in the western
mountainous areas of Yixian County of Hebei Province. This township covers a total
area of 72.6 square km. The annual average temperature is 11.5 degree, and the annual
average precipitation is around 500 mm. Administratively, the township comprises 9
villages and 54 farmers' groups. There are in total 1,561 households in the township,
and a total population of 5,857, amongst which 2,861 are laborers. The average per
capita income is 1,000 Yuan, mainly from agricultural cropping and labour migration.
70% of the land area in the township is mountainous, and only 10% of the land area is
arable, the remaining 20% covers water areas, roads and settlements. The total arable
land is 5,615 mu (1 ha = 15 mu). Agriculture is predominantly wheat (30%), maize
(50%), and sweet potato, peanuts and millet (20%). The average yield is 250 kg/mu for
wheat and 400 kg/mu for maize. The total mountainous area amounts to 83,695 mu.
There is a seasonal river crossing the township that is used mainly for irrigation. The
main livestock animals are pigs, sheep and rabbits. There are no collective enterprises,
but a few private ones exist. There is one junior middle school in the township and a
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primary school in each village. There is one clime center in the township. Two local
markets operate in the township on particular days. (See Map 4.2)
Map 4.2

Sketch map ofPocang

Township, Yixian County ofHebei

Province
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Village and Community

Historically, the term 'village' emerged as a geographical concept. With the penetration
of State administration into the rural areas, the 'village' was gradually integrated into
the national administrative structure and was endowed with administrative meaning.
Such villages thus became 'admimstrative villages'. In other words, a natural village is
defined by the settlement or resettlement of the rural population. Natural villages may
or may not coincide with the notion of administrative village for the purpose of
administration. One admimstrative village, for example, may contain several natural
villages, while in other cases one natural village can consist of several administrative
villages. Nevertheless, one admimstrative village must have one village committee. Its
committee members are not like the officials working at township and higher levels of
the government administrative structure, although they are responsible for village public
management. Officials at a higher level are formal government employees and receive
official salaries from the government budget, and their residential permits are in urban
centers, and they are thus registered as 'citizens'. Village admimstrators are still farmers
with a residential permit that pertains to the rural area. They thus have the status of
'rural inhabitant', and their salary, or more accurately their subsidy or stipend, is paid
from levies they collect from the village. Therefore, village admimstrators are normally
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called village heads rather than village officials. Normally an admimstrative village,
with whatever settlements or natural villages it might embrace is regarded as one
community. In this sense my research involves four communities which I refer to as the
four project admimstrative villages. However, except when I focus on the differences
among them, these four communities are very often discussed together in the study
without special distinction, as they, especially three of them - Sanggang, Nandugang
and Yuangang - are geographically connected with each other, and have similarities in
several aspects.
Figure 4.1 Administrative

organization

of Nandugang
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A village normally has a complex organizational setup. The village party branch is the
core and leading institution in a village's overall institutional setup and operation.
Therefore, in practice in all rural villages in China, the head of the party branch (the
party secretary) is always the primary decision-maker on all issues and affairs in the
village. The party secretary is elected by all 'party' members in the village, and then
officially appointed by the township party committee. When the one elected is not to the
township party committee's liking, they will overrule the village. Since the Communist
Party is the most popular and powerful party and plays the absolute leading role
amongst all parties in China, the 'party' stands for the communist party in this study.
Under the leadership of the village party branch, the village committee is the second
most powerful institution in the village and is responsible for the implementation of
policies and works assigned from a higher level, as well as the operation of all inter
village works. The village committee is in fact a simplified term for villagers'
committee, because it is supposed to represent the interests of all villagers. Therefore,
villagers normally elect the director and its members. This has been particularly the case
during recent years.
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Within the village committee, the bookkeeper (kuaiji) has. an important role, because he
or she manages village income and expenditure, and is also responsible for reporting all
kinds of data to higher level authorities. Thus, the village bookkeeper is usually
appointed according to the preference of the village party secretary. The village
women's union is in fact a branch of the All China Women's Federation (ACWF) at
grassroots level. Officially it is a non-governmental organization, but in practice it acts
more as a political, official and governmental body. The village women's union is the
only organization closely linked to all women in the village, and it therefore plays an
important role within the village institutions and, particularly in rural villages, in family
planning, always a priority task for the village authority. Thus the Village Party
Secretary, the Director of the Village Committee, the Bookkeeper, and the Head of the
Women's Union are the four key positions for the adrrtMstration, management and
operation of the village. Normally, women are extremely under-represented in the
different village organizations, which is the general case for most of China. The
functions and composition of each institution are summarized in the following table:
Table 4.1 The functions and composition of village institutions in Nandugang
Name of village institution
Village party branch
Party m e m b e r s advisory
committee
T h e youth league
Militia organization

Village committee

Villager representatives'
assembly (cun min dai biao

hui)

Security and protection
committee (zhi boo hui)
Civil intermediation
committee (min tiao hui)
W o m e n ' s union

village

Functions
Overall responsibility for all
kinds of w o r k in the village
Provides advice to the village
party branch
Politically it is a reserve for t h e
party
Politically it is for national
defense, it is regarded as a
reserve for t h e formal military
Implements policies and
assignments from higher level,
organizes and executes all kinds
of village works
Facilitates t h e village
committee's work, gives
advice, monitors the works
implemented b y the village
committee, including village
income and expenditure

Composition
3 -1 party secretary, 1 deputy
and 1 m e m b e r
7 - 1 chairman and 6
members
3 members

Helps t h e official security
agencies t o maintain social
security and order in the village
Intermediates and solves civil
conflicts amongst villagers
Promotes party policies, and
engages in village family
planning w o r k

3 - 1 head, and two members

3 members

4 - 1 director, 1 deputy, 1
bookkeeper, 1 head of the
w o m e n ' s union
35 - 1 chairman, 2 vice
chairmen, and 3 2 other
members

3 - 1 head, and two members
3 - 1 head, and t w o female
members
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The operation of a village is normally based on 'village rules and regulations'
(cun/xiang gui min yue) agreed upon by all villagers. These serve as the general
constitution and include two parts, the official and the indigenous component The latter
normally differs from village to village and relates more to community social and
cultural undertakings. The official component is normally standardized for all villages
in a township and relates more to the official and formal operation of the villages and
they may differ between township. They include the general principles, responsibilities
and regulations of villagers' organizations, the management of village economic affairs,
social orders/affairs, and public welfare as well as other supplementary rules.
Since the party branch is the most important institution in the village, the historical
development of the party branch has been well recorded in the village. These records
are displayed on the wall of the branch office in each village.
Nandugang Administrative Village
Nandugang is sketched out more fully than the other villages since I use this village
profile to give a fuller picture of the institutional and farming arrangements that are
common to all four villages.
General

The admimstrative village of Nandugang can be physically characterized as a small
basin surrounded by mountains in four directions. The mountains to the north and south
are more distant than those to the east and west. Four natural villages or hamlets make
up Nandugang - Beigou, Nangou, Nanzhuang and Zhucun. In the Commune period
between 1958 and 1978 these natural villages formed six Production Teams or SubBrigades. Beigou and Nangou were production teams No. 1 and No. 6 respectively,
production teams No. 2 and No. 3 corresponded to Zhucun, and No. 4 and No. 5 to
Nanzhuang. For community work projects these production teams have remained
unchanged since the land reform of 1978.
In 2001 there were a total of 726 villagers, of whom 361 were males and 365 were
females, 219 were below the age of 18, and 136 were older that 50. The total labor force
amounted to 371.
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The total land area of Nandugang is about 7,000 mu, of which 820 mu is arable land (i.e.
approximately 1.14 mu per capita), the rest is mountain (about 5,200 mu), riverbank
(about 400 mu), settlements (about 500 mu) and idle land (70 - 80 mu). Of the arable
820 mu, only around 300 mu can be irrigated. Irrigation is seasonal, when water is
available in the river. The tree cover in the mountain includes locust, pine, poplar,
willow, shrubs, and various fruit trees, such as chestnut, walnut, persimmon, apricots,
plums, Chinese dates, pears, apples, hawthorn, Chinese prickly ash and so on. The soil
is sandy. The river transecting the village is the upper part of the Caohe River. However,
currently it flows only in the rainy season, i.e. July and August. Before the 1970s, the
river had water flowing all year around. The underground water table is about 20 meters.
Mineral resources in the area include calcite, ironstone and vermicuUte. Currently Mr.
Yang Changyou from Mudoudian village and Mr. Xu Zaoquan from Sanggang are
contracting two sites for rrtining in the village (basically small-scale surface exploitation
of small mineral deposits that can be exploited on a contractual basis from the
community). Average rainfall is about 450 mm per year, however, in 2001 only about
200 mm precipitated.
Of the 184 households, 84 live in Zhucun, the main natural village, 45 are settled in
Nanzhuang, 22 live in Nangou and 33 in Beigou. All these four natural villages are
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connected by a village road, which can be used for agricultural transportation. The
village is connected with Pocang Township by an unpaved township-village road that is
in poor condition. It is muddy in the rainy season and very dusty for the rest of the year.
The distance to Beijing, Baoding (near the Great Wall) and the Yixian County capital is
170 km, 90 km and 70 km respectively. A public bus passes through the village to
Baoding and Yixian County capital every morning at 6 o'clock. Since 1986, the village
has had an electricity supply for family use and also for irrigation. The four natural
villages used to have a tapped supply of drinking water by collecting water from the top
part of the mountain into a water storage tank built midway down that was connected to
each household by pipeline. However, the facility had not functioned for several years
due to the decrease in rainfall and water resources on the mountain. Instead villagers
have to fetch drinking water from collective village wells. The pumps are mobile and
can be moved from one well to another. There are in total 14 wells in Nandugang, three
in Nangou, six Nanzhuang, two in Zhucun and three in Beigou.
Rural communication has been rapidly developed during the past several years. For
instance, several years ago one could hardly image that telecommunication would reach
rural villages, but now in Nandugang village, Zhucun has nine telephones, there are six
in Beigou, and one in Nanzhuang. Nangou has yet to get one.
There is one primary school in Nandugang teaching grades 1 to 4. The students number
about 50 and are taught by three teachers (one male and two females). There were
previously three doctors living in the village. However, the health system has now
almost collapsed. One of the doctors has very poor skills, one (a lady) has married and
moved out of the village and the other has been sick for a long time though he still sells
a few basic medicines for curing colds, and he gives injections. The most frequent
illnesses that villagers face are flu, strokes (hemiplegia) and heart disease. The township
immunization station is responsible for basic immunization of children from birth to
eight.
There is no market in Nandugang. Farmers normally buy daily necessities and sell their
products in the two nearby markets - in Yuangang village (open every 5 days, on the 5
and 10 of the Chinese lunar calendar), and in Pocang (open every 5 days, on the first
and 6 ). Farmers can rarely obtain credit from the government credit services. Informal
credit (money lending) is active although the government has never encouraged it 80%
of the households use firewood for energy consumption, and 20% use coal or gas.
th

th

th
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The Chinese lunar calendar is formulated according to changes in the shape of the moon. It also has 12
months and around 30 days in each month. Normally the month in the solar calendar is roughly about
one month in advance of the same month in the lunar calendar. Rural populations of China are more
familiar with the lunar calendar.
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aspects

In general land is owned by the State or the Collective (but here the term 'collective' is
vague since no-one can any longer explicitly explain who or what the collective is).
Except for ownership, farmers have most of the rights over land tenure, such as usufruct,
management, production rights and so on. Thus in practice, except for the sale of land,
farmers are in control of land use and choose what they grow and are free to manage it
in their own way. The land in Nandugang village was first distributed to farmers in
1981 for contracting under the 'household responsibility system' that followed the
national land reform of 1978, since which several adjustments have been made. The
most recent land adjustment was in 1997 and 1998 when minor redistribution was
carried out for long-term land contracts of 30 or 50 years. This is part of national policy
of stabilizing land usufruct over the longer term. Land distribution is conducted first by
categorizing village arable land into several classes according to fertility and
productivity, then the land of the different categories is evenly distributed to households
according to the number of family members. Of the middle quality land, the village
reserves 5%, i.e. about 40 mu, to make minor adjustments to household allocation in
accordance with the increase or decrease in the number of family members due to births
or marriage, or to give to new village members etc. Such minor adjustments take place
within a five-year period using the 40 mu to meet these new needs. At the end of the
five-year period, land will again be evenly distributed among households in order again
to free up a 40 mu reserve for the following five-year adjustment period. In reality,
village arable land is normally dispersed in several big plots in different locations. Each
of these plots will have different physical conditions such as soil fertility. Although
sometime the difference is not significant, each household will want to get a share of the
better plots. Thus, rural land distribution in many cases is executed in such a way as to
evenly distribute all the village arable areas among all village households. Such a
practice results in the fragmentation of land, which is characteristic of most peasant
areas in China. This acts as a constraint on the development of large and medium scale
commercial farms. In the research community, landholding per household is very small
(i.e. 4.3 mu), and the average number of land plots held is 7.2, giving an average plot
size of about 0.6 mu. Many such household plots are dispersed in different locations and
often at some distance from each other.
In 1982, the mountain land was evenly distributed to the households by the production
team or sub-brigade that controlled that particular piece of mountain. This was done
along the same lines as for arable land. However, one result of this distribution was a
decline in tree stocks, because some households were either not interested in or not able
to engage in reforestation activities. Thus, in 1996 and 1997, the village collective took
back all the previously distributed mountain land, and put it up for auction by dividing it
into different lots that villagers and others could bid for. Contracts for the lots were then
given out to the successful bidders, some lots with a fee of between 30-50 Yuan per mu
per year, others for even less than one Yuan per mu per year. The contractors could be
villagers of Nandugang, but they could also be outsiders. In normal practice, outsiders
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would only be able to participate in the auction if nobody in the village was interested in
contracting a particular lot. 70% of households in the village have obtained a plot of
mountain land through such auctions. This distribution of mountain land by auction also
became a requirement of the implementation of the Sino-German Afforestation Project.
The production team that had original responsibility for those lots collects the contract
fees. The fees are used for the team's internal welfare or production related activities.
Originally all the villagers in Nandugang were of Mandarin or Han nationality.
However, several women from the Zhuang minority migrated to Nandugang village
during recent years.
The village has 70 to 80 villagers who migrate to urban areas for temporary work. Most
of them do road and building construction work in cities such as Beijing, Shijiazhuan
(the capital of Hebei Province) and Baoding (the capital of Baoding Municipality). The
average wage level is about 15 to 30 Yuan a day all-inclusive (less than two to four US
dollars).
The population growth rate of Nandugang Village is about 3%, meaning there are only
2 to 3 new births in the village every year. The average household size is about four
members, usually husband, wife and two children. The household pattern is
predominately that of the nuclear family. There are very few extended families living in
one household. There are also many cases of households consisting of one old couple or
even just one old person when the partner passes away.
During leisure time, farmers take part in various cultural events in terms of
performances or other kinds of activities, such as temple fairs during the Spring Festival
period, local opera for celebrating the autumn harvest in Pocang village, 'walking on
stilts' (goo qiao) performances, 'wheelbarrow' performances (xiao che hui), and
'Bawang' whip (ba wang bian) performances. All such are local indigenous cultural
activities.
Economic

aspects:

The crops in Nandugang village include wheat, maize, sweet potato, soybean,
groundnut, sesame, peas, millet and castor etc. There are about 300 mu of arable land
for winter wheat, 350 mu for maize, and 450 mu for sweet potato, the staple crops, the
rest for other crops. The average yield for wheat is about 250 kg/mu, that of maize and
sweet potato about 300 and 1,700 kg/mu respectively, and that of soybeans is about 100
kg/mu. In general grain production just meets village consumption needs. However,
farming in general does not bring much cash income. This may be different for
mountain land. In 1997, 70% of households in the village obtained contracts on
mountain lots when these were put up for auction. Farmers have mainly planted timber
and fruit trees on this land such as chestnut, walnut, persimmon and so on, but the
harvest will not be available for several years. The livestock in the village ranges from
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rabbit raising, to goats, pigs, chicken, donkeys, ducks and geese etc. There are some
3,000 rabbits raised in some 20 households in the village, with one raising more than
200 rabbits at any one time. Some households raise rabbits on contracts signed the
previous November at an agreed fixed price with companies in the County. Some began
rabbit raising in imitation of others and sell to middlemen who come to the village. The
market price for rabbits has always fluctuated, and the losers are always the farmers.
Five to six households have raised about 300 goats by allowing them out to graze.
Although grazing is not officially prohibited, neither is it promoted for environmental
reasons. Farmers mainly sell their goats in November, when middlemen come to the
village. Almost every household raises two or three pigs a year, and consumes one of
them by curing or sousing the meat after slaughtering. The rest are sold to middlemen.
Each household raises some six to seven chickens. Eggs are mainly for family
consumption, but about 40% are sold to middlemen who visit the village. In Beigou
natural village there is one household that has raised about 120 chicken and the eggs are
sold to visiting traders. Eggs produced from free-range raised chickens have a better
market price than those produced on industriahzed chicken farms. For instance, eggs
collected from the village can be sold in urban markets for 12 Yuan/kg, whereas eggs
produced industrially fetch only half that price. The biggest problem for chicken
production is the threat of chicken cholera. There are also some 20 to 30 donkeys raised
by households in the village, mainly for sale as young donkeys to middlemen. Family
products then are mostly sold to middlemen who come to the village, rather than
farmers having to go out to look for markets. Hence market awareness is still very weak
among villagers and the marketing system has still to be developed.
Many farmer households in the village make 'glass' noodles. After harvesting the sweet
potato, they make a starch out of the raw potato and from this they make the noodles. Ln
addition, there are various other types of small-scale family enterprise. Three
households are engaged in noodle processing, one is engaged in processing coal bricks
from mining residues, six households are engaged in bean curd (toufu) making, one is
engaged in pea-sprout making, one in youtiao making (a kind of typical food processing
in China by frying pieces of fermented wheat flour), and several are engaged in
transporting people and goods. The village has one small retail shop (it had five
previously) and four other types of household-based processing enterprises. In addition,
there are also two small mining operations currently operated by two contractors from
outside.
The per capita income in the village is about 800 to 1,000 Yuan per year. The sources of
income include wage income from jobs outside the village and locally, from household
enterprises, livestock raising, and forestry (walnut and persimmon trees). Household
expenditure is mainly on schooling, agricultural inputs, water and electricity costs,
agricultural taxes and levies, and other daily consumption needs.
The major durable items in the village include color television sets in 70% of the
households and refrigerators in 10%. There are 30 three-wheel motorcycles, and a few
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vehicles for transportation. The village collective income is mainly from levies and is
largely spent on the stipends of village cadres, on the construction of village public
infrastructure such as road and canal construction and well digging, on subscribing to
newspapers and magazines, on telephone costs and the cost of receptions etc. The
development potential of the village lies in the large mountainous area for plantation
and fruit trees; also horticulture and nurseries can be potentially developed. However,
the main constraints include the lack of technical knowledge, skills and information,
poor water resources, poor transportation, a closed ideology, and extensive crop farming.
The remaining three villages
I here outline the basic profiles of the other three villages in the research area, giving
attention to how they differ from Nandugang.
Sanggang

Village

Sanggang is a single residential village settlement It neighbors Nandugang, and is
approximately 3.5 km to the southeast of the locale of Pocang Township Government.
There are 190 households and 696 inhabitants in the village. The total labor force
amounts to 350. The village has about 7,000 mu of land, of which, as the wall chart
states, 720 are arable (i.e. approximately 1.04 mu per capita) with sandy soils, of which
350 mu can be irrigated. There are more than 5,000 mu of mountain land. The rest
includesriverbank,settlements and idle land. Its physical features are similar to those of
Nandugang. The Caohe River crosses the village but again flows only in the rainy
season. The mineral resources include ironstone and vermicuhte. The same muddy or
dusty unpaved road links the village to Pocang Township and the same early morning
bus takes passengers to Baoding and Yixian County capital. The village has had
electricity since 1986 and has tapped drinking water during the rainy season, and water
for irrigation and household is drawn from the collective wells during the rest of the
year. The village has 10 wells.
There are 10 telephones in the village and one primary school for grades 1-4. The
students number about 70. There are 3 teachers (1 male and 2 females). Currently
Sanggang village is constructing a central primary school with full grades (1 to 6).
Students from the nearby two villages are expected to come to this school for
completing their primary education. There are three private heath care dispensaries in
the village with three local doctors. The most frequent minor illnesses reported are flu
and headaches etc. The township immunization station is responsible for basic
immunization of children from the birth to eight.
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There is no market in Sanggang village, and farmers therefore sell their produce and
buy daily necessities in the nearby markets of Yuangang and Pocang. Households
mainly use firewood (80%), coal and gas for energy consumption. Although there is a
credit station in the village, farmers can rarely obtain credit from it, and the village
authority does not have any influence on credit provision. Informal credit is active.
Land was first distributed to farmers in Sanggang in 1982 when the household
responsibility system was introduced. The most recent land adjustment was in 1998
when 30-year contracts for usufruct rights were introduced. Five percent of middle
quality arable land is here set aside for responding to changes in the number of
household members. The mountain land was similarly parceled out in 1982 and as
elsewhere it led to a reduction in tree stocks. Thus, in 1998, the same process of auction
and contracts took place. Some 80% of village households obtained mountain lots in
this way.
Villagers are almost all of Mandarin or Han nationality with three women of Zhuang
minority who are married in. 60 to 70 villagers travel to urban centers as far as Beijing
for either seasonal or longer-term work. In addition, there are also more than 20 farmers
from the village doing temporary work in local mines and enterprises. Households are
basically nuclear family units of around four members. Very few extended families are
to be found. Farmers and their families enjoy the usual leisure activities provided by the
indigenous social, cultural and seasonal calendar.
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The same crops are planted as in the other villages and the same varieties of trees can be
seen on the nearby mountain land. The average yield of wheat is a little lower than in
Nandugang, at 220 kg/mu, that of maize and sweet potato is about 300 kg/mu and
l,300kg/mu respectively, and that of groundnut and millet is about 100 kg/mu and
50kg/mu respectively. In general there is no surplus above household consumption
needs. Currently there are 2,000 persimmon, 40 apple and 150 walnut trees mature
enough to bear fruit. Livestock consists of 10 cattle, 400 goats, 300 rabbits, 60 donkeys,
300 pigs, 500 chicken and 100 ducks raised by village households and sold to
middlemen.
Family based small-scale enterprises in the village range from a grain mill, glass noodle
processing, coal-brick making, fodder pulverization, local cake making, bean curds and
transportation. The village has two small retail shops. Per capita income in the village is
on average about 1000 Yuan per year. Sources of income include outside and local
waged labour, money from the sale of livestock and forestry products (walnuts and
persimmons) and a small amount of farm produce. Expenditure is mainly on education,
agricultural inputs, health care, taxes and levies, and daily consumption needs. The local
tax and levy system is the same for all villages.
Seventy-five per cent of households have a TV, less than 5% own a refrigerator whereas
all households own a bicycle. There are 15 three-wheel motorcycles, and a few vehicles
for transportation. The village collective income is mainly from the levies and payments
for labor on the Sino-German Afforestation Project. Its expenditure covers stipends
(about 12,000 Yuan per year), subscribing to newspapers and magazines (about 3,000
Yuan per year), telephone communication and reception costs (about 3,000 Yuan per
year) etc. Development potential lies in the large mountainous area for plantation and in
the surplus labor available. The main constraints include lack of water resources, poor
livestock development inconvenient transportation, lack of new suitable technologies,
poor education and the low quality of agricultural and forestry products.
Yuangang

Village

Of the four project villages, Yuangang village lies in the most easterly part of Pocang
Township, 6.5 km to the locale of Township Government. It neighbors Guantou Town
to the east and Nandugang to the west. It is surrounded by high mountains to the south
and the north. There are 284 households and 1230 inhabitants in Yuangang Village. The
total labor force amounts to 450. The total arable land is l,200mu, amongst which
700mu can be irrigated. Yuangang Village is divided into a total of ten production
teams. It was composed originally of three 'natural villages' or hamlets, but since 1993
all villagers have congregated into one settlement.
There is one central primary school teaching all grades (1 to 6). Students from Liugang
and Sijiaozhuang villages come to this school to complete their primary education. The
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school has about 160 pupils with 7 teachers (2 males and 5 females). There are four
private heath care dispensaries in the village with four local doctors.
Map 4.5

Resource map of Yuangang

Village

Yuanggang has slightly more fertile soil than other villages but its crops, land
distribution and livestock situation is much the same as elsewhere in Pocang Township.
It has a large mountainous area contracted out as in the other villages. The major fruit
tree production includes about 2,000 persimmon trees producing 150,000 kg of
persimmons each year as well as about 200 mu of plum trees, 100 mu of pear trees and
other trees already producing fruit. Ln three to five year's time, Yuangang is expected to
become a village specializing in fruit tree production.
What is really different about Yuangang village is that it has its own market where local
farmers and those from the other villages come to buy their daily necessities and sell
their products. This village market opens every 5 days, on the 5 and 10 of the Chinese
lunar calendar.
th

Baoshi

th

Village

Baoshi village is 1.5 km to the northwest of the locale of Pocang Township Government.
There are 191 households and 687 inhabitants in the village. The total labour force
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amounts to 390. Baoshi village covers an area of 18 km from east to west. It is a
mountainous area characterized by a sparse population scattered among 15 small natural
villages. It has six production teams, and relatively more enterprises than other villages.
The total land area of Baoshi is about 26,000 mu, of which 502 mu is arable land (i.e.
approximately 0.73 mu per capita) with sandy soils, of which 260mu can be irrigated.
More than 20,000 mu is mountain land with mixed forest and fruit trees. The upper
reaches of the Caohe River seasonally flow across the area. It has deposits of calcite and
vermiculite. A side branch of Provincial Road 112 crosses the village and connects the
village with Pocang Township. All the hamlets of Baoshi are connected by local village
roads that can be used for three-wheeled motorized agricultural carts. Electricity was
brought to the village in 1985. Only Zhucun, the main natural village has a tap water
drinking supply for a population of 420 inhabitants. Other natural villages have
collective wells. Thirteen of the fifteen hamlets have a total of about 60 telephones. The
other two have no connection yet. There is one central primary school in Baoshi with
full grades (1 to 6). Students of the village and from the nearby Pocang and Mudoudian
villages complete their primary education in this central primary school. There are about
240 pupils and nine teachers (6 males and 3 females) working in the school. There are
two health care dispensaries in the village. The most frequent illnesses villagers have
include flu and whooping cough. Villagers use the Pocang market (open every 5 days,
on the first and 6 of Chinese lunar calendar).
th

Land arrangements for both mountain and arable land follow the general pattern of the
township villages. The village collective still keeps two sites of mountainous area and a
reserve of about 25 mu for minor adjustments. The ethnic mix is likewise similar to that
of the other villages researched. Thirty or forty of the young married males migrate for
work and more than twenty-five farmers work temporarily in local mines and
enterprises. The average household size is about 3.5 members per household. Public
entertainment is concentrated around the seasonal festivals and events.
The people of Baoshi raise small livestock for consumption and sale and grow wheat,
maize, sweet potatoes, soybeans, groundnuts, peas, millet and sorghum etc. There are
about 250 mu of arable land for winter wheat, 300 mu for maize, 400 mu for sweet
potatoes, and the rest are planted on small plots. Average yields are similar to those of
the other villages.
There are various types of small-scale enterprise in the village. Two ironstone and two
calcite-processing enterprises operate in the village with investments from outside.
There is also a petrol station and two repair shops have opened in the village. In
addition, there are the usual food and coal processing and transport businesses. The
village has two small retail shops. The actual per capita income in the village is about
1,000 Yuan per year, gained from the usual sources and expenditure is on the same
items as for all the other villages.
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The major durable items in the village include television sets in 90% of the households,
refrigerators in less than 10%, VCD and video players in 20%, bicycles in all
households, 4-5 three-wheeler motorcycles, and a few vehicles for transportation. The
village collective income comes mainly from levies and land contract fees and fees paid
by outside investors, as well as from development projects funded by outside agencies.
Village collective expenditure mainly includes the salary of village cadres (about 9,000
Yuan/year), subscriptions to of newspapers and magazines (about 3,000 Yuan/year),
telephone and reception costs (about 3,000 Yuan/year) and small-scale construction of
village public infrastructure (about 1,000 Yuan/year) etc. The newspapers subscribed to
in the villages usually include The People's Daily, Heibei Daily, Baoding Report, Yishui
Report, Hebei Farmers, Hebei Science and Technology, Yanzhao Cities, TV Program
Guide, Family Planning and so on. The magazines subscribed to include World of
Marriage and Reproduction, Chinese Women, Career, New Farmers, Marriage and
Family, Rural Youth, Abstracts for Farmers, Communist Party Members, Party Ethos
and Party Disciplines, Party History and so on. The development limitations faced by

Baoshi village include poor resources and soil fertility, a 'closed' ideology, and a
general lack of information and capital.

In addition to the organizational setup common to all villages, in Baoshi, under the
village committee, there is another institution called the village technology committee,
which parallels the security and protection committee, civil intermediation committee
and women's union. This village technology committee is responsible for promoting the
application of suitable new technologies in village and household production.

CHAPTER 5
MEANINGS, INTERPRETATIONS AND NEGOTIATED
DEVELOPMENT

In many situations, insiders and outsiders of the community manifest different
understandings and interpretations of the same economic and social phenomena. This
chapter focuses on this issue by presenting four event-centered case studies. As these
cases show, differences in perception and meaning between project-implementing staff
and their 'clients' have a critical impact on how the intervention process unfolds.
'You can never stay in a wrong place' - meanings of 'accommodation'
As outsiders to the project community, we did not expect any special meariings to be
attached to the need for accommodation other than that of providing lodgings for
someone wishing to stay in the commumty. We certainly did not expect it to be associated
with resource allocation or poUtical intentions. There is a Chinese idiom which says that
the crucial principles for an official to avoid being dismissed are first, that 'you should
never walk the wrong path', and second, 'you should never stay in the wrong place'. The
first principle implies that an official should always believe in and walk within the
guidelines of the Chinese Communist Party. The second implies that if officials wish to
avoid undennining their careers then they should avoid being involved in affairs; they
stay in their own house at night and not someone else's. In fact, traditionally, Chinese
people, especially old ladies who live in close-knit communities, are normally sensitive to
who is staying where, particularly to where outsiders might be 'staying', and are
delegated by the community commission to look out for the security of the community.
They are usually called 'httle-feet detectors' (as they are usually those born before the
liberation, when women's feet were bound by pieces of cloth and therefore 'little'). Thus
the place one stays not only implies a physical location, but is also interpreted as
involving a preference, interests and values, and relations with the person who is
considered the host of that place. However, these idioms and sayings did not come to
mind or bear any special meaning for us until we entered into the community.
'Where you stay is where you are going to disburse

money'

But, being neither government officials nor 'little feet detectors', we were not really
sensitive to the issue or the implications of where we might stay. We lodged in a small
and simple township hostel when we first visited the commumty to formulate the research
proposal, in March 1999. The mission took only a few days and thus we took the 15 to 20
minute journeys to the villages by car every day. Two years later, when the project had
been officially approved by the German organization-EZE, and we were intent upon
doing research in the communities for our own purposes, we asked the township leader to
arrange a place in one of the four villages for a long stay. The CLAD team consisted of six
members and the first purpose of their mission was to confirm the project activities that
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had been designed and agreed upon earlier, since many things could have changed during
the intervening two years. We also needed to work out a plan of operation. Another
purpose was to collect data on commumty development planning, since three of the team
members, including myself, were running a joint course for undergraduates on rural
community development planning. The data collected were to be used in the textbook we
planned to edit for the course. For this purpose, we planned to devote most of our time in
one village, where we would operate a complete community development planning
exercise combined with project purposes, and thus spend less time on project activities
and making operational plans in the other three villages.
So before we went to the township, Mr. Ye, Director of the Institute, briefed our contact
person that we were coming to finalize project activities and that we would stay in one
village longer than the other three. The former township party secretary, who had
received us on our first visit, had been promoted to a post at county level and the
incumbent party secretary was attending a meeting the day we arrived. Thus the deputy
township party secretary, Mr. Wang Jinsuo, received us. After a brief introduction as to
our purpose and some discussions of the project, repeating our intention to stay in the
village, Mr. Wang suggested that we stay in Mr. Xu Changquan's home, the party
secretary of Sanggang Village. A year later, and during the latest meeting with Mr. Wang
Jinsuo in Beijing, when we were already familiar with each other, I questioned him about
the place that he had arranged for us to stay. He said:
'Sanggang Village has been longing for a check-dam for a long time. They have
tried several times since 1972 to build one. People from the county water
conservation bureau went there once in 1995 and carried out some technical
feasibility work but they failed to find funds to do the job. I think it's a good
opportunity for Sanggang village to be involved in this project I was told before
you came that the project was not big in terms of the scale of funds and you said
you wanted to stay in one village longer than the other three. So we thought that
you might put most of your funds in one of the four villages. Thus after some
discussion among the township leaders, we decided that the project funds should
be put into Sanggang Village. That's why I arranged for you to stay in Sanggang,
and to stay in Xu Changquan's house.'
Thus, from the township leader's point of view, the place we were to stay implied or was
interpreted as the place where the project funds would be released. In fact the funds were
designed for all four villages. The amount for the water resource systems component that
we designed in 1999, however, was not sufficient to meet the needs of all four villages as
a result of under calculation. But the revolving funds could be relatively flexible,
meaning that of the total amount of funds, some village could receive more than others for
some purposes without having any impact on the overall effect of the project. Therefore,
it was still feasible to distribute funds evenly in the four villages by restructuring the
budget for the water resource systems component and the revolving fund among the four
villages. In other words it was possible to allocate more funds for water and less for
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revolving funds in some villages, and the opposite in other villages.
A year later, in 2001, after we had become familiar with and had established close
working relations with Mr. Liu Zhenkun, the village party secretary of Nandugang, he
gave us his view on the issue of where we stayed:
'Ms. Wang, I even handed my job resignation to the township leaders when I
knew that you were going to stay in Sanggang Village when you came to us last
March. I thought you would put all your funds in Sanggang because you had
chosen Sanggang to stay, which was unfair for our Nandugang village. We also
have the problem of water shortage. I did not understand then why you and the
township government would give money to Sanggang but not to us. I was so
angry
I was surprised to hear these words, as I would not have expected him to react so strongly
and act in such a way to show his dissatisfaction with the township government's reason
for choosing where we stayed. In fact, from our point of view, and being at that stage
unaware of these rumblings, we stayed in Sanggang because we were going to conduct a
comprehensive community development" planning activity there for teaching purposes.
We therefore needed to stay in one village longer than in other villages, though we had
not told the leaders this. We certainly had no intentions to disburse all the funds in the
village where we stayed. However, the reality or the result was that Sanggang Village did
indeed get the largest amount of funds for the water resource system, since local people
regarded it as more important than receiving money from the revolving funds. Later
experiences indicated that all the village leaders were pursuing funds for the construction
of water resource systems and were likewise not so interested in the revolving funds. The
reason we put more money into water resources in Sanggang was to some extent the
result of our being influenced by the township leaders' hints or direct suggestions. But it
was also due to the closer relations we had built with Mr. Xu than with other village
leaders due to having stayed at his home. It is hard for an implementing agency to really
refuse a partner's suggestions - in this case the township leader's suggestions. We needed
their cooperation in the project so, within certain limits, we were obliged to follow their
thinking. Ln fact, neither development researchers nor practitioners are able always to
remain neutral when they are placed in a community, although their intentions may be to
remain so. However, our practice again reinforced or reconfirmed local people's
interpretation of the meaning of accommodation, which they saw as being related to
interests, values and intentions. This notion of 'accommodation' then became an
important factor in the reproduction of village leaders' attitudes and responses towards
the township leaders and the interveners, since they believed that both the township
leaders and interveners had a clear preference in regard to resource allocation among the
villages. They felt the need thus to develop more strategies to win over the township
leaders and interveners. On the other hand, this case to some degree made village and
township leaders and interveners more distanced from each other. It taught us as
development researchers and practitioners the need for caution when entering a
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community, especially when their practices were related to the allocation of resources. In
such a case, where to stay turns out to be more that an issue of accommodation, but an
issue of resource allocation.
Whose household you stay in is seen as whose people you are

After the commencement of the project, the CLAD team visited the area more often in
order to monitor and do the usual checking activities. We sometimes conducted the work
and research in the four villages in four groups. On one occasion two team members
including a graduate student and I planned to work in Baoshi Village. Wang Jinsuo, the
Deputy Township Party Secretary, brought us to the home of the village party secretary Mr. Zhao Shengli - Who in turn brought us to the home of the deputy director of the
village committee - Mr. Chen Gensheng. We then became aware that we were to stay in
Chen's home, which had obviously been agreed and arranged by the three of them before
we came.
We learnt afterwards that the question of accommodation was one that had been carefully
discussed and arranged together by township officials and village leaders. Wang Jinsuo
told us:
'There are conflicts between Zhao Shengli (party secretary) and. Liang Shutian
(village director). Whoever's home we arrange for you to stay, neither of them
will be satisfied and they will misunderstand us. Whichever one you stay with,
the other will certainly think that the township leaders have disregarded him; His
mood will be negatively affected, and then he will not be cooperative in the
future. So we finally decided to arrange for you to stay with a third party - in Mr.
Chen's home.'
Mr. Zhao confirmed again this under meaning of the arrangement when he said:
'Actually the condition of my house is better than the others in our village.
However, to be more considerate, it's better to have you in Chen Gengshen's
(deputy director) home to avoid gossip from others (Liang and Liang's people in
the village).'
The experience in Sanggang and the following experience in Baoshi indicated that where
we stayed, which we had not taken very seriously, could be an event in the village. It is
like casting a stone into a lake that generates ripples on the surface of the water, our stay
in the village, in particular the decision made by the local officials as to the place to house
us, generated many consequences and impacts that we had never expected. More than the
ripple that will quickly disappear, the impacts caused by the place we stayed did not
disappear so easily. They persisted throughout the time we were there, were present at the
time we left, and I believe they will persist even in the future.
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Team members in other villages also corroborated this point. Villagers often asked them
about the CLAD team's accommodation and eating arrangements. They were very
concerned about where we stayed, where we ate and who cooked for us. Their hidden
interest, which they did not openly mention, was that if we paid for our meals and
accommodation, then how much did we pay to the landlord. One former village leader of
Baoshi, Mr. Xu once asked our graduate student:
'Why don't you take arranged meals .. .The village committee will pay for you,
won't they? Come to my home next time, I won't charge you for that. You don't
need to pay for arranged meals, the village will pay the bill.'
1

Ln fact, his first question was just testing the student, to see if we took arranged meals or
paid for meals. When our student told him that we paid for accommodation and meals, he
showed his surprise and shook his head. The student asked him why they should take
'arranged meals' and he replied: 'To take arranged meals, you can hear the voice of the
farmers. You can listen to more households, not only the rich, but also the poor and then
you can understand the reality here.'
For Mr. Xu, where we chose to stay implied where we placed our trust. According to his
logic, if we stayed in the village leader's home, it meant that we trusted the village leader
and implied that we might not really trust others. Another implication that we did not
realize until later was that whose home we stayed in was interpreted as whose people we
were! Zhao Shengli and. Liang Shutian had been in conflict for various reasons for some
time. In fact, Liang Shutian even told our undergraduate student that there were two
'groups' within the village committee. One group consisted of the party secretary Zhao
Shengli, the deputy village director Chen Gensheng, with whom we were staying, the
director of women's affairs Ms. Chen Lanting, and Liang Shulai, the present deputy
secretary. The second group was composed of Liang Shutian and Zhao Mingshan, the
former village leader and the former director of village security (who had recently died).
These two groups had been in conflict for a longtimefor 'historical' reasons, reasons that
related back to power struggles that had happened between the two groups in the past.
In addition, the project, specifically the construction of the water tower in Baoshi, was
initiated by Zhao Shengli and not by Liang Shutian, simply because the latter was by
coincidence away from the village (in hospital) when we started discussing the project
with village leaders. As I already mentioned, the person taking an initiative is normally
seen as the 'owner' of the project, meaning the project was Zhao Shengh's project. As a
result, Liang Shutian was very uncomfortable about this for whatever reasons, and
correspondingly, those who supported him and 'stood on his side' were likewise
uncomfortable about the fact that Zhao Shengli owned the project. It gradually became
1

In most local areas in China, when an outsider, especially one from the higher level positions, comes to a
village, food will be taken care of and provided in turn by local officials and villagers without charge.
This way of providing food to outsiders is called 'arranged meals'.
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clear that because of this we often had difficulties when we interviewed 'Liang's people'
about issues related to the construction of.the water tower. They sometimes found
excuses to escape or retained reservations - apparent in their faces. In their eyes, we were
obviously Zhao's people since we were staying at Chen Gensheng's house, and he was
one of Zhao's people. Liang Shutian once became rather excited when our student asked
him if he knew anything about our coming:
T don't know much about the project because I was in the hospital when they
built the water tower. But I knew that you were to come. I had heard about that.
You stayed in Gengshen's house, didn't you? Chen Shengli did not consult me
about this.. .Well, about you Shengli talked to me once over the phone. He rang
just to tell me that some students from CAU wanted to do some surveys here and
that he had arranged for them to stay in Gengshen's house. He did not discuss it
with me.'
Mr. Liang repeated his point that Zhao had not discussed the issue of our accommodation
with him. Obviously, for Mr. Liang and for people in the community, whose house we
chose to stay in implied that these were the people we trusted and the people we sided
with. The house we stayed in was not simply an issue of accommodation, but an issue of
benefit sharing, an issue of social custom, status, and social relationships, an issue of
knowledge processes, and even an issue of power structures. We paid thirty-five Yuan per
person per day to the landlord for accommodation and food, which is a small amount
ordinarily speaking, but in the case of the village it was an extraordinary amount for a
local household. Our intention was to offer some income generating opportunities to the
household we stayed in and to establish long-term relations with local people, which
would make it easy to do the research and to send students there, and to carry out the
project smoothly. However, what we had done was impinge on local social customs, as
local people again and again reminded us. What by us was seen as a common practical
arrangement, was seen by them as contrary to village custom. They had never before
received outsiders who had paid for food and accommodation. All the hosts said, 'We are
not used to being paid for food and accommodation'. From their point of view, it is seen
as an honor of which they can be proud, to host people who are from 'Capital Beijing',
and to have them stay in their homes and have their trust. On the other hand, relations
with us, more specifically with people from high-level positions, are regarded as
important social capital, which they can also use to show off to others.
In addition to these factors, we had added another meaning for them, i.e. an economic
meaning. We became a source of income for whoever's household we stayed in, which
again generated 'ripples on the surface of the lake'. Some villagers were asking our
graduate students how much we were paying for our meals and accommodation. Some of
them appeared be surprised by the amount we paid. 'Too much,' some responded when
they learned the rough figure. Our strategy to win over villagers sometimes generated
jealousy and suspects that we did not expect.
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Third, what we had done was to change their existing knowledge and perceptions of
outsiders, or more accurately, interveners, who came to help them. Liu Zhenqun, the
village party secretary of Nandugang once said to us when we later stayed in his house:
'To be frank, your team is the best team I have ever seen since liberation. All the
teams that have come before have just 'appreciated the followers while riding a
horse' . Who else has ever paid us for food and a bed? You come to us to help us.
You work so hard. You pay for your food and bed. Unbelievable really.'
2

This experience with us reshaped his previous knowledge of outsiders/interveners, and
his reshaped views and ideas were internalized and brought into use when he faced
interveners in subsequent encounters.
Forth, apparently, our staying in Chen Gengshen's household in Baoshi Village
consolidated the position of Zhao's group on the village committee, and caused adverse
impacts on Liang's group. As mentioned the two groups had had conflicts over a long
period - conflicts generated for several reasons, one of which, and the most crucial, was
from power struggles. Several events, including the death of the man responsible for
village security affairs and our stay in Chen Gengshen's house, to a large extent,
weakened the power of Liang's group and their reputation in the village. Our stay in
Chen's house was a signal that the water tower project was Zhao's project, which would
later be regarded as one of the most important achievements of his period in office. An
achievement something akin to infrastructure development would be an important
reference for his election as party secretary in the future. In this kind of 'struggle', he is a
winner, a winner who will attract more of the villagers' votes in other power struggles.
For Liang, he has missed an important opportunity to own or realize this achievement,
and he will therefore miss getting the votes of some his fellow villagers. As a result, we,
the development researchers/practitioners, had inevitably become involved in the power
struggles in the community.
As a consequence, Mr. Liang did not favor the CLAD team very much, nor did he much
favor the project. He even did something harmful to block the smooth operation of the
project in the village. In contrast, all the leaders in whose houses we stayed were most
cooperative during the implementation of the project.
In short, as in this case, we had not only again validated the different understandings
regarding 'accommodation' which had resulted in consequences the intervention
practitioners did not expect and which had been attributed with various social and
political meanings not intended, it had also drawn our attention to different views of
'value'. Our views of what we considered 'good' or 'right' for a development practitioner,
such as paying villagers who hosted us, was not always shared by local people. The
2

It is a Chinese idiom, meaning one comes to some place, sees things from above, simply looks around and
then leaves without really getting down or doing anything there.
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interpretations by local people further varied among the villagers in terms of different
domains. Some of them paid more attention to economic aspects, while some only put
their focus on the power relationships entailed. All their responses were formed
contextually, associated with their social status in the village, or their relationship and
previous experiences with village leaders and others.
Imposing and Compromising - Interface among different actors
I now move to some of the issues and events involved in the planning and operating phase
of the project Among the languages of participation, 'to make the intervention process
transparent to local people', and 'to empower local people to make decisions over the
whole project cycle' are two important principles for promoting the concept or
philosophy of participation. For a participatory project, the first principle implies that
outsiders should publicize the project locally and enable local people to become informed
about its objectives, contents, financial arrangements and organization. The second
principle implies that outsiders, or the implementing agencies should not impose their
interests and ideas concerning development activities on local people but empower them
to make their own decisions about what they are going to do with the project However,
practice in Pocang Township has taught us - the CLAD team, the outsiders, that even the
idea of participation per se - the idea of 'let the project be transparent to local people and
let them make decisions' - cannot be imposed on local people without unforeseen
consequences. Even when done in a very careful way, outsiders must pay the price for
what they do to local people.
Water resource systems vs. household development

activities

The philosophy of our commumty development project was to sustainably develop
communities through mobilizing the rural population to participate in the process of local
resource use 'planning and management institution and capacity building and
household-based development activities. As the implementing agency, we did not give
any different weighting to the different project components such as the construction of
water resource systems and the revolving funds for farmers' development activities.
From our point of view, they were both important to local communities. However, the
local people held completely different understandings over this, and our inability to
foresee their interpretations caused unexpected troubles for our work in the project
CLAD, as the implementing agency, never expected project funds to be almost rejected,
until the day Mr. Zhang Baoshan, township party secretary, brought his two colleagues Wang Jinsuo, the deputy party secretary, and Wang Dongjiang, the township director to
us during a visit we had arranged for them to Beijing. He smoked while he frowned and
said:
'Mr. Ye, you really have raised a difficult question for us. We have been
discussing the issue of the distribution of the funds for the water resource
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component since you left last time. We have organized several meetings
between the three of us. I am even thinking that maybe we have to return the
funds for the project to you. We can not handle it, really.'
Before we left Pocang Township and were supposed to have finalized project activities in
the four villages, we organized a workshop in the township government meeting room.
The participants we invited included people from the County Forestry Bureau, the
Township leaders, leaders of the project villages and two farmer representatives (one
male, one female) from each project village. The purpose of the workshop was on the one
hand to again introduce the project to the participants and on the other hand to finalize the
distribution of funds among the four villages.
Before the participants came to the meeting room, we set the ZOPP facilities at the front
of the room. ZOPP is a German abstraction of 'Objective-oriented Project Planning'.
ZOPP facilities are the materials to be used in a ZOPP workshop. They usually include
one metal-made suitcase containing cards of different colors and sizes and markers and
pins, etc. and one or two boards on which the facilitator or the workshop participants can
pin the cards. These facilities are to help avoid the meeting being dominated by one or
two either talkative or important leaders, as the facilitator can ask each of the participant
to write down their ideas on the cards and put them on the board to ensure that each
participant's ideas are reflected.
Mr. Ye started the meeting by introducing each participant. He introduced himself first
and asked the participants to introduce themselves. This was new for local people since
they are used to only the important people, those usually standing or sitting at the front of
the room, being introduced. A bit of shock and curiosity appeared on the faces of the
participants. But still they began to introduce themselves. Following the introductions,
Mr. Ye moved on to explaining the project background, the sponsor's name, the contents
and objectives of the project, the philosophy behind it, and financial management of the
project using oral explanation and at the same time showing the participants cards on the
board. This was the first time for of the participants, from different levels, to sit together
and be systematically informed about the project at the same time, although most of them
had heard fragmentary information about the project either by attending the formal
planning meetings or through other informal channels.
The project was composed of three components, i.e. a fund for capacity building,
including training activities and estabhshing a library. The amount for this component
was around 100,000 Yuan. The second component was for the construction of systems to
conserve water resources with funds of 128,000 Yuan. The third component was
revolving founds provided for individual household development activities, the funds
being designed for an amount of around 112,000 Yuan. Mr. Ye proposed that the project
should be organized by farmer representatives in cooperation with the village committee
and township government. Regarding the management of revolving funds, Mr. Ye
suggested they should be organized in terms of a 'rotated guarantee', which is a typical
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way of organizing the farmers' use of revolving funds. Coming to the distribution of the
funds among the villages, Mr. Ye said:
'The amount we calculated for water resources for constructing all the works we
designed in the four villages two years ago is obviously under-budgeted. If we
distribute the funds evenly, no village can really complete the work they planned.
Thus I suggest that maybe we can use these funds in some of the villages, say
two of the four villages, and give these two villages less of the revolving funds
for household development activities. The total amount distributed to each of
these villages in terms of the funds available for the two components will
therefore remain the same for each of the villages...'
Before he had completed his words, Ye was interrupted by the participants:
'Then why don't we have more funds for water resource systems and less for
revolving funds in each village? We want more funds for water resource
systems!'
'Yes, Mr. Ye, please ask the German organization to give us more funds for
water resource systems. If only we could use all the money on water resource
systems!'
Their responses took Ye and the other CLAD team members by surprise. They had not
expected the water resource component to be so much more important for them than that
of household development activities. For us, the two components were equally important,
and to some extent, household development activities seemed even more important. 'To
support the poorest of the poor' and 'to let the poor receive the support directly' were two
of our missions or principles for conducting such a participatory community development
project. In addition, we were sure EZE (the German sponsors) would also be more in
favor of household development activities than infrastructure and collective activities.
Thirdly, the procedures to apply for restructuring the funds among the components would
be very complicated should we really want to do so. Based on the above three
considerations, Ye had to explain to the participants to give up this idea:
'Esteemed village leaders and farmer representatives, I understand you very well.
However, I have to tell you that there is little possibility to restructure the
components now. First, the current development tendency is more inclined to
support the community at household level rather than for infrastructure
development. We are conducting a poverty alleviation project, the principle of
which is to integrate the poor into the development activities. Once their
problems are solved, your problems will be solved. In recent years, more and
more foreign aid agencies have acknowledged this notion and they have put
more money into households rather than infrastructure. I believe that EZE would
not have approved our project if we had applied only to design water towers,
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check dams or other infrastractural development activities. They supported us
just because they are fond of the idea of diversified activities that we designed in
our project. Additionally, if you really want to change the structure, you will
have to wait for a long time again while we go through the procedures we have to
go through. You have already waited two years since we came here the first time.
Think about that... As I mentioned just now, we are conducting a participatory
project, so you please make the decisions. You can discuss this among
yourselves for a while.'
After confirming again that the structure for funding the components was hard to change,
the village leaders said one after another:
"Then what shall we do? Who wants to give up the water resource system? How
can we make such a decision? Township leaders, or you Mr. Ye, can make the
decision for us...'
Mr. Ye said with a smile:
'Dear participants, oh, you are so used to having others make the decisions. Try
to make the decisions by yourselves. For example, Nandugang and Baoshi, you
may have fewer funds on a water resource system but you will have more on
revolving funds. The total amount for the two components will therefore be the
same as for the others. What is the difference of these two ways? Mr. Xu (village
party secretary of Sanggang), please invite your friend Liu Zhenqun to drink
some liquor after the meeting, then he may give his share to you, you are both
friends...'
Liu Zhenqun, the village party secretary of Nandugang immediately stood up and in a
very excited voice declared:
'Our village also needs water resource systems. My villagers have to collect
water from far away every day for drinking and cooking. We want to have more
funds for a water system construction....'
Other village leaders in succession also expressed their strong interest in water systems.
Some of them started quarrelling in very loud and excited voices. I was not able to catch
all they said when they spoke fast and with excitement, because of their strong accents.
The reasons for having more interest in water resource systems than in revolving funds
became very clear to us afterwards from our observations and others' interpretations.
First, a water resource system can benefit more villagers than revolving funds. Second,
the effects of a water resource system are more visible in the short term than revolving
funds to both villagers and officials from higher levels when they visit the community.
Third, water resource system per se can be a noteworthy work in the villages. More
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importantly, it can be regarded as one of the main achievements of a village leader when
he is in position. In each administrative village in the project area there is a wall on which
the organizational structure of the village, its rules and the regulations, and information
on family planning programmes, etc. is displayed. One paper is on the 'major
achievements of previous party secretaries' of the village. In the column of major
achievements, one finds that all the achievements listed are about irifrastructure that the
party secretary devoted efforts to when in the position. Whenever local people made
comments on party secretaries, they would always mention or count how much
infrastructural work had been done during his time in office. These achievements can
obviously be an important reference when electing village leaders.
In contrast, revolving funds can only benefit a small number of people in the village, i.e.
the poor farmers, as suggested by CIAD. The funds would become invisible once they
were disbursed to the poor farmers. Additionally, the poor farmers would not really bring
benefits to the village leaders. Thirdly, the distribution of revolving funds could lead to
many conflicts among farmers and village leaders, among rich and poor and even among
the poor farmers themselves, in which village leaders normally do not like to be involved.
Fourth, since the revolving funds have to be repaid by the first of group of poor farmers
after one-year in operation so the second group of farmers can benefit from them, village
leaders worry about the rate of repayment. They are afraid that they will not be able to
collect one hundred percent of the money within the year, which might reduce their
reputation in the eyes of their villagers and township leaders and it might even further
undermine the opportunities for support or projects in the future.
During the course of the disputes among local village leaders in the meeting, Mr. Xu, the
party secretary of Sanggang village kept silent. He looked rather confident as he had felt
in some sense that Ye's words had shown inclinations on his side. He clearly knew that
Ye's inclination must have reflected the township leaders' inclination. Actually, during
our stay in the village, the township leaders had expressed to the CIAD team suggestions
as to the distribution of the funds. The CIAD team was consciously or unconsciously
affected by their ideas, partly because to a degree their suggestions made sense, but also
because of our need to keep good relations with the township leaders who would be our
partners in the long run. Mr. Xu finally said:
'Well, from my point of view, we ourselves cannot make the decisions. No one
really wants to give up water resource systems...'
His words won immediate agreement from others:
'That's true, we cannot make decisions, it will hurt our relationships. You can
the make decisions for us.'
Under such circumstances, Zhang Wencheng, the Deputy Director of the County Forestry
Bureau stood up and concluded the meeting by saying the following words:
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'I do not think we should continue discussing the distribution of the money
among the villages at this meeting, as we will never find a solution this way. The
final decision will be made by the township government and CIAD.'
Then Mr. Ye, with some embarrassment, had to declare the conclusion of the meeting.
However, the village leaders did not seem to want to go immediately. Zhao Shengli, the
village party secretary from Baoshi, came to me and argued:
'Ms. Wang, we are not demanding at all. 20,000 to 30,000 Yuan are enough for
us to build the water tower. We have collected some money for the tower, so we
only want the rest of the amount But please be sure we can have this amount of
money....'
While Zhao Shengli was speaking with me, I heard Liu Zhenqun, village party secretary
of Nandugang, quarreling with Zhang Wencheng about the amount of the funds for water
systems in his village. Others were still standing in the township government yard
arguing how important water resource systems were for their own villages.
After seeing off the participants from the villages, Zhang Wencheng, the township party
secretary said to us with hidden complaints:
'Mr. Ye, if only you could have made the decision just now! You just tell them, okay,
Nandugang should have such an amount Sanggang so much, Yuangang and Baoshi
this and that amount Then nothing would happen. There is no way that you can ask
them to discuss fund distribution...'
He tried to cool himself down and said then in a calmer voice: 'Anyway, we will discuss
it among our township leaders, Mr. Ye, don't worry, we will handle it' It was perhaps the
first time they had had such open discussion about decisions on funding with villagers.
Before we left, Ye invited the three township leaders to come to Beijing in a few days to
attend a national conference on the 'Application of the Participatory Approach in a
Project Cycle'. The conference was supported by the Ford Foundation and DFLD, the
British Department for International Development. It was during this conference that the
three township leaders came to us and said how difficult the task they had been set was to
handle.
'Mr.Ye and Miss Wang, you cannot imagine how we have spent these days! The
four village leaders have called the three of us almost every day to ask about our
finial decisions. We have to tell them we have not made any decisions yet. We
have discussed distribution in several ways, but none of them seem feasible.
Some of the village leaders even threaten to quit their jobs. How can we manage
it and how are we going to work in Pocang in the future? So we think again and
again, we finally decided to come to you by taking the opportunity of attending
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the conference in Beijing. So, please tell me, if there is any possibility to change
the structure of funds for the project components. Can we put more money into
water resources system and less into revolving funds? If this is not possible, we
are even thinking about giving up this component of the funds. I can't handle it
To be frank, I have never met one thing so tough since I took up my position. I
really apologize for that'
Mr. Zhang Baoshan, the party secretary of Pocang Township said the above words with
apparent bewilderment Mr. Ye and I were really surprised. How could we have known
that our kind intentions would cause so many troubles to the township leaders. Mr. Ye
explained again about the difficulties of changing the structure of the project components.
Then he said:
'All right. I know your situation now. Let me try Mr. Tian (the director of
Sino-German Afforestation Project) to see if he can give us some extra support,
say 50,000 to 80,000 Yuan from his funds.'
Mr. Zhang replied:
That would be great. It's enough to distribute among the four villages. Sanggang and
Yuangang will have more and Nandugang and Baoshi less but at least they can all
construct one water resource system no matter what kind. That's much better than no
money for Nandugang and Baoshi. Although they will still have complaints, they
will not really make much trouble for us...'
Mr. Ye, in the coffee room of the conference, immediately called Mr. Tian in front of the
three township leaders. After greetings, Mr. Ye raised the issue of potential funds for the
Yixian project. It seems Mr. Tian approved the proposal easily and quickly and
eventually Mr. Tian promised to give an extra 60,000Yuan of support to the project
Everybody was encouraged and excited by the news. They declared:
'Oh, the problem is solved. There is no further problem at all. I really appreciate
you very much, Mr. Ye. Sorry for having said those words. You really don't
know what poor qualities the village leaders have. They always compete with
each other in every aspect. But if you think of things another way, their position
is really not easy. They are not official leaders in the aciministrative sense, but
what they have to cope with is really more than any official. So, we thank you so
much for your help and your consideration. We will definitely try our best to
implement the project. We will never leave you disappointed...'
Thus after discussion with the township leaders, the major project activities and the
budget for the four villages were finalized as follows, and were different from the original
plan:
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Final project activities and budget

Library establishment
Training of village
technicians, village
leaders and villagers
Water Resource
Systems
Revolving funds

Sanggang
Yuangang
Nandugang
Village
Village
Village
4,000Yuan
4,000Yuan
4,000Yuan
100,000Yuan, organized by the township

Baoshi Village

Check dam
80,000Yuan
10,000Yuan

Water tower
30,000Yuan
20,000Yuan

Water tower
40,000Yuan
42,000Yuan

Water tower
40,000Yuan
40,000 Yuan

4,000Yuan

As explained by the township leader, the economy of Baoshi Village was comparatively
more developed than the other three villages for it had a Calcium factory. Thus the total
amount of funds for Baoshi was the smallest of the four villages.
In this round, we made use of the advantages of an implementing agency to impose our
ideas of participation on local people, but failed to completely realize our purpose. We
had overlooked the difference in value and interests between local people and ourselves.
Secondly, we had not paid sufficient attention to local customs through which people try
to avoid undermining their existing social relations when faced with difficult situations or
decisions, such as those involved in resource allocation. When they were faced with
having to allocate limited economic resources, they chose to hand their fate to outsiders
and so avoid any consequent recriminations and disturbance of relationships. And in this
case, when the outsider failed to understand the situation and did not capture the right
moment to make the decision, the insiders were left with unresolved problems that lead
them to seriously consider rejecting this attractive resource, in order to maintain their
already established social relations. Such relations are regarded as important social
capital, which can further benefit their daily and longer-term life and livelihoods
prospects. They are an important part of experience and information that are a part of
forming judgements and strategies including those regarding their careers and are
therefore more important than a transitory project.
The case also shows that conflict resolution is not always successfully facilitated by
applying participatory methods in an 'inflexible' way. The meeting that involved
resource allocation issues brought out interests and conflicts between the villages. It
highlights how the desire for benefits is easily stimulated and further grows during the
learning process caused by such discussions. A village leader who was not so demanding
originally might become gradually more demanding when it is learned that others might
possible get more benefits if he or she remains modest. Unconscious or conscious
comparison and competition occurred among the participants in the process of making
such decisions in this participatory way. In such a case, participation generates interests
and, to some extent, conflicts. Therefore, one has to conclude that the resolution of such
conflicts might need intervention in some cases. As Leeuwis (2003) argues, once a
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limited resource must be shared by the participants, especially if the shares to be accepted
are not seen as equal, it is hard to imagine how such crucial decisions can be decided upon
in a 'fully participatory' mode, and with the agreement of all stakeholders.
At the stage of putting together the project proposal, the villagers and leaders were
willing to compromise when they realized that their main pursuits could not be fully met
They acquiesced to the project components as designed, since they well knew that if they
did not follow the outsiders' advice they might not acquire the project at all. However,
once it was confirmed that their application had been successful, and they were aware that
the project was also important to us - the outsiders and project-implementing agency,
they felt it worth the risk of threatening to pull out of the project in order to put pressure
on us to seek solutions to the problem they had raised. They obliged us to solve the
problem ourselves either by changing the structure of the project components, or as in this
case by applying for extra funds. In other words, at the stage when the common goal is to
get the funding for the project, there are no conflicts of interest and all are happy to go
along with project goals etc. Only later do they try to steer the ship in a different direction.
However the issue was felt keenly enough for them to be prepared to really quit the
project rather than risk disturbance to existing and weU-established social relationships
that were essentially more important to them in the long term. They finally succeeded in
their aims to have their own 'projects' realized through the compromises made by the
implementing agency. The implementing agency believed that they would have the
power and authority to allocate the resource as initially agreed at the application stage
when they had been able to impose their concepts and ideas on people. It is not clear what
the implementing agency or leaders would have finally done had extra support not been
forthcoming. In the end it cost them 60,000Yuan for imposing their own ideas as a result
of their ignorance of the differences in culture, interests and value between them and local
people, and their ignorance of the agency possessed local people.
100 percent versus 60-70percent

repayment

Our idea for revolving funds for household development activities was to maximize the
use of limited funds to help the poor farmers of a community. To maximize use is ideally
to have 100 repayment of the loans to redistribute to other households. However, such
maximization does not necessarily mean that 100% repayment is pursued in the practice.
The priority for such a community development project is always to help the poor but not
everybody holds this same philosophy. The revolving funds in Nandugang Village had
not yet been disbursed to farmer households by the time we left for Wageningen
University in November 2001, four months after the village committee had received the
funds.
At our meeting with township leaders about the management of these funds, Mr. Zhang
Baoshan, the township party secretary voiced his concern that revolving funds would not
at all work if they could not be revolved. There was general concern expressed about the
disbursement of these funds. Mr. Wang Dongjiang, the township director's view was that:
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'... The project is good for us but if it cannot be managed well, we will be in
trouble. Nandugang is not easy to handle, we have to be very careful... They
exercise autarchy. It is not good if the township government does not
intervene... The management of the revolving funds should pass through the
village representative meeting, if we do that we will have no trouble, at least on
the issue of going through the procedures.'
Mr. Wang Jinsuo, the deputy township party secretary also showed concern and
asserted:
'The revolving funds must be publicized, and equitably and equally managed
otherwise the villagers will have negative opinions. We must make good things
good, not make good things bad. I suggest we should charge the farmers some
interest, and collect it in next year and then we can it for the next group of
households.'
In the meetings we held with village leaders and farmer representatives the day after the
meeting with township leaders, I annoyed the village leaders when I used the same
reasoning about making the project transparent and imposing some ideas about
participation that I had used with the township leaders. Ln the meeting farmers were asked
to introduce themselves. Then I asked them to write down on the cards what they were
going to do in terms of household development activities, as I wanted to get a general idea
of the scale of the funds needed for each household. The scale that emerged ranged from
500 to 3000 Yuan, which were figures within our expectations. We then discussed the
criteria and procedure for selecting the target households and how to ensure the right use
of the funds and their repayment after one year. As Liu Zhenqun, the village secretary
informed us, they had worked out their ideas on the above issues by holding meetings
before we came, with village committee members, village party branch and farmer
representatives in attendance. Thus in our meeting, we just confirmed the points they had
agreed upon, i.e. that the criteria for selecting the households were (1) they must have the
potential to develop themselves, meaning they should have surplus labor. (2) They must
be relatively poor (perhaps not the poorest since they lacked the capacity to work). (3)
They must be committed. (4) They must have the ability to repay the funds after one
year's use so that the next group of farmers could use the funds. (5) They should be
households whose members' ideas are 'modern' and (6) are able meet the local moral
obligations. The scale of funds for each household was to be between 1000 to 2000 Yuan.
Some measures for ensuring repayment were also discussed at the meeting. Finally, we
told farmers that our main purpose for using a revolving fund strategy was not really to
get one hundred percent repayment but as a means to help more poor people initiate
economic development activities. If any of the poor households were unable to repay for
any special reasons, for example, for reasons outside their control, this would be
considered and in deciding whether they would really have to repay. It was not our
intention to make their situation worse by causing them to borrow money from others in
one year. A 60-70% repayment rate would be good enough for these kind activities.
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I did not expect Liu Zhenqun to be so dissatisfied with what I had told the farmers. One
day he voiced his complaints to a graduate student from our college:
"The Agricultural University has said that if farmers have the ability to pay back
the money, they can pay back; But if they are not able to pay back, then it
depends.' Actually my view is that although the project is a participatory project,
you have to think about the local state of affairs, especially the situation of
township government and village committee. The project cannot be publicized
like this. How can you say 'it depends'. Even the law can not really ensure that
farmers will repay the money, how can we let them make decision, or make
decisions on who can receive the funds?'
Mr. Liu's words came from previous experiences where he had got into difficulties to get
money back for poverty alleviation credit disbursed to farmers. As a village leader, his
concern is different from ours, the implementing agency. He is more concerned about the
rate of repayment, since this will be seen, according to local custom and values, as an
indicator of his ability and reputation in the village. If his village should have the lowest
rate of repayment among the four villages after one year, he will feel uncomfortable when
he faces the township leaders. Additionally, if one case is regarded as an exception and
exempted from repayment because of some very special reasons, others night very easily
follow and plead their case is exceptional, which will make it difficult for the leaders to
control the overall situation. Furthermore, revolving funds for them is a means to increase
the income of farmer households, but not necessarily a means to increase the income of
poor households. Local leaders have interpreted the project differently to the
implementing agency based on differences in understandings of the purpose of the project,
the values and the interests they hold. Mr.Liu not only had different ideas on the issue of
repayment, he also took the example of his villagers to show his disagreement on the idea
of participation:
'I once held a meeting with farmer representatives. According to your advice, I
asked them to make decisions on who should be supported in household
development activities. The meeting lasted three-and-a-half hours. What was the
result? The result was that everybody just kept silent. Nobody said that the others
should be supported, everybody wanted others to say that they themselves
should be supported. Three and a half hours, I explained to them again and again,
nobody spoke up. I went to all the villages and held meetings in all the villages.
At some meetings, some even almost fought with others. The results were the
same: they could not make decisions by themselves... As Ms. Wang has said,
everyone has to be informed, so I have informed everybody. Then everybody
wants to have the money. What shall I do? I have to be very careful.. .The
Agricultural University also proposed the idea of paired-households [meaning
for each member of a group there should be a partner household who will
constitute the second group and receive the funds from their corresponding
partners next year. By this mechanism, the members of the second group can
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help their partner household's design or implement their development activities
since ensuring the success of the first group ensures the transfer of funds to the
second group. On the other hand, the second group can also supervise the right
use of the funds by the first group]. Yes, it's a great idea. However, my villagers
don't really like the idea. They asked me: what shall I do if I can't get the money
from the first group?' or 'this money was not borrowed from the second group,
why should I give it to the them?'
These were Mr. Liu's explanations of why the revolving funds had not been released to
farmer households. Although he had some other hidden interests that were not expressed,
what he described to some extent reflected how farmers responded to participation. As we
know, in Yuangang Village the issue of revolving funds was not really discussed with
farmers. The funds were distributed to selected farmer households only based on
decisions made by village committee members. Most of the villagers still take it for
granted that important decisions, in particular the decisions related to the allocation of
collective resources, should be made by the collective leaders. They are not used to
making decisions in such a case.
Mr. Liu once gave the following comments on the approach we adopted in the project:
'It's your right to promote participation. How much you want us to participate,
how much we can participate the project. The project is your project. If you can
not ensure the project be carried out by using participatory approach, then it will
not make sense for you to carry out this project.'
Actually local people like Liu Zhenqun, clearly understand what the project is promoting
and they understand well their position as receiver and ours as project provider and
implementer. They accept the approach as a compromise to gain the project resource but
do not necessarily believe it to be the most efficient means of carrying out the project. At
the same time, the implementing agency makes an effort to impose particular ideas of
participation on local people, and must likewise compromise when the ideas are rejected.
The compromises both sides make emerges from the common purpose they both hold,
namely, to carry out the project smoothly. Local people can benefit from the project and
long to have future follow-up support. For the implementing agency, it is important that
the project is operated using a participatory approach and that a report can be written to
the donor agency that demonstrates that progress has been made. Local people therefore
compromise in pursuit of longer-term objectives within their capacity to endure new and
unfamiliar ways and the implementing agency does the same. As a result, the idea of
participation introduced has to be operated 'at a discount'; the level being lowered as it is
put into practice.
Local people were prepared to give up the water and revolving funds when their
distribution could not equitably meet the needs of everyone in the community. Rather
than create jealousy between villages that would qualify and those that would not, they
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preferred no-one to get benefits in order to preserve good relationships. For local villagers,
social relations can sometimes be as important if not more important than economic
support. Social reputation and capital are both socially and historically important in
China.
This phenomenon appears clearer when villagers do not wholly trust their leaders as in
the case of Nandugang because of the conflicts between its leader and the villagers. The
case is taken up further in later chapters. Thus in Nandugang, any decision concerning
resource allocation that came via Mr. Liu, no matter whether they had been made by him
alone or through a participatory approach, would lead to suspicions and further deepen
distrust of him by villagers. Their previous knowledge and experience of him had to a
large extent negatively affected their judgment and perceptions of what village leaders
do.
Concluding comments
In summary, the above four cases explored the social reshaping that takes place during
intervention. This mainly originates from the different interpretations and understandings
by the different actors involved of the same social phenomena and intervention
components These are endowed with different social meanings according to the actors'
own knowledge and experiences, which may generate disharmony or discontinuity.
However, discontinuities are not always fixed, some may be lessened by discussion and
negotiation, while some will be reinforced by specific happenings that confirm previous
knowledge and experience. For instance, the implementing agency's casual action to stay
in Xu's house in Sanggang Village and the subsequent arrangements regarding water
construction funds for Sanggang, caused unexpected conflicts among village leaders and
between some village leaders and township officials. This situation helped to reinforce
local people's knowledge of how to accommodate and manage the critical relationships
involved, which was usually through higher level decision making and pronouncements.
On the other hand, it demonstrated the abilities of the various actors to close the gap
between their different life-worlds in order to ease such discontinuities. There is also
clear evidence that local leaders were able to create sufficient space for their own and
their followers' interests.
One important conclusion of the chapter is that it shows how impossible it is to
implement a project in a completely participatory way. It is simply not possible to be
aware of all the subtle internal divisions and historical struggles of the people of any one
village, and one certainly cannot therefore - for this and other reasons - predict thenresponses. Existing individual and group interests and possible divisions influence
interpretations and meanings and preclude genuine participation by all, no matter how
transparent one may try to be. In this sense projects can neither be fully participatory nor
predictably sustainable.
The cases highlight again how much participatory intervention follows predefined steps
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and methodologies, thus falling into the same trap as the more imposed 'top-down'
interventions that presume change can be planned in advance. Cees Leeuwis argues that
one of the problems of bringing benefits through participatory intervention, is that 'many
participatory projects are in fact about participatory planning (i.e. going through planning
stages with participants)' (Leeuwis 2003:212). They might therefore be better viewed as
'interactive trajectories' and better conceptualized in terms of learning processes and
conflict resolution. On the basis of this, Leeuwis argues for closer attention to be given as I have tried to demonstrate in this chapter - to the poUtical processes of negotiation that
take place between the specific actors concerned. As I highlighted in the foregoing
account, conventional participatory methodologies are not good at resolving the conflicts
that inevitably arise, due to the existence of different (and often incompatible) social
interests and meanings. It may therefore be desirable - rather than aiming for 'maximum'
participation - to set one's sight on encouraging a 'degree' of participation in decision
making. Moreover, the cases presented also support Leeuwis' argument that decisions do
not normally result from rational decision making processes but rather they develop as
part of a gradual learning process. 'Decisions' in projects are shaped by a variety of
negotiating processes through which compromises are struck at one level or stage and
conflict resolution at the another. One such important negotiated solution came at one
point through persuading the forestry department to provide extra money for water
resource construction and at another by aUowing local leaders at the village committee
level to make the decisions about the revolving funds.

CHAPTER 6
LOCAL LEADERS' RESPONSES TO PARTICIPATORY
INTERVENTION

One of the principles of participatory intervention is to ensure that the interests and
values of all the parties concerned, especially the poor or those considered more
marginal, are represented. However, their interests generally do not coincide and might
even be diametrically opposed or in conflict. Also only a range of interests and values
can wholly or partially be realized during the intervention process itself. For project
managers and local officials this is revealed in the different ways that project measures
are designed and implemented. For farmers the different values and interests are
reflected in their attitudes they adopt towards the project, in their daily activities and
labor arrangements, in the ways they become involved in the intervention process, and
the choices they make in relation to specific project activities. The ways of realizing
their interests and values are not static but are socially developed through interaction
and negotiation, and in relation to previous and present experience, knowledge and
social relationships. During such processes, the different actors develop strategies for
coping with the actions and responses of others. Some strategies are generated
spontaneously and follow the actors' long-term objectives, while others consist of
reactions and modes of adapting to particular situations of competition or conflict.
In this chapter I endeavor, through selected cases drawn from the CIAD project, to
show how different actors devise strategies for dealing with participatory intervention.
The actors referred to here cover township and village leaders as well as farmers. A
fuller discussion of the discrepancies that exist among the farmers as a group will be
reserved to the next chapter, where I focus on four different socio-economic categories.
The mode of interpretation in this chapter bears similarities with Alberto Arce's use of
individual biographies and narratives for exploring the dynamics of intervention (Arce
1993).
Learning Experiences for Township leaders
For the purposes of organizing this research and operating the project the local township
government was our direct partner. In the case that follows, the contact person, Mr.
Wang Jinsuo - the deputy party secretary of Pocang Township - played the important
role of intermediary between local people and the implementing agency. I use Wang
Jinsuo to show how township leaders dominate the conversations and negotiations
between insiders and outsiders and at the same time create 'space' for themselves
during the course of the project.
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of Mr. Wang Jinsuo

I have to acknowledge that on first acquaintance Wang Jinsuo does not make much of
an impression. He is a man of around forty years old and of ordinary looks and
demeanor. The spectacles he wears give him more the air of an intellectual than
township leader. He impresses as introspective and quiet, not the standard
characteristics associated with township leaders of my previous experience. I could not
see in him the basic makings of the Chinese Township leader - garrulous, an ability to
manipulate social situations and a good capacity to drink liquor. He had been assigned
by the party secretary to take responsibiUty for the EZE project and it was thus he who
received us when we returned to Pocang a year after the project orientation mission. He
had been newly promoted to the position of deputy party secretary, and it was thus our
first time to talk to him in Pocang. After learning that he had been in Pocang for some
ten years, I immediately concluded that he would not have a promising career there. Jn
China, in rural areas, if a local leader is not promoted to the County government within
five years, it usually means that he has few prospects for future promotion to a higher
position at County level.
Wang Jinsuo graduated from Hebei Agricultural University in Forestry Economic
Management in 1991. He was assigned to the Pocang Township Forestry Station after
graduation and promoted to work as an office secretary in the township government in
1992. He was then nominated as deputy township leader in 1993, being mainly in
charge of family planning. Whenever he now walks around the villages under his
administration he is greeted by most of the women farmers, who remember him from
his days promoting the family planning policy. He was promoted in 1998 to acting
deputy township leader and promoted again in December of 2000 as deputy party
secretary of Pocang Township. His family Eves in the county town while during
workdays he remains in Pocang Township. He returns home irregularly, every two to
four weeks. He believes in hard work and dedication and pays little attention to politics,
and since he thus shows little interest in making use of power and social relations, he
has remained at the township level of the administrative structure for years without
being promoted to the county level.
1

Learning by doing

Wang Jingsuo's first impression of us was likewise nothing special. After we had
become more familiar with each other, he told us that the first time he had received us
in his office, he had thought we were just like the other university teachers he had met
We were from the metropolis and would therefore in his view not be very familiar with
farming and rural life, let alone have affections for rural people. Thus we might have
some ability to introduce foreign support to them, but our main purpose would not
Before the early 1990s, it was the State's responsibility to ensure the employment of university
graduates. Each year, a certain quota was assigned to each university that placed its graduates to work
in relevant fields.
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really be to help them but to do research and earn money. He thought our ideas about
participation were naive and unrealistic. However, his impression gradually changed.
He claimed that the first change occurred when he accompanied us to the field for the
first time and observed how we held meetings with farmers. Our proficiency in
facilitating discussions, our ability to chat freely with farmers, our good command of
the local language and friendly attitude towards people, our knowledge of farming and
rural life surprised him so much that he began to be interested in our methods and think
about us in a new way. He had not expected us to know so much about rural areas; in
some cases we knew even more than the township leaders who had been working in the
rural areas for ten years. In fact, except for me, the members of the CIAD team were all
originally from rural areas, but I had also been working in rural areas for years and thus
rural areas and rural life was not at all new to our team. Our previous rural experience
and knowledge made it easier for Wang Jinsuo to accept and recognize us. His
experience of studying at an Agricultural University, although less prestigious than our
own university, enabled our cognitive worlds, values and interests possibly to be closer
to each other.
Wang Jinsuo accompanied us in the whole process of fieldwork. Actually, according to
normal working procedures, although he was our counterpart at township level, it was
not necessary for him to do so. He could simply ask village leaders to take care of us
and arrange vehicles and meals when we needed them. However, as he disclosed later,
he preferred to go with us since he gradually found our working methods so new and
attractive and more importantly, we were so different from the teachers from other
universities he had met Thus he was curious of our methods and intentions and he was
also willing to learn about them and to know more about life outside bis township.
Obviously, his observations of us changed the views he held of university teachers from
the metropolis. He began to show genuine respect not only the politeness of
appearances. He tried to learn from us, although he did not fully accept our ideas.
Wang Jinsuo's formal involvement in the participatory approach started with the
meetings we held with farmers in the four project villages. After reviewing baseline
information, completing wealth rankings and discussing constraints and potentials in
each of the four villages, on March 15 " 2000, we started commumty development
planning in the village of Sanggang. During the first half day, apart from introducing us
to the villagers, he said nothing, but left us all the time to moderate the meeting. In the
beginning he was puzzled by our approach. Although we had explained to him our way
of working and the aims of participation, he still asked himself why CIAD did not
simply give the funds to the villages who would then certainly follow the instructions
from CIAD and the township, which was the way things were normally done. Why did
we need to spend so much time asking villagers to discuss it?' This new way of
moderating meetings, the topics that were raised for discussion with farmers and the
enthusiasm they expressed under our moderation impressed Mr. Wang and he gradually
began to believe that our approach was something special and different to what they had
th
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experienced before. His changing views were reflected in his closing speech at the last
day's meeting:
'...First, the teachers from China Agricultural University have not only
brought us a project and the hope of getting rich, but have also brought us
urban civilization and mental pursuits. I am deeply impressed by their
friendliness and politeness. Second, I am also impressed by the teachers'
commitment to the work and their efficiency. They are punctual; they have a
busy program and work very hard - till midnight almost everyday. We
should learn from them in this regard. Thirdly, I have found the approaches
they use to be suitable to rural areas. I had not expected our villagers to be
able to analyze their own problems in such a systematic way. We did not
know before they came that we had this ability. It is they who have
stimulated our potentials and we appreciate their efforts very much. Both
you and me should actively participate in the project and make it a success.
As Mr. Ye has said, this project is just a beginning, after finishing this one,
we will have more to do. We hope we can work hard and participate in the
project at a higher level.'
His words made me recall his earlier attitude to the participatory approach. He had told
us how little local farmers made and how much they would demand when were asked to
make decisions for themselves. His words now were not simply out of politeness, but
reflected from a genuine change of attitude towards us and to some extent to the
approach. In later meetings he readily accepted our request to facilitate meetings by
using the participatory approach. He was quick to understand the philosophy of the
approach and slrillfully used the PRA tools to enlighten farmers and mobilize them to
participate in the discussions.
This short story demonstrates how one key actor - Wang Jinsuo - is able to process bis
knowledge and learn from experience in his dealings with outsiders and in so doing
demonstrate the significance of his own agency in shaping outcomes. In addition, as we
explore below, he takes on the role of a political and cultural broker who exerts control
over the relations between intervening project personnel and village leaders and groups
through translating their varied interests and steering the negotiations that take place.
The case therefore illustrates, yet again, the importance of intermediaries in the
'making' of development intervention (see Long 1977, Olivier de Sardan 1995).
The risks of transparency

and

decentralization

Although Wang Jinsuo expressed his appreciation of the approach we used in the
meetings, it did not imply that he liked the approach in all cases. It was an iterative
process for him to doubt it and to then accept it, and the emergence of this iterative
process to a large extent relied on the ongoing effect of the approach.
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Wang Jinsuo was extremely worried about the consequences of the meeting we held for
the four project village leaders and farmer representatives at the beginning of the project
Information about the sponsor, the project's purpose and components, project activities
and finally the budget was introduced to all participants at that meeting. When Ye asked
the four village leaders to discuss the allocation of funds among themselves and the pros
and cons of water and household activities in each village, the village leaders
immediately quarreled with each other over the issue. Finally, the village leaders all
suggested that the township leaders make the decision. This tactic is called 'passing the
buck' in colloquial English when an actor passes the decision and responsibility over to
another authority or party. This is often used when negotiations are getting heavy and
there are too many entrenched interests. An interesting anthropological example is the
way the north African Bedouin camel herders hand over negotiations and critical
decisions to special religious leaders who do not belong to the conflicting groups (in
this case the clans and sub-tribes directly involved) (see Evans-Pritchard 1949). It also
reminds one of the point made by Leeuwis about the value of leadership and the need
for some 'authoritarianism' in the decision making - especially when one is dealing
with participatory development - in order to hold people to agreements or to initiate
participatory activities which they themselves might find impossible to achieve
(Leeuwis 2003).
Township leaders were thus brought into a dilemma and the meeting had to be closed
without any final decisions on the allocation of the budget. After the meeting, the
township leaders complained that such decisions should have been discussed and made
in advance, and this would have avoided the generation of so much conflict among them.
Wang Jinsuo told us he was so surprised when we introduced the details to all the
participants without telling the leaders in advance what we were going to say in the
meeting. For them, details of financial matters are always something to be kept secret
and not announced to the public. Such tactics are designed to avoid giving way to
pressures from below, or at least appearing not to do so.
Perhaps somewhat naively, we, the development practitioners in this case, did not
expect that the philosophy we promoted - based as it is on notions of participatory
management and transparency - would be the cause of so much trouble to both local
people and ourselves. We needed, that is, to take more seriously the entrenchment of
township political leaders whom, in the face of possible increased demands from their
constituencies, wished to remain firmly in control of the allocation of any new resource
inputs. A standard way of doing this - not only of course in China - is to keep financial
affairs and decisions on resource allocation out of the public domain.
The township leaders discussed these matters a lot among themselves after we left, and
they did not disclose to us later what they had exactly discussed. Nevertheless, we could
figure out what strategies they had worked out from their following actions. Two
Chinese proverbs might well sum up their strategy: 'Break the bowl and sink the boat'
and 'You cannot capture a wolf if you do not send out your Md as bait'. These two
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sayings both imply that one should never leave any alternative paths open for doing
something; otherwise one cannot be sure of realizing the final objective. Ln this case, the
township leaders left no way out as they put pressure on us by declaring that they were
willing to give up the project if we did not allocate part of the budget from the revolving
funds to water construction. Ln the township, before they had been to Beijing to
announce this idea and get our reply, they simply kept silent, no matter which village
leader would call to inquire as to their decision about the allocation of the budget. They
would simply say that they had not yet made up their rninds. They only seemed ready to
discuss the issue with us once they had the opportunity to visit Beijing to take part in the
international conference on participation, as I described in Chapter 3.
According to Mr. Wang Jinsuo, their reasons were sufficient:
'We will be in trouble if we cannot allocate resources well among the four
villages. The check-dam in Sanggang village is the heaviest construction
work among the four villages and we have to put more money into that.
Yuanggang has a large population, which plays an important role in the
township and so we cannot overlook it. The leaders of Nandugang Village
are very committed to their work and are very eager to have the project. The
leaders in Baoshi Village have just changed and need to be further stabilized.
Each village has its own specific conditions and if the budget for water
construction distributed to any village is too limited; they may not be able to
finish it. If we take water construction work away from any village and put
the money into the others, it will generate conflicts. Some of them have even
declared they will quit their job if we do not give money to them for water
construction.'
This actually shows that there is pressure from below and that some space can be
created by local leaders and village households to shape township leaders control and
decision making. Later it becomes clear that detailed local knowledge and skills in
handling specific sets of relationships become critical.
As described in Chapter 5, they succeeded in this bout of their struggle to resolve issues
and succeeded to a degree that they had not anticipated. Because of donor constraints on
the project we were not able to redistribute the budget between water construction and
household development activities, but we were able to obtain an additional amount from
the Provincial Forestry Department for them to use in water construction so that a
balance could be kept among the four villages. Meanwhile, although we were brought to
an impasse at the beginning of this situation, what we were finally able to achieve for
them satisfied their needs and convinced them perhaps -for the first time that our
objectives were really geared to help them. They were convinced, and their trust in us
perhaps became genuinely rooted for the first time since we had met We had not only
saved them from a great deal of trouble, but had, at the same time, saved ourselves from
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being seen as troublemakers in their township. The buck had been passed to us and we
had been able to respond.
Just as in the Chinese saying 'you cannot judge if it is lucky or unlucky when you lose
your horse', when we introduced the project to the participants in the meeting, we did
not expect we would make township leaders upset or impotent; nor did we expect
village leaders to quarrel with each other - some even began to resent their Township
leaders - nor did we expect to bring such troubles to the township leaders. Likewise,
when this situation occurred we were embarrassed, and did not expect that this event in
itself would become a chance for us to demonstrate our capability and sincerity to them
and to further earn their trust. This trust in return enabled them be more committed to
their work in the project
Two main findings can be summarized here: First the implementing agency had
mobilized its social resources to till the gap between these two worlds. And local people
had successfully used the project in accordance with their own emerging practical needs
and to transform it by attributing to it social meanings that were not set out in the
original project proposal and thus finally to realize their own goals.
Second, assumptions made about the nature and outcomes of participation are not
universally valid, especially when they clash with the expectations of the local social
environment. The logic of participation cannot explain why there is resistance by some
parties to the injection of particular resources. 'Passing the buck' to outsiders when
there is conflict that local leaders cannot resolve through participatory means can be a
way for them (as shown in respect to the project's water component) to avoid damaging
existing social and political relations. In such situations, existing social arrangements
constitute a form of social capital that is likely to be of critical importance to them over
the longer term.
Building mutual trust and the enrolling

process

The commitment of township leaders
The implementing agency's efforts to help local people became a catalyst for
committing township officials to the operation of the project. After going back to the
township with promises of additional support from the Provincial Forestry Bureau,
Wang Jinsuo, as he explained later, felt that they must start implementing the project
immediately even though the funds had not yet arrived, otherwise how could they face
us, the teachers from the Agricultural University who had been so kind to them! He
thought about how Sanggang and Baoshi villages might start construction work first.
The Sanggang people had been trnnking of building a water check-dam for a long time
and leaders and villagers were keen enough to be mobilized. Moreover, as the checkdam would he built across the river, it required that construction work be finished
before the rainy season. With regards to Baoshi, a new party group had just been formed
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and its leaders were enthusiastic about doing something helpful for the villagers. A
water tower became their first choice since it would certainly benefit all villagers.
Therefore, Wang Jinsuo decided to let these two villages start the construction
immediately, before the first funds arrived. His decision was very unusual for normally
local people were very prudent about spending money before they had received it from
supporters. But by making such a decision, leaders in Pocang Township were implying
that they believed they would certainly receive funds from us afterwards, reflecting their
positive attitude towards the project and their trust in CIAD. This way of thinking and
deciding also helped us, in turn, to build trust in them, a positive circle of building
mutual trust being formed between township leaders and the CIAD team.
The township leaders' appreciation and cooperation was further reflected in their
coordination of the project. Once the two village leaders had promised to start
construction, Wang Jinsuo was able to report on their progress to Mr. Zhang, the
township party secretary, who immediately found experts from the County Water
Conservation Bureau to check the construction site and make a design for the checkdam in Sanggang.
Enrolling and being enrolled
In return, their devotion to the project helped them to realize their emerging goals in
subsequent happenings. Since the funds had not yet arrived from EZE, Sanggang and
Baoshi started purchasing construction materials with money village leaders raised from
their own pockets. After several days of working, the two village leaders found it was
hard for them to meet the costs. They went to Mr. Wang Jinsuo for help and he then
called us. Over the telephone, Wang Jinsuo reported the progress the two villages had
made and the financial difficulties they were facing. He asked if we could speed up the
transfer of project funds. As they had started construction, we realized that it was not a
good idea to temporarily halt the work, especially for Sanggang Village because it
would be hard to complete the work before the rains. Thus Mr. Ye had to temporarily
borrow 40,000 RMB from CLAD's operational budget and send a driver and a graduate
student to deliver the money to the township. Again Mr. Wang and his colleagues were
moved by CLAD's sincerity and so trust was further reinforced by this event
Appreciation was again expressed and further commitment consolidated to do their best
in the project to pay back our support. He mentioned several times afterwards their
regret that our graduate student and driver did not even have time to have lunch in the
township when they delivered the money.
When we reflected on what had happened after the township leaders returned home
from Beijing, we concluded again that it was the township leaders who were controlling
the situation. Their knowledge and trust in us generated from past events enabled them
to take risks in beginning the actions ahead of the formal project timetable. Their
actions expressed their devotion and commitment to the project and also further obliged
us to help them, since what they had begun should not now be halted. While they
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realized their purposes, we realized ours. This complementarity of different interests
was thus the driving force of the results that followed. The township leaders were
concerned about how they could make use of the support we could offer, while we
pursued the smooth implementation of the project so that we could report positively to
the donor EZE, and thereby secure support for what we might wish to do in the future in
this area. This illustrates, as Long puts it, how interfaces themselves become 'an
organized entity of interlocking relationships and intentionahties' (Long 2001: 69, see
also Long and van der Ploeg 1994: 80-82). Each result arising from the interactions
among specific actors, the strategies they adopt and the negotiations that take place,
forms a partial set of ties within the evolving interface network. In this particular case, it
is the local officials (rather than members of the implementing agency) who are better
placed to define specific interface situations, to utilize its resources to the full, and thus
control the intervention procedures that normally remain in the grip of the implementing
agency.
Township leaders'

compromise

As the principal intermediaries between the insiders and outsiders, the township leaders
came to understand well the implementing agency's pursuits and interests, and so they
did not always resist their unwanted interventions. Instead, they accepted them as a kind
of compromise that would enable them to advance their own and other allies 'projects'.
While the construction work was going well, Mr. Wang began to think about other
issues, such as the use of the revolving funds. He had once been in charge of a project
involving revolving funds. The fund consisted of money from a foreign aid agency and
county government. However, the contribution from the county government never fully
materialized, which led eventually to theterminationof the project. However, at the end
of the first loan period when the county government asked villagers to repay the
revolving funds they met with difficulties. These previous experiences to a large extent
shaped Wang Jinsuo's attitude towards revolving funds and he did not really favor the
idea. From his point of view, getting money back after the loan period was the most
crucial issue in their operation. He once said:
'It is not as simple as people expect. The situation in rural areas is very
complicated. Not all farmers who receive revolving funds are willing to
transfer them to the next group. Therefore, we have to use the law to
guarantee the handing over of the funds. This involved paying the costs of
the lawsuit, transport and other fees. Finally there is less and less money left.
Then one day you have to stop revolving the funds.'
Wang Jinsuo here added transaction costs to set his point up. His unfavorable attitude
towards revolving funds also lay in their short revolving cycle. He thought the cycle of
one year was too short and the funds for each household too limited, and that this
situation only suited the households who wanted to raise livestock, and not those who
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wanted to grow fruit trees. Actually Wang Jinsuo's comments raised issues of the time
period of projects, which limits the beneficiaries' realistic choice of activities. There is
always a problem about short-term projects and long-term goals and visions for
development projects.
For a participatory approach, 'self-help' and 'self-organization' are largely encouraged
as part of the institutionalization process defined by development practitioners. This
usually takes the form of encouraging the formation of farmers' associations or
organizations through which participation can be channeled. In conformity with such a
belief, we persuaded local people to establish farmers' organizations. We told the
township leaders that we wished to make rules and regulations for the purpose of
running these organizations. We first consulted township and village leaders for their
suggestions. Mr. Zhang, the party secretary, immediately began to bargain over the
terms of the project. He said:
'Yes, we should discuss this issue together with farmers t. Farmers should
participate (in the project), cadres should also steer the direction and
facilitate their participation. For management, I suggest that we let the
cadres lead the organization, and at the same time they can absorb some
farmer representatives.'
Mr. Wang added to Zhang's point:
'Yes, this organization should make regulations. I also suggest we should
charge some interest when we release revolving funds. '
Obviously, the worlds of township leaders and implementing agency here again clashed
over the concept of revolving funds. We had to explain to them once more that
revolving funds were for helping poor households but did not serve as loans. They did
not then insist on their idea of imposing interest. Still Wang Jinsuo had his own ways of
thinking œncerning these revolving funds. He had noted how thoughtful the people in
Baoshi and Nandugang had been over the issue. He advised caution and said the
management of such funds needed careful working out in advance to cover the
eventuality of something bad happening. He also thought the township leaders might
have to intervene in Nandugang, which he claimed was run in an autocratic. 'It must be
approved by the villagers representative meeting, at least the procedures must be
correct', he stated.
Actually Wang Jinsuo's words implied their concerns over the worst consequences of
releasing revolving funds. In order to avoid the possibility of trouble for the township
leaders, he suggested that we make sure the procedures for releasing funds be
unimpeachable, so that they would not need to assume any responsibility for anything
adverse happening. His strategy here lies in his belief in institutionalization of the
project in order to reduce the risks that individuals would be taking.
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Although Wang Jinsuo did not really like the idea of revolving funds, he still cooperated
in arranging the activities. What he did for the revolving funds indeed implied that the
township were willing to make compromises on the issue. The reasons behind this were
that the use of revolving funds would be less directly related to the work of the
township government The four project village leaders paid less attention to this
component than to the water system construction and therefore the township
government was unlikely to face any issue of stability or further management of the
four villages. In addition, they had gained the benefits from the water component by
troubling us; they did not want to make extra difficulties for us or contravene our
intentions.
Creating space for

themselves

Township leaders showed their capacity to function as interface agents, controlling
project resources during the whole process of intervention. An interface can be
described as 'an organized entity of interlocking relationships and intentionahties'
(Long, 2001:69). The specific interface here concerns the interactions and institutional
components that define the middle ground between the township government officials
who are simultaneously linked to village leaders and groups, and the implementing
agency.
Ln addition to the revolving funds, Wang Jinsuo also thought that the four villages
should set about preparing for the libraries by identifying sites for them and purchasing
bookshelves. He thereby informed the four village committees to hold meetings to
discuss these issues. He told us:
'For the library budget of 4,000Yuan for each village, I prefer them to spend
more on books and magazines than on buildings; so that we do not abuse the
original purpose of building a library, to enable farmers to have the chance
to get information on technologies from books. So I have suggested to each
village that they spend 1,000 Yuan to decorate the room and purchase
bookshelves and 3,000 Yuan on books and magazines. We township leaders
can organize the purchasing of books. Other township leaders have agreed to
my proposal.'
At this point as a development practitioner with a rich experience of working in rural
areas, I decided that while not intending to upset the ideas of the township leader, I
should, on behalf of the implementing agency, be alert as to the financial arrangements
they would make. They had released 1,000 Yuan to each village and kept the remaining
12,000 Yuan for purchasing books. I dared not go so far as to say they might use this
money for other purposes, but they had certainly left themselves some space to use the
money in a way that was outside CIAD's control. However, again, we had to take thendecision passively, since their plan sounded reasonable and we felt it would be difficult
to correct anything, otherwise we could jeopardize the good relations we had already
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built with them. The Chinese saying 'a Mlling friend' vividly describes the case of a
person's awkwardness in bargaining with a close friend when one knows that this friend
is cheating people when doing business. Actually, we knew they were making use of the
mutual trust we had built up and had given us sound reasons for keeping the money in
their hands. We have on occasions to adopt the strategy of 'opening one eye and closing
the other' in order to overlook what is being done, since we believe we can judge what
is crucial and what is of only minor importance when confronted with these types of
dilemmas.
Apparently, both sides simultaneously won and lost. Township leaders had
compromised over arranging the revolving funds and, in return, we did not wish again
to countermand their ideas and were prepared to compromise over their proposals for
using the library budget. After all, we still needed to rely on their support and
cooperation in our further work.
In the project design, participatory monitoring and evaluation is an important
component promoted by the implementer. When we suggested that each village buy a
simple camera to record the progress of project implementation in an easier way, Wang
Jinsuo proposed to buy one for the township so that they could do some overall
monitoring of the project. We agreed and bought five simple cameras. He then took and
mailed some pictures of the construction work taken by the camera, which we sent with
in our progress report, which was much appreciated by the sponsor - EZE. Obviously,
there are moments when the interests of all the different parties converge.
Let more villages share the soup - keeping balance in resource

allocation

For development practitioners, projects can usually be informally divided into two parts
called the 'hard' and 'soft' components. Mrastructural development is usually regarded
as a hard component since there is not much flexibility for implementers or other
stakeholders. Soft components, such as training and project management etc., give more
possibilities for people to create space and mampulate the activities, as they desire.
There is a greater flexibility as to how they are implemented. Less concrete indicators
are required for soft than for hard parts. In this project, the training component included
a study tour for local officials, a study tour for farmer representatives, training courses
offered by agronomy experts and farmer-to-farmer training. Therefore, when Mr. Wang
began to think about the budget for training, he knew that the study tour was more
attractive to township leaders than the other arrangements and he held a meeting. The
place for their study tour was identified - Xingtai County of Hebei Province. The
participants were supposed to be the township leaders and project village leaders and
village representatives. However, as a township leader, Mr. Wang not only kept his eye
on the four project villages but also kept an overall eye on the whole township. He told
us:
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"The project is just like dumplings fallen from the heavens. All nine villages
belong to Pocang and we have given all the dumplings to four of them,
which seems unfair to the other five. Why don't we let the other five take
some dumpling soup? So I have decided to combine the study tours of local
officials and farmer representatives to reduce the cost and have asked all
nine village leaders to join the tour.'
He thus organized a study tour consisting of township leaders and nine village leaders
and fewer farmer representatives than figured in the plan. Again, it was the receiver, not
the interveners who reshaped the policies and contents of this element of the
intervention.
Summarizing, we can say that, as a township leader, Wang Jinsuo gained rich
experiences through receiving outsiders and working with them, allowing him as a
consequence to more easily understand the outsider's interests and values. At the same
time he had gained valuable experience from working in the rural areas for ten years
and working as township leader promoting and presenting local interests. As a township
leader and the man responsible for the project in the township, Wang Jinsuo played an
important role in implementing the project and interpreting the project to local village
leaders and farmers. His interpretations of the project to some extent affected the
realization of project objectives. His forestry experience and background were reflected
in bis decisions and actions, such as encouraging farmers to group fruit and herbal trees
and using the revolving fund in the project. As a township leader, he not only kept an
eye out for the project villages, but was also considerate of the non-project villages. His
major strategy in the project was to keep a balance when confronted with resource
allocation issues: between project villages and non-project villages, among the four
project villages; when allocating water construction and revolving funds, when building
libraries and organizing training. This strategy was developed on the basis of his
existing experience and knowledge, interest in traditional Chinese philosophy and on
the basis of what he learned from a variety of events and happenings that occurred
during project implementation. More importantly, it was his social and political position
in the project that determined his strategies most. These strategies would have been very
different if he had been simply an ordinary peasant farmer.
Wang Jinsuo was, in most cases, satisfied with the implementing agency, though
occasionally he played some small tricks, which the implementing agency had to
overlook. He fulfilled the requirements of the project as a township leader, but, on the
other hand, created some space for the township government and himself. He and his
colleagues successfully identified the interface situations where discontinuities and
convergence co-existed and utilized the resources the project offered them to the full. In
fact he finally came to control the procedures and the terms of the intervention,
advancing or postponing the project according to the meanings and changing contents
of the project, as he saw it. In a word, he and his associates reshaped the project by
dominating the conversations and negotiations between the local people and interveners.
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Brokerage and Intermediation

Processes

Mr. Wang Jinsuo, the township leader, here occupies a brokerage position within a
defined poMco-administrative hierarchy. This position enables him not only to operate
within the township and County administrative domain, and perhaps at higher poUtical
levels, but also at the inter-viUage domain that frames the main arenas within which the
EZE-funded project operates. This intersection of domains places him at a critical point
of interaction with the implementation staff of the intervention project described in this
study.
This situation allows for processes of intermediation by which we mean the ways in
which the various hierarchical levels or domains are interlocked and the meanings and
interests interpreted (mediated) by the various parties involved. Ln this case the principal
actors are members of the project-implementing agency, the officials of the township
government, the village committee members, and farmers and villagers themselves. As
a key broker, Mr. Wang Jinsuo, is weU placed to manipulate relationships and ideas to
his advantage and this gives poUtical advantage and at the same time accords him with a
good grasp of the knowledge and meanings associated with the different levels or
domains. In this way, one may argue that the smooth functioning of the hierarchy and
interfaces between the different actors and their organizations depends on such
intermediaries or brokers.
A good example of the complexities entailed in such a process is that analyzed by
Monique Nuijten in her study of the struggles over land and poUtical control in western
Mexico. Nuijten (1998, see also her revised version, 2003) describes a whole system of
brokers made up of local poUticians, lawyers, local government officials etc who link
peasant groups to Mexican state institutions and personnel. It is usual in such cases for
brokers to have to deal with conflicting loyalties: that is, between those who represent
'superior' authorities such as, in the Chinese case, the township versus the viUage
leaders, or party officials at different levels, and, where development projects are
funded and/or initiated by outside, between implementing agency personnel and
township and local groups. Intermediation is of particular interest to the Chinese case
because of the persistence of interlocking systems of hierarchical control characteristic
of how the State and Communist Party function. We may also sometimes talk about
cultural brokerage, since these brokerage roles, as the case of Mr. Wang Jinsuo
highUghts, require adeptness at interpreting the meanings, purposes and interests of the
parties concerned. On the other hand, poUtical and economic brokerage offers
considerable possibilities for the extraction of personal or group benefits.
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Village leaders' experiences
Power struggles and intervention - Baoshi

Village

Long's work on planned intervention severely criticizes mechanical and linear models
of intervention, arguing that significant 'outcomes may result from factors not directly
linked to the implementation of a particular development program' (Long 2001). The
following case study of conflicts between two village leaders in Baoshi village
illustrates Long's contention, and shows how the implementation of a particular
development project may also generate unexpected results. Here I sketch out how one
of the principal actors involved in the intervention used the resources of the project,
consciously and unconsciously, to consolidate his political position within the
commumty. This was certainly not anticipated in the original project formulation.
Zhao Shengli's

biography

Shengli is a smart and open-minded young man. He is the party secretary of
Baoshi village and in the year 2001 was 34 years old, married and with one daughter.
According to Chinese family planning rules in rural areas, he was still allowed to have
one child. However, he gave up this idea as he thought more children would mean
more burdens for the family and a girl was equally as important as a boy. This attitude
towards sex preference of children implies he is an open-minded man, unlike other
villagers in rural areas who generally consider girls and the education of girls to be less
important than for boys. However, Zhao Shengli is very strict with his daughter in terms
of study performance and hopes she will study in the university in the future. He is not
only strict with his daughter, but also strict himself. He has registered for the
Agriculture Development Correspondence University, organized by the township
government He is going to study accounting through this means. He is very interested
in this subject as he had been responsible for accounting in previous employment in a
village factory.
Zhao

Unlike other farmers in the village, Zhao Shengli has developed a life beyond the
community scene with a strong sense of the significance of information, social relations
and enterprise. He has given a lot of attention to the current situation in the world and is
interested in whatever new information he can find or comes his way. He subscribes to
many kinds of newspapers, journals and magazines and buys books on business
management. He has traveled a lot outside the village, as he believes this is the way to
broaden his knowledge as he feels he receives limited information from staying only at
home. He has established broad networks with outsiders, from government officials to
businessmen. From his words and actions, one gets the impression of a man who has not
only economic but also political sense. He also appeared ambitious in a way. He was
head of a civil mihtary company when he was 25 years old, and the following year
while still holding down this position of responsibility also took on the position of
director of security affairs. And that year a new township leader came to their village.
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This new leader greatly appreciated Zhao's intelligence and abilities and recommended
him as deputy party secretary one year later without election. He was thus in the
position of deputy party secretary until 2000, and in March of that year became the
number one in Baoshi village, that is he became the party secretary. Ln contrast to his
predecessors, who were all nominated by township leaders, his promotion to party
secretary was through election by villagers.
Zhao Shengli is someone who can be regarded as an innovative farmer. In 1995, when
he learned from his relative that the knitting business was promising, he spent time
investigating its prospects and then decided to get engaged in it. With help from his
sisters and brothers he invested 60,000 Yuan in a kmtting factory in the mountain areas.
He was responsible for marketing and updating facilities. Business was not good after
the Asian financial crisis of 1998. However, he still thought there was great potential for
doing business in this field since China had entered the WTO and he felt this would lead
to increasing exports. He recently built a two-storey building and was supposed to
remove bis factory into it from the mountain area. However, as the business was not
performing so satisfactorily, he was temporarily renting out the second floor of the
building.
Zhao Shengli invested 173,000 Yuan in a restaurant in the year 2000. His relatives and
friends helped him a lot in building the restaurant. The restaurant was in operation in
January 2001. There were several township and village enterprises nearby and therefore
business was quite good, for many workers and bosses of the enterprises often came.
50,000 Yuan was expected to be net profit every year. However, he found he had not
enough time to manage so much business now that he had assumed the position of party
secretary of Baoshi village. When he was deputy, he always followed others and
thought about the day that he would be able to do something himself. Therefore, when
he learned about the EZE project, he was very excited since he thought it would be a
good opportunity for him to really do something important or remarkable for the
villagers. For this reason he decided to lease the restaurant out for 5,000 Yuan per year
so that he could spend more time working for the village as its party secretary. His
relatives and friends did not agree on his idea of leasing out the restaurant. They told
him that normally being village leader was not at all promising. Even he did something
for the villagers, nobody would really remember him. His wife did not say much about
bis decision and his father was an old communist party member and so did not really
disagree with him. However, when he thought about the trust place in him by the
township government and villagers, he believed that doing something for the village
was more meaningful than earning 50,000Yuan a year. He is a very determined man;
and once he had made up his mind, he would not easily change a decision. However, he
was disappointed when he really got rid of the burden of managing the restaurant and
devoted himself to his career since there was always someone who made trouble for
him in bis work for the village.
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Liang Shutian's

biography

Liang Shutian, village head and deputy party secretary of Baoshi, was 57 years old at
the time of the study in 2001 and lived together with his wife and son and daughter-inlaw. His son was doing temporary work in Beijing and his daughter-in -law often did
part time outside non-farm work. So the two older parents sometimes had to hire labor
to do the work in their field. Liang Shutian was a teacher in the village primary school
after graduating from middle school when he was 18 years old. At twenty-one, after
working for three years in the school, he got a part-time job in Shanxi. One year later,
he received a message from the village committee asking him to return to take a
position in the village committee. He then went and became the accountant of the
committee. Then he was promoted to deputy village head and director of civil
intermediation.
Ln August of 1999 Liang Shutian twisted his leg while working in the field. He did not
take too much notice of the injury until in 2000 he began to suffer from severe pain. He
was diagnosed as having a broken thighbone. He stayed in hospital and spent 20,000
Yuan to treat the injury. Meanwhile he was able to do less in the village than before and
even had to ask other villagers to help him with the work in the field.
The history of the factional conflict between Zhao Shengli and Liang Shutian

I present here a brief account of the history, composition and activities of two groups in
conflict in Baoshi village. This provides background for exploring in more detail issues
relating to changes in the power structure and aspirations of village committee members
and the perceptions of other villagers.
Factional struggles have been a common feature of rural areas in Chinese history. There
are many causes for this, among which we can identify the following factors, some
more influential than others: the first has to do with clans whose members are
recognized by their common family names. Clan affiliation is especially effective in
small admimstrative villages where we usually find a small number of dominant family
lines with the same name and a scattering of odd family names. Normally two to three
families or clan groups join together to form factional opposition groups in such villages.
Households with minority family names will often affiliate themselves to one or other
of the dominant family/clan groups or stand firmly in the middle ground. The conflicts
that take place between these opposing family groupings often have their historical and
political roots in struggles that have originated many decades ago over access to specific
resources such the control of the upper reaches of rivers or over the definition of land
boundaries. Many of these contests have also of course been shaped by the hostility to
old landlord families or other so-called privileged status groups that became the target
of the Communist Party and its cadres.
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A second factor contributing to factional village conflict can be attributed to the presentday institutional set up in China. Village organization requires that the state
administrative and political party systems coexist. The village administration branch of
village organization - the village committee - is made responsible for the technical
management of the village and the villagers elect its members. The party branch of the
system, whose members are nominated by the township government, are accountable
for the supervision and general guidance of village development and their power usually
has precedence over the administrative branch. Conflicts are therefore easily generated
between the two groups for various reasons and will inevitably involve an element of
danism based on longstanding family affihations.
A third factor refers to conflicts inherited from earlier specific social and political
events such as the implementation of the land reform and the Cultural Revolution,
during which time some individuals and families opportunely achieved power while
others lost out.
Some existing research on Chinese factionalism is directly relevant to my research: In
his paper on 'Factional groups and factionalism in rural elections', He Xuefeng (2001)
distinguishes the concept of 'factional groups' and 'factionalism'. He argues that the
composition of 'factional groups' is relatively stable as they have been in conflict for
long periods, while 'factionalism' implies that opposition groups are formed
temporarily around certain common interests and purposes during the period and for the
purposes of elections. He concludes that one main reason for the relation between
'factionalism' and elections in rural China ties in the fact that the competing parties
emerge as key actors of struggles that take place over resources controlled by each of
them, of which consolidated social networks are critical in the competition for political
office. When one of the key actors withdraws from the competition, the structure of the
struggle of 'factionalism' dissolved correspondingly. A second characteristic concerns
the instability of the social resources of the competing actors. Hence, the specific
practical benefits to be gained constitute the main reasons for supporting or opposing
one or other of the key actors. Ln Xuefeng's opinion then it is 'factionalism' but not
competition between long-established 'factional groups' that affects the results of the
rural village elections. Thus factionalism in elections is geared to the short-term tactics
of securing votes, not in protecting the long-term interests or status positions of
particular family or clan groupings.
However, as cases from Baoshi Village reveal, the distinction between 'factional
groups' and 'factionalism' is difficult, if not impossible, to make since short-term
political strategies are clearly underpinned by longer-term affiliations and commitments
consolidated over many years. It appears then that despite the stress upon collective
worker solidarity and collectivization during the heyday of Mao Tse Tong - and a
corresponding de-emphasis on the importance of traditional family-based status and
clan organization - allegiance to family groupings with associated names remains a
principle of organization in village China.
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In view of this, it would appear that the ongoing conflict between the two village
leaders - Liang Shutian and Zhao Shengli - is rooted in the history of previous struggles
that took place between their respective families and affiliated supporters. However, it
would require, detailed historical inquiries extending beyond the original objectives of
my research to identify the relevant historical and social specificities. The account that
follows therefore focuses upon the contemporary manifestations of their conflict.
Liang Shutian and Zhao Shengli had been in conflict for many years. In Liang's words,
two opposing factions had developed in the village committee. Liang Shutian said that
he had the former party secretary Zhao Mingshan and the director of village security
(who died recently) in his group, while Zhao Shengli had the deputy village head, Mr.
Chen Gengsheng, and the director of women's affair, Ms. Chen Lanting, and the deputy
party secretary Liang Shulai in his group. Apart from these people, some other villagers
either join Liang Shutian's group or join Zhao Shengh's group. Obviously, although the
groups do not constitute two distinct family or clan groupings with distinctive names, it
appears'that they have persisted over several years, and in this sense can be considered
as two 'factional groups'. In addition, other villagers, for the purpose of elections or
other matters, may align themselves to one or other of these groups. Ln other words,
they can be regarded as participating in the 'factionalism' that He Xuefeng has
described. That is, they join, temporarily or situationally, with one or other of the two
dominant groups according to their specific and practical interests and purposes.
The people in the first group (Liang Shutian's) are, on average, older than those of the
second group (Zhao Shengh's). There was an election on April 12,2000 for positions in
the village adrninistrative system, and although Liang Shutian and the former party
secretary Zhao Mingshan did not get the majority of the votes, they were nevertheless
appointed over the villagers heads by the township government to the positions of
village head and village party secretary. Zhao Shengh's group was obviously
dissatisfied with this outcome of the election results. Liang Shutian's view was that
Zhao's group therefore was uncooperative with Liang and Zhao Mingshan and their
negative attitude was reflected in the work of the committee, such as in the collecting of
agricultural taxes. He explained that collecting taxes required the efforts of all
cornmittee members. Without Zhao Shengh's and his people's cooperation, the
agricultural taxes that the committee collected in 2000 did not meet the quota allocated
by the township government. Still Liang and Zhao Mingshan did a lot for the collection
of taxes. To complete the quota, they had to borrow a large amount of money from the
village enterprise. This amount was supposed to be taxes of the enterprise submitted to
the village committee and compensation fees for villagers who had contributed their
land for requisition. They also borrowed money from some individuals in the village.
Zhao Shengli thus took the opportunity to complain about Zhao Mingshan to the
township government about this misuse of enterprise taxes and villagers' land
requisition fees. As a result, Zhao Mingshan was downgraded and Zhao Shengli
replaced him as party secretary. The conflict between the two groups was sharpened by
this case, and further influenced other works in the village.
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However, Zhao Shengli gave a different story concerning what he had done after he
became village leader in the village committee. He told us that the two groups had
already been there before he took the position. He tried to get rid of the conflict after he
worked as a village leader. In the meantime, he made efforts to do something good for
the villagers. For instance, he made great efforts to channel the marketing of seedlings
produced by villagers. When he noticed that the seedlings produced in the village did
not have a good market, he mobilized his existing social relations; he went to the
director of the County Forestry Bureau who had previously worked as a township leader
and with whom he had good relations. After explaining the situation of seedling
production in Baoshi Village, the Bureau director promised Zhao Shengli that they
would buy 1000 seedlings from Baoshi every year. Furthermore, Zhao Shengli went to
his friends and asked them to help him to solve the problem. His efforts brought a much
better marketing of seedlings in Baoshi village. Although, someone was trying to make
troubles to hamper his work, he did not care much but focused on doing his own
business. He even joked:
'Conflict creates progress. No conflict, no progress. I will walk in my own
way, let other's gossip see the devil.'
Obviously, regarding attitudes towards the conflicts between the two village leaders,
Zhao Shengli held an easier manner than Liang Shutian. This easier attitude was mainly
due to his superiority over Liang Shutian in terms of age, knowledge and wider views.
He was more confident and sometimes ignored Liang Shutian's power in the village,
although he did not publicly appear to do so. On the contrary, he sometimes showed
respect and generosity by consulting with Liang Shutian over many issues in the village.
The project's

role in reinforcing the conflict between the two

leaders

As I mentioned in previous chapters, it was a multiphcity of factors other than
development from a higher admimstrative level that had led to this project at the local
level and it had generated a multiphcity of consequences over and above development
at the local level. The following explores in detail how the project was unpacked and
how its resources were reorganized and utilized by Baoshi village leaders in the
interests of their power struggle.
Ln the spring of 2001, before we visited, the village committee of Baoshi had worked
out a design for a water system construction. They planned to dig a well and to build a
water tower with plastic pipes to carry drinking water to villagers. They allocated the
various tasks involved among village committee members. Liang Shutian was
responsible for contracting out the project. He found two contractors, one for the water
tower construction and one for well construction. The total budget for the water tower
and well was 3000 Yuan. The land compensation fee for villagers was 3000 Yuan.
Liang Shutian was very active at the beginning of the work. He was also responsible for
the accounting, making decisions himself for small amounts of below 500 Yuan,
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without consultation. If the amount was higher than 500 Yuan, it had to be discussed in
the party branch standing members' meeting. With construction work ongoing, the
funds were not enough to continue and they reluctantly had to stop the construction. The
well had been dug, while the painting had not been done, and the reinforcing steel bars
were not installed. The water tower was in the similar situation. In addition, they owed
l,000Yuan in compensation fees to farmers. Liang Shutian's leg was getting more
painful at the time and he had to be hospitalised for one month in February in Baoding
Prefecture of Hebei Province. At the time Liang Shutian did not expect project activities
in the village during his absence would result in the weakening of his power in the
village.
However during the period of his absence, we happened to go to Baoshi Village to
operationalise the project we had proposed two years before. Zhao Shengli received us
and organized the meetings for us. Ln fact, in 1999, when we had first visited the their
village and held meetings with them for the baseline survey, for defining obstacles, and
identifying solutions, Liang Shutian had been quite active and was enthusiastic about
being involved in the project He proposed several project activities in the meetings.
Once the project started, and Zhao Shengli was party secretary, he reallocated the tasks
for the water system construction among the committee members. The two contractors
remained the same but were now under the supervision of Xu Yinqing and Chen
Gengshen instead of Liang Shutian. Obviously, control of the project was easily moved
to Zhao Shengli from Liang Shutian. After they had received the commitment from us
concerning EZE support, they started the work again by borrowing money. The village
committee asked for compulsory labor to dig the channels. The normal rule for
compulsory work is that villagers above 18 years old and below 55 years old must
contribute three days work every year. Since Liang Shutian was not able to work, bis
family asked someone else to finish his compulsory work.
The conflicts between the two groups were reinforced with the emerging intervention
activities. The two again held different opinions again over how the revolving funds
should be dealt with. As Liang said, when the township leaders asked them to give a
figure for revolving funds for each household, Chen Gengshen and Ms. Chen Lanting,
Zhao Shengh's people, proposed 1000 to 2000 Yuan per household. He was then in the
hospital and Zhao Shengli came to him on one occasion to discuss whether they could
keep the revolving funds in their own hands and allow the committee to dispose of it in
the future, as had been done by other village committees. Liang told us that he did not
agree with this idea and convinced him to release the funds to farmer households
because they should not betray the teachers from the agricultural university. In March
2001, Xu Yinqing and Zhao Shengli came to him again and discussed to whom they
should disperse the money. However, Liang Shutian thought that village leaders should
not decide target households for revolving funds alone but that decisions should be
made together with villagers. His reason was that if village leaders identified the target
households for the revolving funds, there would be trouble for there was always
someone wanting and competing for these funds. Zhao Shengli accepted his suggestion,
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but Liang was still not satisfied with Zhao as Zhao called for meetings of villager
representatives without informing him. At the meeting, villager representatives
proposed 500 Yuan as the amount from the revolving funds that could be released to
households. Liang liked this idea very much as he thought the figure would enable more
households to be involved in the project. Farmers who received this amount of money
could buy several head of sheep, or some tree plants, or several rabbits, which he
considered proper projects for small households to develop.
Obviously, the revolving fund issue, which was directly related to resource allocation,
exacerbated the conflicts.
Of course the story as told here could be one-sided. As an implementing agency we
were not easily able to tell how much of Liang's account was true. Some villagers said
that Liang had paid too much attention to his own interests. He ignored villagers'
interests when he led the committee. In this project, as he was not able to be involved
much because of bis illness, he created many troubles to block the project. We have
illustrated his dissatisfaction in the case of the accommodation issue in Chapter five.
Wang Jinsuo, the township leader, commented that all these troubles were caused by the
conflicts among village committee leaders who were not able to convince each other.
They deliberately created troubles for each other. Indeed, his hidden point was that the
troubles were just caused by power struggles and that therefore the township leader had
temporarily retained the revolving funds, for they did not trust the village leaders in
Baoshi to use them properly.
In addition, when Zhao Shengli mobilized villagers to dig ditches for the water pipes
from the water tower, Liang Shutian was said to have incited some villagers not to
allow the pipes to pass by their houses. The construction was therefore delayed for some
time. In this case, Liang Shutian had mobilized his people to be against Zhao Shengli by
taking the opportunity offered by the project implementation.
However, Zhao Shengli did not yield to Liang Shutian. On the contrary, he made his
own efforts to mobilize his social network and social skills to remove the obstacles and
to make the operation of the project smooth. During this course, his inherent
management capacity was demonstrated to the villagers. He told us his story:
'The implementation of project is not going smoothly though I have devoted
all my efforts to it. Some village leaders incited villagers not to allow the
pipes to pass their houses, which generated pressure for other leaders who
are doing things for villagers. We could do nothing with these leaders. We
could neither beat them nor shout abuse. I had to explain the project to the
households one by one. I promised the farmers who blocked our work that
the project was for us and no matter whether they dug ditches or not, every
household would have access to the drinking water. If they did not have
access to the drinking water then I would pay all the costs myself. Still some
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of them were not cooperative, we thus had to find other routes to dig ditches.
They will believe my words the day they first drink the water...
This is not the only difficulty I have met. For channeling water from the
mountain to the land we have had to dig several ditches in the road. Some
villagers then made phone calls to the road section to complain about us
disturbing the traffic. The road section then did not allow us to continue
work on the road. I, some times with Chen Genshen, went to them several
times to argue that we were also working for the public and that they should
not hamper our work. As their road passed by Baoshi, they have to allow us
to do something on the road, otherwise they should build their road
elsewhere. Finally we solved the problem by inviting them to have dinner
together....'
The road section only agreed that they could dig three ditches, while they insisted on
five. After discussions and negotiations, they finally agreed to four ditches. In addition
to channeling relations with outside organizations, Zhao Shengli also made efforts to
manage his village committee members. He asked them to devote all their efforts to the
project; otherwise, he would not give them their salary as usual. So finally it was Baoshi
village that completed the water construction work first among the four project villages.
Zhao Shengli was very proud of this. Obviously, Zhao Shengh's reputation in the
village was enhanced.
After finishing the water system construction, Zhao Shengli found it was not easy to do
anything in the village, especially with the revolving funds. To ask help from the upper
administrative levels might be one way to deal with the problems. Therefore, when
Zhao Shengli learned that the township government was going to arrange for three
county bureaus to be responsible for the development of three villages in Pocang, he
immediately went to the township to apply for Baoshi to be one of them . From the
situation in the village, he judged it to be useful to ask the County Courthouse to help
the village, since he would then have more contact with them and he could ask for their
help when necessary. The township government agreed with his idea. What Zhao
Shengli had done was to show on the one hand that he was confident of his own
behavior in the village and wanted villagers to know that he had been clean and had
nothing to fear from any check up. On the other hand, he knew that there could be
corruption in the village committee, which involved his opponent. Inviting people from
the County Courthouse might threaten his opponent and further destroy his opponent's
reputation in the village.
2

2

In many provinces in Carina, one poverty alleviation measure is to arrange each government office or
bureau such as the County Courthouse to help one poor township, sometimes maybe one poor village.
The government bureau helps this township or village by giving technical or financial support
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This project had provided Zhao Shengli with an arena to cope best with a bad situation
and to utilize the limited project resources to the full and to integrate his social networks
and other factors in the wider domain and consciously and unconsciously, finally realize
his own 'project' to consolidate his position.
Building relations with the implementing

agency

Zhao Shengli built good relations with our implementing agency. His strategies
involved his appreciation of the participatory approach, a commitment to the project and
deliberate actions to show his gratitude. He told us he was very attracted to the approach
we had introduced and had applied it in identifying target households for the revolving
funds. The village committee members met to agree among themselves that the name
list should be based on recommendations by the production team. Each team could
recommend names after discussion with the village committee. In this way, they did not
need to be afraid of gossip about fund allocation. He also suggested each household
could be paired with a household who would receive money the next year.
He expressed several times his appreciation to CIAD and his willingness to establish
long-term relations with CIAD to us and to our graduate students. He was always
enthusiastic and cooperative when we went to his village. He had met all the
requirements we had raised such as looking for interviewees and calling farmers to
participate in meetings. He once told our graduate student that he was going to buy a
speaker with his own money and tell villagers that CIAD had bought it for them. He
also asked our graduate student to write an essay about the project so that he could do
some publicity work for the project. For promoting the project, CIAD showed a film in
the four villages. Before the show, Zhao Shengli wrote an announcement:
Announcement
Teachers from China Agricultural University have finished their survey in
Baoshi. For promoting friendship between them and Baoshi Village, they
will show us a film at around 20:00 o'clock. Everybody is welcome to
watch the movie. We thereby show our great appreciation to the teachers.
Baoshi Village Committee, July 23
What Zhao Shengli had done for CIAD impressed us very much and naturally made us
closer to him than to Liang Shutian, although we did not intend to be anything but
neutral in the community.
Zhao Shengli's further

pursuits

As I mentioned in the beginning, Zhao Shengli is not an ordinary farmer, he is openminded and smart in many respects and an ambitious man. He did not stop by only
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completing the project; he took the opportunity of having done the project successfuUy
to pursue his own 'project'. He once expressed his further interests to us:
'Our village is the first one to begin to use the drinking water of the four
project villages. Our villagers have benefited from the project and therefore
they are more cooperative with me than before. I am the one to benefit by
the return of 'a spring from the one drop of water I get to someone'. I really
appreciate your teachers' work in our village. I would like to establish longterm relations with the Agricultural University... By the way, I still hold an
idea to build a new primary school in our village. Baoshi village has been
identified as the place for a central primary school, so pupils from nearby
villages will all come to this central school. The existing primary school is
very poor, the classroom is crowded, you may come with me and have a
look at the classroom.'
The Ministry of Education recently issued a policy to merge small-scale schools in
order to improve teaching quality. Ah the small-scale primary schools in such rural
areas face being merged. Baoshi is the village where the central school will be located.
Their existing school is obviously too small for all the pupils from Baoshi and nearby
villages. They were to get subsidies from the County Education Bureau. However this
was far from Zhao Shengh's ideal. He wanted to build two teaching buildings. He had
been recently working on getting support from various sources. In addition, it is still
hard for pupils who live in the valley of Baoshi to come to the central primary school,
as they have a long trip to get to the school. Zhao Shengh then thought that if they could
build another school in the valley those pupils could easily get to school. For Zhao,
education was crucial to personal and community development. Obviously, the China
Agricultural University was one of the sources he attempted to get support from for his
ideal to improve the educational environment and facilities. After visiting their existing
school, we were very depressed by its small size and dim classrooms. About 50 pupils
were sitting crowed in a small room. Mr. Ye promised at once that we would find some
financial support for the school.
Wang Jinsuo, the deputy township party secretary once told us that actually Zhao
Shengh was not really interested in the small support for their water construction
component of the project What he was interested in was potential support for the
primary school. That rings true, since when the other three villages were arguing a great
deal in the first meeting we held in the township office to introduce systematically the
project to them, he was not at all greedy over the funds for water construction. I still
remember when the meeting finished, he told me in confidence that they would not ask
much for water construction but only 20,000 to 30,000 Yuan. We therefore were very
impressed by his modest requirement and further impressed by bis efficiency at work
His attitude and performance in the project in the end help him to achieve his bigger
project. In other words, he also had ulterior motives in behaving as he did in order to
capture resources that could be used for non-project purposes.
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In summary, the case of Baoshi village shows the complexities of the intervention
process. It was interwoven with the power struggles between village leaders who in
their struggles made use of project resources to the full, both human and financial to
change power relations and consolidate their positions. Organizationally and in terms of
time, Zhao Shengli grasped the project by restracturing the management of the 'key'
component (by local interpretation the water construction) during Liang Shutian's
absence. He made sure his people were responsible for contracting out the water
construction mission to replace Liang Shutian, which gave him much more say in water
construction than his opponent In a similar way Liang Shutian also tried to use project
activities to mobilize his people and villagers against Zhao Shengli by impeding the
implementation, albeit unsuccessfully, and thus destroy his reputation in the village.
The key actor of the case - Zhao Shengli, not only utilized this project, but also made
use of the county poverty alleviation program. Our project and other projects have
jointly helped Zhao Shengli to win the struggle.
As the intervention-implementing agency, CLAD was unwillingly or unwittingly and
therefore passively involved in the struggle, and added weight to one of the conflicting
parties by having more contacts with Zhao Shengli. Local people attributed special
meaning to this contact and gave it an interpretation that was different to those of the
outsiders. Relations with people in higher positions were extremely sensitive to the
power structure of the two conflicting parties in such a politically competitive situation.
Closer contacts with Zhao Shengli therefore implied that CLAD held closer relations
with him than with the township government since it was usually township officials
who normally arranged such contacts. This closer relation, furthermore, implied to the
villagers that Zhao Shengh had more power than Liang Shutian. Ln such a case, the
relationship is viewed as political capital or credit, implying resources or potential
resources to the competing party's supporters.
Additionally, Zhao Shengh's commitment to the project and the successful results he
achieved enabled him be accrue much support from villagers and made him
predominant in the village committee. At the same time, it enabled the implementing
agency to be closer to him than to his opponents, which in turn made him more
powerful in the village.
Concluding comments
The two cases of this chapter focus on the social strategies by which local leaders
respond to participatory intervention. The first one sheds light on the interactions
between 'insiders' and 'outsiders', and elaborates on brokerage roles and actions
undertaken by a township leader. The second case focuses on interactions among the
insiders themselves, although it also gives some attention to explaining the interactions
between insiders and outsiders. Both cases emphasize the ways in which previous
experiences, knowledge and biographical histories shape their interaction. The first
presented interactions that led to differing social constructions of the project; and the
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second indicated that the ways in which the key actor actively engaged in reordering his
social relations within the community and beyond to help consolidate his position and
enhance his power in the community. One might conclude here that those actors who
can best process knowledge, utilize and integrate resources, and grasp the significance
of certain interface and brokerage situations, stand to gain most from the kinds of
participatory interventions described.
The chapter suggests that the interveners themselves grow in their understanding of
situations and of relevant strategies for resolving particular problems during the
intervention process. This growth is not linear, but develops in rhythm with the ups and
downs of their experiences and evolving sets of relationships. Throughout they are
engaged in initiating or being drawing into actions and reflecting on outcomes and
future prospects as well as on their disappointments and desires. In short, they are
individually and collectively involved in a process of 'experiential learning': and this
holds for the various local actors as well as for the practitioner/researchers.
The chapter has also highlights the underlying processes of enrolment, negotiation and
competition endemic to struggles within such arenas of intervention. Although the
project was defined and put into practice following a participatory approach, leadership
and authority still play critical roles in shaping the contours and contents of the project.
As Leeuwis (2003) has argued, a degree of 'authoritarianism' is often needed to push
certain changes through. Also being an outsider means that one has no alternative but to
work through existing rx)Mco-adrninistrative structures. Certain forms of political
control that might appear to run counter to 'participatory' philosophy may in fact be
unavoidable. We were ourselves leaders taking on decisions - like when we obtained
extra money required to start up certain activities. Our own role in this whole project
also perhaps stresses the critical value of leadership - again a point raised by Leeuwis.
These issues of leadership, social control and political authority are particularly evident
and meaningful in the Chinese case since China has been a power-centralized country
for many years. The long-lasting feudal order that lasted for many centuries resulted in a
mass population accustomed to receiving instructions from superior and powerful
authorities. And this to some degree continued into the Communist era. On the other
hand, the huge population in China makes the centralization of State control almost a
necessity. In addition, poverty and technological backwardness and unbalanced
development in large parts of the country present an enormous challenge and many risks
in the face of an increasingly competitive and market-oriented economy. Natural
resource endowment and control, such as that associated with the mega-development of
the Yangzi and YeUow rivers, makes centralized administration important Politically,
over the past 150 years both internal strife and wars against aggressors have also
inflicted the country and this has also called for certain centralized forms of government.
More importantly, China is still a post-revolutionary country wherein the relationships
between leaders and their subordinates continue to be unavoidably influenced by the
mihtary revolution.
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la a highly complex manner, then, these centralizing tendencies underlie the historical
and present-day mechanisms of social control at village and township levels. Such
processes are not simply pohtico-administrative but are also tied up with deeply
embedded cultural norms and values. Hence, like anywhere else, the success of
development projects - especially those with a participatory mandate - crucially
depends on finding an effective way to work through existing institutions and power
structures. Yet, as I have amply demonstrated for this Chinese case, there nevertheless
remains scope for creating spaces to bring in new actors and organizations to strengthen
the hand of local groups vis-a-vis existing political authorities.

CHAPTER 7
FARMERS' RESPONSES TO PARTICIPATORY
INTERVENTION

This chapter examines how farmers of the four project villages responded to, or more
positively, developed their strategies within the project. The chapter is structured by
presenting truncated data on five case studies for each village, listing their main
attributes and giving some details of the topics explored in the interviews. Then one of
the five studies for each village is selected for more detailed treatment focusing on
significant elements and processes. The first two villages, Sanggang and Yuangang, are
defined as 'good' villages from the township leaders' and other local people's points of
view because of their sound leadership and general performance, while the second two,
Nandugang and Baoshi, are regarded as 'not so good' because of their problematic
leadership.
Given my dual roles as researcher and practitioner, it was not difficult to establish my
own network in the communities. After getting acquainted with village people, I started
selecting farmer case studies for in-depth research on their responses to our
participatory intervention. Previous experience had suggested that farmers in the same
community would respond differently to such intervention. I assumed that these
differences of strategy would somehow be associated with differences in household
livelihood situations. Economic status often provides a useful indicator for stratifying
farmers and households. Thus, when designing my research methods, I assumed that
difference in economic status in the village - say between 'low', 'middle' and 'higher'
levels of well being - would correlate with differing responses to the project. I therefore
chose a number of households in each project village that represented differences in
economic status and gender. In identifying these differences I drew upon the results of
the PRA wealth ranking exercise rather than using preconceived income or class
categories. Adopting this approach enabled me to tap the subjective evaluation of status
as perceived by villagers themselves - an especially useful method, given the generally
low degree of socio-economic differentiation in the research area (see also Ye
Jingzhong 2002).
When we did wealth ranking in Sanggang, the first village, we asked farmers to group
all the villagers, according to their own criteria, into categories in terms of their
economic situation. After some discussion, they decided to use five categories to define
villagers: upper, above middle, middle, below middle and low level of economic status,
placing category one as the highest The families were placed in one of the five (farmer
defined) economic status categories as well as given an overall ranking order according
to the total number of households per village (see Appendix for detailed results). A
family household therefore has a category and a ranking order within the village. From
the results of this exercise and from the farmers' comments and discussions, we learned
that the main indicator for their ranking was proportion of income to expenditure. The
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number of household members available for farm work was another criterion for
defining differences in economic status.
More than seventy-percent off-farm activities and a high proportion of total household
income earned in cash, were the main characteristics of households categorised in the
upper level. The off-farm activities referred to were not the usual temporary work for
others, but work as enterprise bosses with hired workers. In addition, their families
carried fewer burdens than other households, such as members who were long term ill
or had no more than two children to educate. For above middle households the main
conditions were earning more than 40 to 60 percent of household income in cash,
usually from temporary labour, with no elderly dependants and again no more than two
children to educate. For middle level households, their main cash income came from
their farm activities and this had to be set against the expenses involved in having one to
two children studying in school or the care of elderly people. Below middle households
referred to those who had very limited off-farm income and very 'heavy burdens', that
is they had more than two children at home and/or elderly people to care for and
probably only two able bodied people able to work. Low level households econornically
were those consisting of one old person or those who had no labour at all in the family.
They had to rely on government rehef for a living.
With these five categories and their definition, we asked informants to use the same five
categories when we did wealth rankings in the other three villages in order to
standardise the criteria for classification. It was not at all difficult for farmers in the
other villages to group villagers according to the criteria developed in Sanggang village.
Source of income and expenditure, especially the burden of children and elderly
dependants were important indicators for classifying economic status in the
communities within the project area.
After the application of the wealth ranking of households, I discussed the results with
village leaders and asked those who had been involved in the project what they thought
were the interesting things that had been achieved. My reason for doing so was not
because of my ignorance about whom exactly participated but in order to show my
respect to village leaders so that they might identify who they thought were the
significant actors. It was also a way of getting their approval before interviewing people.
My previous and emerging experiences suggested that, as an outsider, one had to be
sensitive to pohtical and cultural aspects and behave transparently concerning how one
intended to go about the research. Following these steps I hoped to avoid
misunderstandings and becoming embroiled in local troubles of one kind or another.
Apart from respecting formal social orders, one also must acquire a sound
comprehension of the patterns of informal social relationships, which are normally
difficult for outsiders to grasp. The responses of outsiders can likewise easily be
accorded different social meanings by local people and thus hamper the researcher's
work in the area.
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Nevertheless, my concern about these issues did not mean that I would simply follow
village leaders' suggestions or only behave gingerly towards people. On the contrary, I
tried to make village leaders feel comfortable with my fieldwork style, but planned to
make my own decisions about how and whom to interview and how to act under
specific circumstances. There is a special term in Chinese called 'Mianzi', meaning
'face' if translated directly into English. 'Face' means 'giving respect to somebody'.
Chinese culture places great emphasis on Mianzi, and individuals are expected to care a
lot about giving and receiving respect. It was for this reason that I sought to show
respect to the leaders by consulting them about the selection of the interviewees.
Involving them in this way gave them Mianzi, and they would therefore probably not
worry too much about whom in reality I interviewed so long as some of their
suggestions were taken on board.
After presenting the list of those that the villagers had categorised under the five wealth
categories to the village leaders and explaining the criteria used, they could offer their
own suggestions as to whom to interview. Their reasons for selection from the
categories were always because those persons were active in the village or were
talkative individuals. On the basis of their advice, I picked out some of the names
mentioned, but added others from the lists that I had already heard about and who I
thought would be interesting for the research. In such cases, the village leaders would
generally compromise with me, even if they did not really like the persons I proposed.
Interestingly, I found myself developing my own strategies ahead of time for dealing
with them, and only later focused upon the study of the strategies of the various actors
in the research communities.
In most cases, it was one of the village leaders who accompanied me to the farmer's
home, even though most of the interviewees were already well acquainted with me. I
usually began by chatting freely, and then progressed to ask about the project and their
livelihoods. When appropriate, during the interview, I would ask about their family
profile, but I would not record any details immediately. Thus I took no notes or tape
recordings at the beginning of the interview. I would only start writing when the
interviewee had become comfortable with the conversation. Or I recalled and recorded
what they said later. The main topics of my interviews concerned (1) the household
profile, (2) a brief biography, (3) the process of their involvement in the project, (4)
their attitude towards the project, and (5) the actions they took, including important
events and their social networks. The interviewed farmers were normally very cooperative, especially those who had benefited from the project. I visited each case-study
farmer two or three times, spending two to three hours for each conversation.
Sometimes, I then cross-checked the details with other farmers or village leaders. The
responses and strategies that farmers identified happened mainly during the first year of
the project period. The results of my interviews for each of the four villages are
summarised below.
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Note that the data on the five case studies for each village are presented in summary
form, listing their main attributes and giving some details on the topics explored in the
interviews. Then one of the five for each village has been selected for more detailed
treatment focusing on significant elements and processes
Farmers' responses in Sanggang Village
Consolidated

village committee

and good performance

in the

project

From the township leaders' point of view, Sanggang is a 'good village'. This vague comment
implies the following meanings: First, the village committee is solid and united, few conflicts
exist among the members; all village leaders have a voice on the committee.
Second,
villagers in Sanggang are easy to manage, and follow village leaders' instructions.
Ij
township leaders allocate any task or assignment
to them, they will complete the task
according to the township leaders'
expectation.
As expected, the project was carried out in Sanggang very smoothly. They finished
all
project activities on time. Few farmers had disagreements
over the allocation of revolving
funds that often caused problems and conflicts elsewhere. Few farmers complained to us
about the village leaders. They did not take up time dealing with any major conflicts. They
built a commemorative
stone for the project,
on which CIAD was praised as an
unforgettable supporter of the village.

Summary of Farmers' responses and strategies vis-a-vis the project
Five case-study farmer households were chosen from Sanggang representing the five
levels of economic status in the viUage. Among the five, Zhao Wenyou's household
represents households at the upper level in terms of economic status; Jia Hezhen the
above middle, Ms. Cai Chunhua the middle level, Zhao Guosheng the below middle and
Sang Dengqiu the low level. Brief profiles of these farmer households and short
biographies are summarised below, followed by an identification of the responses or
strategies they developed in the project and the main elements constituting them.
Zhao Wenyou
Household

Profile

Zhao Wenyou: farmer, born in 1953, illiterate
Zhao's wife:
farmer, graduated from middle school
Zhao has one son and one daughter working outside the village.
Land:

5 mu (maize and other crops)
idle mountain land: 500 mu (Chinese Scholar Trees)
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Livestock:
70 head of goat
Position in the wealth rank: the 16th of 190 households (He had a relatively larger
number of goats than other villagers.)
Economic status in the village: upper level
Important

experiences

1963-1970
1970
1973
1990

raised goats
traded goats
transported goods for the shops of the township
learned to play the trumpet and organize a local band, grew chestnut
trees, walnut trees, and herbs
introduced 26 goats from Beijing and began to raise goats

1995
Responses and

Strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project
1 H e showed an active attitude towards water
construction so that his wheat field could b e irrigated.
2. H e h o p e d that the revolving funds would b e used
for road construction. But he w a s not active in
revolving funds, since h e did not need them m u c h
himself.
3. H e contracted the water construction project from
the village.
4 . H e agreed t o the price the village leader proposed
at the beginning for the j o b but then asked a higher
figure in the middle of the construction b y taking
advantage of the leaders' eagerness to complete the
mission.
5. H e w a s not very positive about building a library.

Major elements influencing attitudes
and strategies
His practical needs - to irrigate his
wheat field
His economic situation - better-off

His advantage on technical aspects
and his existing close relations with
village leaders
His knowledge and experience of
village leaders on projects

His low education level

Jia Hezhen
Household

profile

Jia Hezhen:
Jia Hezhen's wife:
Jia's two sons:
Land:

farmer, born in 1952, graduated from high school
farmer, born in 1953, illiterate
working in Beijing

rainfed land: 2.5 mu (sweet potato and peanut)
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irrigated land: 2.5 mu (wheat and maize)
idle mountain land: 4.5mu(Chinese Scholar tree)
hilly land: 2 mu (walnut tree)
two pigs, one donkey

Livestock:

Economic status in the village: above middle level. Ln the wealth ranking: 91st of 190
households (He ran a small glass noodle processing enterprise.)
Important

experiences

1973
1977-1982
1982Responses and

graduated from high school
leader of production team, accountant of production team
worked outside farm when he was 30years old
processed glass noodles
farmer
strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project
1. He was not enthusiastic in applying for
revolving funds.
2. He held positive expectations of the project
as he had good impression of CIAD.
3. He was interested in PRA as he thought
PRA was new and useful.
4. He passively observed situation when he
met problems as he thought he was just 'a
normal villager'.
5. He was very committed to the technical
aspects of water construction.
6. He was co-operative with Zhao Wenyou
and contracted water construction mission
from the village.
7. He invited deputy party secretary to join
the water mission to establish better relations
with him.
8. He co-operated further with Zhao Wenyou
in other construction work.
9. He adopted indirect way to contract the
mission.
10. He longed for large-scale production and
cooperation.

Major elements influencing attitudes and
strategies
Limited labour availability
Intervention agency's good performance
Intervention agency's interesting approach
His position in the village-production team
leader
His position in the project-technical expert
His advantage on technical aspects and his
good relations with Zhao - social network
His previous notions of good relations and
his close relations with Zhao - social
network
His emerging relations with others
established in this project
His existing knowledge on how to deal with
social relations
His existing knowledge of large scale
production
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Ms Cai Chunhua
Household

Profile

Cai Chunhua:
Cai's husband:
Two daughters:
Land:

farmer, born in 1958, graduated from high school
driver, graduated from primary school
one in professional school, one in middle school

5mu (wheat, maize, sorghum, peanut and yam)
idle mountain land: 20mu(plum tree, Chinese Scholar tree, Chinese
herbals)
pigs (5 lean swine, 4 local pigs)

Livestock:

Economic status in the village: middle level. Position in the wealth rank: the 111th of
190 households. She mainly relied on agriculture and she had two daughters to afford
for education.
Important

experiences

1986
1995Responses and

graduated from high school
director of women association director
Strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project Major elements influencing attitudes and
strategies
1. She had positive attitude towards revolving Household economic situation
funds.
Her previous knowledge of rabbits; her
2. She wanted to raise rabbits.
relative's experiences of raising livestock
3. She had an idea to raise livestock before
Her existing household production practice
the project.
Her notion of leaders, her previous
4. She made modest request for revolving
funds.
experiences of applying support
Her not so good physical condition, limited
5. She had plan for small-scale production.
labour avaUability, demands of children's
education
Her position in the village-director of village
6. She did not complain about the small
amount of revolving funds.
women association
7. She did not rely much on the project.
Small scale of intervention
8. She expected further support from outside. Her own ability of management as a village
leader, her relatively high education level
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Zhao Guosheng
Household

profile

Zhao Guosheng:
Zhao's wife:
Zhao's daughter:
Zhao's mother

farmer, born in 1971, graduated from middle school
farmer, born in 1966, illiterate
five years old
farmer, born in 1948, illiterate, ill for a long period

Land:

6 mu, including 3mu irrigated land (plum trees, wheat and maize)
and 3 mu rain fed land (sweet potato and peanut)
3 pigs, 3 chicks and 4 rabbits

Livestock:

Economic status in the village: below middle level. Position in the wealth ranking 146th of 190 households. He mainly relied on agriculture and had to afford his mother
who had been ill for long.
Important

1991:
1994:
1995:
2000:

experiences

Built a new house
Got married
Had child
Bought an agricultural vehicle for carrying crops and going to market

Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project

Major elements influencing
attitudes and strategies
His practical needs and poor
household economic situation
His knowledge of a previous
poverty alleviation project

1. He applied for revolving fund immediately after he
had the information, as he needed feed for his pigs.
2. He indicated buying a piglet in the proposal but
intended to buy feed as he knew his proposal stood a
better chance of approval if he had a particular
household development project in mind.
3. He submitted the proposal to the deputy party
His relations with leaders - social
secretary for he had close relations with him.
network
4. He promised to return the money on time whether he His notion of trustworthiness
had profit or not, as he wanted support from the village
in the future.
5. He planned to continue to engage in livestock rather His land resource endowment and
than fruit tree production like other villagers as he had his attitude to ensure his
subsistence instead of taking risks
limited land for crops.
6. He went to the village head to request work on the His economic needs
water construction when he got news of it as he knew he
would get 20 Yuan per day.
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7. He worked for Zhao Wenyou when Zhao got the
water project contract as he had close relations with
him.
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His own economic needs and his
close relations with Zhao's social
network.

Sang Dengqiu
Household

profile

Sang Dengqiu: farmer, born in 1962, illiterate
Sang's wife:
farmer, born in 1962, illiterate, handicapped
Sang's son:
9 years old, primary school
Land:

5 mu fruit field (plum and peach trees), contracts 200 mu valley land
(persimmon and Chinese date trees)
Livestock: 2 pigs, 9 chicks
Economic status in the village: low level. Position in the wealth ranking - 170th of 190
households. His wife was handicapped.
Important

experiences

Mr. Sang worked outside the village temporarily before he got married. He stopped this
when he married, as his wife could not take care of the family.
Responses and

strategies

Major elements influencing
attitudes and strategies
His practical needs and poor
1. He held very active attitude towards the project: He
wrote proposal as soon as he got information on revolving economic situation
funds with his neighbour's help and submitted it. He
intended to dig a well for the valley field he contracted.

Attitude and major strategies of farmers in the project

2. He would also raise goats if the funds were enough as
suggested to him by Zhao Wenyou.
3. He would raise rabbits and chicks if the funds were not
sufficient but not pigs for pigs needed more feed.

Information from social
network
Knowledge of raising rabbits
and chicks and resource
endowment

4. In summary, he applied for funds before he had a clear
development plan in mind and he planned to make his
decision according to the amount of the funds.
5. He rebuilt the well with the funds.
6. He did not join water construction, as he was not good
at health.

His previous experiences with
village leaders on applying
supports
His practical needs on irrigation
Limited labour availability
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The above surnmaries lead to the following conclusions: First, the general attitude of
farmer households towards the project in Sanggang Village was positive. They had no
notable disagreements over the project or take any collective action against it They
tended to follow village leaders' instructions. They generally welcomed the project and
actively participated in the meetings or activities organised. Second, farmers were
cooperative with village leaders and others. They took collective actions to positively
implement the project Third, they already had household development plans before the
project. The project's role was to facilitate the realisation of their plans, not really to
initiate activities. Fourth, responses or strategies among households showed similarities
and differences for a variety of reasons. Some may have been due to practical needs,
while some may have been due to their broader social networks. In other words, no
single element contributed to the responses farmers developed. Fifth, farmers' attitudes
towards the different components of the project were mainly decided by their practical
needs and economic situation; while implementation of tasks or specific projects was
due more to their social network and their knowledge and experiences with village
leaders.
The elements affecting farmer responses and strategies are summarised as follows (the
number in the bracket corresponding to the frequency of the element during the first
year of the project period):
Farmer's social networks (8); Farmer's own knowledge and experiences of farming (6);
Farmer's practical needs (6); Farmer's knowledge of leaders and previous experiences
with village leaders (3); Farmer's economic situation (3); Farmer's skills in social
relations (3); Labour availability (3); Educational level (2); Farmer's position in the
village (2); Household resource endowment (2); Performance of implementing agency
(1); Intervention approach (1); Scale of intervention (1); Farmer's position in the project
(1); Farmer's existing practices (1); Farmer's physical condition (1); and Farmer's
notions of trustworthiness (1). Obviously, elements associated with farmer's social
relations and social networks, their knowledge and previous experiences with village
leaders, and social skills, were the most commonly occurring of the elements. A
farmer's economic situation, as I expected before I conducted the survey, did not signify
much.
Of the five case-study farmer households, I have chosen here to elaborate that of Jia
Hezhen, since his case strongly highlights the social processes behind farmer strategies,
showing how important social networks were for information flows and cooperation:
From a project participant to a project manager - Jia Hezhen's experiences
Household profile and brief

biography

Jia Hezhen, head of Production Team Two of Sanggang was born in 1952, and was thus
49 years old when we met him. His wife was one year younger, and his two sons, aged
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24 and 20, were working in non-farm activities in Beijing. Jia Hezhen graduated from
high school but did not go further because of the Cultural Revolution. His wife was
illiterate, and following the traditional custom was subordinate to her husband and not
much involved in big decisions of the family. Jia Hezhen's family was above the middle
level economically in the village, holding 2.5mu rain-fed land, and 2.5 mu irrigated land.
They grew sweet potato and peanuts on their rain-fed land, and wheat and maize on
irrigated land. Jia Hezhen contracted 4.5mu of idle mountain land several years ago, on
which Chinese Scholar Tree grew, the branches and leaves of which were used for
household fuel. In addition, they contracted 2 mu of hilly land, on which they grew
walnut trees. They raised two pigs, as do most households in rural China, one for sale
and one for consumption during spring festival each year. They also had one donkey for
sale each year. He possessed one second-hand tricycle for transportation purposes.
Interested in the project

When we came to the village for the second time in order to confirm the project
activities with villagers, Jia Hezhen was asked by the village deputy party secretary to
attend the meeting. He lived near the party secretary's house, and had close relations
with him. As Jia was leader of Production Team Two of the village, he took it as his
duty to attend. It very often happened during the whole project that farmers attended
general meetings just because they had close relations with one of the village leaders or
happened to be met by one of them in the street and then asked to attend.
Jia Hezhen was impressed by the CLAD team's facilitating skills at the beginning of the
meeting. He still remembered that when the team introduced themselves, Ye teased one
of the students by saying when he introduced her: 'This girl still has no boy friend, she
hopes you can find one for her.' The participants immediately burst into laughter and
the atmosphere became relaxed and pleasant. Perhaps such teasing would be regarded as
chauvinistic in western culture, but it is acceptable in a Chinese rural environment For
Jia Hezhen and for the other villagers, officials or teachers who came from outside were
usually much more serious when talking to or giving instructions to farmers. They
seldom made jokes. This small thing made Jia Hezhen happy with the CLAD team.
When Ye asked participants to express their own views on solutions to the problems of
the village, Jia knew that he should say something as it was usual for everybody to say
something in such a case. He therefore proposed a 'check-dam' as the main solution to
the roristraints on water for irrigation. He did not know whether his idea would be
realised or not when he raised the proposal, but he was demonstrating a common
intention to follow others and his positive expectations of the project's potential and a
preliminary trust in CIAD team members. He told me:
"The deputy party secretary did not attend the following meetings as he
thought they took up too much time. However, I was very much interested.
Mr. Ye had been looking for problems in the village one by one, to see if
there was any potential and or obstacles that could be found, [around which
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some project initiatives take shape]. I regretted very much that I had not
written down in my notebook the process of the meeting.'
Obviously, Jia Hezhen possessed considerable interest in the knowledge and
information the meetings provided him. He told me he was very interested in the
participatory approach and thought it something new that might be useful in bis work in
the future. His interest in the project and its approach reflected his general background
and orientation to life. Compared to villagers whose only experience was of farming, Jia
Hezhen had broader horizons. He had many experiences outside the village. He had
been to Tianjin and Baoding for work and had operated a small glass noodle processing
enterprise. More importantly, he had been a production team leader for many years.
Hence, his position in the village and his previous experiences beyond the commumty
domain made him open and sensitive to new things.
The authority and constraints of village

positions

A village office or position usually carries with it a degree of authority with respect to
certain rights, responsibilities and obligations. Jia Hezhen held a strong sense of taking
the right stance when confronted by outsiders. In the planning meeting, he remembered
that a set of electrical facilities were agreed upon and included in the project for the
check dam construction but, when he did not hear it mentioned again at the
implementation meeting, he did not raise the matter because he felt it was not his place
to do so and that he was not the right person to speak out about it. Instead, he briefly
mentioned it once when we interviewed him afterwards. He reacted passively in this
case, for he was very careful as to the rights accorded to his position.
When I learned from a village committee list that Jia Hezhen was the member to
supervise the group working on the construction of the check dam, I asked for his
comments on this position. He said:
'Actually nobody informed me that I was the member supervising the group but I
know I played an important role during the construction. As I know about the
technology I was asked to be on the site all the time, and all the technical decisions
had to be discussed with me. Whenever I found any problems with the construction
work, I would raise the matter. Anyway, it was our village project [and he had
been involved in the decision to construct a dam in Sanggang], and perhaps it was
just because of this that they [the village committee leaders] put my name on the
list If I had known I had been given the role of supervising the group, I believe I
would have been more responsible for the construction work.'
Jia Hezhen's words indicate that first although we had largely promoted the project to
the farmers' group as a participatory project the Est of people responsible for particular
jobs that had been given to us by the village leaders had obviously been worked out as a
result of a top-down process and way of thinking, which was not transparent The
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members were not well informed, let alone consulted. The village leaders had altered
the terms of the project as they perhaps failed to understand this new way of working, or
found it difficult to put into practice'. Second, Jia Hezhen was active in the
implementation of the project for he was good at technology, which was needed by the
project and appreciated by everyone. He might have been even more active if he had
been given more legitimate power, namely, informed of his title and role. The degree of
authority a member of the community was given for a task could well have affected
attitudes and strategies towards its implementation.
Cooperation with Zhao Wenyou

The last phase of the construction work happened to coincide with the wheat harvest,
which generated conflicting labour demands. Many villagers turned out to work on
their fields instead of the project. However, the construction work had to be finished
before the rains came, otherwise, if floods were to occur, all the construction work
would have been in vain. For resolving this conflict, the village committee decided to
contract out the construction work to Zhao Wenyou, Jia Hezhen's friend, for a sum of
3,000 Yuan. Zhao Wenyou then approached Jia Hezhen for cooperation. The reasons he
came to Jia were because (1) They had a close relationship; (2) Jia was good at
management for he was a production team leader; (3) Jia was skilled in water
construction technologies.
Jia Hezhen then discussed with Zhao how they would finish the construction work. The
work still needed more than ten labourers working for more than ten days. So they then
immediately formed a team of ten young men with whom they had good relations. The
criteria for selection of the ten labourers were that they should be 'capable' and
'honest'. In addition, Jia Hezhen asked the deputy party secretary Xu Xinquan to
become involved in the construction work because he had very good and close relations
with him and on the other hand Xu Xinquan also had some power in the village. While
bunding on this good relationship he was also laying down a potential resource for
himself, which might be of benefit to him in the future in the village. However,
although this might indeed be the outcome of his decision I do nor wish to imply that
they were so consciously arrived at or that he was so strategic in his actions and
thinking.
Jia Hezhen and Zhao Wenyou allocated work tasks according to their skills. Zhao
Wenyou was illiterate, thus he was responsible for noting which labourers came each
day and leading the team to work. Jia Hezhen was responsible for aUocating the tasks.
They began work very early in the morning - at 5 a.m. and left work at 7:30 in the
evening. They went home for lunch at noon. Jia Hezhen suggested to Zhao that they
could distribute the 3,000Yuan equally between all the labourers including themselves.
Although they were the nominated contractors, he felt they should not receive more
than the others. This behaviour seemed strange to me as usually contractors would keep
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an overhead for themselves. So I asked him why he had made such a decision, and he
explained:
"Those we have working with us are those who have good relations with us.
We would feel shame if we took an overhead from them. Lf we took an
overhead, they would be unhappy about it and would not work so hard.
Then the working time would be prolonged, which is not good for anybody.
Nobody would earn much in such a case.'
The story indicates that not all villagers had the same response to the same situation.
Some held rather narrow views and kept within their domestic domain, while some
displayed a strong entrepreneurial sense. Contributing to the latter would be previous
experience, labour availability, technical skills and relations with the village committee
leaders. Certainly interpersonal relations led Zhao Wenyou to seek out Jia Hezhen as a
partner and interpersonal relations played an important role in their cooperation and
benefit sharing. Good relations based on trust are an important precondition for
cooperation in the community and for coordinating tasks associated with particular
activities. People receive prestige and are given honour for carrying out the
responsibilities they take on in these tasks. It is not just about people being contracted,
as is the case through the market. It is more to do with building trust and social
commitment. And economic motivation does not seem to destroy existing social
relationship among villagers. On the contrary, people tended to use economic benefit in
some cases for estabhshing better relationships. Under these circumstances our
intervention became a medium for the actors to consolidate social ties and trust In the
meantime, trust and benefits further bring about efficiency in the work, which is again
in the economic interests of the actors. Therefore even though they work according to
what might be fair reward for the task undertaken, the profit motive was not the most
important consideration, showing that the redistribution principle is strong in rural
China.
Further Cooperation with Zhao Wenyou

Jia Hezhen told me he changed a lot after experiencing this construction work. He had
not thought of contracting work before Zhao Wenyou came to him. He said he was now
more discerning of such opportunities than before. Obviously, the project has generated
important impacts on hvelihood of households even if indirectly. For example, when the
construction of a 'Hope School', supported by the Law Department of Hebei Province,
was put up for contract Jia Hezhen got this information from his sister in law and went
to Zhao Wenyou immediately to discuss the possibilities of cooperating for a second
time. Their first experience had been a pleasant one and had built mutual trust and the
intention to work together again. When Zhao Wenyou agreed to cooperate with Jia
Hezhen over this new project be asked Jia Hezhen to go to the village head to apply for
the contract for the project This was because bis paternal uncle was the village head
and if Zhao Wenyou had gone himself, it could have spoiled his uncle's image in the
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village for showing favouritism to bis relatives. To avoid being refused, Jia Hezhen
asked the deputy party secretary, Xu Jinquan, to plead with the village head to give the
contract to him Jia. Jia Hezhen's efforts in building good relationships with the deputy
party secretary over our project immediately paid off in this project. As planned, Jia
Hezhen finally got the project smoothly from the village, showing his capacity to learn
from emerging experiences and knowledge and to apply them to new situations. Jia
Hezhen then became an active manager of a new project from an ordinary participant in
the old project
Jia Hezhen's response to the project is associated with his previous experiences,
capability, social network and position in the village. These multiple elements
influenced his decision-making and helped form his strategies in the project. His social
network obviously played a crucial role in terms of information flow and cooperation. I
here summarise Jia Hezhen's ties of the above story in the form of a network chart
(Figure7.1), indicating the relationship among the knots of the network and important
interactions that occur among the knots during the project.
Figure7.1

Jia Hezhen's main social network in the project
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Notes: The figures in the Chart indicate the interactions occurring among the knots:
1. Jia Hezhen got information about the project from the deputy party secretary;
2. Zhao Wenyou went to Jia Hezhen for cooperation;
3. Jia and Zhao went to their friends and the deputy party secretary for cooperation;
4. Jia's sister-in-law informed Jia about the new project;
5. Jia went to Zhao for further cooperation in the new project;
6. Jia went to the deputy party secretary to help him apply for the new project contract;
7. The deputy party secretary went to the village head to apply for the new project for Jia.
The arrows show the direction of the information flow and/or who takes initiatives during
the interaction.
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The chart presents the 'springboards' that facilitate Jia Hezhen to develop and to realise
his new economic activities - a concept Long has explored in his work on 'networks,
social capital and multiple family-enterprise' (Long, 2001:148-150). The chart consists
of ties such as friendship, affinal links, kinship and membership of village the
committee. It also shows information flows and the direction of initiation of the actions
and activities. However, unlike Long's suggestion that 'information pertaining to
strategic decisions...generally flows through a series of relatively weak ties, and not
through relationships where there is a high degree of interaction and normative
consensus' (Long 2001: 150), in Jia Hezhen's case strong ties are important in both the
provision of vital information and bringing good results. This particularly applies in the
Chinese context - since China's social, cultural and political systems normally privilege
authorities who thereby have the advantage of possessing vital information relating to
the market, government policies and so on, who in turn only usually provide such vital
information to those kin or friends with whom they have very close ties. Those who do
not have strong ties with authorities are easily marginalised in many aspects of society.
From the chart, one can also learn that the actions in the network do not only flow in
one direction. Jia Hezhen was to some extent passive at first He was informed by the
deputy party secretary about the project and was asked by Zhao Wenyou to cooperate,
but then he turned to active participation to grasp the opportunities and so strengthened
the ties between himself and the deputy party secretary, and with Zhao Wenyou, and
further looked for their cooperation in a new project that was finally realised through
these strengthened ties that developed either consciously or unconsciously during the
old project.
Although social networks played a crucial role in the development of Jia Hezhen's
strategies these multiple elements are not isolated, but work accumulatively, making the
next experience and new knowledge easier to take in and apply. For example, his
advantageous knowledge of the technical aspects of construction work generated
opportunities for him to work with others, which became yet another opportunity to
consolidate social ties which materialised further in the next round of action, and so on.
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Farmers' responses in Yuangang Village
Village committee and the village's performance in the project
Unlike Sanggang where each village leader had a voice in the committee, the Yuangang
village committee was dominated by one person — the party secretary — Zhao Guoan. Zhao
Guoan made big decisions on his own and had full authority in the community to do so. In
other words, he was an autocratic village leader. Nevertheless, the committee was solidly
behind him and villagers listened to him because he was a very capable man and had made
a lot of innovative contributions to village development, such as establishing an open market
and specializing in fruit tree production. He had achieved a very good reputation in the
village.
The project in Yuangang was carried out well in terms of 'hard' components but was weaker
on 'soft' parts. The selection of households for the revolving funds was not carried out
according to the criteria set by the participatory approach, but was decided by the village
committee.

Summary of farmers' responses/strategies to the project
As in the case of Sanggang, I selected five case farmer households from Yuangang to
highlight their responses and strategies to the project. And taken together these cases
highhght the patterns of coordination and organisation in the villages that bring together
groups for accomphshing certain tasks. Likewise they represent five levels of economic
status in the village. Among the five, Gao Fulu's household represents households at the
upper level economicaUy; Zhang Yuxing's represents the above middle level; Liu
Yuhe's the middle level, Zhao Yongyuan's the below the middle level and Yuan
Shaopeng the low economic level of households.
GaoFulu
Household

profile

Gao Fulu:
Gao's wife:

Farmer, born in 1939, graduated from middle school
Farmer, born in 1943, illiterate

Land:

1 lmu: lmu irrigated land (fruit trees), lOmu rain fed land (9 mu of fruit
trees, 1 mu of maize and other crops)
2 pigs, 10 chicks

Livestock:

Economic status in the village: upper level. Position in the wealth ranking - 6th of 284
households. He had worked previously outside the village for a long period and he had
no children to educate to thus drain his resources.
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Farmed after graduation from middle school:
1957
went to Heilongjiang Province
1960
village accountant
1983-1990
worked temporarily in Beijing, construction
1990-1993 , village party secretary
1993farming
2000
had some conflicts with village leaders
Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project

Major elements influencing
attitudes and strategies
His practical needs on irrigation

1. He was not so active in water construction for the
water would not irrigate his fruit field.
His previous conflicts with
2. He declared he did not know anything about the
revolving funds as he was out of the village at that time village leaders as he said
although his wife applied for the funds and his name
was on the list. He said he would not have applied even
if he had known about it.
His resource endowment and his
3. He showed low interest in the project.
previous unhappy experiences
with village leaders
Zhang Yuxing
Household

profile

Zhang Yuxing:
Zhang's wife:
Daughter:
Daughter:
Daughter:
Zhang's mother:

farmer, born in 1961, graduated from high school
farmer, 4 years older than Zhang; graduated from high school
20 years old, in high school
17 years old, in high school in Pocang
14 years old, in middle school
80 years old, stays at home

Land:
7 mu of irrigation land and rain fed land (maize and sweet potato)
Fruit orchard: 100 trees
Livestock:
40 rabbits
Runs a grocery store
Has a small tractor at the house.
Economic status in the village: above middle level. Position in the wealth ranking 75th of 284 households. He had the only grocery store in the village and although bis
expenditure was also high, his income was steady.
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Zhang borrowed 9,400 Yuan to buy the tractor in 1994, and his father died in 2000 from
heart disease, which made Zhao's burden heavier. It was then that he began to run a
grocery store.
Zhao had good command of technologies in plant breeding.
He had had previous conflicts with village leaders.
Responses and

strategies

Response and major strategies in the project
1. Zhang did not want to take any risk.

Major elements influencing
attitudes and strategies
His existing economic situation

2. H e w a s not so active towards revolving funds as h e
thought that w h o received t h e m would depend on the
village leaders.
H e w a s active in the library development, as h e needed
books to learn rabbit raising techniques.

His previous unhappy experience
with village leaders

3. H e had a clear plan of h o w to improve household
economy through rabbit raising and growing herbs.

His knowledge and experience on
rabbit raising

4. H e had some negative words on water tower
construction as h e thought only the leaders field would
b e irrigated b y it

His previous poor relations with
village leaders

His practical needs on improving
techniques of raising rabbits

Liu Yuhe
Household

Liu Yuhe:
Liu's wife:
Daughter:
Son:

Profile

farmer, born in 1956, graduated from high school
farmer, born in 1957, graduated from high school
20 years old, assumes household chores
18 years old, temporarily away working in Baoding

Land:

Irrigated land: 4 mu (maize, sweet potato, peanut)
Rain fed land: 3 mu (fruit trees)
Livestock: 2 pigs, 13 rabbits
The family owns a small tractor.
Economic status in the village: middle level. Position in the wealth ranking - 232nd of
284 households. He relied much on agriculture but had no longer expenses for his
children's education.)
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He temporarily worked away when he was young.
He did trading with crops during 1995-2000.
He started raising rabbits from Year 2000.
Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project
1. He was active in applying for revolving funds.
2. He did not say much about water construction in
the meeting as location of his land meant he would
not benefit
3. He took action and bought rabbits before the funds
arrived.
4. He asked information from others about revolving
funds.
5. He was disappointed by delay of arrival of funds.
6. He had clear idea of how to make cage for rabbits.

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
His existing practice and knowledge
of large scale production
His practical needs on irrigation

His zeal of raising rabbits and his
trust in implementing agency
His relations with others - social
network
Implementing agency's action
His existing technical knowledge of
rabbit raising
The middle-level economic situation
7. He was not demanding on revolving funds.
of his household
His existing knowledge and zeal to
8. He actively learned technologies in the project
learn knowledge
9. He planned to merge plots for fruit trees so that he His existing resource endowment and
could benefit from water tower supported by the
idea of making use of project
project
resources
His practical needs and good
10. He planned to build a well in cooperation with
other villagers.
relations with other villagers
Zhao Rogyuan
Household

profile

Zhao Rogyuan:
Zhao's wife:
Son:
Daughter:
Land:
Livestock:

Party Secretary's uncle, farmer, born in 1951, graduated from
primary school
farmer, born in 1952, illiterate, ill for years
21 years old, works temporarily in Beijing
19 years old, teacher

6 mu, 2 mu irrigated land (crops, maize, wheat)
Rain fed land: 4 mu (maize, sweet potato)
1 pig, 6-7 chicks
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Economic Status in the village: below middle level. Position in the wealth ranking 265th of 284 households. His wife's illness over many years affected his ranking
position.
Important

experiences

He had been involved in tobacco and peanut trading when he was young.
He then worked temporally in Beijing till 1994.
He was engaged in farming.
Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project
1. He was well informed about the project.
2. His plan: to use money from fruit trees to repay
debts and buy inputs for fruit trees management He
will raise rabbits after he builds new house.
3. He was interested in water tower construction and
wanted all villagers to benefit from the project.
4. He was interested in revolving funds as he had
kept some space to raise rabbits. He also planned to
buy pipestochannel the water to his own field of
fruit trees. He had a clear idea of how much
production would increase after the project
5. He was active over the library and in learning new
technologies.
6. He had very good suggestions on how to manage
the library.

Major elements influencing responses
and strategies
His good relations with party
secretary
His existing development practice
His needs for irrigation for fruit trees
His existing strategy and knowledge
and resources

His practical need to learn
technologies for fruit tree production
His relations with the party secretary
gave tiim access to information about
the project and discussions with the
party secretary stimulated his
inspirations on how to manage library

Yuan Shaopeng
Household

profile

Yuan Shaopeng:
Yuan's wife:
Daughter:
Daughter:
Son:

farmer, born in 1956, illiterate
farmer, born in 1954, graduated from middle school
17 years old
15 years old, middle school
12 years old, primary school
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Land:

6 mu: 2mu irrigated land (wheat and maize), 4 mu rain fed land (maize and
sweet potato)
Idle land: 5 mu, peach trees
Livestock: 2 pigs
There is a small tractor at his house.
Economic status in the village: low level. Position in the wealth ranking - 282nd of 284
households. He had lost money in previous business ventures and he had the expenses
related to three children.
Important

experiences

He worked in Jiamusi for three years from 1981.
He and his wife went to Shanxi and Heilongjiang Province to work and had a third child
for which they were fined 3,000 Yuan for disobeying family planning policy.
He contracted a plot of idle land.
Previous businesses losses
Responses and

strategies

Major elements influencing responses
and strategies
1. He was interested in the fruit orchard as he could His previous experience in working
outside
work for it until he was old.
His existing resources of fruit trees
2. He was interested in water tower construction.
3. He was active in building library although he was his social relations with his friends
and his practical needs on learning
illiterate because he said he could learn from the
technologies
books others would read.
4. He was expecting more about the revolving funds His existing practice and strategies
than the amount he received. He planned to raise
goats (he had this idea before the project).
5. His wife asked CIAD members to provide more Her trust in CIAD and her practical
needs
revolving funds to raise goats.

Responses and major strategies in the project

Two of the case farmers in Yuangang were not very responsive towards the project
Their negative attitude was mainly caused by previous unpleasant experiences with
village leaders, and again, as in Sanggang village, whether farmers were involved in the
intervention or not was largely due to their social relations with village leaders. This
was reflected in the fact that they were either not asked or they refused to do anything.
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Economic status did not play the important role in contributing to the formation of
farmer strategies as I had assumed. Farmers had already thought of development
strategies before the project came. Their response to it, however, was again influenced
by practical needs (10); existing knowledge and previous experience in farming (7);
previous experiences with village leaders (6); social networks (3); trust in the
implementing agency and its performance (3) and farmer's economic situation (2).
I have chosen Liu Yuhe's experience in the project to illustrate how farmers responded
to the project and developed strategies. During the project Liu Yuhe's existing
household development strategy and his interpretation of the phenomenon, I refer to as
'being present at the meeting', which I will explain more fully later, played an
important role.
From trust to distrust - Liu Yuhe's experience

As indicated at the beginning of the chapter, when planning the case studies I had
hypothesised that those from different economic strata would have different strategies. I
therefore consulted village leaders to find farmers who could be considered
representative of different groups to interview although I already had the villagers'
wealth rankings. When I got to Yuangang Village, Zhao Guoan, the village party
secretary, suggested that I go to Liu Yuhe as he would represent farmers who were
above the middle level economically in the village and he was a talkative man who
would be able to communicate with me easily. I crossed checked the results of wealth
ranking, and for Liu Yuhe he ranked at the level the village leader had suggested. I
therefore took his advice and interviewed Liu Yuhe as the first case farmer in Yuangang.
Household profile and brief

biography

Liu Yuhe, born in 1956, is 46 years old, one year older than his wife. He has two
children, an 18-year-old son, who is working in Baoding and a 20-year-old daughter
doing household chores at home. His wife graduated from high school and works in the
home and in the field. Liu Yuhe's family has 4 mu of cropland, growing maize, sweet
potato and peanuts, etc. In addition, they have 3-mu of rain fed land, growing fruit trees,
such as plum, peach, Chinese date and persimmon. Since the fruit trees were only
planted last year, they are not yet fruit bearing. They have two pigs, three female rabbits
and 13 young rabbits. Like most of the villagers in Yuangang, they have not had a
chance to build a new house and still live in a stone house. There is a small tractor in
Liu's yard that can be used for ploughing and transporting fertiliser.
Liu Yuhe has worked on many occasions outside Hebei Province, such as Heilongjiang,
Sichuan, Inner-Mongolia, Shanxi and Beijing. He stayed in Inner-Mongolia the longest,
about one year. Twenty years ago he began as a trader collecting cashmere in InnerMongolia to sell in other provinces, but he lost out in the business and so stopped
trading in cashmere dome 5 to 6 years ago. He began to trade in Chinese prickly ash but
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this failed again as the price of prickly ash dropped suddenly. He therefore concluded he
was not suitable for doing business and he gave up. Then he turned to farming. He grew
crops for home consumption and some cash crops for income generation. Liu Yuhe is
good at welding, which he learned on one of his work trips outside. He does part time
jobs as a welder during the leisure season and the money he earns from this can be
invested in agriculture for the succeeding year.
Having the strategy before the project

After learning of Liu Yuhe's experiences in business, I asked him if these experiences
had had any impact on his subsequent activities. He said they had. Ln the year 2000, Liu
Yuhe learned that someone in the village had profited from raising rabbits as they
needed lower investment and c generate higher profits than raising pigs. He therefore
wanted to raise rabbits to for the extra income. However, he had just planted fruit trees,
which had cost him a lot. Ln order to save the money for rabbits raising, he found a part
time job in the winter with help from his previous social network established when he
was in business. He used the money he thus earned to order rabbits. For hygiene
purpose, raising rabbits requires cages. Before Liu Yuhe bought the rabbits, he had the
idea to make the cages himself, which was much cheaper than buying them in the
market. After having bought three young rabbits, he made a two-storey cage for them.
They have since them produced two litters of rabbits. He planned to enlarge the scale of
rabbit raising to 100 young rabbits. He thought it would be better to produce on a large
scale. He also hoped other villagers could raise rabbits so that they could make a
contract together with others, which would reduce the risks. For this notion and plan,
Liu Yuhe apphed for 1,000 Yuan of the revolving funds.
Obviously, Liu Yuhe's previous experiences in business had made him sensitive to
opportunities for earning money. Information from his social network members
stimulated bis zeal to develop rabbit production, which he realised through taking part
time work to earn the money he needed to initiate this small project. This is often the
reason for taking on outside jobs since most of Chinese farmers do not like working
outside their village and prefer to work close to their home. In addition, part time work
is not stable. It cannot ensure a farmer's yearly income. Liu Yuhe is to a degree
strategic, in that he has a clear plan in mind over the relatively longer term. His plans
already existed before the project was introduced in the village.
From trust to distrust

After talking of his plan to raise rabbits, we changed to talking of our project. Liu Yuhe
expressed his great interest in the project, saying:
'It is the first time for us to have such a poverty alleviation project,
especially the component of building a water tower, which benefits the
whole village. Everybody can benefit from it since it can remove the
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difficulties of getting drinking water. The orchard in North Mountain can
also be irrigated in the future. How nice it will be. You know, we had to rely
on the heavens before. If it did not rain, the land had drought. The fruit trees
would be affected every year by poor weather! I appreciate you very much
although I do not have land on North Mountain.
Many villagers want to grow fruit trees now that some households are
earning from the trees they planted several years ago. Villagers then want to
raise rabbits when they see how some gained from raising rabbits two years
ago. But the problem is that we lack cash. Actually we do not need
thousands of Yuan, just hundreds or one thousand Yuan would be enough
for one household. As I just mentioned, to raise two or three in the
beginning is enough, then the number will increase as time passes.'
Liu's words showed that he appreciated the project very much and he was not greedy in
terms of the amount he applied from the revolving funds, unlike some villagers in other
village, who asked for as much as possible.
He told us that there had been financial support for the village last year but that he was
not on the list to receive funds. The day we first came to the village after a two-year
interval, he happened to meet the party secretary Zhao Zengyuan and told him he would
like to raise rabbits and graft Chinese dates and asked if he could give him any support.
Zhao told him that CIAD happened to be in the village and was going to have a meeting.
CIAD had revolving funds to support the villagers and so he suggested that Liu Yuhe
attend the meeting to see if there was any possibility to get support.
The meeting was held in Zhao Zengyuan's home. About twenty farmers, ten men and
ten women were already there when Liu entered the room. Most of the farmers were
going to raise livestock and grow fruit trees. Everybody expressed his or her idea
including Liu Yuhe. He said he lacked the cash and thus needed the support of the
Agricultural University. He found most of the participants were in the same situation.
'When the topic moved to a water tower, I did not make many comments as
I do not have land on North Mountain and my fruit trees would not benefit
much from it. But the leaders were big on water tower construction on
North Mountain as they have land there. As they had decided on the
location, I could not say I disagreed with the idea because my land was not
there, could I? ... Certainly I think it is necessary to build a library.
Everything requires technology. If we had a library and bought some books
on technologies of livestock production and crop production, everyone
could learn something new from them.'
Apparently, when Liu Yuhe and the head held contradictory interests in identifying
project activities, Liu chose to keep silent as he still had interests in alternative activities.
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'What I am most interested in is the revolving funds. You said you were
going to support us by releasing revolving funds, to help us for and
livestock production. I was so glad to hear that. I thought 'oh, the pancake
with meat inside has really dropped from the heavens on my head! I then
spoke in detail at the meeting of my plan to raise rabbits. I would buy more
rabbits and make one more cage. Anyway, I would raise more, at least 4050 heads; I would also graft the fruit trees and ask somebody else to help me
to thin the branches. Ln addition, I would also grow some herbs, so that I do
not need to borrow one penny from anyone else. I estimated, perhaps I need
2,000 Yuan. You did not promise us how much you would give us, but it
depended on the individual household situation. You would also bear in
mind the capacity to repay. You see, I had raised three rabbits before you
held the meeting. So I would not have any problems if I raised more. Don't
only think we rural people are not literate. Well, we are very concerned
about our reputation. You are so kind to help us and we will find a way to
pay back the loan whatever. Anyway, I made up my mind in the meeting
and expressed my ideas thoroughly.'
After the meeting, Liu Yuhe immediately ordered another three adult female rabbits. He
was also preparing the cage. He thought as long as the funds arrived, he would get the
three rabbits. However, he was disappointed by CIAD:
"There was no news of the funds a month after the meeting. I did not ask
anybody about this as I trusted you. You came again and held another
meeting. I am always busy in the field but left it for a while to attend your
meeting. It seems we discussed the rules for releasing the funds. You asked
us to write a proposal on what we would do in the project and how much we
would need and how we would carry it out, etc. I planned to apply for 2,000
Yuan. It seems you said the funds would arrive in one to two weeks. I was
so glad to know that.
However, I waited and waited. I asked other villagers who participated in
the meeting: if there was news of the funds? How can we ordinary villagers
know what has happened! Two weeks passed, no news at all. I was so
unhappy about this. Time passed, still no news. The seller began to ask me
to pay for the rabbits I had ordered, otherwise he would sell them to others.
But I really did not have cash in hand then. I thought about borrowing
money from others. But if I had received the rabbits, the cage was not ready
so where would I put the young rabbits if the female delivered? I had to
borrow money to make the cage. But you know that it is not easy to borrow
money. The money is not much, but you have to pay back favours that
others offer you. I could not loan from individuals either as the interest is
high and it is not worthwhile. I had to give up the three adult female rabbits.
Yes, perhaps it was a bit hasty to do so. If the three rabbits were here, I
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would soon have had three groups of young rabbits. I would have had 40 to
50 heads of rabbits now and 100 heads by the end of this year. I could sell
them next year and keep the scale at 100 heads. Sigh... But now, only 10
heads.'
By the time Liu Yuhe received the revolving funds, it was too late to get the female
rabbits. Normally they are only available one month after booking them. However, the
weather would be cold in a month, which was not good for young rabbits. Liu regretted
giving them up. He had to raise the ten young rabbits from the three he bought before
the project. If there were not enough females among them, he would order more at the
end of the year. He wanted to raise at least five groups (normally one male and two
females can form a group) so that he could have young rabbits in the next spring when
the weather was suitable for them. Liu Yuhe had bought some reinforcing steel bars
when I interviewed him and planned to make two cages after he had finished ploughing
his land. One cage consisted of three rows of cells. Each cell could contain three rabbits,
and in total he could put 18 rabbits in the two adult cages. He would also add one row
of cells to the existing cage giving him 27 cells in the three cages. He claimed that three
cages were definitely enough to contain the rabbits till the end of the year. He was
thinking of making new cages when the two young rabbits grew up and produced their
young.
Liu Yuhe was thus very alive to the project. He first viewed it as an important catalyst
to the realisation of his existing development plan. He trusted the implementing agency
and therefore made strategic preparations and was waiting for the support the project
would provide him. He was disappointed when the support did not come on time and
he gradually lost trust in the implementing agency. Although he finally received the
support, its delay brought a loss for him. However, the timing of his arrangements, due
to misinterpretation of the meetings he attended, caused this loss. 'Presence at the
meeting' appears to have generated negative social and economic consequences for the
actors involved in this case.
Actually before we held meetings in this project, we clearly told village leaders of their
purpose and of the criteria for selecting the farmers to attend. However, the leaders did
not completely follow our standards but still held their own criteria. There are several
reasons for this: one is that their previous knowledge and experience of projects was
'top-down' and this dominated their thinking. Second, it was not always easy to find the
farmers who fitted the criteria at the time of the meeting since they were either busy in
the field or they were away from home. Third, leaders have their own criteria for
attending meetings organised by outsiders. They often seek out those who are positive
and talkative. In addition, those attending one meeting were often not those who
attended the second. They therefore lacked the consistency needed to understand the
procedures we had designed.
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It is the multiple realities of rural society that leads to the different interpretation of the
same phenomenon - presence at the meeting - and participation cannot be fully applied
in a rural community. We, the implementing agency were thus naïve for designing such
linear procedures for the intervention, and for assuming that local people would
interpret things as we intended them to be interpreted. Such differences can lead to a
loss of trust when their interpretations lead to expectations that are then not met
Farmers' responses in Nandugang Village
Village Committee and the village's performance in the project
Unlike Zhao Guoan who dominated the village committee but had the support and consent oj
the villagers, Liu Zhenkun, party secretary of Nandugang village, who also practiced
autarchy in the village, was often in disagreement with villagers. There were sharp conflicts
between Liu and some of the villagers.
Among the four project villages, Nandugang had the most difficulties in implementing the
project. They did not allocate the revolving funds until the second year of the project. One
villager when working temporarily in Beijing even called the implementing agency to
complain about the leaders. They said the villagers could no longer use the water from the
water tower as the leader had recently closed it. The leader's house was partly destroyed
from bombing by his opponents during the project period A procurator went to the village
to check the use of project funds for someone in the village had complained to them of the
party secretary.

Summary of farmers' responses/strategies to the project
As for previous sections, I here summarise the responses and strategies of five case
farmers from the village. They represent the five economic status levels of households.
Zhao Shungang
Household

Profile

Zhao Shungang: Farmer, born in 1946, graduated from middle school
Zhao's wife:
Farmer, born in 1948, graduated from middle school
Land:

Livestock:

3 mu: irrigated land: 0.5mu (wheat). Rain fed land: 2.5mu(sweet potato
and chestnut trees)
Contracted 20 mu idle mountain land and subcontracted this to his four
sons
1 donkey, 38 rabbits and 1 pig
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Economic status in the village: upper level. Position in the wealth ranking - 19th of 113
households. He had a relatively large amount of mountain land to subcontract and he
had six working family members.
Important experiences

1970-1997

production team leader
Worked in township supply and grocery for 8 years
village accountant
production team leader

1997-1999
1999Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project
1. Applied for revolving funds immediately he was
informed. He wanted to raise livestock and water to
irrigate his fruit field.
2. He wanted to build a water storage facility with Liu
Yunshan in his field, which was adjacent to that of Liu's.
3. He changed his idea of building water storage to raise
livestock when he knew he had to return the money after
one year.
4. He took action before the funds arrived by borrowing
money, as he believed the funds would arrive soon.
5. He made several suggestions on how to manage the
revolving funds when he attended villager meetings.
6. He formed revolving funds group with his three sons
and his cousin as he thought they could help each other if
one of them could not repay the money.
7. His son worked on the water construction as Zhao
Yunshan asked him to go.

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
His practical needs on livestock
raising and irrigation
His relations with his neighbour
- social network
The way of intervention
His trust in the intervention
agency
His existing knowledge and
experiences of management
His kinship
His network

Liu Zhentong
Household

profile

Liu Zhentong: farmer, born in 1955, graduated from middle school
Liu's wife:
farmer, born in 1952, only two years primary school, mainly because
of goat-herding duties
Daughter:
22 years old, in medical school
Son:
16 years old, in middle school
Land:

6 mu: irrigated land: 3 mu (Chinese date, peach and plum trees), 3 mu rain
fed land (poplar trees). 1 mu nursery
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Livestock: 50 goats, 1 pig and 2 rabbits
Economic status in the village: above middle level. Position in the wealth ranking 36th of 113 households He has had a good source of cash income from goats and
construction work.
Important

experiences

For many years he has had big conflicts with the party secretary. Has experiences from
outside temporary work in construction.
Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project
l.He complained that CIAD members always stayed in
village leader's house.
2.He had different idea of the project and the
performance of the village committee members.
3.He wanted to know where the revolving funds were.
4.He doubted about the use of funds for water
construction and disclosed much about how village
committee members misused these funds

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
All his responses are influenced
by his distrust of village
committee members and his
conflicts with the party secretary.

LiuZhendiao
Household

profile

Liu Zhendiao:
Liu's wife:
Liu's mother:
Liu's son:
Liu's daughter:

farmer, born in 1955, graduated from middle school
farmer, born in 1961, graduated from middle school
farmer, born in 1935
high school
middle school

Land:

13mu, irrigated land: 2mu(maize and vegetables), 1 lmu rain-fed land (fruit
trees)
Livestock: lean swine: 2
One agricultural use vehicle: sells fruit and cooked meat
Economic status in the village: middle level Position in wealth ranking - 78th of 113
households. He mainly rehed on agriculture. He had two children in school.
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experiences

Previously managed a vegetable green house for two years before in Lianggang village.
Had several times received training in vegetable production.
Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project
1. His attitudetowardswater tower was indifferent
2. He had other ideas from village committee on how
to manage revolving funds; He did not think the way
of distributing the funds were reasonable
3. He had some doubts of the project and CLAD as not
he had not yet had revolving funds
4. He was not active at all towards the project

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
His notion and distrust of village
leaders

Yuan Yongfu
Household

profile

Yuan Yongfu:
Yuan's wife:
Yuan's son:

farmer, born in 1975, graduated from middle school, migrates for
temporary work outside the village
farmer, born in 1974, graduated from middle school
2 years old

Land:

6 mu: 2.5 mu irrigated land (wheat and maize), 3.5 mu rain fed land
(peanut sweet potato and cotton), contracted 2 mu idle land (peach and
plum trees).
Livestock: 2 pigs and 10 chicks
Economic status in the village: below middle level. Position in wealth ranking: 99th of
113 households. He had a debt.
Important

experiences

1994-2000
Since 2000
Responses and

did temporary off farm activities locally
Took on a debt to build a new house in 2000 and is working temporarily
as migrant labourer in Beijing
strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
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1. H e w a s passive towards revolving funds as h e thought
he could earn better m o n e y working outside the village.
2. H e w a s not confident of receiving funds.
3. H e did not join water construction, as h e w a s not in the
village.
4. H e did not care m u c h about the p r o j e c t

His practical needs for funds
His notion of village leaders
Limited labour availability
His l o w confidence in public
affairs in t h e village

Sang Dengyin
Household

profile

Sang Dengyin:
Sang's wife:
Daughter:
Daughter:

farmer, born in 1961, graduated from middle school
farmer, born in 1963, illiterate, ill for many years
18 years old, works temporarily in Baoding Prefecture
15 years old, in middle school

Land:

3 mu: 1.5 mu irrigated land (maize), 1.5mu rain fed land (peanut sweet
potato, maize)
Livestock: 1 pig, 10 chicks and two goats
Economic status in the village: low level. Position in wealth ranking - 111th of 113
households His legs had been injured and his wife had been ill for years.
Important

experiences

1981-1985

military service

He did some off-farm work such as transporting stones in the neighbouring village
He worked in an iron rnine where he received an injury to his legs during the work.
Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project
1. H e w a s not active towards water tower, as his o w n
hamlet would not benefit from i t

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
His practical needs for irrigation

2. H e w a s dissatisfied at the unfair distribution of t h e
project benefits, such as water construction.

His distrust of village leaders

3. H e w a s not active in revolving funds although h e h a d
received 1000 Yuan. H e thought it too limited.

His dissatisfaction with
distribution of revolving funds

4. H e asked us about the extent of revolving funds. H e
thought the funds h e would receive would b e more.

His distrust of village leaders
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The responses and strategies of case farmers in Nandugang village were generally
negative. Their response was to a large extent influenced by their perceptions and
previous experiences of village leaders' performances and they therefore mistrusted
them. Villagers did not cooperate among themselves and often spoke ill of their leaders.
They were greedy in general and there was more individualism than in other villages.
Unsound leadership is normally related to unfair resource allocation, and was
particularly so in this case, which easily resulted in suspicion and jealousy among the
members of the community and distrust not only between villagers and their leaders but
also among villagers themselves. When some resource was put into the community, to
avoid missing out on benefits caused by the unbalanced way in which they were
allocated by the leaders, villagers had the tendency to grasp what they could of the
limited resource. They therefore appeared greedy. Because of the distrust and suspicion
of others generally in the village, they had lost the basis for cooperation between
community members.
I selected Liu Zhentong to explore how relations with village leaders affected attitudes
and responses towards the intervention.
The gap being enlarged- Liu Zhentong's experience
Household

profile

Liu Zhentong's name was not new to me when I met and interviewed him. The party
secretary and village leader, Liu Zhenkun, had mentioned his name several times when I
had been staying at bis home and had chatted freely with him. In Liu Zhenkun's eyes,
Liu Zhentong was 'hard bone', and difficult to manage. He was the last person Liu
Zhenkun wanted to give revolving funds to.
Liu Zhentong was born in 1955 and had a 16 year old son and 22 year old daughter. His
son was still in middle school and his daughter was studying medicine in Yixian County.
Except on 2 mu of land, they grew crops and had contracted a further five mu from the
village for growing fruit trees. In addition, they had a seedling nursery of one mu where
they grew Chinese date, apricot, peach and poplar seedlings. They raised 50 improved
variety goats whose droppings were used as fertiliser for the fruit trees. They earned
money from selling the cashmere from the goats and lambs in winter. In addition they
had a pig and two rabbits that had just started producing young. Liu Zhentong and his
wife practised a clear division of labour. He was responsible for managing the fruit trees
and nursery, while his wife managed the livestock and household chores.
Distrust of the village

leader

Obviously, Liu Zhentong was one of Liu Zhenkun's opponents in Nandugang village. I
was not really supposed to interview him since Liu Zhenkun had certainly not
recommended him to me. But one day when walking and chatting with a lady farmer in
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the street, we happened to meet him walking towards us. He greeted us first and then
asked me: 'when are you teachers going back to Beijing? May I take your time to chat
with you?' The lady farmer then introduced him. Looking at his serious expression, I
knew he had something to tell me, which was different from what I had heard from
others I had talked to since coming to Nandugang. I therefore followed him to his home.
He was very glad when I agreed to go with him and listen to him. He did not talk to me
immediately, but was busy preparing fruits for me, such as grapes, Chinese date, and
apples.
After starting to drink the tea he had made for me, he asked me questions: 'What are
you going to do in the village this time? How many people do you have here now?' I
answered his questions one by one and then he nodded and said:
'Yes, you come to help us, helping us farmers and trying to make us rich. I
did not know you were coming. I just learned it the day before yesterday. I
really wanted to have some contact with you, but it is not easy for me... You
always stay in the village leader's home... I know the leader must have
mentioned me to you. I'm sure nobody else in this village dares to talk about
the leaders to you. [On hearing this, I recalled the vague attitude of several
interviewees when they talked about the village leaders]. But I will tell you
the truth because we should not abuse your kindness to us. But just imagine
how it will be if the funds to support us do not reach the farmers! Can you
imagine that if the farmers cannot use the funds, then maybe they will not
really welcome you.'
I was really shocked by his words. I immediately realised that there must be problems in
the use of project funds in the village. If such were true, then the village leaders would
assume we were passively consenting to the faults.
Liu Zhentong did not continue talking about the project directly, but said something
about corruption for a while.
'I often watch television. I know something about corruption. Still I believe
there are leaders who are not corrupt. If 80% of Communist Party members
were corrupt, then the Communist Party would not exist...
I know you have supported us with 80,000 Yuan, and that 40,000 Yuan are
for collective use [referring here to the water construction system], and that
40,000 Yuan are revolving funds. These funds are for farmer households.
We have not seen any shadow of the money! I really want to go to "The
Focus Interview' and 'News Survey' directly to expose the truth. I cannot
1

1

These are TV programs that focus on disclosing and criticizing socially negative phenomenon such as
corruption.
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go to the village comrnittee, township or county government. They will
return the documents to me if I send them, especially the township
government will do that, which will be worse...'
2

I knew exactly who he was targeting when he talked about corruption. Liu Zhenkun was
Number One in the village and took overall responsibility for the project. When we
stayed in Liu Zhenkun's house, he also said bad things of Liu Zhentong. Their
resentment of each other had lasted for a long time for historical reasons. They had been
in two different factions in the village during the Cultural Revolution. Therefore I
neither trusted ah of Liu Zhenkun's words, nor all of Liu Zhentong's. But still, I took
their words as reference to make my own judgement of what had happened between
them. Liu Zhentong's words indicated that his suspicions as to why farmers had not
received the revolving funds were because Liu Zhenkun had kept them for his own
purposes. They also suggested his distrust of the county and township governments
because they and the village committee were on the same side and the township
government would certainly protect the village under its admimstration. This distrust of
Liu Zhenkun's impeded his pursuing the project.
Liu Zhentong continued to disclose previous examples of corruption. He mentioned Liu
Zhenkun's name this time. Liu Zhentong's brother is village head, working together
with Liu Zhenkun.
'Liu Zhenkun is my cousin, and Liu Zhentong is my brother. I really don't
want to talk about my brother. I dissuaded him from being village head as he
is just a puppet of Liu Zhenkun. You know, it only costs 5,000 Yuan to
build a water tower. However, they have got so much money, but we still
have problems over drinking water and irrigating the vegetable yard. Once I
even fought with my brother by throwing a small wooden bench at him
because I really think he is just a puppet. [While Liu Zhentong said this, he
showed me the small wooden bench he had used to beat his brother.] ... So
many events have happened in our village. I do hope you can have more
contacts with ordinary farmers. It's not good to just stay at the office or Liu
Zhenkun's house. I have been thinking to make the account of Nandugang
village transparent. I would like to see how much money has arrived in our
village and how much has been used. Our village did not do much, but they
(village leaders) are good at reporting. For instance, the road built in
Nanzhuang hamlet was broadcast on the Yixian County TY Programme. But
villagers there still have difficulties in getting drinking water. They should
not have built the road first...'
Liu Zhentong again gave several examples of Liu Zhenkun's defects and what he did
that he thought corrupt.
2

He here refers to documents disclosing the village leader's corruption.
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'Do you know why I want to talk to you? I just want to know how the funds
were used. You held a vulage meeting the day before yesterday, I learned
that yesterday. But you could not see the problems in the meeting. I really
want to know if the funds have arrived with the village committee?'
I had to tell him the funds had arrived. However, as Liu Zhenkun had explained to me,
he would release the funds after the village committee collected agricultural taxes from
each village household because he did not want farmers to substitute the project funds
to pay their taxes.
'But what they did is contrary to what they said to you. They actually
submitted the project funds as a substitute for the agricultural taxes ahead to
please the township leaders. Then if they meet with difficulties in collecting
the funds from households, they will ask the township leaders to help them.
Furthermore, if they still have difficulties, they will tell the township leader
that it is not theirs but the villagers' fault. They win also take this as an
excuse to keep the project funds and say: See, as you don't hand in
agricultural taxes, I will not release project funds.'
I was shocked again by his words. However, I could not judge clearly if what he sad
was true or just suspicion.
'Sigh... I do not dare to speak the truth out. I am just worried about you.
You are supporting us, but you don't know that your money has been taken
or used by others. The villagers may not really appreciate your work.'
Liu Zhentong then recalled his involvement in the project.
T still remember the first time you came to our village. As I was the
production team head then, I was asked to join the meeting. You asked us
what development activities we wanted to do and how much they would
cost. Many spoke in the meeting, but I did not. Before I met you today, I
only met some of your students. Yes, I remember the movie you showed to
us. You talked about revolving funds before you showed the movie. It is
good that you let us know information about the funds. But as long as the
funds do not reach our hands, we will not trust the project!'
Liu Zhentong's distrust over project funds can be tracked back to the Sino-German
Afforestation Project. He afterwards told us that in that project there were certain funds
for paying labour, i.e. 40 Yuan for each labourer/day. The project was from 1996 to
2000. However, farmers only received labour payment for 1996. Liu Zhentong believed
it was either the township or the vulage committee that had kept the money. The
seedlings provided by the project were sold, therefore there were no trees to plant on the
mountain. When the project management team were arriving to check the project, the
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township government informed the village committee first, and then the village
cornmittee found five men and five women to attend the meeting. Anyway, they
deceived the team. Liu Zhentong recommended one person for us to interview that had
been party secretary then but had been displaced because he was too honest. I suddenly
realised the meeting he mentioned was the one I had held for the mid-term socialimpact studies in 1998. We felt something was a bit strange in the meeting, but we did
not explore it further as we thought that Chinese would not betray Chinese when we
were both facing the same partner - Germany. There is a tendency towards solidarity in
the face of outsiders.
Apparently, his distrust of Liu Zhenkun and the village leaders regarding the project
was because of his knowledge of their previous handling of public resources and the
village leaders' present performance in using project funds. His attitude towards Liu
Zhenkun made him passive towards the project. He missed many important meetings,
which prevented him from acquiring necessary information about the project, which fed
his suspicions of the village leaders and his distrust in them.
The implementing agency's casual

mistake

My experiences in Nandugang were that the villagers I interviewed or met were not as
zealous as people in the other three villages. I could feel from their attitudes that there
were conflicts in the village, to be accurate, conflicts between village cornmittee
members, or say Liu Zhenkun and villagers. I then began to understand that they were
not so eager mainly because we stayed in Liu Zhenkun's house. But I did not expect
that our own behaviour had also led to negative effects. In April of the year 2001, we
sent two undergraduate students to Nandugang to spend two weeks there to do field
work for their thesis. The students inevitably would talk about the project with farmers.
For farmers, the two students represented the Agricultural University, which
represented CLAD though the farmers were not so aware of that. When the students
talked about the project, they were seen as representing CLAD. Farmers were concerned
about the revolving funds and asked our students when the funds would come. Our
students then told them the funds would come soon. However, the revolving funds did
not really reach the farmer households. One channel for farmers to get information was
the market and in June 2001, when Liu Zhentong was at the market, he learned that
Sanggang village had already released the revolving funds to villagers. He told me they
often asked each other questions like: How about the funds in your village? How much
for revolving funds in total? Have the funds been released? etc. He thus came back and
gave other villagers this information.
Liu Zhentong told us that villagers were very disappointed by this news and considered
even that the village committee who had further fooled them had fooled CLAD. Even so
Liu Zhentong emphasised several times during our conversation that CLAD was a good
organisation, which tried to help the poor. But when I asked him why he did not come
to us earlier, so that we might have helped them to persuade the village committee to
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release the funds, he said: 'oh, you are all professors and big leaders. I am afraid you
will feel losing dignity talking to us.' His words again confirmed the fact that our
staying in Liu Zhenkun's house had generated unexpected negative impacts on the
villagers' attitude towards us. Liu Zhentong naturally thought we were on Liu
Zhenkun's side and we would not really listen to his words. Therefore, we had been
passively involved in a dilemma: On the one hand, as researcher or project
implementers, we had to stay at somebody's house when we worked in the village. We
usually preferred to stay at village leaders' houses since they normally had better
conditions and were more comfortable. Furthermore we did not want to go against the
leaders recommendations or intentions too much as we still needed their support either
in the research or in the project. Thirdly, it is neither convenient nor practical to keep
moving between different nouses simply to avoid unequal treatment. Nevertheless,
staying in village leaders' houses had definitely led farmers to keep their distance from
us and in some cases this was especially bad when the village leader was not trusted by
villagers. The result was that villagers distrusted us as well.
Fortunately, talking with him seemed make him happier about us and he was not
completely disappointed in CLAD. He told me he still relied on us. He planned to raise
his goats in the yard instead of taking them out to graze, which took labour. So he
planned to buy a grass cutting machine to make forage by processing the vines of sweet
potato and the stalks of maize. He hoped he could still have some revolving funds to
build a pond to store and ferment forage. He told us his idea came from newspapers and
television. He often read newspapers and watched television and sometimes went to
friends in other villages to consult with them about technologies.
In this case, where conflicts already existed between village leaders and villagers, the
intervention, to some extent, enlarged the gap between them. The intervention again
provided village leaders with the opportunity to allocate resources, unfairly if they so
wished. Resource allocation appears to be the most controversial issue in a community
with problems. The misbehaviour of leaders in this project reinforced the villagers'
experiences and thinking about them. The implementing agency was inevitably
involved in the conflict situation by its presence as the outsider and through its casual
and mostly unwitting actions. The key actor in this case, Liu Zhentong, on the one hand,
showed his capacity to utilise project resources against his opponent in order to realise
his own 'project', and on the other, this negatively influenced his attitudes towards the
project and its implementing agency, and impeded his successful involvement in the
intervention.
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Farmers' responses in Baoshi Village
Village Committee and the village's performance in the project
There are two groups in the Baoshi village committee. These two groups have been in sharp
conflict for years for historical reasons. Zhao Shengli, the party secretary represents one
group, whose average age is young and their thinking is more open and advanced. Liang
Shutian, the village head represents another group, whose are on average older and whose
thinking is relatively conservative.
The project was not carried out smoothly in Baoshi Village for the struggles between the two
groups, Liang's group blocking Zhao's group's work to some extent. Township leaders did
not release the revolving funds to them, as they did not think they would manage them well
because of the conflicts. Nevertheless, the water tower component was done very well with
Zhao Shengli's efforts. A lot of farmers have benefited from this activity.

Summary of farmers' responses/strategies to the project
Xu Baoqiu
Household

Xubaoqiu:
Xu's wife:
Daughter:
Daughter:

profile

farmer, born in 1961, graduated from middle school
farmer, one year younger
in middle school
in primary school.

Land:
4 mu: 2 mu irrigated land and 2 mu rain fed land
Livestock: 2 pigs
Economic status in the village: upper level. Position in the wealth ranking - 17th of 191
households. He runs a vermiculite mining enterprise.
Important

experiences

He worked in Beijing, Tianjin, and Laiyuan as a temporary labour migrant when he was
young. Since 1993 he has run a vermiculite mining enterprise
Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project
1. H e doubted the sound use of m o n e y on water
construction.

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
His previous negative notion of
village leaders
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2. He said he could manage the project better than the
village leaders.
3. He was dissatisfied with the old village leaders.

His distrust of village leaders

Village leaders conflicts affected
his decision
4. He was active and interested in the project for his own His zeal in getting more power
political purposes.
Ms. Lu Hejing
Household

profile

Lu Hejing:
farmer, born in 1961, illiterate
Lu's husband: worked in the county bureau, two years older than Lu; graduated from
high school
Son:
in middle school
Son:
in primary school
Land:
2.8 mu (maize, sweet potato)
Livestock: 2 pigs
Economic status in the village: above middle level. Position in wealth ranking - 48th of
191 households. She worked in a vermicuhte milling enterprise
Important

Experiences

1989-1991: her work in the vermiculite mining enterprise
Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
Her previous knowledge and
practice of agriculture
Her information from relatives
and trust in CIAD

1. She did not want to raise rabbits before the project
because she did not know how to do that
2. She planned to raise them when the project was
introduced as she thought CIAD would support her and
she could learn technologies from training courses.
3. She prepared materials to raise rabbits before the funds Her trust in CIAD, her social
arrived and tried to learn how to raise them from others relations
and from books.
Xu Yunpeng
Household

profile

Xu Yunpeng:

farmer, born in 1932, illiterate
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Xu's wife:
farmer, born in 1939, illiterate
Xu's three sons: work as temporary migrants outside the village
Land:
2 mu
Livestock: 3 pigs
Economic status in the village: middle level. Position in the wealth rank: the 120th of
191 households. His off-farm activities were not so profitable.
Important

experiences

He had previously traded in pigs, and conducted sideline activities in the village.
Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
1. He was interested in revolving funds to buy fodder for His existing production practices,
Pigs.
practical needs
2. He questioned why the funds had not arrived yet
His distrust of village leaders
3. He made negative comments about village leaders, as His disagreement with village
he was not able to use the water as he did not buy the
leaders as he thought the project
pipes.
should support buying the pipes
but not himself
His practical needs and his
4. He was going to use funds for pig production.
relations with veterinarian
5. He did not desire support on technologies, so he did His kinship
not have much comment on library. He could go to his
cousin.
6. He was eager to get revolving funds.
His practical needs
Ms. Sun Xiaojuan
Household

profile

Sun Xiaojuan:
Her father:
Her mother:
Her elder sister:
Her younger sister:

farmer, born in 1980, graduated from middle school
worked as temporary migrant
farmer, ill for many years
works in an enterprise in the village
middle school

Land:
2.5mu
Livestock: 1 pig, 10 chicks
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Economic status in the village: below middle level. Position in wealth ranking - 141st
of 191 households Her mother had been ill for many years.
Important

experiences

She had previously worked as a teacher in the village and had worked temporarily in the
village factory.
Responses and

strategies

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
Her original idea to do something
1. She hesitated about whether to go out for work, the
to make her life better and
project came and she made her mind to work in the
working in her home village was
village.
easier to get others
acknowledgement
2. She did not expect much from the revolving funds as Her knowledge on revolving
she thought she might not repay the money after a year funds and her resource
and did not want to take the risk.
endowment
3. She wanted to raise rabbits if she could get revolving Her knowledge of the existing
resources and observation of
funds.
others' practice
4. She did not want to grow fruit trees and herb, as she Her own knowledge and
techniques
did not know the technologies.
5. She insisted on her idea of raising rabbits although her Social elements
parents did not agree. She thought she could look after
the rabbits even if she should get married one day as she
could marry someone nearby home
Her social relations, others'
6. She consulted several persons about raising rabbits,
encouragement
such as the party secretary, her friend and her uncle.
Her information from social
7. Then she bought rabbits and bought some books to
relations and practical needs
learn how to raise rabbits although the funds had not
arrived.

Responses and major strategies in the project

Xu Jinle
Household

profile

Xu Jinle:
Xu's wife:
Xu's son:

farmer, born in 1941, graduated from middle school
farmer, born in 1948, illiterate, had been ill for a long period
23 years old worked temporarily in Xushui County

Land:
Livestock:

2.4 mu (maize and wheat)
1 pig and more than 10 chicks
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Economic status in the village: low level. Position in wealth ranking - one of the last 15
of 191 households. His wife had been long term sick.
Important

experiences:

Mr. Xu engaged in farming after he graduated from middle school.
1963-2000: was the village 'bare-foot' doctor with very low salary of around 10 Yuan
per month (8 Yuan = 1US dollar).
Responses and

strategies

Responses and major strategies in the project

Major elements influencing
responses and strategies
1. He worked as a compulsory labourer in the water
His previous experiences on
construction as he was asked to do so.
compulsory work
2. He did not care about the project, as he did not think heHis previous experiences with
would get any chance from it He was used to being
village leaders and his distrust of
ignored by the village.
village leaders
Again we see from the cases that farmers in Baoshi Village held various attitudes
towards the project. Some were positive, others were not. The negative responses were
largely due to knowledge of village leaders' previous performance. They did not trust
them. As there were two groups on the village committee, farmers were inevitably
divided into two groups. Some supported Zhao's group and some Liang's. Their
allegiances were to some extent influenced by the conflicts between the two groups in
either supporting or impeding each other's work. Farmers in this village tended to act
individually and not collectively, though they sometimes joined together simply to
impede the other group's work. The main elements affecting farmer's responses and
strategies were: Farmer's previous experiences with village leaders (7); Farmer's social
networks (7); Farmer's existing economic situation and their practical needs (5);
Farmer's existing household development strategies and experiences (4); Farmers' trust
of CLAD (2); Farmer's resource endowment (1) and Farmer's zeal on getting more
power (1).
What kept Xu distanced from the project? - Xu Yunpeng's experience

Xu Yunpeng was born in 1932. He was illiterate. His wife was one year younger than
him and also illiterate. He had three sons working temporarily outside the village. The
farm land area of his household was 4 mu for 5 people. They grew Chinese herbs on the
farm. He had a pig farm on which he kept 18 pigs. He had traded pigs since 1955. He
sold noodles in 1960. Four years later, he came back home and worked on the farm,
sometimes working for short periods outside. Xu Yunpeng's household was 120 of
180 households in Baoshi by wealth ranking and can thus be considered to be of low
economic standing in the village.
th
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Xu Yunpeng's demands on the project

We interviewed Xu Yunpeng at bis home. He quickly told us that he was raising 18 pigs,
and asked if he could get any support from us. He had run the pig farm for around 4
years and lacked funds to buy fodder. He fed bis pigs on potatoes. He could not afford
maize as it was 1 Yuan per kg. He would like to raise goats, but again, he could not
afford to.
Xu Yunpeng joined the meetings CLAD organized. It was Ms. Chen Lanting, the
Director of Women Affairs who told him to go to the meeting where he learned that
there were revolving funds for farmers that they could use but had to repay the
following year.. He did not learn how much he could get from the funds or how they
would be released at the meeting. After the meeting, he went to Baoding, a district of
Hebei Province to work temporarily, looking after the vegetable business of his son.
After he came back to the village, he wondered why the funds had not yet come. He
came to the conclusion that the village committee must have used the funds; farmers
would never get them. In fact, the funds were in the township leader's hand as he
thought they should not be released until the village committee members' conflicts were
mitigated. I asked Xu Yupeng how he could know that village committee had used the
funds. He answered: 'It must be so. Otherwise why can't we get the funds?' He had
little information about the funds, but he had suspected or concluded such. The main
reason for his suspicions resulted from his previous knowledge and experience of
village committee members and his distrust of them.
Xu Yunpeng did not use the water from the tower. In Baoshi, households themselves
had to buy the pipes drawing water from the main pipe to the household. Xu Yunpeng
did not construct the branch pipes. I asked him why said the project ought to cover
everything, even including the branch pipes. He did not think he had to do anything. He
thought village members must have misused the funds from the project. He had had
similar ideas of the funds for poverty alleviation one year previously. He applied for
2,000 Yuan and was given 1,000 Yuan, an amount that was average in ah the villages,
so he obviously held some prejudice against the village committee members.
Xu Yunpeng was only interested in bis pigs. He asked me to have a look at his pig farm.
I went with him. His pig sheds had five rooms, three of them were in use. There were 12
piglets there and 6 adult pigs. Some potatoes were stored in a corner, a small weU was
not far away, from which water was got for the pigs. Xu Yunpeng was not showing off
his pig farm, on the contrary, he asked me to see how difficult his farm was. He asked
again if he could get revolving funds as soon as possible. He suggested we should give
it directly to the farmers or they would never really get it.
Xu Yunpeng was not so interested in training. For him, the technician in the village
could help a lot. He was illiterate, so he was not active either in establishing a library.
He told us that he could either go to the technician or his cousin, who often helped him
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with the livestock. In rural China, informal social relationships and organisation plays
an important role in information flow and cooperation. However, intervention measures
are usually focused on formal social organisations, which misses some important
domains in farmers' multiple realities.
Xu Yunpeng was demanding of the project compared to other villagers. This might on
the one hand have been his personality but it was also caused by his distrust of village
leaders. From other villagers I learned that Xu Yunpeng had close relations with Liang
Shutian, the party secretary, Zhao Shengli's opponent. As the project was mainly
operated under Zhao Shengli's management, influenced by Liang Shutian, Xu Yunpeng
was easily led to disagree with Zhao Shengli and therefore was demanding in the
project and interpreted phenomenon related to the project in a negative way.
Reinforced

distrust

The above interview took place in the summer of 2001. For the purpose of checking the
project, I visited the village again the following spring. I met Xu Yunpeng by chance
when I was in the village. Although only one year had past, many things had changed
since I had last met him. His pig farm was reduced to just three pigs, since his son had
built a new house and had borrowed the money for it from him. He also had debts in
hand that year.
His attitude was different from the last time we met. He had previously been talkative
about the project although he had some doubts over it. But now he preferred to keep
silent when I asked him about the project's progress. When I mentioned the words
'revolving funds' he shook his head for a while and said with hidden meanings that he
knew nothing about revolving funds and suggested that I had better not ask further
about them. Obviously, Xu Yunpeng did not want to say anything about this as he had
lost confidence in the project, especially about the revolving funds component.
'Revolving funds' had been a hot topic in the village the same time the previous year.
However, one year later the villagers had not seen one penny of the money, for the
township leaders had kept it due to the conflicts among the village committee members.
Apparently, Xu Yunpeng had removed himself from showing any interest in the project.
His distrust of the project and village committee was reinforced by the delay of the
project funds and passively, the project reproduced the existing discontinuities in the
community.
Differential responses and their determining

elements

The case studies sketch out a fuller picture of farmer responses and strategies to the
same intervention. In general the responses were either enthusiastic or active or they
were passive or even negative. Whatever the response, there still existed differences at
the level of project operation, such as different attitudes towards the various project
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components, different strategies for using its resources, differences in division of labour
and cooperation, and in ordering social relations, etc. In general, farmers who had closer
relationships with village leaders found it easier to become involved in the project. Also
farmers who had a wider social networks had more opportunities and possibilities to
cooperate with others in the project. The farmers different practical needs, existing
farming practices and resource endowments led to their pursuing different components
of the project. In other words, compatible livelihoods gave rise to the need for access to
the types of resources made available by the project.
These various elements that contributed to the different responses and strategies can be
classified into the following four categories.
1. Socio-economic elements directly associated with the household: practical needs;
social networks; knowledge and practice (experiences); household resource endowment;
labour availabihty; economic situation (income level); knowledge and understanding of
social norms in rural areas; position in the village; educational level; position in the
project; tmstworthiness in others' eyes; and zeal for power.
2. Socio-economic elements associated with village leaders: existing knowledge and
previous experiences with village leaders/village leaders' performance
3. Socio-economic elements associated with intervention agency: Intervention agency's
tmstworminess and agency's approach
4. Socio-economic elements associated with the intervention: Intervention resource and
scale of intervention.
Apparently, elements directly related to the farmer households classified in the first
category above played an important role in forming responses/strategies. While the
trastworthiness and the approach of the intervention per se, and the intervention
resources, scale of intervention, and mtervening agency did not play much of a notable
role in forming their responses, attitudes and strategies during the project. In other
words, the relations with village or township leaders rather than with intervention
agency personnel shaped the processes and outcomes of the project, leading to the
conclusion that meaning it is the internal not the external elements that are determinant.
Ln general, one can conclude that differences in these elements were associated with the
clifferences of actions and strategies. Relations with village leaders determined the level
of a farmer's participation in the project, and their attitude towards the project and
implementing agency. The size of social networks determines the extent to which
farmers cooperate with others. Fanner's existing farming practice, knowledge about
farming and other domains, resource endowment and household economic situation are
gready associated with which project component they pursue. The farmer's previous
experiences contribute widely to the farmer's actions and strategies.
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For each farmer household, no one single element affects strategy. Instead, it is the
multiple elements working together that give rise to particular farmer actions and
strategies. Importantly, farmer's strategies are not formed only when a project is
introduced into the community, but is a part of their thinking and decision making over
livelihoods given existing resources, both before, during and after the project. This
formation is an on-going socio-political process that a project steps into when
intervention takes place. Hence the long-term social process is one of continuity and a
short term project can introduce into this process a degree of discontinuity intil that
itself becomes part of the process of social continuity.
Reviewing the cases, one learns that relationships with village leaders functioned in two
ways: On the one hand, existing relationships determine the level of farmer participation
and on the other, the project helps farmers to develop new relationships. These newly
built relationship then become the conscious and also not so conscious outcomes of
activities and action (even if deemed strategic). Often certain sets of circumstances
(some even accidental) build up to generate certain results - which are then sometimes
rationalised by the person concerned as a clear cut decision that they have made. This
rejects the idea of simple rational choice decision making. Or it may be a case of what
Anthony Giddens calls 'practical' rather than 'discursive' consciousness (Giddens,
1984). Therefore here I am not implying that all actions farmers (like Jia Hezhen from
Sanggang) have taken were necessarily so rationally or strategically made only in the
light of possible benefits, although some of them did get benefits later, but they fitted in
with the continuity of lives or were taken on, and internalised until they became a part
of continuity.
In all the foregoing cases, trust and reciprocity play an important role in farmers'
development of their strategies. Trust here can be reflected in farmers' appreciation of
or belief in a leaders' ability, effectiveness and equity in terms of resource allocation, or
can be defined as normative consensus on reputation; Or it can be seen as one's
commitment to a certain person or group of people. Distrust also results for diverse
reasons. In Yuangang case, Liu Yuhe's disappointment and further distrust of the
intervention agency was caused by his misinterpretation of the meetings he attended. Ln
this case, participatory intervention is a way of giving people the opportunity to learn
outsiders' norms and values, in particular with respect to participatory practice.
However, that fact that we, the implementing agency, had met difficulties in doing so,
underlies the more general problem that development intervention necessarily involves
cultural discontinuities where cultural brokers can play a role in translating the
meanings and norms. In Nandugang and Baoshi's cases, distrust of the leadership
constituted the basis of the actions and strategies farmers undertook. Their distrust kept
them away from the would-be benefit of the intervention.

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The central aim of this study has been to make an in-depth analysis of how actors'
responses or strategies are socially developed and realised in the context of participatory
intervention. The arenas of action involved a variety of social actors: researchers-cumpractitioners of the implementing agency, local township and village officials and a
diverse number of farmer households living in the four main villages of Yixian County,
Hebei Province. The research used a combination of methods: participatory groupfocused working sessions, in-depth interviewing with key actors as well as with a broad
sample of individual farmer households, and detailed ethnographic observations and
case studies. As researcher, I have attempted, throughout the processes of collecting,
organising and analysing the data, to adopt a self-reflexive, critical stance. The fact that,
at significant stages in the implementation of the participatory project, I was forced to
play a central role in pressing home certain decision-making practices and in
negotiating with the other actors many contentious issues made self-reflectivity
inevitable. Hence, I expect to be accused of bias and transgressing that muddy middle
ground where politics, pragmatism and so-called 'dispassionate' research come together.
On the other hand, having on a daily basis to deal with the dilemmas of contradictory
role positions and conflicting loyalties sharps one's understanding of the dynamics of
development intervention in a way that more distanced research cannot achieve.
The study explores issues relating to four main aspects - strategies, the elements that
contribute to these, negotiated development processes, and the concept and practice of
'participation'. The discussion that follows considers each in turn.
Fanners always have strategies
As discussed in Chapter two, studies using the notions of 'survival' and 'coping'
strategies tend to suggest that household changes are principally oriented to 'group
survival' or 'coping' with external forces. This type of research tends to give too little
attention to the fact that strategies generally hegin' or are motivated in the course of a
household's ongoing daily life and production experiences, and are therefore less
directly affected by large scale external conditions such as national or global markets,
changes in government policy, or impending degradation of natural resources. Indeed, it
appears that many of the farmer households in this study were relatively unconcerned
about wider events that sometimes they knew and cared little about. Moreover, my
research brings out the considerable extent to which those farmers, who eventually
became involved in the participatory project, had individuahy planned and strategised in
order to make a living and deal with their household necessities before the project
arrived, continued to do so both during and after the planned intervention took place.
The presence of the new development project seemed therefore hardly to touch the
everyday lives of many of the inhabitants.
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Farmer household strategies are mainly generated on the basis of existing resource
endowments, previous and current knowledge and skills, and the sets of relationships
that have evolved between various crucial actors. These relationships, for the farmers in
the villages of this study, include, of course, the multiple ways in which farmers and the
members of their households interrelate with relatives, friends, village leaders, township
leaders, and those ties and experiences built during their outside work experiences. For
some farmers, their networks will now extend to include contacts with the staff of the
implementing agency, though only a few (mostly village leaders and officials) will have
established close working relations that bring direct benefits to their livelihoods. The
crucial point, then, is that individual or household livelihood strategies form part of the
continuous flow of social and economic relationships, commitments and activities, of
which the project becomes only a small part. At most, the project facilitates or helps the
actors to realise their existing strategies, which in turn may influence or have
consequences for future options. As the various case studies demonstrate, the resources
provided by this particular intervention project are used by the actors, alongside the
other resources they are able to command, to pursue various ends and plans. This
highlights the capacity of actors to process the resources within and beyond the domain
of the project in order to realise their own 'projects', as well as to bring benefits to their
communities. The actors of the implementing agency played a dual role in this instance,
pursuing their own research interests as well as those of the implementing agency. For
local officials, their 'own' projects were composed of a mixture of (individual and/or
group) hvelihood concerns, effective working performances, and struggles over issues
of authority and power. For the farmers, the project was used, wherever possible, to
increase household incomes, access information and funds, and sometimes even to
strengthen relations with other households, village leaders or other key persons.
As Long (2001: 32) has indicated: 'intervention never is a project with sharp boundaries
in time and space' (see also Long and van der Ploeg 1989). Similar to the ways in which
farmer actions interlock across different domains (e.g. production, consumption, village
settlement and government, family and kinship groupings, marketing systems, and so
forth) so did the participatory project. The project constituted only a part of a chain or
flow of events located within the broader framework of the activities of the National
Poverty Alleviation plan and, more generally, international development aid. In addition,
it became a part of the actions of different interest groups operative in the society.
Moreover, the project was linked to previous interventions such as Sino-German
Afforestation Project and other national poverty reduction programs.
The various local actors identified in the research process their own experiences of such
projects. 'They construct their own memory of these experiences, as well as taking into
account the experiences of other groups within their socio-spatial networks' (Long 2001:
32). As the field data indicate, the farmers, government officials and researcherspractitioners too, used knowledge gained from their own responses, strategies and
experiences of the new project (plus what they recalled from previous similar or
different project experiences). But they also learned much from events outside the
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project, from their relatives, from their social networks and so forth. Thus, there is often
no clear picture or discrete time/space concept operated by the actors involved in
intervention projects since the boundaries and contexts remain ill defined. This blurring
of course often serves a useful function, namely allows for strategic and organisational
flexibility in the pursuit of specific objectives.
Types of strategies
The responses and strategies developed by the actors involved with the project operated
on an individual, household and/or collective basis, and were linked to their day-to-day
production and livelihood needs, as well as to more general socio-economic and
political interests. These strategies can be further classified into the following types:
Economic

strategies

Economic strategies here refer to farmer's ongoing and longer-term production plans,
processing and marketing in agriculture and non-agricultural activities aimed at
improving the farm household economic situation, especially level of income. These
strategies are manifested in various activities: arable farrning, raising rabbits and goats,
growing fruit trees, and/or working in factories, at construction sites and engaging in
other activities outside the village. Farmers' economic strategies are largely shaped by
elements such as their knowledge, skills and experience of production and technologies,
by information gained from social networks, by the availability of labour, land and
water resources, and other household resource endowments. When a development
project comes their way, farmers will attempt to appropriate any potential resources
available and incorporate them into their existing strategies and plans. They may also
adjust these in accordance with the resources 'on offer'. But they seldom devise their
plans and strategies based exclusively or heavily on the goals and resources of the
intervening institution. Instead they prefer a more selective approach so that existing
livelihood strategies can be 'topped up' by new elements. Underlying this cautiousness
is the knowledge that projects simply 'come and go'.
Social and political

strategies

Social strategies are plans or actions designed to consolidate social networks or to build
new social ties and to find new knots in networks, or they may be designed to attack or
block those with whom one has poor relations or sees as antagonistic to one's own
livelihood efforts. These strategies take the form of farmers expressing attitudes or
initiating actions towards the creation of closer relations with friends, relatives and
neighbours, and importantly, with leaders and outsiders. Or they can be attitudes and
actions oriented to taking revenge on opponents. These strategies and attitudes are often
present before any specific planned intervention takes place, are apphed to intervention
resources during the project period, and are likely to continue well into the future, after
the formal end of the project. Political strategies designate actions taken in the hope of
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gaining increased leverage or power within a particular domain of authority or field of
resources. Some farmers regard interventions as important opportunities for building
their reputations within the commumty or township. They do this by attempting to
establish good relationships with existing leaders or outsiders that are potentially a
source for increasing one's social capital and influence. Township and village leaders
viewed the intervention project as part of their strategic repertoire for realising their
pohtical ambitions, for accumulating good career performances and as a basis for being
promoted. These two types of strategy are very much associated with people's positions
in the community or vis-a-vis the project, and are dependent on their previous
knowledge and experiences in interaction with others, especially their immediate
leaders and existing social networks.
Coping

strategies

The concept of 'coping strategies' was originally used to show how farm families
responded and adjusted to disturbances and critical events, for example to social,
economic or political disturbances, or to certain vulnerabihties due to the lack of
material, financial or other resources, or to real or impending disasters such as drought,
war, illness and so on. Here I use the term simply to refer to the strategies that various
actors use to respond and adjust to an intervention during its implementation process. In
this sense they are strategies for coping with, gaining access to and using the project.
Multiple elements - practical needs, social networks, previous knowledge and
experiences - and most of the factors summarised in the Chapter seven contribute to the
formation of coping strategies.
Coping strategies are not formed or realised in isolation. They sometimes work
accumulatively and in different combinations. For instance, while farmers' strategies
are more to do with hvelihoods and are social and economic, those relating to township
and village leaders will have a more pronounced political element. All strategies are
developed, of course, to advance the actors' practical and strategic needs.
Which elements determine responses, attitudes and strategies most?
Before beginning the research I adhered to traditional thinking on intervention that
overemphasises the effects of intervention on local people. I believed that although
intervention is a socially negotiated process, elements relating to the intervention
project itself must surely play an important role in forming farmer responses, attitudes
and strategies to the project. However, case studies have shown this not to be the case.
There are many elements associated with farm household decisions and strategies than
those related to 'outside' or 'intervening' actors. One can Hst some twelve elements that
pertain to household decision-making. These include: farmers' practical needs, their
social networks, knowledge and practice, their household resource endowment, labour
availabihty, overall economic situation, local knowledge of social norms, position in the
village, educational level, position in the project, their credibihty and zeal for power. Ln
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addition, present and previous knowledge and experiences of village leaders' behaviour
and performance will influence farmers' attitudes, responses and strategies. To put it
differently, neither the intervention per se, nor its resources and scale, nor the
intervening agency's credibility and approach played much of a role in forming farmer
attitudes and strategies to the project. One may conclude, therefore, that it is more the
internal elements relating directly to the complex set of circumstances that make up the
ongoing everyday livelihood struggles of farmers, and not so much the external
elements linked to development policy intervention, that determine their responses,
attitudes and strategies.
Previous experiences and knowledge of village leaders and their

performance

As I argued in Chapter 7, before I went to the village, I had hypothesised that economic
status in the village would stratify farmer household strategies, that is, economic
elements would explain most how farmers responded. However, it became clear during
the research that social factors played a more important role. In particular, village
leaders' performance in governing was one of the most critical elements. Case studies
of the four project villages revealed that for the relatively 'good' villages, Sanggang and
Yuangang villages, with an effective village leadership, villagers' attitudes towards the
project were generally active and positive. Villagers who trusted their leaders,
particularly over the fair allocation of resources, did not complain about them and
basically followed their instructions. Farmers in these two villages showed more
inclination to cooperate with the project as in other aspects of social-economic life.
Their practical needs, social networks, knowledge, experience and the household
resource endowments were more important in these villages in influencing their
responses, attitudes and strategies than their knowledge and experience of their leader's
performance.
However, in the two relatively 'bad' villages, Nandugang and Baoshi villages, whose
leadership was disunited and conflictive, attitudes and responses were generally passive
and negative. They tended to be suspicious of village leaders and also others. They
preferred to take individual rather than collective action at project operational level.
They showed more inclination towards individualism than the other two villages. They
did not cooperate with each other; some attempted to destroy or damage village leaders'
reputations in the face of the outsiders. Their attitudes and responses lay to a large
extent in their distrust of their leaders to allocate limited resources fairly. Thus their
responses, attitudes and strategies were linked more to their previous knowledge and
experiences within the village arena than to any practical needs or economic factors. In
other words, good leadership had built a cooperative atmosphere among community
members in two villages and had led to individualism in the other two, which illustrates
Foster's (1967:133) argument that 'cooperation requires leadership'.
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Farmer's practical

needs

The cases show that practical needs are one of the most important elements influencing
farmer responses and strategies. These are mostly to do with existing production
practices and daily life. They need funds for agricultural inputs such as irrigation and
crop technologies, or for their labour needs or home consumption. Normally, the
immediate objective of a development project is to meet these practical needs in the
short term and to help solve the problems of the poor farmers. However, practical needs
did not play the same role in the four villages, but varied with the level of the various
elements mentioned above. In other words, farmer's practical needs played a lesser role
in the villages with poor leadership. From the cases of Nandugang and Baoshi villages,
one finds that some farmers are not active at all towards the project despite their many
practical concerns. In other words, farmers would rather give up the opportunity to
receive project resources than face up to leaders with whom they had poor relations.
Farmer's social

networks

Social networks - friends, neighbours and relatives within and outside the villages - are
another important element influencing farmer responses and strategies. Their networks
provide farmers with information, technology, labour and opportunities to receive
project resources. Many of their farming practices were generated through their social
networks. Close relations with village leaders give farmers immediate information about
the project; their social networks help farmers to form actions at project operational
level. They can be enlightened by a member of the network to take up certain activities,
or to organise with certain people within the network. Some such help may appears onesided at that moment, some is of mutual benefit. For instance, Liu Yuhe's decision to
employ villagers who were close to him to carry out the construction contract was
designed to avoid management problems, but it also offered opportunities for bis friends
to earn money and hence it strengthened his relations with them, which might one day
be reciprocated.
Farmers' knowledge and

experience

Knowledge and experiences are critical to farmers in forming their strategies. This is
particularly the case with reference to skills and technology in production activities both
in respect to arming and non-farming activities. Farmers with better knowledge and
experience of such activities were more engaged in the project than farmers with less.
The more knowledgeable and experienced farmers had clearer and longer term plans
than those with less knowledge and experience.
Other

elements

Other elements, including household resource endowment, CIAD's credibihty,
economic situation, labour availabihty, knowledge of social norms, educational level,
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position in the village, the intervention resources, CIAD's PRA approach, the scale of
intervention, position in the project, trustworthiness, credibility and zeal for power, all
functioned differently in determining responses, attitudes and strategies. Household
resource endowment mainly decided what development activities were taken on in the
project. CIAD's credibihty influenced farmers' attitudes. The farmer's economic
situation influenced his request for revolving funds in that the poorer farmers were the
ones who tended to ask for the funds while the better-off farmers had less interest.
Labour availability made farmer's think about whether they should participate or not in
particular project activities. Knowledge of what are not always overt but tacit local
social norms influenced farmer's responses and to active or passive or to use acceptable
tricks to make things happen or get things done. Farmers' educational levels affected
response to the project library component, with some believing it important and others
not. Position in the village and/or in the project led to differences in commitment - the
higher the position in the village or project, the higher the cornmitment, especially to
collective work. Without doubt the contents of intervention, or intervention resources
themselves, are factors that affecting farmers' decisions. A farmer's credibihty gives
him different opportunities for joining the project and being ambitious or having a zeal
for power gives added motivation to participate in certain activities and complete them
successfully. This could be seen as a qualification to achieve a position of power in the
future.
In summary, the empirical data pinpoint the enduring elements that constitute the
ongoing trajectories of people's lives. These are elements that livelihood patterns, the
evolution of social relations, aspirations and investments geared to some already
conceived of future, and the existence of interlocking or distanciated actor projects and
practices. These patterns and components generate organising processes and social
commitments that can constitute the counter-development tendencies which challenge
the nature and performance of projects. The agency associated with such counter-work
and counter-development provides the grist of change, resistance, appropriation and
sometimes dismembering of externally-planned projects, even participatory ones (Arce
and Long 2000).
Negotiated development processes
Pre-designed

linear

process

Like all others, the implementing agency in this project took the simple idea of first
diagnosing the problems and obstacles to commumty development, such as water
shortage in the project area, lack of capital to initiate development activities, lack of
technologies over crop production and livestock raising, etc. The implementing agency
then identified the 'target' population, i.e. the poor farmer households with development
potential. It then put forward the means, consisting not only of measures to remove the
obstacles but also the approach to solve the problems identified, that is, a participatory
approach. These means included resources for water use and conservation, revolving
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funds for household income generation, a training program for local leaders and farmers,
funds for a library building and books, and training in participatory project management.
At all stages, a participatory approach was taken, meaning that local people were
consulted and local farmers made decisions on what they would and would not do. A
nicely formed proposal or feasibility report was then submitted to the international aid
agency and was approved for its beautiful approach, beautiful plan and beautiful visions.
Then project funds were transferred to the township and then on to the villages,
supposedly to be used for the purposes agreed upon. Staff members of the implementing
agency thus came to the project area, explained the approach to local people, and tried
first to get local officials to accept the approach. Then the implementing agency
introduced the project cycle to everyone, to local officials and farmers. They helped
farmers make a project plan, do documentation and manage the project in a more
participatory way. They also tried to encourage local farmers organise themselves
through their own organisations. All such efforts consisting of material and
organisational inputs come as a package, or like a cargo of goods, and involve a kind of
'trade in images', which seeks to promote certain standards of what development is and
should entail. By doing all this the implementing and funding agencies, expected more
wells, check dams and water storage facilities to emerge in the four project villages.
They expected more livestock to be raised and sold, higher yields of crops to be reached
and consequently farmer incomes to increase and hves to improve. Farmers would
receive training, township and village leaders a study tour to learn advanced
technologies outside the area or from outsiders; four small libraries were going to be
built and hundreds of villagers would borrow books and magazines from which they
would learn more about technology and information on marketing and other useful
things. In addition to all this, farmers would organise and manage the various project
activities themselves.
A reshaping

process

However, were the project and its consequences in accordance with everybody's
expectations? The fact is, farmers, and village and township leaders unpacked the
'package' introduced by the implementing agencies during the process of the
intervention itself. In a similar way, from the beginning, the implementing agency itself
adjusted the way the package was packed. For various reasons, it did not fully apply the
participatory approach, or more accurately it was not able to apply a participatory
approach during the whole process of the project. Given their dual roles in the project,
development practitioners and researchers, like all the actors involved, lived hves that
were a complex mixture of consciously planned actions (strategy at the most
simple 'game theory' level) and less conscious and sometimes completely unconscious
feelings, interests etc. Also social practice is ongoing, it emerges, it evolves, and is
transformed in the process of the doing. Thus actions, feelings and thoughts are
intricately interwoven into everyday life and expectations.
Township and village leaders diluted the level of participation yet further when they
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applied it in their communities. And the package itself was unpacked and processed
differently by the various actors involved in the project according to their own
respective knowledge, experiences, interests and other socio-economic circumstances.
The result was that all the project activities were implemented, but more or less
differently from the way envisaged in the original plan. The funds were basically used
for the project, but more or less in order to deal with problems that the original program
had not addressed or foreseen. For instance, the township leaders combined the funds
for the purposes of training and the study tour into a mixed study and site-seeing tour
and for building relations with outsiders, while village leaders utilised the credit that
was for household development activities as a tool to persuade farmers to hand over
their agricultural taxes. Farmers diverted credit earmarked for specific purposes into
alternative investment channels. Moreover, village leaders utihsed project resources in
their own power struggles. Ah the social actors accorded the project different meanings
and interpretations and used its and other resources combined for their respective
purposes to the full. Likewise, the implementing agency personnel developed
interpretative strategies for carrying out the tasks according to their own individual
interests and cultural understandings. Their repertoires basically reflect the images and
priorities of the development promoted by the institutions for which they work. During
the whole process of the project, implementing agency, local township leaders, local
village leaders and farmers projected their own attitudes towards each other and towards
the project. They responded to the project and formed their strategies in congruence
with previous knowledge, experience and relations with others. These responses,
attitudes and strategies were the means to process the project, and they became, in a
way, part of the project Moreover, they are socially developed through ongoing
interactions between the sets of actors involved. They are dynamic, interlocking and
certainly not static processes.
The empirical data presented in this thesis show how the project unfolded through the
intersection and negotiation of project discourses and preferred practices. The
interveners applied strategic discourse and practice in convincing the local villagers and
leaders to engage with the project through 'participation' and through other concerns
that were defined by the project It data also underlines how the project was remoulded
by leaders and villagers in accordance with their own interests and commitments
(cultural and political) which we may view as the counter-activities of the receivers.
Thus the dynamics of the intervention was not one sided, but double or many sided.
What has the intervention been processed

into?

The intervention was processed as a means to achieve various purposes: To increase
farmers' income as the project planned; as a tool to reinforce particular groups' power
and position in the area; as a measure to build relations with others, as in the case of the
farmer who contracted part of the project and asked his friends to work with him, giving
them the opportunity to earn money. Individuals of the implementing agencies also
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regarded the intervention as a carrier to conduct research. It was not only the
implementing agency that tried to transfer inputs into the project. Local people also
transferred their own various resources and took what was useful for them. As different
chefs will cook a variety of meals from the same raw ingredients and will add different
ingredients, use different cooking times and different fires according to their respective
taste, so farmers do the same. Like farmers, chefs talk to each other, learn from each
other, and will negotiate and even fight to obtain the best basic materials. They adjust or
change their way of cooking in the process and one might also say that in similar
fashion outcomes are not always in accordance with their expectations.
In other words, it is the actors involved in the intervention process that together reshape
the participatory intervention, from the means, to the contents, and to the consequences.
Among the actors, local people play a more important role in this reshaping process in
terms of resource allocation and management of the intervention and in terms of the
approach promoted.
Local people make discontinuities

become

continuities

As Long and van der Ploeg suggest 'if development is supposed to come about through
intervention and the restmcturing of existing social forms, then development implies
discontinuity, not continuity, with the past.' In practice, projects entail a 'trade in
images', a process of 'labelling' which functions to impose certain interpretative
schemata concerning the diagnosis and solution of 'development problems' (Long and
van der Ploeg 1989: 231) Local bodies of knowledge, organisational forms and
resources are supposed to evolve towards better and more valid ways. However, local
people are not passive in receiving change, they have agency and use it to adjust or
transform introduced change. They do this directly or indirectly. Often they accept
changes when they feel they need them, but resist them when they find them
unacceptable, although in both cases one would have to distinguish between expressing
concerns verbally and/or in action. Such processes of accommodation and resistance are
necessarily complex and require careful research. The present study has explored some
of the complexities involved and has identified critical points at which change is
negotiated and agreed upon by the different parties. Throughout the story, we have
come to appreciate the learning capacities of local people as they have processed
available knowledge, experience and social relations, in their efforts to define specific
goals and appropriate means to achieve them. While not always successful they have
demonstrated a capacity to transform the kinds of discontinuities associated with
projects of external intervention into productive continuities that nurture existing
patterns of organisation and livelihood priorities within their localities or communities.
Meeting at the middle

ground

Chapter three presented a static picture of the actions of the main actors involved - the
implementing agency, township leaders, village leaders and farmers in the project It is
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static in appearance but dynamic in nature as the following chapters elaborated. The
critical actions took place at a series of interfaces involving interactions between
personnel of the implementing agency and various local actors. In analysing these
interfaces we not only revealed discrepancies in values, interests, knowledge and power
but also the points at which the actors involved were able to reach agreements and
establish common interests or compromises. At the same time, these accommodations
became the basis for a process of negotiations concerning further agreements and future
action. These actions are therefore dynamic, lasting not only for the duration of the
intervention process, but also indeed carried forward as part of ongoing lifetime
experiences before, during and after interventions.
Participatory development
Participatory development, unlike 'top-down' planned intervention, presumes to be a
'bottom-up' process. It requires local actors be involved in all the stages of the
intervention. Decentralisation and transparency are two important means and more
importantly are at the same time the main ends of participation. However, the
intervention explored in this research gives a different picture of the consequences of
participation. In this empirical case, intervention is a participatory process in principle,
but 'negotiated' in reality during the 'internalising' and 'unpacking' process by the
main actors involved in the intervention. Various groups and the ongoing, socially
constructed and negotiated process impedes the realisation of participation at a high
level. The implementing agency reduced its level of participation by limiting
preparation work and time spent in the field; Township and village leaders did not take
full account of the approach for fear of losing their control and power in the area.
Farmers did not always accept the approach so as to avoid conflicts of interest among
villagers in the community. In some cases they chose maintaining social relationships
over pursuing economic benefit: Farmers tended to transfer the risk of harming social
relations to the village committee and thus sacrifice household economic benefits. Local
leaders would have chosen to give up certain intervention resources for the sake of
mamtaining harmonious relations with their followers in the conflict situation over
water resources. They even wanted to revert to the usual practice of centralised control
after they failed to manage the conflicts of interest generated by adopting a participatory
approach. In other words, 'participation', or imposing the philosophy of participation in
such circumstances reinforces tendencies of 'centralisation' rather than
'decentrahsation'.
Therefore I argue in this thesis that what goes for 'participation' actually reinforces
existing socio-political power fields. This conclusion particularly apphes in the context
of rural China - socially, culturally, and politically. The longstanding Chinese system of
centrahsed government means that the power of authority for resource allocation,
including financial, physical and informational resources is mainly still in the hands of
Party and State. As I discussed above, people who are in a position to allocate major
resources are understandably reluctant to give up their control over these. The language
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of decentralisation is destined to be seen as countering centralised decision-making over
resource allocation. Seen against this one has to bear in mind that the philosophy and
practice of participation as a transparent, open and negotiated process has to date mainly
only been introduced in the form of 'short-term' intervention type activities in contrast
to people's and local leadership's 'long-term' Hvelihood concerns. Participatory
projects have a foreseeable end, and people who lose their power during the
intervention process have a tendency to make much more effort than before to regain it
after the intervention ends or even before it ends, as their position still gives them that
right. Therefore another aspect of adopting participatory philosophy and practice in its
present form is that it remains piecemeal and therefore it does not dovetail well with
formal institution building, which needs long term commitments and the full backing of
a state program. It is normal that organisations and rules or regulations built up during
short term interventions are diluted or finally disappear naturally or revert to previous
forms once the intervention ends.
China has been called 'a country of etiquette', where trust, reputation, reciprocity and
other social norms play a more important role than other elements in decision-making
Socially and culturally, Chinese people endow harmonious inter-personal relationships
with the most important social capital, which functions to realise social, economic, even
political purposes. Participation, theoretically and methodologically, requires the
articulation of beneficiaries needs and priorities, which to some extent creates conflicts
among actors and therefore resistance in many cases. However, one should not therefore
conclude that this kind of 'counter-development' will last all through the development
process, but at least in certain stages of its development. This empirical study therefore
has made an important contribution to the understanding of the 'non-linear' nature of
processes of development, particularly in the Chinese context, where participatory
intervention is endowed with special social meanings and is processed and utilised in
many different ways by those who engage with it.
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Households by wealthrankingof Sanggang Village
Household
name
Xu De'an
XuZaoquan
Xue Zhiqing

Rank
Category

Overall

1
1
1

1
2
3

Xu Junquan

1

4

Xu Yunzhi

1

5

Xue Lechun
Xu Guifang
Zhao Shuting

1
1

Xu Zhiqiang
Zhao Guomin
Xu Quanli
Zhao Qingguo
XuShunli
Sang Denglai

1
1
1
1
1

Xu Guiquan

1

Xu Runqin
Xu Yongwen
Xu Chunsheng
Xu Changquan

1
1
1
1

17
18
19
20

XuChenzhi
Xu Zhigang
Liang Jinting
Xu Guochun
Liu Jinghua
Xu Zhengguo
Zhao Yongxue
Xu Yongli
Xu Runquan
Zhao Wenqi
Xu Hongchun
Xu Shisheng
Zhao Quoding
Xu Shimin
Zhao Jingli
Wang Jingtian
Sang Wenle

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1

1

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

m

15

Comments
Enterprise boss
Calcite mine enterprise owner
Doing business in the township, one child in primary school,
one in high school
Work outside, a retail shop, good income, one child in junior
high school
Fixed income, her husband has pension, retired school
headmaster
Work outside
Members work outside
Driver in Beijing with good income, one child in primary
school, one in high school
Retail shop
Work outside, two children in high school
Two work outside, one child in school
Good agricultural income, few expenses
Business in Baoding, one child in primary school
Fixed monthly allowance for being injured in war, his wife also
has business, few expenses
Income from work outside, two children in school
Income trom goat raising, one child in junior high school
Few family burdens
Work outside, few expenses
Work outside, one child in primary school, one in high school
Village party secretary with fixed income, has debt from
building his house, few expenses
Few expenses
Salary as primary school teacher
Family business, two work outside, less spending
Local cake making, few expenses
Does not live in community, but with her children in city
Income secured, few expenses
Food processing, one child in school
Job in county, fixed salary, two pre-school age children
Business in Baoding, two children in primary school
Work outside, few expenses
Business, work outside
Work outside, few expenses, one child in primary school
Business, one child in high school, one in junior high school
Income from agriculture, raise rabbits, one child in school
Work outside, few expenses
Fixed income, few expenses
Income from working outside, one child in primary school

Note: The names with shadows are the case-study farmers. This applies to the next three tables.
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Sang Dengyun
Zhao Tonggai

1
1

38
39

Xu Yanting
Sang Guoqi
Xu Yuncong
Wang Hexiang
Xu Yushe
Xu Xingchun
Xu Yanchen
Sang Wenli
Zhao Buxing
Sang Guimin
Xu Demin
Xu Jianren
Sang Guowen

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Xu Rongxun
Zhao Donghai
Zhao Shuli
Xu Guiwen
Sang Guojing
Xu Xinquan

2
2
2
2
2
2

53
54
55
56
57
58

Xu Shunzhen
Xu Runzao

2
2

59
60

Sang Guo'an
Xu Guochen
Zhao Yonglu

2
2
2

61
62
63

XuXiting
Xu Hanmin
Xu Qingchun

2
2
2

64
65
66

Sang Denghong
Xu Yanxun
Sang
Quanzhang
XuXialing
Zhao Fengyi

2
2
2

67
68
69

2
2

70
71

Xu Jiuguo
XuLeting
Zhao Laiting
Zhang Yuxing
XuXiling
XuZhenli
Sang Guiling

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

72
73
74
75
76
77
78

Development

Divorced, work outside, one child in school
Income from working outside, one aged parent, one child in
school
Income from agriculture and working outside, few expenses
Average income from working outside, no child, few expenses
Few expenses
Fixed income as driver, one child in school
Fixed monthly allowance for being injured in war, few expenses
Income from working outside, few expenses
Work outside, his wife is the head of village women's union
Work outside, only himself
Fixed monthly allowance for being injured in war, few expenses
Yearly income of 2,000 Yuan, few expenses
Two work outside, few expenses
Small business, few expenses
Income from working outside, no child in school yet, few
expenses
Two working outside, few expenses
Income from working outside, one child in school
Income mainly from agriculture, few expenses
Small business, one child in primary school, average expenses
Work in government, has income
Mainly agricultural income, plant grape, one child in school,
above average expenses
Small business, one aged parent, one child
Small business, one work outside, one child in junior high
school
Work outside
Work outside, one child in school
Business, one child in junior high school, one child in high
school, above average expenses
Work outside, one child in junior high school
Income from working outside
One does business, one working outside, one child in primary
school, one child needs to build a house for marriage, above
average expenses
Work outside, wife is sick, one child in primary school
Income from transport, few expenses
Village doctor with income, but more spending, one child in
college, one in high school
An old couple with government allowance
Old couple, he can play a local musical instrument for funeral,
with income
Work outside, few expenses
Agricultural income, few expenses
Agricultural income, few expenses
Work outside
Selling locally made cake
Agricultural income, few expenses
Business, one child in junior high school, one in high school,
above average expenses
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XuRunze
Zhao Qingyuan
Zhang Suozhu
Xu Zuoting
Zhao Dongshan
XuFukui
Zhao Airnin
Zhao Fangping
Xu Zhenling
Xu Runhe
Xu Yongchen

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

XuLixun

2

90

THHHHI

12

i

Zhao Xingbei
Zhao Laizheng

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

2

92
93

Sang Jingcai
Xu Lianxun
Xu Guiping
ChenYufu
Xu Guichuan

2
2
3
3
3

94
95
96
97
98

Xu Zhiyong

3

99

Xu Zhenwen
Sang Bingqian
Xu Quanfu
Xu Zhenxing
Xu Zhenqi
Jia Suozhu
Zhang Xueqing
Xu Huzhang
Xu Jianzao

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

Xu Junmin
v., n.,„„;—

3
3

109
110
i:Ji

Xu Jiugui
Xu Guichun
Sang Dengpei
Xu Shutian
Zhao Guihai
Sang Dengshen
Xu Xingsheng

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

112
113
114
115
116
117
118

Zhao Aijun
Zhao Shuchun
Xu Yubin

3
3
3

119
120
121

1

Mainly agricultural income
Old couple, mainly agricultural income
Vet, one child in primary school
Work outside
Sell noodles, few expenses
Business in oil extraction, two children in primary school
Work outside, one child in primary school, few expenses
Income from working outside, one child
Sufficient labor for agriculture
Small business, one child in primary school, few expenses
Less income, sometimes health problem, one child in primary
school, above average expenses
HaylocaLrriu^aLmstaimMrt for funeral with income
Work outside, one child in junior high school, average expenses
Income from working outside, one child in primary school, few
expenses
Income from working outside and from fruit trees, few expenses
Income from working outside, one child in primary school
Mainly agricultural income, two children in junior high school
Retail shop, with aged parents, above average expenses
Income from working outside, one child in primary school, few
expenses
Income of processing enterprise, one child in high school, one in
primary school, above average expenses
Income from working outside, aged mother
Business, one child in primary school
Income from working outside, wife is handicapped
Income from working outside, few expenses
Income from working outside
Income from goats raising
Income from working outside, one child in primary school
Old couple without fixed income, less spending
Business in Baoding, one child in college, one in high school,
more spending
Small business, less spending
Income from goats raising
ilJfcujato as a dj iver, otic child in college, one in junior high
scfidot mora spending
Less income, less spending, one child in school
Old couple, less income, less spending
Income from working outside, 30 goats, but poor health
Raise 20 goats, less spending
Income from working outside, no child in school
Mainly agricultural income, raise some goats, but two died
Mainly agricultural income, with aged parents, one child in high
school, one in junior high school, more spending
Income from working outside, children not vet in school
Less income, two children in school
Mainly agricultural income, two children in school
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Xu Gengsen
Xu Pengtai
Zhao Chunhe

3
3
3

122
123
124

Jia Futían
Sang Guoshun
Cui Shutian
Xu Yunquan
Zhang Yuxian

3
3
3
3
3

125
126
127
128
129

Xu Zhangjun

3

130

Xu Chunsheng
Xu junqi

3
3

131
132

Xu Chungang

3

133

Xu Guichen

3

134

Xu Dongsheng
Lu Jianxun

3
3

135
136

Xu Hongzhu
SangLixing

3
3

137
138

XuZhiwu
Sang Dengyin
Xu Shuseng
Xu Guo'an

3
3
4
4

139
140
141
142

Xu Jiuyou
Xu Yasheng

4
4

143
144

Xu Kemin

4

m
147

XuXmgmin
Xu Zhengmin
Sang Lai
Sang Xiulan
Zhao Siqi
Zhao
Dongsheng
Zhao Jingzhou

1
4
4
4
4
4
4

145

One working outside
Mainly agricultural income, one child in school
Income from working outside, one child in primary school, less
spending
Agriculture and goats raising, average income
Income from goats raising
Old person, supported by his son
Mainly agricultural income, less spending
Play local musical instrument for funeral with income, average
income and less spending
Car accident last year, is still in hospital, more spending, others
share the medical expenses
Income from working outside, less spending
Mainly agricultural income, more spending, one child in college
in Inner Mongolia
Engaged in processing enterprise, average income, one working
outside, less spending
Income from working outside and from agriculture, less
spending
Income from working outside, less spending
Small business, one child in college, one in primary school,
more spending
Modest income from agriculture, one child in primary school
Income from working outside, one child in primary school, less
spending
Income from working outside
Allowance for being iniured in war, less spending
Agricultural income, one child in primary school
Income from working outside, one child in junior school, one in
primary school, more spending
Mainly agricultural income
Only agricultural income, one child in primary school, less
spending
Two working outside, l ^ s ^ p r a a d i & r r e ^ ^ ^ ^

148
149
150
151
152

Some income from goats raising, one child in school
Some income from goats raising, less spending
Fixed income, one child in school, more spending
No enough income from fruit trees, no husband
Two aged members, with one child
Mainly agricultural income, not much

4

153

Zhao Shuzhong
Zhang
Changchun
XuHaisan
Zhao Shutian

4
4

154
155

4
4

156
157

Sang You

4

158

Some income from working outside, one child in primary
school, not too much spending
Less income
Play local musical instrument for funeral with income, able
person
Old couple, mainly agricultural income •
Electricity worker, one child in junior high school, one in
primary school, more spending
Small business, less spending, one child in primary school
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Xu Zhengting
XuLixun
Xu Jiuxiao
Xu Jiuting

4
4
4
4

159
160
161
162

Jia Wensheng
Xu Xing'an
Xu Changding

5
5
5

163
164
165

XuZeling
Xu Dating
Zhao Junjie

5
5
5

166
167
168

Xu Wansheng
Sang^Tgqtu
Xu Rungang
Xu Runzhong
Gao Xiuying
Du Binghen
XuMinze
Zhao Aihong
Xu Runbo

5

169

15

m
171

5
5
5
5
5
5

172
173
174
175
176
177

Xu Qianxiang
Zhao
Zhanxiang
XuZhimin

5
5

178
179

5

180

Sang Guozeng
Xu Fengmin
Xu Yunhai
Zhang Yumin
Wang Yuzhuo
Xu Pengzhou
Zhao Shutian
Sang Dianyuan
Sang Denghai
Xu Pengchuan

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
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Less income, not too much spending
Average income, less spending
Some income from working outside, sufficient labors
Pig raising, investment in fruit trees, but no output yet, not too
much spending, one child in primary school
Only agricultural income, on child in school
Income from working outside, small business, less spending
Small business, less income, two children in primary school, one
handicapped child
Small business, less spending
Old couple, no labor force, allowance for being injured in war
Mainly limited agricultural income, three children in primary
school
Old couple, no other income
fcpss income, wife w bandicapp&l
Old couple, often sick, no other income
Old couple, no labor
Aged one, no labor force
Aged one, no income
Old couple, a little allowance for being injured in war
Mother and daughter, less income
Originally ranked in category 10, however, people think his
problem is the heavy debt, only temporary, sufficient labors,
should get better
Aged one, little fixed allowance
Old couple
Mother and son, a little income from working outside, aged
member
No other income but cropping, one child in school
Children and wife are handicapped
On other income
Little cropping income
Aged one, on other income
Wife is deaf, son handicapped, no labor force
Aged one
Old couple, no care from their children
Wife handicapped, little income
Aged one
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Households by wealth ranking of Yuangang Village
Household name
Fan Wenxuan
Yuan Rongjun
Zhao Guoan

Rank
Overall
Category
1
1
1
2
3
1

Liu Guofeng
ZhangYuanguo

1
1

Yuan Xuguang
Yuan Sheming
Yuan Jinlong
Yuan Xiaoqing

1
1
2
2
2

4
5
1
7
8
9
10
11

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

He Jinyuan
Yuan Rongyao
Yuan Jinjing
Yuan Jinzhu
Li Dianping
Zhang Tuanxing
Zhang Lianqi
Zhang Wanli
Zhao Zhenyu
Zhang Guogang
Zhang Zhenfa
Yuan Guoyou
Zhang Delu
Zhang Yuahkui
Zhang Dechun
Liu Yong
Yuan Shuzhai
Yuan Guoqing
Zhang Jianguo
Zhao Guoxing
Zhao Zengyuan
He Jingyuan
Yuan Guoqiang
Yuang Jiming
Yu Lanqing
Zhao Guojiu
Wang lanshuan
Yuan Rongcai
Yuan Rongfu
Yuan Jinming
LiDianying
Yuan Xinjian
Yuan Xiujiang

Comments
Worker
Do business in Beiiing
Village Party Secretary, own a Calcite
enterprise, do farm work
Teaching staff
Work outside
Head of worker's group!
Do business
Head of worker's group
Work at the grain store
Head of school
Agricultural income, repair household
appliance and farm
Agricultural income, Farm and sell seedlings
Work outside, and agricultural income
Driver outside the village
Agricultural income, Retired Worker, farm
Possess orchards
Do business
Do business
Dentist
Do business
Do business, agricultural income
Agricultural income, work outside
Formal worker, work outside
Plant fruit trees, party secretary
Overseer
Retail shop
Teacher, agricultural income
Manage a coal enterprise, fruit trees planting
Cook in a school
Agricultural income, fruit trees planting
Son work outside, fruit trees planting, vice
village party secretary
Agricultural income, work outside
Teacher, agricultural income
Overseer
Agricultural income
Agricultural income, manage a lorry
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
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Zhao Quanhua
Yuan Xiuwen
Yuan Changguo
Zhao Rongxi
Xu Changjiu
Zhao Dingsheng
Zhao Zhenhai
Zhao Ronghai
Xu Fengjie
Liu Xiaoping
Liu Suoquan
Zhang Chengfeng
Zhang Kaixing
Zhao Lianhe
Zhang Haigen
Yuan Xuming
Yuan Guopu
Zhang Detang
Fang Zeshan
Yuan Guosheng
Yuan Guoxian
Yuan Wenquan
Yuan Linqing
Zhao Guoxing
Zhao Xianger
Zhao Huiyuan
Yuan Shaoming
Yuan Shaopeng
Zhao Jinyuan
Zhao Guoqi
ZhaoLaiyuan
aaspiiiBi
Zhang Weixing
Zhang Yuexing
Liu Yushan
Yuan Shaoqi
XuFuQuan
Yuan Shaozhong
Fang Shuhua
Zhao Guoli
Zhao Guoquan
Zhang Zhenrong
Zhang Zhenlu
Yuan Shengtie
Yuan Shengzhi
Yuan Jinzhong
Zhao Qingyuan
Zhao Guopeng
Zhao Guoqing

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

I

2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

•76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

Widow, supported by her son
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Jackass raising, agricultural income
Injured, agricultural income
Agricultural income, cook local cake, toast
cookies
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Do business
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
In sixties, suffering from disease
Agricultural income
Agricultural income, run a small retail shop
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Disabled soldier (Second grade in disabled
ranking), agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Bachelor, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
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Zhao Xingyuan
Zhao Fuyuan
Zhang Yuxing
Yuan Rongxiang
Yuan Qiuming
Xu Fusheng
Zhang Zhirning
Zhang Liguo
Zhang Lianqing
Zhang Shunxing
HaoXiyuan
Zhang Guoli
Zhang Deli
Zhang Demao
Zhang Decai
Zhang Fushun
Zhang Yuanze
Zhang Jinshan
Zhang Jun
Zhang Lixiang
Zhang Yulu
Zhang Gengyin
Yuan Wuming
Zhang Dewang
Zhang Deyuan
Yuan Xinguo
Liu Yuhai
Zhang Zhenhai
Hao Fengding
Zhang Xuesheng
Zhang Fusheng
Zhang Haibin
Zhang Delin
Zhang Dehuai
Zhang Wensheng
Zhang Wenshan
Zhang Wenge
Zhang Wenhong
Zhang Lianwen
Zhang Lianxing
Zhang Liming
XiLianfu
Zhang Kaixing
Yuan Ercheng
Gao Shier
Yuan Ronghai
Yuan Yishun
Yuang Ronggui
Yuan Qiusheng
Yuan Xixian
Li Gengshen

of Participatory

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Development

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Run small business
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
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Yuan Qinghai
Hao Chengyuan
Liu Fujiang
Yuan Guolin
Yuan Wenxing
YuanXiuhai
Yuan Xiuping
Yuan Wenhe
YuanZhenwen
Wang Zhonghai
Zhao Zhenlai
Zhao Zhenchang
Yuan Rongyou
Li Diansheng
Yuan Xiuhong
YuanXiulin
Yuan Rongbin
Yuan Hengshun
Yuan Jingyi
Zhao Rongfu
Zhao Rongkuan
HouZhenshan
Yuan Guokai
Hao Dexiang
Yuan Wenhai
Yuan Rongsheng
Zhang Haiqi
Yuan Zhansheng
YuanShulin
Yuan Wensheng
Zhang Chunsheng
Zhang Desheng
Yuan Rongxiang
Zhang Zhiyuan
Zhao Guoyi
Yuan Sheer
Zhao Guozhong
Yuan Wenqi
Zhao Yongyuan
Zhao Guoxin
Zhao Guopu
Zhao Guogang
Zhang Guixing
ZhaoZhuyuan
Yuan Fusheng
Zhang Guoyun
Zhao Honglin
Zhao Zhanyuan
Zhao Shuyuan
Zhao Binyuan
Zhang Zhenyou

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194

Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income, raise pigs
Agricultural income
Agricultural income, manage a lorry
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Do business
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Raise animals, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside
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Zhao Xiyuan
Zhang Hongxing
Liu Yusheng
Zhao Xingyuan
Zhao Shengyuan
Zhao Mingyuan
Hao Jinlu
Zhang Fuxing
Yuan Shengwen
Zhao Shenlin
ZhaoHaiyuan
Zhao Guoyou
Zhao Guoquan
Zhao Leyuan
Zhao Hechun
Yuan Haizhong
Yuan Shengfa
DiLianwei
Fang Tongzhang
Xu Guoting
Xu Youer
Zhao Heqing
Yuan Maohe
Yuan Shaolin
Zhang Peng
Zhang Qinger
Zhang Zhensheng
Zhang Sheng
Liu Zhigang
Zhang Shuxing
YuanQikuai
Liu Jun
Liu Guo
Liu Shungong
YuanXinli
Yuan Xinguo
Liu Yubao

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231

Zhang Delong
Hao Mingyuan
Zhang Tianxing
Zhang Fuquan
Zhang Guoxi
Zharig Yuanbao
Zhang Lianming
Zhang Ligang
Zhang Liming
Zhang Guoming
Zhang Zhenlai
Zhang Fengming
XiZhenyi

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245

1

m
233

Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside
Agricultural income
Work outside
Agricultural income
Bachelor, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work

0 U

tsj fi^|_fS^S 2ii f^^
d

u

n

Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, and agricultural income
Agricultural income
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Yuan Changheng
Zhang Chunsheng
Zhao Hongyuan
Yuan yucheng
Zhao Guohai
Zhao Guowei
Yuan Rongguo
Zhang Guoxing
Yuan Shulai
Zhang Denring
Yuan Hengchang
ZhaoFukui
Zhao Zhenyou
Zhao Zhenguo
Zhao Baoyin
YuanXingnian
Yuan Shuqi
YuanXiangkui
YuanJinshan
YumStogfo^
Kh'ao Rbhgyuan
Zhao Hefeng
Zhao Guaidan
Zhang Yongxing
Zhang Guofchun
Zhao Chunyuan
LiuZhihai
Yuan Jintang
Yuan Jindong
Zhao Hezhang
Zhao Heshan
Hou Shengguo
YuanXicai
Zhao Guopeng
Yuan Wenming
Zhao Zhenyi
Liu Chunhua
Yuan Shaopeng
Zhang Luming
Zhao Xilin

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4

246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263

1

m
66

4
m
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5

264
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278

5
5
5
5

279
280
281
282

5
5

283
284

Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Work outside, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Ag^ulturdinconw

flMHHHHMI

Agricultural income, retired soldier
Disabled, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income, four persons in the family
Agricultural income, four persons in the family
Divorced, agricultural income
Disable, agricultural income
Agricultural income
Bachelor, agricultural income
Suffering from disease and cannot work
Agricultural income
Soldier, agricultural income
His leg injured when picking tomatoes and get
lots of compensation funds
Old man
Disabled
Widow
Agricultural income, lose money in doing
business
Lazy and don't want to work
Disabled
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Households by wealth ranking of Nandugang Village
Household name
Zhao Huanbang
LiuZhenkun
Zhao Qingxiang
Liu Guoxiang
Liu Kunxiang
Liu Zhanping
Liu Zhenjia

Rank
Category
Overall
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
1
6
7
1

Xu Rongli
LiuCaixiang
Hao Wenqi
Liu Zhendong

1
1
1
1

Zhang Xueliang

1

8
9
10
11
12

Zhang Yushun
Zhao Yunzhang
Liu Zhenying
Liu Fuxiang
Xu Wenzhang
Zhang Haiyong
Zhaq Stuing'ahi
LiuZhenshan
Xu Wenping
Liu Yunguang
FuLianhe

1
1
1
1
1
1

13
14
15
16
17
18

Zhao Hanjun

1

20
21
22
23
24

Zhang Liansheng
Zhao Guojiang
Xu Rongjun
Zhao Guocheng
Zhao Guohai
Xu Rongsheng
Zhao Guozhang
Zhao Guobin
Zhang Zhiguo
Zhao Guogang
Liu Shunxiang
IJu-'ZHoitdne
Zhao Guoshun
ZhaoGuoqi
Zhao Dongsheng
Liu Zhanqing
Zhao Bingwen
Yuan Zengfa
Hao Wensheng

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 •
2
2

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

m

1

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Comments
Two sons, one is a cadre, another do a big business
Village Party Secretary, wife and son are able
Son is a boss in Beijing
Retired^ they were both stuff before
Driver
Manager of a field in Yixian county
Manage a tricycle, animal breeding and a family
gridmill
A overseer before
Children work outside, and has a family gridmill
Children work outside
Manage a restaurant, and everyone can earn money
Has a good social network and work outside all the
years
Work outside all the years
Work outside, wife is teacher
A boss
Work outside
Do business
Work outside
Contracted mountain lani
Breeding industry

Driver
Pre-director of the Village Committee
Work outside
Work outside all the years, has children to bring up
without old
Work outside
Transport the stones
Work outside, has a gridmill
Has a processing enterprise
Cadre, own a stone enterprise
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work.outs.uie
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside

Appendix
Liu Hanxiang
Liu Zhentiao
Wang Yinsheng
Liu Shuoxiang
Zhao Xuewu
Liu Zhenchun
Zhao Guocai
Zhao Qinghai
Zhao Kaiyuan
LiuLuxiang
Sang Guosheng
Fu Suozhu
Zhang Haicheng
LiuZhanli
Liu Zhenxue
Wang Yintian
Liu Zhenxing
Liu Zhenfa
Xu Rongxiang
Wang Fengshan
Liu Youxiang
Zhao Hanwen
Xu Ronghua
Zhao Guojun
ChenYulan
Liu Haixiang
Zhao Yunchuan
LiuZhenman
Zhang Yuqing
Liu Zhanwen
Liu Gengxiang
Liu Yunpeng
Xu Wensheng
Zhanjg^yjjqi

Hl^Zheudtfig

Xu Wenlou
Zhao Jinsheng
Zhao Hanguo
Wang Haishan
Zhang Changshuang
Zhao Qingyu
Zhang Yudong
YuanZhiqi
Liu Zhenmeng
Liu Zhenhao
Liu Yunbo
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2
2
2
2

44
45
46
47

Work outside, raising two pigs
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Manage a coal enterprise
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Operate on coal stove and fruits trees
Work outside
Work outside
Teach in kindergarten, with husband dead
Work outside, fanning
Carpenter, wife unable to work
All the family work outside
Work outside, family breeding, a child in school
Work outside, farming
Son work outside
Work outside, farming
Work outside, farming
Work outside, farming
y&JS&green hQ^JS&forc, farming
Work outside, farming
Work outside, farming
Work outside, farming
Carpenter, with an unable wife and old parents
Work outside, farming
HI
Work outside, nobody care the family
Handicapped in arms, with wife dead
Has a child, wife left and can't find job outside
Has two children, and wife was injured in traffic
accident
Parents are ill
Parents retired with low pension, one child and wife
left
Has a idiot son

i3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

m79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

Zhao Jinsuo

3
3

89
90

Zhao Yuntong

4
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Yuan Wenyuan
Zhao Yunling
Zhao Suozhu
Liu Chunxiang
Zhao Binglin
Liu Zhenkong
Liu Zhenting
Liu Zhenwan
Hao Wenhai
Hao Jianhua
Zhao Guosheng
Hao Wenjiang
Zhao Guoyong
Zhao Guotian
Hao Zengyuan
Zhao Xuezhong
Liu Hexiang
Zhao Suozi
Xu Jinsheng
Zhao Yunsheng

4
4
4

92
93
94

4
4
4
4

95
96
97
98

14

IB

4
4

101
102

4
4
4
4

103
104
105
106

5
5

107
108

5

109

5
1
5
5

100

110
H

112
113

Has a old mother, no wife
Breeding household
Three family members, an old mother and a child,
work outside
Wife and a daughter, can't find a iob
Two daughters, one is in school
Failed in managing an enterprise and has a high debt
Failed in everything
Hasad'ebtbccausi- i'b Jd
h
No wife, two parents and can't earn money by work
outside
Failed in business
Lonely at the age of 21 with the death of father and
remarriage of mother
An idiot wife and a little child
Do business in Baoding, has a high debt
Has a debt, child in school
A little deaf, has a little child Jive on working
outside
Sons are disabled.
Build a new house last year, married and with father
dead
Yong people work outside, and old ones do some
farming
Alpne^witoffatparrate^bas debt
His A H - v.i* ill I , M V . M I Old single man
More than 70, deaf

Note: There are 184 households in Nandugang Village. However, as Nanzhuang
Natural Village is relatively isolated and there were no villagers presented in the wealth
ranking exercise, households of Nanzhuang were not included in the above results of
wealth ranking.
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Households by wealth ranking of Baoshi Village
Household name
Zhao Shengguo
Zhao Shengli
Lian Shutian
Chen Gengshen
Xie Ziping
Zhao Quanle
Sun Zhongshen
Zhao Lanhe
Zhao Xiuyun
Zhao Quanqi
XuDexin
Xu Jinquan
Zhao Shuangqi
Xu Yinguo
Xu Jinfa
XuYinfu
Xu.Baoqiu
Xie Penghuai
Xu Guizhen
Zhao Ouanfu
Lian Shulai
Xu Jinzhong
Zhao Xiufen
Xu Guangshu
Xu Yingeng
Xu Yinping
Xu Yintian
Xu Jinbin
Xu Hongyan
Xu Yincai
Wang Jianming
XieZikui
Wang Jianliang
ShiXinshan
Xu Yinsheng
Zhao Mingshan
Zhao Fuquan
Xie Zishen
XuHongkui
Yuan Kaizhen
Xu Guosheng

Rank
Category
Overall
1
1
1
2
3
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
•
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Comments
Driver in a gold mine with income
Do sideline (sweater, knitting)
Good at saving money, son and daughter-in-law
work outside
Doing business, processing Calcite for money
Contract a hill, cadge wood
Working in township government with fixed
income, wife work in school, one child in middle
school
Manage a gas station
Do conveyance with own lorry
Live on children
Retired with retirement pension
Live on children
Retired teacher with retirement pension
Live on children
Do conveyance and business
Do business of processing coal
Do conveyance with own lorry
l
>
Succeeding in goat raising
Work in Tianjin, son is a driver
Work outside of doing some building
Do conveyance with own lorry
Work outside with his wife
Work in Pocang Middle school
Work in local factory
Do business outside
Process stones
Do business
Work outside
Work in an enterprise
Do business and construction
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Exploit a mine
Have fruit trees, children work outside
Goat raising
Work outside with his son
Exploit a mine
Goat raising
Goat and ox raising
Sell fruits in Beijing
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2

42

Xu Jinliang
Shi Yugui
Xu Haijiang

2
2
2

43
44
45

Xu Jinkun
Wang Jianhe

2

46

2

47

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

2
2
2

57
58
59

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

3
3
3

83
84
85

Yan Yonghai

Xu Yinzong
Xu Yincheng
Xu Jinyi
Xu Jinru
Xu Hongsheng
Shi Yongsheng
Xu Jinzhu
Yang Guozhen
Xu Yinquan
Xu Guocheng
Xu Hongjun
Xu Hongbin
Chen Xinzhong
Xu Jinlun
Xu Jinqiu
Zhao Quanbao
Sun Zhonghai
Zhao Hongyu
Sun Penglin
Xie Penghang
Xu Hongju
Shi Shuncai
Zhao Fuyou
Zhao Baogui
Chen Baoxiang
Xu Yinlan
XuYinhu
Xu Hongshe
XuHuanxin
Xu Yuanhong
Zhao Shufen
Xu Baojun
XuYinlin
Xu Jinlan
Xu Qinghong
Xu Jincai
Xu Jinxi

12

Foreigner, do some purchases because his relatives
have a purchase station in Pocang
Children work outside with income
Carpenter
Carpenter, son of Xu Yugui
Teach in local primary school
Brickie with the payment of RMB40/h
in lis. il V.K'K n.i w
Work in gold mine
Drive a taxi in Shiiianzhuang
Carpenter
Brickie
Work in railway station
Manage a tricycle
Brickie and has a tricycle
Carpenter, his only son work in a construction
company in Baoding
Sell fresh vegetable
Sell vegetable in Beijing
Has a tricycle, and his father is a retired cadre with
his retired pension of RMB 1000/month
Work in Baoding, and can operate a boiler
Do convenveyance
Brickie
Work in Beijing, singal
Live on children, father of the village Party secretary
Carpenter
Do processing of fodder, has debt
Work outside
Exploit mine stone
Carpenter
Live on children
Goat raising
Work outside, bee raising
Has a job, rabbit raising
Electrician, rabbit raising, son works outside
Work on form, pig raising
Agricultural income, goat raising
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Teaching
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Forest trees and Chinese medicine, do some
experiment by himself with the sense of innovation
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Work outside and do business
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Xu Guoliang
Xu Zhanjin
Xu Yinchang
Xu Hongguang
Xu Yinhai
Xu Yinqing
XuJinchuang _
Xu Yirurring
Wang Jianfu
Zhao Jinlong
Zhao Quanjiu
Zhai Jinguo
Sun Jinliang
Xu Yinshan
Zhao Quanzhu
Zhao Quanliang
Yan Yushuang
Wang Changman
Zhao Yonggang
LuXiuyi
Zhao Changzai
Zhao Quanlin
Xu Hongguang
Xu Jinhe
Xu Jinxiang
Xu Jinzhaung
Xu Yinshan
Du Quanming
Cui Shuyuan
Xu Jinwan
Du Yuncai
Xu Jinshan
Zhao Shengquan
Xu Jindong
XuHongzai
Xu Guoqiao
Shi Zhancheng
Zhao Mingzhu
Zhao Jianwu
Wang Chengli
SunHaiyun
Sun Zhanshan
ShiXinguo
Shi Hongfu
Xie Pengjun
SunZhanpo
Sun Zhanguo

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
11
115
116
117
118
119

Do business
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Goat raising
Work outside
Agricultural income, bee raising
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income, with illness
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income
Agricultural income, work
Agricultural income, work
Agricultural income, work
Agricultural income
Agricultural income, goat raising
Agricultural income, work
Agricultural income, brickie
Agricultural income
Agricultural income, do business
Stoneman
Goat raising
Brickie
Work outside
Live on children
Bee raising
Work outside
Teach in local primary school
Carpenter
Goat raising, son works outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133

Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work outside
Work in Henan provience
Live on children
Work outside
Work in Beijing
Work in village
Do transportation
Exploit a mine
Carpenter

m
121

mm
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Xu Jinquan
Zhao Keyun
Xu Guojing
Xu Jintao
Guo Wenfu
Chen Lanping
Xu Jinlou
Xie Yingui
Zhao Changlai
Zhao Guoqiang
Xu Jinfu
Xu Jinsheng
Xu Hongwen
Xu Jinli
Shi Laoxiang
Shi Zhanluo
Xu Honglong
Zhao Zhenhe
Xu Jinguo
Xu Jinqi
Xu Jinshuo
Shi Shuge
Xu Jinding
Xu Yinshuan
Xu Jinbao
Xu Yingui
Xu Yinkuan
Xu Jinsheng
Song Shumei
Xu Jinchuan
Xu Jinfeng
ZhaoYingchun
Xu Jinzhang
Xu Jinlai
Xu Dezhu
Xu Jinle
Sun Jinming
Sun Si.iian
Zhao Quansheng
Wang Yantian
Guo Wensheng

of Participatory

3
3
4

134
135
136

4
4
4
4

137
138
139
140

14

Hi

4
4
4
4
4

143
144
145
146
147

4
4
4
4

148
149
150
151

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

4
4
4

164
165
166

4
4
4
4

167
168
169
170

4
4
4
4
4

171
172
173
174
175
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Sell bean curd
Live on children
Do conveyance, manage a tractor, bis father is a
retired teacher
Work outside
Work outside, farming
Work outside, farming
Work outside, farming
His son work outside, his wife takes medicine for a
long time
Work outside
Work outside
Has debt
Has debt
Has debt because of buying a wife, who escaped
later
Has two children, without son
Has a bachelor son and his wife
Handicapped, live on brothers and sisters
Buy a wife, build house, and unable to earn money
by working outside
Married, then do suicide by taking poison
Has debt, unable to earn money
Has an old mother and two bachelor sons
Live with his old wife
With wife escape
Two children in school
Do some farm work, unable to earn money
Buy a wife, and have a daughter
Wife was ill and has two children in school
Wife handicapped, and both can't go out to work
Lonely old man
Has two sons, one in Middle school, another in
senior Middle school
Two old men
Three old men, wife and a bachelor son
Has two sons, one in middle school, another in
technical school
Wife handicapped
HI, unable to go out to work
Has a high debt, and just had a operation
Has three family member, deaf and dumb wife and a
signal son
Work outside

ni
Deaf and dumb
Live on relief, has a son and with wife escaped
Three daughter, wife deaf and dumb
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Zhao Minglun
|4
j 176
| Has an old mother, often ill also his wife
These people are belong to categon/J^tbey are all old men, or bachelor, who live a very hard
life, they are: Yuan xi, Xu Jinying,
Chen Chenghe, Chen Lianzhong, Xu Jinyu, Xu
Delhi, Xu Dezeng, Xu Bingshu, Liu Yuzhen, Xu Dexue, Shi Zhanshuan, Yuan Shuting, Chen
Lixin, Xu Dexiu.

Note: The number of total households is 191.
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SUMMARY

This research concerns practical and theoretical issues relating to the dynamics of
participatory development in rural China, that is, how differential responses/strategies of
actors are socially developed and realised in a participatory intervention. The research
does not limit itself strictly to strategies, but rather to the broad set of responses, including
actors' day-to-day actions, short-term reactive behaviour as well as long-term planning,
in so far as they characterise people's arrangements in regard to production and
hvelihoods. The actors here refer to members of the project implementing agency,
township government officials, village committee leaders and local farmers involved in a
specific project. The responses are thus the outcome of interactions between a range of
actors.
As researcher and simultaneously one of the project coordinators from the
project-implementing agency, I found myself in a privileged position for observing,
sensing, experiencing and examining the discussions, negotiations and struggles that took
place between the various actors over meanings, practices, and the benefits of
development intervention.
Chapter 1 presents a broad overview of the contents of the research. It introduces the
background and theme of the research and its relevance and implications in the Chinese
context. It argues that when a participatory development project is introduced into a
community, the interests of various actors have to be met. They therefore are often faced
with dilemmas as they attempt to realise their own 'projects' with their own collective or
individual interests and concerns, and at the sametimesatisfy the needs and requirements
of the other groups of actors in the arena of the project. Different actors do not always
cope in the same way with potentially conflicting situations. However, they develop
adaptive ways of acquiring, based on their own values, the highest benefit from project
activities while coping with the requirements or intentions of other actors. Such adaptive
measures can be viewed as responses or strategies, which are demonstrated in the
ordering of their social relations, arrangements for the division of labour within and
among households, capital investment in different development activities, and in
marketing organisation, etc.
The central theme of my research focuses upon how particular responses and strategies of
different actors are socially developed and realised in participatory intervention. Chapter
2 therefore begins with an overview of sociological contributions to participation,
intervention, strategy and discursive practices. This provides the background to mapping
out the theoretical and conceptual framework consisting of an actor-oriented approach
using its concepts of social interface and networks. The chapter concludes with a brief
account of the set of research methodologies utilised. An in-depth ethnographic approach
is adopted for the study of strategy processes.
Chapter 3 offers a background overview of the intervention and sketches out the
processes, emphasising the multiple social realities of the implementing agency. It
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focuses on much the implementers can create for imposing their own definitions of the
problems to be solved, the nature of the development agency itself, and its philosophy and
rationale for certain activities etc. It also shows how the 'model of change' is not simply
transferred but also modified and rethought during the process of intervention. The
chapter introduces the social processes involved in carrying out the research and
highhghts the discursive negotiations, terms of reference, definition of terms, practical
strategic elements, and some of the important vernacular concepts denoting key elements
of Chinese social practice. These social processes were at the heart of and made it
possible to set-up the arena of the project and its operation. They represent processes that
reflect the trajectories of actors' previous experiences and knowledge that shape their
contemporary interactions with each other. More importantly, the chapter introduces the
strategic discourse and preferred practices of the implementing agency - the interveners
as they negotiate with and convince villagers and their leaders to engage in such a
participatory project. All these social processes lead to differing social constructions of
the project, which ultimately necessitates the making of accommodations between the
key actors whose different life-worlds reflect the social discontinuities that emerge at the
interface encounters of the project.
Chapter 4 provides a picture of the project area and furnishes the necessary background
and contexts for exploring the nature and impHcations of the different responses of the
various actors towards the intervention, which is explored further in the rest of the thesis.
Chapter 5 moves to the empirical cases, exploring the social reshaping of the intervention
through four event-centred case studies. This reshaping mainly originates from the
different interpretations and understandings accorded the same social phenomena and
intervention components. These are endowed with different meanings in accordance with
the actors' own knowledge and experiences, which can generate disharmony or
discontinuity. This situation reinforces local people's knowledge of how to accommodate
and manage the critical relationships involved, which is usually through appeal to higher
level decision making and pronouncements. On the other hand, it demonstrates the
abilities of various actors to close the gap between their different life-worlds in order to
ease such discontinuities. There is also clear evidence that local leaders are able to create
sufficient space for their own and their followers' interests.
Importantly, the cases show how impossible it is to implement a project in a completely
participatory way. Existing individual and group interests and possible divisions
influence interpretations and meanings and preclude genuine participation by all, no
mattef how transparent one may try to be. In this sense projects can neither be fully
participatory nor predictably sustainable.
The cases highlight how much participatory intervention follows predefined steps and
methodologies, thus falling into the same trap as the more imposed 'top-down'
interventions that presume change can be planned in advance. Moreover, the cases
presented also support Leeuwis' argument that decisions are not normally the result of
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rational decision making processes but rather they develop as part of a gradual learning
process. 'Decisions' in projects are shaped by a variety of negotiating processes through
which compromises are struck at one level or stage and conflict resolution at the another.
Chapters 6 shows how local leaders skilfully impose their own interpretations and
interests on other actors, including the intervening research practitioners. This is achieved
by presenting two actor-centred case studies. It is suggested that the interveners
themselves grow in their understanding of situations and of relevant strategies for
resolving particular problems during the intervention process. They are individually and
collectively involved in a process of 'experiential leaniing': and this holds for the various
local actors as well as for the practitioner/researchers.
The chapter also brings out the underlying processes of enrolment, negotiation and
competition endemic to struggles within such arenas of intervention. Although the project
was defined and put into practice following a participatory approach, leadership and
authority still played a critical role in shaping the contours and contents of the project.
Also as an outsider, one has no alternative but to work through existing
pohtico-administrative structures. Certain forms of political control that might appear to
run counter to 'participatory' philosophy may in fact thus be unavoidable.
Chapter 7 examines the differential responses or strategies of the farmers, focusing on
how their strategies relate to the differential performance of village leaders. It is argued
that multiple elements work together producing particular farmer actions. Among them,
trust and reciprocity play an important role in the development of farmer strategies. The
cases also show that relationships with village leaders function in two ways. On the one
hand, existing relationships determine the level of farmer participation and on the other,
the project helps farmers to develop new relationships. These newly built relationship
then become the conscious and also not so conscious outcomes of activities and action
(even if deemed strategic), which rejects the idea of simple rational choice.
Importantly, farmer strategies are not formed only when a project is introduced into the
community, but are part of their ongoing thinking and decision making over livelihoods
in the context of available resources before, during and after the project. This formation is
an on-going socio-political process that a project steps into when intervention takes place.
Hence the long-term social process is one of continuity and a short-term project can
introduce into this process a degree of discontinuity until that itself becomes part of the
process of social continuity.
Chapter 8 discusses the main conclusions of the research, especially in regard to the issue
of strategies, the elements that shape these, and the negotiated participatory development
process. The empirical data pinpoint the enduring elements that constitute the ongoing
trajectories of people's hves. These elements include hvelihood patterns, the evolution of
social relations, the aspirations and investments geared to some already conceived of
future, and the existence of interlocking or distantiated actor projects and practices. These
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patterns and components generate organising processes and social commitments that can
constitute the counter-development tendencies that challenge the nature and performance
of projects. Human agency associated with such counter-work and counter-development
provides the grist of change, resistance, and appropriation, and sometimes the
dismembering, of externally - planned projects, even participatory ones.
The study explores some of the complexities involved and identifies the critical points at
which change is negotiated and agreed upon by the different parties. Throughout the story,
we come to appreciate the learning capacities of local people as they process available
knowledge, experience and social relations, in their efforts to define specific goals and
appropriate means to achieve them. While not always successful, they demonstrate a
capacity to transform the kinds of discontinuities associated with projects of external
intervention into productive continuities that nurture existing patterns of organisation and
livelihood priorities within their localities or communities.
Concerning participatory development, I argue that what goes for 'participation' actually
reinforces existing socio-political powerfields.This conclusion particularly applies in the
context of rural China - socially, culturally, and pohticahy.
Another aspect of adopting participatory philosophy and practice in its present form is
that it remains piecemeal and therefore it does not dovetail well with formal institution
building, which needs long term commitments and the full backing of a State program. It
is normal that organisations and rules or regulations built up during short term
interventions are diluted or finally disappear naturally or revert to previous forms once
the intervention ends.
This empirical study therefore makes a contribution to the understanding of the
non-linear nature of processes of development, particularly in the Chinese context, where
participatory intervention is endowed with special social meanings and is processed and
utilised in many different ways by those who engage with it.

Samenvatting
Dit onderzoek betreft praktische en theoretische kwesties met betrekking tot de dynamiek
van participatieve ontwikkeling op het Chinese platteland, dat wil zeggen hoe
differentiële reacties en strategieën van actoren sociaal worden ontwikkeld en
verwezenhjkt bij participatieve tussenkomst. Het onderzoek beperkt zich niet strikt tot
strategieën, maar tot een brede waaier van reacties, met inbegrip van de dagelijkse
handelingen van actoren, korte termijn reagerend gedrag zowel als lange termijn planning,
voor zover zij de maatregelen van mensen met betrekking tot productie en
levensonderhoud kenmerken. De actoren verwijzen hier naar leden van de
projectuitvoerende instantie, gemeentelijke overheidsambtenaren, leiders van
dorpscomités, en lokale boeren die betrokken zijn in een specifiek project. De reacties
zijn dus de uitslag van interacties tussen een reeks van actoren.
Als onderzoeker en tegehjkertijd één van de projectcoördinatoren van de
projectuitvoerende instantie bevond ik mijzelf in een bevoorrechte positie om de
discussies, onderhandelingen en worstelingen over bedoelingen, praktijken en baten van
ontwikkehngsinterventie, die plaats vonden tussen de verschillende actoren, te
observeren, voelen, ervaren en onderzoeken.
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een breed overzicht van de inhoud van het onderzoek. Het stelt de
achtergrond, het onderwerp en het belang van het onderzoek en zijn verwikkelingen in de
Chinese context voor. Het betoogd dat, wanneer een participatief ontwikkelingsproject in
een gemeenschap wordt ingevoerd, de belangen van verschillende actoren behartigd
moeten worden. Zij komen daarom vaak tegenover dilemmas te staan, terwijl zij proberen
om hun eigen 'projecten' met hun eigen gemeenschappelijke of individuele belangen te
verwerkelijken, entegehjkertijdde behoeften en eisen van de andere groepen van actoren
in het projectgebied te bevredigen. Verschillende actoren bieden niet altijd op dezelfde
wijze het hoofd aan mogehjk conflicterende situaties. Zij ontwikkelen echter aangepaste
wijzen om de hoogste baten uit de projectactiviteiten te verkrijgen, gebaseerd op hun
eigen waarden, terwijl zij voldoen aan de eisen of bedoelingen van andere actoren. Zulke
aangepaste maatregelen kunnen worden gezien als antwoorden of strategieën, welke
zichtbaar worden in de ordening van hun sociale relaties, schikkingen voor de
arbeidsverdeling binnen en tussen huishoudens, kapitaalinvestering in verschillende
ontwikkelingsactiviteiten, en in handelsorganisatie, enz.
Het centrale onderwerp van mijn onderzoek richt zich op hoe bepaalde reacties en
strategieën van verschillende actoren sociaal worden ontwikkeld en verwerkelijkt bij
participatieve tussenkomst. Hoofdstuk 2 begint daarom met een overzicht van
sociologische bijdragen tot participatie, tussenkomst, strategie en redevoeringpraktijken.
Dit verschaft de achtergrond om het theoretische- en begrippenkader in kaart te brengen,
bestaande uit een actor gerichte benadering met gebruikmaking van haar begrippen van
sociale interface en netwerken. Het hoofdstuk besluit met een kort verslag van de
gebruikte onderzoeksmethoden. Voor de stadie van strategie processen is en diepgaande
etnografische benadering gevolgd.
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Hoofdstuk 3 biedt een achtergrondoverzicht van de interventie en schetst de processen,
met nadruk op de veelvoudige sociale realiteiten van de uitvoerende instantie. Het richt
zich op veel van wat de uitvoerders kunnen scheppen om hun eigen definities van de op te
lossen problemen op te leggen, de aard van de ontwikkelingsorganisatie zelf, haar
filosofie en beredenering voor bepaalde activiteiten, enz. Het toont eveneens hoe het
'veranderingsmodeP niet eenvoudig wordt overgedragen, maar ook gewijzigd en
heroverdacht tijdens het interventieproces. Het hoofdstuk brengt de sociale processen die
de uitvoering van het onderzoek meebracht ter tafel, en belicht de beredeneerde
onderhandelingen, het kader, de voorwaarden, de praktische strategische elementen, en
enkele belangrijke inheemse begrippen die kernelementen van de Chinese sociale
praktijk aanduiden. Deze sociale processen lagen in het hart van de projectarena en haar
werking, en maakten het mogelijk om deze op te zetten. Zij vertegenwoordigen processen
die de baan van eerdere ervaringen en kennis van de actoren weergeven, welke vorm
geven aan hun huidige interacties met elkaar. Van meer belang is dat dit hoofdstuk de
strategische redevoeringen en voorkeurspraktijken van de uitvoerende instantie degenen die tussenbeide komen - ter tafel brengt terwijl zij met dorpelingen en hun
leiders onderhandelen en hen overtuigen om aan een dergelijk participatief project deel te
nemen. Al deze sociale processen leiden tot verschillende sociale constructies van het
project, waardoor uiteindehjk schikkingen noodzakelijk worden tussen de belangrijkste
actoren, wiens verschillende leefwerelden de sociale discontinuïteiten weerspiegelen die
bij de interface ontmoetingen van het project opkomen.
Hoofdstuk 4 verschaft een beeld van het projectgebied en voorziet in de noodzakelijke
achtergrond en context om de aard en de verwikkelingen van de verschillende reacties
van de verscheidene actoren op de tussenkomst te ontdekken, hetgeen verder wordt
onderzocht in de rest van het proefschrift.
Hoofdstuk 5 verplaatst zich naar de empirische gevallen, de sociale hervorming van de
tussenkomst door vier rond gebeurtenissen gecentreerde gevalsstudies onderzoekend.
Deze hervorming komt voornamelijk voort uit de verschillende interpretaties en het
verschillende begrip van dezelfde sociale fenomenen en onderdelen van de tussenkomst.
Deze zijn met verschillende betekenissen bekleed, in overeenstemming met de eigen
kennis en ervaringen van de actoren, welke disharmonie of discontinuïteit voort kunnen
brengen. Deze situatie versterkt de kennis van lokale mensen over hoe de kritieke daarin
ingesloten relaties in te schikken en te besturen, hetgeen meestal gebeurt door een beroep
te doen op besluitvorming en uitspraken op hogere niveaus. Aan de andere kant toont het
de vaardigheid van verscheidene actoren om de kloof tussen hun verschillende
leefwerelden te dichten om zulke discontinuïteiten te verminderen. Het is ook duidelijk
dat lokale leiders in staat zijn om voldoende ruimte te scheppen voor de belangen van
henzelf en hun volgelingen.
Betekenisvol is dat de gevallen tonen hoe onmogelijk het is om een project op volledig
participatieve wijze uit te voeren. Bestaande individuele- en groepsbelangen en
mogehjke verdeeldheid beïnvloeden interpretaties en bedoelingen en sluiten onvervalste
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participatie door allen uit, hoe transparant men ook poogt te zijn. In die zin kunnen
projecten nooit volledig participatief nog voorspelbaar duurzaam zijn.
De gevallen doen uitkomen hoezeer participatieve tussenkomst vooropgezette stappen en
methoden volgt, en zo in dezelfde val loopt als de meer van bovenaf opgelegde
'top-down' interventies die veronderstellen dat verandering van tevoren kan worden
gepland. Bovendien ondersteunen de gepresenteerde gevallen ook het argument van
Leeuwis dat beslissingen doorgaans niet het resultaat zijn van rationele
besluitvormingsprocessen, maar veeleer ontstaan als een onderdeel van een geleidelijk
leerproces. 'Beslissingen' in projecten worden gevormd door een verscheidenheid aan
onderhandelingsprocessen, waardoor compromissen worden getroffen op het ene niveau
of ogenblik en conflictoplossing op het ander.
Hoofdstuk 6 toont hoe lokale leiders hun eigen interpretaties en belangen vaardig aan
andere actoren opleggen, met inbegrip van de tussenkomende projectuitvoerders die ook
onderzoekers zijn. Dit wordt bereikt door twee rond actoren gecentreerde gevalstudies te
presenteren. Er wordt geopperd dat degenen die tussenbeide komen zelf groeien in hun
begrip van situaties en van relevante strategieën om bepaalde problemen tijdens het
interventieproces op te lossen. Zij zijn individueel en gemeenschappelijk betrokken in
een 'ervaringsleerproces': en dit gaat zowel op voor de verscheidene lokale actoren als
ook voor de projectuitvoerders/onderzoekers.
Het hoofdstuk haalt ook de onderliggende processen van aanmonstering, onderhandeling
en wedijver te voorschijn, die endemisch zijn aan worstelingen binnen zulke strijdperken
van tussenkomst. Hoewel de projectbeschrijving en -uitvoering een participatieve
benadering volgde, bleven leiderschap en gezag een beslissende rol spelen bij de vorming
van de omtrekken en de inhoud van het project. Ook de buitenstaander heeft geen andere
keus dan door bestaande politieke en administratieve structuren te werken. Bepaalde
vormen van politieke controle die tegen de 'participatieve' filosofie lijken in te gaan
zouden dus onvermijdbaar kunnen zijn.
Hoofdstuk 7 onderzoekt de differentiële reacties of strategieën van de boeren, zich
concentrerend op hoe hun strategieën zich verhouden tot het differentiële optreden van
dorpsleiders. Er wordt betoogd dat meervoudige elementen samenwerken bij het
voortbrengen van bepaalde boerenhandelingen. Onder hen spelen vertrouwen en
wederkerigheid een belangrijke rol in de ontwikkeling van boerenstrategieën. De
gevallen tonen ook dat relaties met dorpsleiders op twee wijzen functioneren. Aan de ene
kant bepalen bestaande relaties de mate van boerenparticipatie, en aan de andere kant
helpt het project boeren om nieuwe relaties te ontwikkelen. Deze nieuwgevormde relaties
worden dan de bewuste en ook minder bewuste uitkomsten van activiteiten en handeling
(zelfs wanneer deze strategisch worden geacht), hetgeen het idee van eenvoudige
rationele keuze verwerpt.
Belangrijk is dat boerenstrategieën niet pas worden gevormd wanneer een project in een
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gemeenschap wordt geïntroduceerd, maar deel uitmaken van hun voordurende denken en
beslissen over levensonderhoud in verband met beschikbare hulpbronnen voor, tijdens en
na het project. Deze vorming is een voortdurend sociaal-politiek proces, waar een project
binnen stapt wanneer tussenkomst plaats vindt. Het lange termijn sociale proces is er dus
een van continuïteit, en een korte termijn project kan in dit proces een mate van
discontinuïteit invoeren totdat deze zelf een onderdeel wordt van het proces van sociale
continuïteit.
Hoofdstuk 8 bespreekt de belangrijkste conclusies van het onderzoek, vooral met
betrekking tot de kwestie van strategieën, de elementen die deze vormen, en het door
onderhandeling tot stand gebrachte participatieve ontwikkelingsproces. De empirische
gegevens wijzen de bhjvende elementen aan die de voortdurende levensbaan van mensen
vormen. Deze elementen omvatten patronen van levensonderhoud, de ontwikkeling van
sociale relaties, het streven en investeringen gericht op een verwachte toekomst, en het
bestaan van ineengrijpende of afgescheiden projecten en praktijken van actoren. Deze
patronen en bestanddelen brengen organisatieprocessen en sociale verbintenissen voort,
welke de tegengestelde ontwikkelingsneigingen kunnen vormen die de aard en de
werking van de projecten uitdagen. Menselijk handelen verbonden met zulke
tegenwerking en tegengestelde ontwikkeling verschaft het graan van verandering,
weerstand, en toeëigening, en soms van ontleding, van door buitenstaanders geplande
projecten, zelfs participatieve.
De studie onderzoekt een deel van de ermee verbonden complexiteit en identificeert de
kritieke punten waar verandering door onderhandeling tot stand wordt gebracht en
overeengekomen door de verschillende partijen. Doorheen het verhaal gaan wij het
leervermogen van lokale mensen waarderen, terwijl zij beschikbare kennis, ervaring en
sociale relaties verwerken in hun poging om specifieke doelen en geschikte middelen om
deze te bereiken te bepalen. Terwijl zij niet altijd succes hebben, tonen zij een vermogen
om het soort discontinuïteiten die verbonden zijn met projecten van externe tussenkomst
om te vormen tot productieve continuïteiten die bestaande organisatiepatronen en
prioriteiten van levensonderhoud in hun plaats of gemeenschap voeden.
Met betrekking tot participatieve ontwikkeling betoog ik dat wat voor 'participatie'
doorgaat in feite de bestaande sociaal-politieke krachtvelden versterkt. Deze conclusie
gaat in het bijzonder op voor het sociale, culturele en politieke verband van ruraal China.
Een ander aspect van het volgen van een participerende filosofie en praktijk in haar
huidige vorm is dat zij uit stukken en blokken blijft bestaan en zich daarom met goed
verbindt met de opbouw van formele instituties, waarvoor lange termijn verbintenissen
en volledige rugdekking van een overheidsprogramma nodig zijn. Het is normaal dat
organisaties, gewoonten en regels opgebouwd tijdens korte termijn interventies worden
verdund of uiteindehjk vanzelf verdwijnen of in de oude vormen terugvallen zodra de
tussenkomst eindigt.
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Deze empirische studie draagt daarom bij tot het begrip van de niet-recMijnige aard van
ontwikkelingsprocessen, vooral in het verband van China, waar participatieve interventie
bekleed is met bijzondere sociale betekenissen, en op vele verschillende wijzen verwerkt
en gebruikt wordt door degenen die zich ermee inlaten.
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